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Twistor property of GKZ-hypergeometric systems
Takuro Mochizuki
Abstract
We study the mixed twistor D-modules associated to meromorphic functions. In particular, we describe
their push-forward and specialization under some situations. We apply the results to study the twistor
property of a type of better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric systems, and to study their specializations. As a
result, we obtain some isomorphisms of mixed TEP-structures in the local mirror symmetry.
Keywords: mixed twistor D-module, generalized Hodge structure, polarization, GKZ-hypergeometric system, local
mirror symmetry.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Mixed twistor D-modules
In [59], C. Simpson introduced the concept of mixed twistor structure as a generalization of mixed Hodge
structure. According to his principle, called Simpson’s meta theorem, most objects and theorems concerning
with mixed Hodge structure should have their counterparts in the context of mixed twistor structure.
The concept of mixed Hodge module due to M. Saito [53, 57] is one of the ultimate in the Hodge theory.
Roughly speaking, mixed Hodge modules are regular holonomic D-modules equipped with mixed Hodge struc-
ture. One of the main results in the theory is the functoriality of mixed Hodge modules. Namely, we have
the standard operations on the derived category of algebraic mixed Hodge modules such as push-forward, pull
back, duality, inner homomorphism, tensor product, nearby cycle functor, vanishing cycle functors, which are
compatible with the standard operations for algebraic regular holonomic D-modules.
According to Simpson’s meta theorem, we should have a twistor version of mixed Hodge modules, that is
the concept of mixed twistor D-module. The concept of pure twistor D-module was introduced by C. Sabbah
[47, 50], and studied by himself and the author [35, 37]. The mixed case was studied in [40].
As in the Hodge case, we have the standard functors on the derived category of algebraic mixed twistor
D-modules, that is one of the most useful points in the theory of mixed twistor D-modules. Another interesting
point is that we have the mixed twistor D-modules associated to meromorphic functions.
Let f be a meromorphic function on a complex manifold X whose poles are contained in a hypersurface H .
Let L∗(f,H) be the holonomic D-modules given by OX(∗H) with the flat connection d+ df . We also have the
holonomic D-module L!(f,H) := D(L∗(−f,H)), where D denotes the duality of holonomic D-modules. We
have the natural mixed twistor D-modules over L⋆(f,H) (⋆ = ∗, !). Applying the standard functors to such
mixed twistor D-modules, we can obtain many mixed twistor D-modules. In other words, many important
holonomic D-modules are equipped with a natural mixed twistor structure. It would be interesting to have
applications of the mixed twistor structure.
In this paper, we shall explain that a type of better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric systems are naturally
equipped with the mixed twistor structure. We shall also explain an application in the study of toric local
mirror symmetry.
1.1.1 Ingredients for mixed twistor D-modules
Originally, ingredients for twistor D-modules are given as R-triples by Sabbah [47]. (See §3.1 for a review.) But,
in this paper, we consider only integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure. So, in this introduction,
we explain it in a slightly different way, although we use the formalism of R˜-triples after §2.
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Let X be any complex manifold. Let X := C ×X and X 0 := {0} ×X . Let λ be the standard coordinate
of C. We have the sheaf of differential operators DX on X . Let R˜X ⊂ DX denote the sheaf of subalgebras
generated by λΘX (logX 0).
An R˜X -module M is called strict if it is flat over OC. Any coherent R˜X -module M has the characteristic
variety Ch(M) in T ∗X (logX 0) as in the case of D-modules. We say thatM is holonomic if Ch(M) is contained
in C × Λ for a Lagrangian subvariety Λ ⊂ T ∗X . A real structure of strict holonomic R˜X -module M is a R-
perverse sheaf PR on C
∗ ×X with an isomorphism PR ⊗ C ≃ DRC∗×X(M|C∗×X).
Then, an integrable mixed twistor D-module with real structure on X is a strict holonomic R˜X -module M
with a real structure and a weight filtration (M, PR,W ) satisfying some conditions. Here, W is an increasing
filtration of strict holonomic R˜X -modules with real structure.
In this introduction, “mixed twistor D-module” means “integrable mixed twistor D-module with real struc-
ture”.
1.2 Better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric systems
1.2.1 D-modules
L. Borisov and P. Horja [5] introduced the concept of better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric system as a gener-
alization of GKZ-hypergeometric systems [15]. (See also [22].) Let us recall a special type of better behaved
GKZ-hypergeometric systems.
Let A = {a1, . . . ,am} ⊂ Zn be a finite subset generating Zn. We have the cone KR(A) :=
{∑m
j=1 rjaj
∣∣ rj ≥
0
} ⊂ Rn generated by A. We set K(A) := KR(A) ∩ Zn. The semigroup K(A) is the saturation of Z≥0A ={∑m
j=1 njaj
∣∣nj ∈ Z≥0}. We denote aj = (aj1, . . . , ajn).
Let Γ ⊂ K(A) be any subset such that Γ + a ⊂ Γ for any a ∈ A. Let β ∈ Cn. The following system of
differential equations GKZ(A,Γ,β) for tuples of holomorphic functions (Φc | c ∈ Γ) on any open subset in Cm
is called the better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric system associated to (A,Γ,β):
∂xjΦc = Φc+aj (∀c ∈ Γ, ∀j = 1, . . . ,m)(∑
j
ajixj∂xj + ci − βi
)
Φc = 0 (∀c ∈ Γ, ∀i = 1, . . . , n)
Here, (x1, . . . , xm) denotes the standard coordinate system of C
m.
Remark 1.1 In [5], any tuple in a finitely generated abelian group is considered instead of a finite subset in
Zn. In that sense, the above system is a special case of better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric systems. Later,
moreover, we shall mainly consider the case β = 0.
But, as in [1], we omit the existence of an element α ∈ (Zn)∨ such that α(ai) = 1 for any i.
Expression as the twisted Gauss-Manin systems We can describe the corresponding D-modules using
the twisted Gauss-Manin system. Let T n := (C∗)n. We consider the morphism ψaffA : T
n −→ Cm given
by ψaffA (t1, . . . , tn) = (t
a1 , . . . , tam), where taj =
∏n
i=1 t
aji
i . Let X
aff
A denote the closure of the image of ψ
aff
A .
Let XˇaffA −→ XaffA be the normalization. Let DˇaffA denote the complement of T n in XˇaffA . Note that XˇaffA =
SpecC[K(A)] and XaffA = SpecC[Z≥0A].
Let Ωk
XˇaffA
(log DˇaffA ) denote the sheaf of meromorphic differential k-forms which are logarithmic along Dˇ
aff
A ,
studied in [3]. Let Ωk
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )
denote the sheaf of holomorphic k-forms on the normal variety XˇaffA which are 0
along DˇaffA , studied in [8]. Let q : Xˇ
aff
A × Cm −→ XˇaffA be the projection. We set
Ωk
XˇaffA ×C
m/Cm
(log DˇaffA × Cm) := q∗ΩkXˇaffA (log Dˇ
aff
A ), Ω
k
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )×C
m/Cm
:= q∗Ωk
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )
.
The family of Laurent polynomials
∑m
j=1 xjt
aj induces a meromorphic function FA on (Xˇ
aff
A , Dˇ
aff
A ) × Cm.
We also have the logarithmic closed one form κ(β) =
∑n
i=1 βidti/ti. We obtain the relative algebraic de Rham
complexes:
C•(A,β)• :=
(
Ω•
(XˇaffA ×C
m)/Cm
(log DˇaffA × Cm), d+ dFA − κ(β)
)
2
C•(A,β)◦ :=
(
Ω•
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )×C
m/Cm
, d+ dFA − κ(β)
)
Let πˇA : Xˇ
aff
A × Cm −→ Cm denote the projection. Each πˇA∗Ck(A,β)⋆ is naturally a DCm-module by
∂xj · (g) = ∂xjg + (∂xjFA)g. The differential d+ dFA − κ(β) of the complexes are compatible with the actions
of DCm . So, we obtain the following DCm-modules
MA,β,⋆ := R
nπˇA∗C•(A,β)⋆ (⋆ = •, ◦).
LetK(A)◦ be the intersection ofK(A) and the interior part ofKR(A). The DCm-modulesMA,β,• andMA,β,◦
correspond to the systems GKZ(A,K(A),β) and GKZ(A,K(A)◦,β) in the sense of the following lemma. (See
Lemma E.1 and Proposition E.4 for more details.)
Proposition 1.2 Let U be any open subset in Cm. We have a natural bijective correspondence between solutions
of GKZ(A,K(A),β) (resp. GKZ(A,K(A)◦,β)) and DU -homomorphisms MA,β,• −→ OU (resp. MA,β,◦ −→
OU ).
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the case β = 0.
Expressions as the push-forward of D-modules We take a toric resolution ϕΣ1 : XΣ1 −→ XˇaffA , i.e., XΣ1
be a smooth toric variety, and ϕΣ1 is a projective morphism which is T
n-equivariant. Let DΣ1 := XΣ1 \ T n.
We have the meromorphic algebraic function FA,Σ1 on (XΣ1 , DΣ1) × Cm given by FA. We have the algebraic
holonomic DXΣ1×Cm-modules L⋆(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) (⋆ = ∗, !). Let πΣ1 : XΣ1 × Cm −→ Cm denote the
projection. By the results in §6.1.4 and §6.1.6, we have the following proposition, which gives expressions of
GKZ(A,K(A), 0) and GKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) in terms of D-modules.
Proposition 1.3 We have natural isomorphisms
π0Σ1∗L∗(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) ≃ π0Σ1!L∗(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) ≃MA,0,•,
π0Σ1∗L!(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) ≃ π0Σ1!L!(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) ≃MA,0,◦.
Here, π0Σ1,⋆ (⋆ = ∗, !) denote the 0-th cohomology of the push-forward functors of algebraic D-modules with
respect to πΣ1 .
Special case For any p = (p1, . . . , pm) ∈ Zm, we put s+(p) := {j | pj ≥ 0} and s−(p) := {j | pj ≤ 0}. We set
p =
∏
j∈s+(p)
∂pjxj −
∏
j∈s−(p)
∂−pjxj .
We have the morphism Zm −→ Zn given by p = (p1, . . . , pm) 7−→
∑m
j=1 pjaj . Let LA denote the kernel.
For c0 ∈ K(A), we have the following ordinary GKZ-hypergeometric system GKZord(A,β − c0) for holo-
morphic functions Φc0 on any open subset of C
m:
pΦc0 = 0 (∀p ∈ LA)(
c0i − βi +
m∑
j=1
ajixj∂xj
)
Φc0 = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n)
For any γ ∈ Cn, let I(A,γ) denote the left ideal of DCm generated by p (p ∈ LA) and −γi +
∑m
j=1 ajixj∂xj
(i = 1, . . . , n). Then, for Γ = c0 + Z≥0A, we have a natural isomorphism MGKZ(A,Γ,β) ≃ DCm/I(A,β − c0)
which is the D-module corresponding to the system GKZord(A,β − c0).
Suppose that K(A) = Z≥0A. Then, we have a natural isomorphism
MA,0,• ≃ DCm/I(A, 0). (1)
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Suppose moreover K(A)◦ = Z≥0A+ c0 for an element c0 ∈ K(A). Then, we have a natural isomorphism
MA,0,◦ ≃ DCm/I(A,−c0). (2)
For an expression c0 =
∑m
i=1 biai, we have the following commutative diagram:
MA,0,◦
a−−−−→ MA,0,•
≃
y ≃y
DCm
/
I(A,−c0) b−−−−→ DCm
/
I(A, 0).
Here, the vertical morphisms are (1) and (2), a is the natural morphism, and b is the induced by the multiplication
of
∏
∂bixi .
1.2.2 Mixed twistor D-modules
By the geometric expression in Proposition 1.3, we naturally obtain mixed twistor D-modules TA,0,⋆ overMA,0,⋆
(⋆ = •, ◦). Namely, we have the algebraic mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1×Cm) (⋆ = ∗, !) on XΣ1×Cm
whose underlying D-modules are L⋆(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm). We obtain the algebraic mixed twistor D-modules
TA,0,• = π
0
Σ1∗T∗(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) ≃ π0Σ1!T∗(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm)
TA,0,◦ = π
0
Σ1∗T!(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm) ≃ π0Σ1!T!(FA,Σ1 , DΣ1 × Cm)
Let MA,0,⋆ denote the underlying R˜Cm -modules of TA,0,⋆ (⋆ = ∗, !). Let us describe them as systems of
differential equations.
Let Γ ⊂ K(A) be any subset satisfying Γ + a ⊂ Γ for any a ∈ A. We consider the following system of
differential equations GKZR˜(A,Γ,β) for a tuple ΦΓ = (Φc | c ∈ Γ) of holomorphic functions on any open subset
of C× Cm = {(λ, x1, . . . , xm)}:
λ∂xjΦc = Φc+aj , (∀c ∈ Γ, j = 1, . . . ,m)(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
λxj∂xj
)
Φc = 0, (∀c ∈ Γ)
(
λ(ci − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajiλxj∂xj
)
Φc = 0, (∀c ∈ Γ, i = 1, . . . , n)
We have the R˜-modulesMGKZ(A,Γ,β) corresponding to the system GKZR˜(A,Γ,β). (See §E.2.1, in particular
Lemma E.5.) According to Proposition E.6 and Remark E.7, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 1.4 MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) (resp. MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0)) is naturally isomorphic to MA,0,• (resp.
MA,0,◦).
Special case For any p ∈ Zm, we set
p :=
∏
j∈s+(p)
(λ∂j)
pj −
∏
i∈s−(p)
(λ∂j)
−pj .
For any element c0 ∈ K(A), we consider the following system of differential equations GKZordR˜ (A,β − c0)
for Φc0 :
pΦc0 = 0 (∀p ∈ LA)(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
xjλ∂xj
)
Φc0 = 0
4
(
λ(c0i − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajixjλ∂xj
)
Φc0 = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n)
For any γ ∈ Zm, let I(A,γ) denote the left ideal of R˜Cm generated by p (p ∈ LA), λ2∂λ+nλ+
∑m
j=1 λxj∂xj ,
and −λγi +
∑m
j=1 ajiλxj∂xj (i = 1, . . . , n). Then, we have a natural isomorphism
MGKZ(A,Γ,β) ≃ R˜Cm/I(A,β − c0)
which is the R˜Cm -module corresponding to GKZord(A,β − c0).
Suppose that K(A) = Z≥0A. Then, we have
MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) ≃ R˜Cm
/I(A, 0). (3)
Suppose moreover that K(A)◦ = K(A) + c0 for an element c0 ∈ K(A). Then, we have
MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) ≃ R˜Cm
/I(A,−c0). (4)
For an expression c0 =
∑m
i=1 biai, we have the following commutative diagram:
MA,0,◦ −−−−→ MA,0,•
≃
y ≃y
R˜Cm
/I(A,−c0) −−−−→ R˜Cm/I(A, 0)
(5)
Here, the vertical arrows are given by (3), (4) and Proposition 1.4, and the upper horizontal arrow is the
morphism underlying the natural morphism of mixed twistor D-modules TA,0,◦ −→ TA,0,•, and the lower
horizontal arrow is given by the multiplication of
∏m
i=1(λ∂xi)
bi .
1.2.3 Relation with the reduced quantum D-module of toric complete intersection
Inspired by the work of E. Mann and T. Mignon [34], T. Reichelt and C. Sevenheck [45] introduced some systems
of differential equations to describe the reduced quantum D-modules of complete intersections.
Let X be an n-dimensional projective toric manifold corresponding to a fan Σ. Let Di (i = 1, . . . ,m) be
the hypersurfaces of X corresponding to the one dimensional cones in Σ. Let KX denote the canonical bundle
of X . Let Li (i = 1, . . . , r) be nef line bundles on X such that (KX ⊗
⊗r
i=1 Li)∨ is nef. We may assume
that Lj = O
(∑m
i=1 βjiDi
)
for some βji ≥ 0. We can regard
⊕L∨i as a toric manifold. Let A ⊂ Zn+r be the
set of primitive vectors in the one dimensional cones of
⊕L∨i . We have the systems of differential equations
GKZord
R˜
(A,K(A), 0) and GKZord
R˜
(A,K(A)◦,−c0), where c0 = (
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0,
r︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1, . . . ,−1) ∈ Zn+r. On (C∗)m+r, the
systems GKZord
R˜
(A,K(A), 0) and GKZord
R˜
(A,K(A)◦,−c0) are equivalent to the systems in Definition-Lemma
6.1 of [45], i.e., we have the following commutative diagram:(R˜Cm+r/I(A,−c0))|(C∗)m+r ≃−−−−→ ∗0N̂ (0,0,0)y by(R˜Cm+r/I(A, 0))|(C∗)m+r ≃−−−−→ ∗0M̂(−r,0,0)
(See [45, §6] for the R˜-modules ∗0N̂ (0,0,0) and ∗0M̂(−r,0,0).) Hence, the commutative diagram (5) implies that
the R˜-modules ∗0N̂ (0,0,0) and ∗0M̂(−r,0,0) underlie mixed twistor D-modules. We also obtain that the image of
the morphism b underlies a pure twistor D-module, which is related with the reduced quantum D-module of
the complete intersection.
Remark 1.5 In [45], they constructed R˜-modules by using the partial Fourier-Laplace transform of GKZ-
hypergeometric systems and the Brieskorn lattices associated to the Hodge filtrations. (See also [44] and [49].)
They conjectured some relation of the R˜-modules with ∗0N̂ (0,0,0) and ∗0M̂(−r,0,0) [45, Conjecture 6.13].
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We review the construction in §D, and we compare it with the R˜-modules underlying our mixed twistor
D-modules in Proposition D.6. (See also Proposition 6.70 and Corollary 6.71.) In this way, we can verify their
conjecture. In [46], they also verified their conjecture in a different way.
1.3 Application to toric local mirror symmetry
Recall that GKZ-hypergeometric systems GKZord(A,Γ, 0) and the variants GKZord
R˜
(A,Γ, 0) play important
roles in the study of mirror symmetry of toric manifolds. We shall apply the general theory of mixed twistor
D-modules to the study of toric local mirror symmetry.
One of the important goals in the study of mirror symmetry is to obtain an isomorphism of Frobenius
manifolds associated to a mirror pair of an A-model and a B-model. Roughly, a Frobenius manifold is a
complex manifold with a holomorphic multiplication and a holomorphic inner product on the tangent bundle
satisfying some compatibility conditions. The Frobenius manifold associated to the A-model contains much
information on the genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants. The Frobenius manifold associated to the B-model
contains much information on the generalized Hodge structure of the Landau-Ginzburg model. Hence, it is
interesting to have such an isomorphism of the Frobenius manifolds. One of the most celebrated results is due
to A. Givental who established it in the case of toric weak Fano manifolds. (See also [21, 44].)
Pursuing an analogue of such an isomorphism in the study of local mirror symmetry, Konishi and Minabe
[29, 30, 31, 32] introduced the concept of mixed Frobenius manifold as a generalization of Frobenius manifold.
Note that Frobenius manifolds do not appear at least naively in the local case. Roughly, a mixed Frobenius
manifold is a complex manifold with a holomorphic multiplication, a holomorphic filtration on the tangent
bundle, and inner products on the graded pieces with respect to the filtration, satisfying some compatibility
conditions. It looks natural to expect that mixed Frobenius manifolds appear widely.
Konishi and Minabe particularly studied the case of any toric weak Fano surface S. On the local A-side,
they constructed a mixed Frobenius manifold from the genus 0 local Gromov-Witten invariants of S. On the
local B-side, they suggested that the expected mixed Frobenius manifolds should be related with a variation of
mixed Hodge structure associated to the corresponding Landau-Ginzburg model.
Then, it is natural to ask whether there really exists a mixed Frobenius manifold on the local B-side.
Recently, in his master thesis, Y. Shamoto proved a reconstruction theorem of mixed Frobenius manifolds as
a generalization of a reconstruction theorem of Frobenius manifolds due to C. Hertling and Y. Manin [18].
Together with the description of the variation of mixed Hodge structure in [3, 30, 61], he proved the existence of
mixed Frobenius manifolds associated to some toric local B-models, up to the ambiguity of the choice of inner
products on the graded pieces. It is still interesting to ask how to choose pairings on the graded pieces, and
how to obtain an isomorphism of mixed Frobenius manifolds associated to the local mirror pair.
In this paper, we study the expectation in a rough level. Instead of mixed Frobenius manifolds, we shall
study mixed TEP-structures which will be explained in the next subsection. We shall obtain an isomorphism
of mixed TEP-structures associated to a mirror pair of a local A-model and a local B-model.
1.3.1 Mixed TEP-structure
Recall that a TE-structure on a complex manifold M in the sense of [14] is a locally free OCλ×M -module V with
a meromorphic flat connection ∇ : V −→ V ⊗ Ω1Cλ×M
(
log({0} ×M)) ⊗O({0} ×M). If it is equipped with a
perfect pairing P : V ⊗ j∗V −→ λnOCλ×M such that (j∗P )(j∗a⊗ b) = (−1)nP (b⊗ j∗a), then (V ,∇, P ) is called
a TEP-structure or more precisely TEP(n)-structure [14] on M . Here, j : Cλ ×M −→ Cλ ×M is given by
j(λ,Q) = (−λ,Q). We shall often omit to denote ∇, i.e., (V ,∇, P ) is denoted by (V , P ).
A mixed TE-structure on a complex manifold M consists of the following:
• A TE-structure V on M .
• An increasing filtration W˜ = (W˜m(V) |m ∈ Z) on V such that (i) W˜m = 0 (m << 0) and W˜m = V
(m >> 0), (ii) GrW˜m (V) are locally free OCλ×M -modules, (iii) W˜m are preserved by the connection of V .
If each GrW˜m (V) is equipped with a non-degenerate pairing Pm : GrW˜m (V) ⊗ j∗GrW˜m (V) −→ λ−mOCλ×M such
that (GrW˜m V , Pm) is a TEP(−m)-structure, then (V ,W, {Pm}) is called a mixed TEP-structure.
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For example, a graded polarized variation of mixed Hodge structure naturally induces a mixed TEP-structure
by the Rees construction. In that case, we can reconstruct the Hodge filtration, the weight filtration and the
polarization on the graded pieces of the original graded polarized variation of mixed Hodge structure from the
mixed TEP-structure. So, it still contains much interesting information.
1.3.2 Mixed twistor D-modules with a graded polarization
Let (M, PR,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on a complex manifold Y . If the R˜Y -module M is a locally free
OY -module, then (M,W ) is a mixed TE-structure by definition.
Suppose that (M, PR,W ) is pure of weightw, i.e., GrWj = 0 unless j = w. Then, a polarization of (M, PR,W )
is equivalent to a morphismM−→ λ−wj∗D(M), where D is the duality functor for mixed twistor D-modules.
If M is a locally free OY -module, the morphism gives a pairing P :M⊗ j∗M−→ λ−w+dimYOY , and (M,P)
is a TEP(−w + dimY )-structure.
If (M, PR,W ) is not necessarily pure, a tuple of polarizations P = (Pm |m ∈ Z) on GrWm (M, PR) is called a
graded polarization of (M, PR,W ). IfM is a locally free OY -module, each GrWm (M) is a locally free OY -module.
We set W˜m−dimYM :=WmM. Then, (M, W˜ ,P) is a mixed TEP-structure.
1.3.3 Mixed TEP-structures on GKZ(A,K(A), 0) and GKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0)
We use the notation in §1.2. We have the open subset (Cm)reg ⊂ Cm determined by the regularity condition
of the Laurent polynomials FA. The restriction MA,0,⋆|(Cm)reg (⋆ = ∗, !) are locally free O-modules. By the
general theory of mixed twistor D-modules, MA,0,⋆ are locally free O-modules on C × (Cm)reg. As previously
remarked, we obtain the mixed TE-structure (MA,0,⋆|(Cm)reg ,W ).
If 0 is an interior point of the convex hull of A, then it turns out that we have a natural isomorphism
(MA,0,!, PR,W ) ≃ (MA,0,∗, PR,W ), that they are pure of weight n + m, and that they are equipped with
a natural polarization. In particular, the restriction to (MA,0,!, PR,W )|(Cm)reg with the polarization give a
TEP(−n)-structure. It is equivalent to the TEP-structure previously studied in the mirror symmetry [21, 44].
In the general case, we need to choose an additional datum for the construction of graded polarization on
(MA,0,!, PR,W ) and (MA,0,∗, PR,W ). It turns out that if we are given a point b ∈ Zn such that 0 is an interior
point of the convex hull of A∪{b}, then we obtain graded polarizations on (MA,0,!, PR,W ) and (MA,0,∗, PR,W )
depending on b. In particular, we obtain mixed TEP-structures (MA,0,⋆|(Cm)reg , W˜ ,Pb,⋆) on (Cm)reg.
We have the action of T n on (C∗)m given by (s1, . . . , sn)(z1, . . . , zm) = (s
a1z1, . . . , s
amzm). Let SA :=
(C∗)m/T n. Let SregA denote the image of (C
∗)m ∩ (Cm)reg by the projection (C∗)m −→ SA.
It turns out that (MA,0,⋆, W˜ ,Pb,⋆) on (C∗)m ∩ (Cm)reg is equivariant with respect to the action. So, we
obtain mixed TEP-structures (VA, W˜ ,Pb,⋆) (⋆ = ∗, !) on SregA .
1.3.4 An isomorphism
Let X be an n-dimensional smooth projective toric variety corresponding to a fan Σ. Let Di (i = 1, . . . ,m)
be the hypersurfaces of X corresponding to the one dimensional cones in Σ. Let KX denote the canonical
bundle of X . Let Li (i = 1, . . . , r) be nef line bundles on X such that (KX ⊗
⊗r
i=1 Li)∨ is nef. We may
assume that Lj = O
(∑m
i=1 βjiDi
)
for some βji ≥ 0. Let Y be the projective completion of E∨ :=
⊕r
i=1 L∨i , i.e.,
Y = P
(⊕Li ⊕O).
We have the degenerated quantum products •σ (σ ∈ UX) on H∗(X,C) induced by the Gromov-Witten
invariants of Y , as explained in §7.3.3. Here, UX is an appropriate open subset in H2(X,C). As in the ordinary
case, we have the associated TE-structure QDM
(
X, E∨) on UX . Let γ ∈ H2(Y ) be the first Chern class of the
tautological line bundle of Y over X . As explained in §7.3.4, we introduce a filtration W˜ on H∗(X,C), and
pairings on GrW˜j H
∗(X,C) by using the action of γ onH∗(Y ) and inner product onH∗(Y ). The construction was
motivated by both the general theory of mixed twistor D-modules and the construction of Konishi and Minabe
[31]. Thus, we obtain a mixed TEP-structure (QDM(X, E∨), W˜ ,PE∨) on UX . It is equivariant with respect to
the translation action of 2π
√−1H2(X,Z) on UX . So, we obtain a mixed TEP-structure (QDM(X, E∨), W˜ ,PE
∨
)′
on UX/2π
√−1H2(X,Z).
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Remark 1.6 As explained in §7.3.5, the degenerated quantum products are related with the local Gromov-Witten
invariants in some special cases. It was essentially given in [29], and used in [31] for the construction of the
weight filtration and the pairings.
Let A(E∨) ⊂ Zn+r be the set of the primitive vectors in the one dimensional cones in the fan corresponding
to E∨. Let A(X) = {[ρi] | i = 1, . . . ,m} ⊂ Zn be the set of the primitive vectors in the one dimensional cones in
the fan Σ corresponding to X . In this case, A(E∨) consists of elements ai (i = 1, . . . ,m+ r) given as follows:
ai :=
{
[ρi] +
∑r
j=1 βjinj (i = 1, . . . ,m)
ni−m (i = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ r)
Here, ni = (
m+i−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). We also set am+r+1 := −
∑r
i=1 ni. Then, we have the mixed TEP-structure
(MA(E∨), W˜ ,Pam+r+1,∗) on (Cm+r)reg. We obtain a mixed TEP-structure (VA(E∨), W˜ ,Pam+r+1,∗) on SregA(E∨)
as the reduction.
Theorem 1.7 We have the following.
• An open subset U1 ⊂ H2(X,C)/2π
√−1H2(X,Z) which contains a neighbourhood of the large radius limit
point.
• An open subset U2 ⊂ SregA(E∨) which contains a neighbourhood of the large radius point.
• A holomorphic isomorphism ϕ : U1 ≃ U2.
• Isomorphism of mixed TEP-structures(
QDM(X, E∨), W˜ ,PE∨)′
|U1
and ϕ∗
(VA(E∨),∗, W˜ ,Pam+r+1,∗)|U2
up to shift of weights.
See Theorem 7.34 for a more refined and precise claim.
Remark 1.8 In [45], it is announced that a result in [24] implies the comparison of the TE-structures in
Theorem 1.7. In [23], the mirror theorem of Givental is generalized for non-compact or non-semipositive toric
manifolds. At this moment, it is not clear to the author if we could also deduce the comparison of the weight
filtrations from [23, 24].
1.3.5 Idea of the proof
Roughly, our isomorphism is obtained as the specialization of the isomorphism of Givental for the weak Fano toric
manifold Y . We naturally have H2(Y,C) = H2(X,C) × Cγ. We have the quantum D-module (QDM(Y ),PY )
on an appropriate open subset of H2(Y,C)
/
2π
√−1H2(Y,Z) associated to the Gromov-Witten invariants of
Y . The mixed TEP-structure
(
QDM(X, E∨), W˜ ,PE∨) is described as the “specialization” of (QDM(Y ),PY ).
(We explain the procedure “specialization” in §B.1.) Let A(Y ) := A(E∨) ∪ {am+r+1} in Zn+r, which is the
set of the primitive vectors in the one dimensional cones in a fan corresponding to Y . We naturally have
SA(Y ) = SA(E∨) × C∗. By using the results on the specialization of mixed twistor D-modules, we can describe
the mixed TEP-structure
(VA(E∨)∗, W˜ ,Pam+r+1∗) as “the specialization” of the TEP-structure (VA(Y ),P). We
have the isomorphism of Givental between the TEP-structures (QDM(Y ),PY ) and (VA(Y ),P). (See [21, 44].)
Hence, we can obtain the isomorphism of mixed TEP-structures in Theorem 1.7 as the specialization of the
isomorphism of Givental.
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1.4 The mixed twistor D-modules associated to meromorphic functions
Motivated by the applications to the study of the twistor property of GKZ-hypergeometric systems, mentioned
in the previous subsections, we shall consider the technical issues on the mixed twistor D-modules. Let X be
a complex manifold with a hypersurface H . Let f be a meromorphic function on X whose poles are contained
in H . We have the naturally defined integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure T⋆(f,H) (⋆ = ∗, !)
over L⋆(f,H). We also have the naturally induced polarizations on Gr
W
w T⋆(f,H) which depend on the choice
of an effective divisor D whose support is H . The much part of this paper is devoted to the study of such kind
of graded polarized mixed twistor D-modules with real structure. For instance, we consider the following issues.
• Let X(1) := P1τ ×X . We set H(1) := (P1×H)∪({0,∞}×X). Let ι : X −→ X(1) be the morphism induced
by {0} −→ P1τ . Let f, g ∈ OX(∗H). We have the graded polarized mixed twistor D-modules with real
structure T⋆(g + τf,H(1)) on X(1) and T⋆(g,H) on X , where ⋆ = ∗, !. Under some assumptions, we shall
relate ι†T⋆(g,H) with the kernel and the cokernel of T!(g+τf,H(1)) −→ T∗(g+τf,H(1)). It is not difficult
to obtain a relation in the level of mixed twistor D-modules with real structures (Proposition 3.25). We
need more preliminaries to obtain the relation between polarizations on the graded pieces (Proposition
5.2).
• Let X(1) and H(1) be as above. Let π : X(1) −→ X be the projection. We have the graded polarized
mixed twistor D-modules π0†T⋆(g+τf,H(1)) by taking the push-forward via π. Let Zf be the zero-set of f .
We have the graded polarized mixed twistor D-modules T∗(g,H)[!(f)0] and T!(g,H)[∗(f)0] on X . Under
some assumptions, we shall relate π0†T∗(g + τf,H(1)) (resp. π0†T!(g + τf,H)) and T∗(g,D)[!Zf ] (resp.
T!(g,D)[∗Zf ].) Again, it is not difficult to obtain a relation in the level of mixed twistor D-modules with
real structure (Proposition 3.22). We need more preliminaries to obtain the relation between polarizations
on the graded pieces (Proposition 5.7).
We also need the compatibility of various standard functors for D-modules and flat bundles, which are
explained in the appendix sections §A and §B.
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2 D-modules associated to meromorphic functions
2.1 Purity condition
2.1.1 D-modules associated to meromorphic functions
Let X be a complex manifold with a hypersurface D. Let OX(∗D) be the sheaf of meromorphic functions on X
whose poles are contained in D. Let D denote the duality functor on the category of holonomic D-modules on
X . For any coherent DX -module M , we set M(∗D) := OX(∗D) ⊗OX M and M(!D) := D
(
D(M)(∗D)). The
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restriction of M(⋆D) (⋆ = ∗, !) to X \D is naturally isomorphic to M|X\D. We have the canonical morphism
M(!D) −→M(∗D) whose restriction to X \D is the identity.
Let f be a meromorphic function on (X,D), i.e., a section of OX(∗D). Let (f)0 and (f)∞ denote the
effective divisors obtained as the zeroes and the poles of f . The supports of the divisors are denoted by |(f)0|
and |(f)∞|.
We obtain the meromorphic flat bundle L∗(f,D) := OX(∗D)v with ∇v = v df . We naturally regard it
as a DX -module. We set L!(f,D) := L∗(f,D)(!D) = D
(
L∗(−f,D)
)
. The image of the canonical morphism
L!(f,D) −→ L∗(f,D) is independent of the choice of D such that |(f)∞| ⊂ D, and denoted by L(f). We
have natural isomorphisms L⋆(f,D) ≃ L(f)(⋆D) for ⋆ =!, ∗. Indeed, L(f) −→ L∗(f,D) naturally induces
L(f)(∗D) −→ L∗(f,D) which is clearly an isomorphism. By using the duality, we obtain L!(f,D) ≃ L(f)(!D).
When D = |(f)∞|, we set L⋆(f) := L⋆(f, |(f)∞|).
2.1.2 Purity
We continue to use the notation in §2.1.1. We introduce a condition.
Definition 2.1 We say that a meromorphic function f on X is pure at P ∈ X if the canonical morphism
L!(f) −→ L∗(f) is an isomorphism on a neighbourhood of P . We say that f is pure if it is pure at any point
of X.
Because D
(
L∗(f)
) ≃ L!(−f) and D(L!(f)) ≃ L∗(−f), we have the following easy lemmas.
Lemma 2.2 Let f be a meromorphic function on X.
• f is pure if and only if −f is pure.
• f is pure if and only if the morphisms L!(f) −→ L∗(f) and L!(−f) −→ L∗(−f) are epimorphisms.
Let ϕ : Y −→ X be a proper morphism of complex manifolds such that ϕ induces an isomorphism Y \
ϕ−1(D) ≃ X \D.
Lemma 2.3 Let f be a meromorphic function on (X,D). Suppose that
∣∣(ϕ∗f)∞∣∣ = ϕ−1(D) and that ϕ∗(f) is
pure. Then, f is also pure, and it satisfies |(f)∞| = D.
Proof We set fY := ϕ
∗(f) and DY := ϕ
−1(D). Because D = ϕ
(|(fY )∞|) ⊂ |(f)∞| ⊂ D, we have |(f)∞| =
D. We have ϕi+L∗(fY , DY ) = 0 (i 6= 0), and ϕ0+
(
L∗(fY , DY )
)
(∗D) ≃ ϕ0+
(
L∗(fY , DY )
)
. Hence, we have
ϕ0+
(
L∗(fY , DY )
) ≃ L∗(f,D). By the duality, we have ϕ0+(L!(fY , DY )) ≃ L!(f,D). Then, from the purity of
fY , we obtain that L!(f,D) −→ L∗(f,D) is an isomorphism.
2.1.3 Vanishing of cohomology for pure functions
The purity condition sometimes implies the vanishing of the cohomology. We mention a typical case. Let X be a
complex manifold with a hypersurface D. Let f be a meromorphic function on (X,D) such that (i) |(f)∞| = D,
(ii) f is pure. Let F : X −→ S be a proper morphism of complex manifolds.
Proposition 2.4 Suppose that RiF∗
(
ΩjX ⊗ O(∗D)
)
= 0 for (i, j) ∈ Z2≥0 such that i + j > dimX. Then, we
have F k† L(f) = 0 (k 6= 0).
Proof BecauseDL(f) ≃ L(−f) and because −f is also pure, it is enough to prove that F k† L(f) = 0 for k > 0.
We have only to prove the claim locally around any point of S. We set ωX := Ω
dimX
X and ωS := Ω
dimS
S . Recall
that F†L(f) is obtained as RF∗
([
ωX⊗F−1OS F−1
(DS⊗ω−1S )]⊗LDX L(f)). We have the standard free resolution
DX ⊗ Ω•X [dimX ] of the right DX -modules ωX . By the assumption, if i+ j > dimX , we have
RjF∗
([
ΩiX ⊗F−1OS (F−1DS ⊗ ωS)
] ⊗OX L(f)) ≃ RjF∗(ΩiX ⊗ L(f))⊗OS (DS ⊗ ωS) = 0.
Hence, we have the desired vanishing F k† L(f) = 0 for k > 0.
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Example 2.5 The condition of Proposition 2.4 is satisfied if F is factorized into the composite of morphisms
of complex manifolds X
ρ−→ X ′ F ′−→ S such that (i) D′ = ρ(D) is also a hypersurface of X ′, (ii) ρ induces
X \D ≃ X ′ \D′, (iii) OX′(D′) is relatively ample with respect to F ′.
2.2 D-modules associated to non-degenerate meromorphic functions
2.2.1 A non-degeneracy condition
Let X be a complex manifold with a simple normal crossing hypersurface D. Let f be a meromorphic function
on (X,D). In this paper, we shall often use the following non-degeneracy condition.
Definition 2.6 f is called non-degenerate along D if the following holds for a small neighbourhood N of |(f)∞|.
• (f)0 ∩N is reduced and non-singular.
• N ∩ (|(f)0| ∪D) is normal crossing.
Let D =
⋃
i∈ΛDi and |(f)∞| =
⋃
i∈Λf
Di be the irreducible decompositions, where Λf ⊂ Λ. For any non-
empty subset I ⊂ Λ, we set DI :=
⋂
i∈ΛDI and D
◦
I := DI \
⋃
j 6∈I Dj. If I = ∅, we set D∅ = X . Then, the
second condition can be reworded that D◦I is transversal with |(f)0| for any I ⊂ Λ with I ∩ Λf 6= ∅.
Remark 2.7 Suppose that a meromorphic function f on (X,D) is non-degenerate along D. Let D′ be a
hypersurface of X such that |(f)∞| ⊂ D′ ⊂ D. Then, f is non-degenerate along D′. But, the converse does
not hold in general. Namely, even if a meromorphic function f on (X,D′) is non-degenerate along D′, it is
not necessarily non-degenerate along D. For example, set X = C2, f = (z1 − z2)/z2, D′ = {z2 = 0} and
D = {z1 = 0} ∪ {z2 = 0}.
We reword the condition in terms of local coordinate systems. We set Dcf :=
⋃
i∈Λc
f
Di, where Λ
c
f := Λ \Λf .
We have D = |(f)∞| ∪Dcf . Let Q ∈ |(f)∞|. We take a holomorphic coordinate neighbourhood (XQ; z1, . . . , zn)
around Q such that
|(f)∞| ∩XQ =
ℓ1⋃
i=1
{zi = 0}, Dcf ∩XQ =
ℓ1+ℓ2⋃
i=ℓ1+1
{zi = 0}.
Let ki denote the pole order of f along {zi = 0}. Then, we have an expression f = f0
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i where f0 is
holomorphic. Let I ⊂ Λf be determined by Q ∈ D◦I . Note I ∩ Λf 6= ∅. If f is non-degenerate along D, then
the divisor (f0|D◦
I
) is reduced and non-singular. Conversely, if the above holds for any Q ∈ |(f)∞|, then f is
non-degenerate.
Remark 2.8 See Definition 6.5 and Lemma 6.9 for the relation between the non-degeneracy condition in [33]
and the condition in Definition 2.6. We postpone to discuss the exact relation between the (cohomologically)
tameness condition for algebraic functions (see [48]) and the conditions in Definitions 2.1 and 2.6.
2.2.2 Convenient coordinate systems
Suppose that a section f of OX(∗D) is non-degenerate along D. We have a holomorphic coordinate system
(XQ; z1, . . . , zn) around Q ∈ |(f)∞| satisfying the following conditions.
• |(f)∞| ∩XQ =
⋃ℓ1
i=1{zi = 0} and Dcf ∩XQ =
⋃ℓ1+ℓ2
i=ℓ1+1
{zi = 0}.
• If Q ∈ |(f)0|, we have f|XQ = zn
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i for some k ∈ Zℓ1>0.
• If Q 6∈ |(f)0|, we have f|XQ =
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i for some k ∈ Zℓ1>0.
In this paper, such a coordinate system is called a convenient coordinate system.
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2.2.3 Families of non-degenerate functions
Let X −→ S be a smooth morphism of complex manifolds. Let D be a simple normal crossing hypersurface
in X with the irreducible decomposition D =
⋃
i∈ΛDi. Suppose that the induced morphisms D
◦
I −→ S are
smooth for any I ⊂ Λ. For any s ∈ S, let (Xs, Ds) denote the fibers of (X,D) over s ∈ S. In such a situation,
we sometimes consider a condition which is stronger than the non-degeneracy along D.
Definition 2.9 Let f be a meromorphic function on (X,D) which is non-degenerate along D. If moreover f|Xs
is non-degenerate along Ds for any s ∈ S, we say that f is non-degenerate along D over S.
2.2.4 Purity in the non-degenerate case
Let X be a complex manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface D. Let f be a meromorphic function on
(X,D).
Lemma 2.10 Suppose that D = |(f)∞| and that f is non-degenerate along D. Then, f is pure.
Proof We have only to check the claim locally around any point of |(f)∞|. We use a convenient coordinate
system as in §2.2.2. We have a natural isomorphism L!(f)(∗D) ≃ L∗(f)(∗D). Hence, for a large N , u :=∏ℓ1
i=1 z
N
i v is a section of L!(f).
We have a natural morphism ϕ : DX −→ L!(f) given by P 7−→ Pu. Let us check that the composite of
ϕ and L!(f) −→ L∗(f) is an epimorphism. It is enough to observe that the image of u in L∗(f) generates
L∗(f). For m ∈ Zm1 , let zm =
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
mi
i . If Q ∈ |(f)∞|, note ∂zn(zmv) = zm−kv. If Q 6∈ |(f)∞|, note
z1∂z1(z
mv) = −kizm−kv +mizmv. Then, the claim easily follows.
Hence, the natural morphism κ : L!(f) −→ L∗(f) is an epimorphism. As remarked in Lemma 2.2, because
the dual of κ is the epimorphism L!(−f) −→ L∗(−f), we obtain that κ is a monomorphism.
2.2.5 Expressions of the D-modules associated to non-degenerate functions
Let VDDX denote the sheaf of subalgebras of DX generated by ΘX(logD) over OX . Let f be a meromorphic
function on (X,D) which is non-degenerate alongD. Then, L(f) and L(f)(D) = L(f)⊗OXOX(D) are naturally
VDDX -modules.
Lemma 2.11 We naturally have L!(f,D) ≃ DX ⊗VDDX L(f) and L∗(f,D) ≃ DX ⊗VDDX L(f)(D).
Proof Because
(DX⊗VDDX L(f))(∗D) ≃ (DX⊗VDDX L(f)(D))(∗D) ≃ L(f)(∗D), we have natural morphisms:
DX ⊗VDDX L(f)(D) α1−→ L∗(f,D) (6)
L!(f,D)
α2−→ DX ⊗VDDX L(f). (7)
It is enough to prove that the morphisms are isomorphisms locally around any point of D. We use a convenient
coordinate system in §2.2.2.
Let v be a frame of L(f) over OX(∗(f)∞) such that ∇v = v df . Because a1 : L!(f,D) −→ L(f) is an
epimorphism, we can locally take a section v′ of L!(f,D) which is mapped to v via a1. We consider the
submodule VDDX v′ ⊂ L!(f,D). It is coherent over VDDX . Note that L(f) is coherent over VDDX . Because
Ker a1∩VDDXv′ = Ker
(
a1|VDDXv′
)
, it is coherent over VDDX . In particular, it is locally finitely generated over
VDDX . Take a generator f1, . . . , fm of Ker a1 ∩ VDDXv′. The supports of fj are contained in D. We can take
a large N such that
∏ℓ1+ℓ2
i=1 z
N
i fj = 0 in L!(f,D), because L!(f,D)(∗D) = L(f)(∗D). Then, it is easy to see
that
∏ℓ1+ℓ2
i=1 z
N
i
(
VDDX v′ ∩Ker(a1)
)
= 0. We set v′′ :=
∏ℓ1+ℓ2
i=1 z
N
i v
′, and then we have VDDXv′′ ∩Ker(a1) = 0.
The morphism VDDXv′′ −→ L(f) induced by a1 gives an isomorphism VDDXv′′ −→ OX(∗(f)∞)
∏ℓ1+ℓ2
i=1 z
N
i v of
VDDX -modules. In particular, VDDXv′′ is naturally an OX
(∗(f)∞)-module.
We set v(3) :=
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−N
i v
′′. We have zi∂iv
(3) = −kiv(3)
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i for i = 1, . . . , ℓ1, and zi∂iv
(3) = Nv(3)
for i = ℓ1 + 1, . . . , ℓ1 + ℓ2. Take 0 ≤ pℓ1+1, . . . , pℓ1+ℓ2 ≤ N . We set p := (pℓ1+1, . . . , pℓ1+ℓ2). We set vp :=
12
∏ℓ1+ℓ2
i=ℓ1+1
∂pii v
(3). Note that a1(vp) = Cp
∏ℓ1+ℓ2
i=ℓ1+1
zN−pii v for a non-zero constant Cp. We consider the following
morphism induced by a1:
VDDX ·
ℓ1+ℓ2∏
i=ℓ1+1
∂pii v
(3) −→ L(f) (8)
Let us observe that (8) is a monomorphism. If p = (0, . . . , 0), it has already been observed. If pi > 0, set
p′j := pj (j 6= i) and p′i := pi − 1. We have ∂ivp′ = vp. Let s ∈ Ker(a1) ∩ VDDXvp. We have s = ∂is′ for some
s′ ∈ VDDXvp′ . We have 0 = a1(zis) = a1(zi∂is′) = 0. We have zi∂is′ = 0 in VDDXvp′ ≃ OX(∗(f)∞)
∏N−p′j
j=1 v.
But, because N − p′i > 0, it is easy to see that if a section s′ of OX(∗(f)∞)
∏N−p′j
j=1 v satisfies zi∂is
′ = 0
then s′ = 0. Hence, we obtain s = 0. In particular, the induced morphism VDDX v(N,...,N) −→ L(f) is a
monomorphism. Because a1(v(N,...,N)) is v multiplied by a non-zero constant, VDDX v(N,...,N) −→ L(f) is also
an epimorphism, i.e., an isomorphism.
Hence, we have a VDDX -homomorphism a2 : L(f) −→ L!(f,D) such that a1 ◦ a2 = id. It induces a DX -
homomorphism β2 : DX ⊗VDDX L(f) −→ L!(f,D). We set g := β2 ◦ α2 which is an endomorphism of L!(f,D).
For the dual, g induces the identity on DL!(f,D). Hence, we obtain that g is the identity. In particular, (7) is
an epimorphism and β2 is a monomorphism. Because DX ⊗VDDX L(f) is generated by v, β2 is an epimorphism.
Hence, α2 and β2 are isomorphisms.
Let us study the morphism α1. Because L(f) = L(f)(∗(f∞)), we naturally have
DX ⊗VDDX L(f)(D) ≃ DX(∗(f)∞)⊗VDDX(∗(f)∞) L(f)(D).
For any non-negative integer m, we consider the OX(∗(f)∞)-homomorphism γm : L(f)
(
(m + 1)D
) −→
DX ⊗VDDX L(f)(D) determined by
γm
( ℓ1∏
i=1
z−1i
ℓ1+ℓ2∏
i=ℓ1+1
z−m−1i v
)
= (−1)ℓ2m(m!)−ℓ2
ℓ1+ℓ2∏
i=ℓ1+1
∂mi ⊗
ℓ1+ℓ2∏
i=1
z−1i v.
Let ιm : L(f)(mD) −→ L(f)((m + 1)D) be the natural inclusion. Then, we have α1 ◦ γm ◦ ιm = α1 ◦ γm−1.
We obtain an OX(∗(f)∞)-homomorphism γ : L(f)(∗D) −→ DX ⊗VDDX L(f)(D). By the construction, γ is an
epimorphism, and α1 ◦ γ is the identity. Then, we obtain that α1 is an isomorphism.
2.2.6 De Rham complexes
We give some complexes which are quasi-isomorphic to the de Rham complexes of L⋆(f,D) when f is non-
degenerate along D. (See [11], [51], [62] for the case |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅.) We set dX := dimX .
We have the natural complex of right DX -modules Ω•X ⊗OX DX [dX ] which is a right locally DX -free res-
olution of ΩX := Ω
dX
X . We have the subcomplex Ω
•
X(logD)(−D) ⊗OX VDDX [dX ], which is a right locally
VDDX -free resolution of ΩX . Indeed, the natural morphism ΩX ⊗ VDDX −→ ΩX induces a quasi-isomorphism
Ω•X(logD)(−D)⊗ VDDX [dX ] ≃ ΩX of complexes of right VDDX -modules.
Suppose that f is non-degenerate along D. Because L∗(f,D) ≃ DX ⊗VDDX L(f)(D) according to Lemma
2.11, we have the following natural isomorphisms:
ΩX ⊗LDX L∗(f,D) ≃ ΩX ⊗LVDDX L(f)(D) ≃ Ω•X(logD)(−D)⊗ L(f)(D)[dX ]
≃
(
Ω•X(logD)(∗(f)∞), d+ df
)
[dX ] (9)
Because L!(f,D) ≃ DX ⊗VDDX L(f) according to Lemma 2.11, we have the following isomorphisms:
ΩX ⊗LDX L!(f,D) ≃ ΩX ⊗LVDDX L(f) ≃ Ω•X(logD)(−D)⊗ L(f)[dX ]
≃
(
Ω•X(logD)(−D)(∗(f)∞), d+ df
)
[dX ] (10)
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Coherent expression Let H be any divisor in X . Let us consider the complex
Ωℓ−1X (logD)
(
H
) a1−→ ΩℓX(logD)(H + (f)∞) a2−→ Ωℓ+1X (logD)(H + 2(f)∞),
where ai are induced by the multiplication of df .
Lemma 2.12 If f is non-degenerate along D, we have Im a1 = Ker a2 on a neighbourhood of |(f)∞|.
Proof We have only to check the claim locally around any point Q of |(f)∞| by using a convenient local
coordinate system. Let us consider the case Q ∈ |(f)0|∩|(f)∞|. Then, f = zn
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i . We have the following
local section of Ω1X(logD):
τ := df ·
ℓ1∏
i=1
zkii = dzn −
ℓ1∑
i=1
kizn
dzi
zi
We have τ|Q 6= 0. We consider the following on a neighbourhood of Q:
Ωℓ−1X (logD)
b1−→ ΩℓX(logD) b2−→ Ωℓ+1X (logD)
Here, bi are induced by the multiplication of τ . Because τ|Q 6= 0, we have Im(b1) = Ker(b2). Then, in the case
Q ∈ |(f)0|, the claim of the lemma follows. The case Q 6∈ |(f)0| can be argued similarly, and it is well known.
We set ΩℓX(logD, f) := Ω
ℓ
X(logD)(ℓ(f)∞). Together with the differential d + df , we obtain a complex(
Ω•X(logD, f), d + df
)
. We also have
(
Ω•X(logD, f)(−D), d + df
)
. We obtain the following from the previous
lemma.
Lemma 2.13 The following natural morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms:(
Ω•X(logD, f), d+ df
) −→ (Ω•X(logD)(∗(f)∞), d+ df)(
Ω•X(logD, f)(−D), d+ df
) −→ (Ω•X(logD)(−D)(∗(f)∞), d+ df)
Hence, we have the following natural quasi-isomorphisms:
ΩX ⊗LDX L∗(f,D) ≃
(
Ω•X(logD, f), d+ df
)
[dX ]
ΩX ⊗LDX L!(f,D) ≃
(
Ω•X(logD, f)(−D), d+ df
)
[dX ]
Kontsevich complexes Let ΩkX,f,D denote the kernel of the following morphism induced by the multiplication
of df :
ΩkX(logD)
df−→ Ω
k+1
X (logD)
(
!(f)∞
)
Ωk+1X (logD)
.
Lemma 2.14 ΩkX,f,D are locally free.
Proof We have ΩkX,f,D = Ω
k
X(logD) outside |(f)∞|. Locally around any point of (f)∞, we have local decom-
positions ΩkX(logD) = Ak ⊕ Bk such that the multiplication of df induces Bk ≃ Ak+1((f)∞). Hence, we have
ΩkX,f,D = Ak ⊕Bk(−(f)∞), and the claim of the lemma follows.
The multiplication of df induces df : ΩkX,f,D −→ Ωk+1X,f,D. By the commutativity [d, df ] = 0, the exterior
derivative induces d : ΩkX,f,D −→ Ωk+1X,f,D. Hence, we obtain the complex (Ω•X,f,D, d + df). We also obtain the
complex (Ω•X,f,D(−D), d+ df).
Lemma 2.15 The following natural morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms:(
Ω•X,f,D, d+ df
) −→ (Ω•X(logD, f), d+ df)(
Ω•X,f,D(−D), d+ df
) −→ (Ω•X(logD, f)(−D), d+ df)
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2.2.7 The push-forward by a projection
Let us consider the case (X,D) = (X0, D0)×S. Suppose that X0 is compact. Let f be a meromorphic function
on (X,D). Let π : X −→ S denote the projection. Let n := dimX0.
Lemma 2.16 Suppose that f is non-degenerate along D. We have the following natural isomorphisms:
πi+
(
L∗(f,D)
) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•+nX/S(logD)(∗(f)∞), d+ df) (11)
πi+
(
L!(f,D)
) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•+nX/S(logD)(−D)(∗(f)∞), d+ df) (12)
Proof Let us consider (11). By Lemma 2.11, we have L∗(f,D) ≃ DX⊗VDDXL(f)(D). We haveDX = DX0⊠DS
and VDDX = VD0DX0 ⊠DS . Let p : X ×X0 be the projection. We obtain
π+
(
L∗(f,D)
) ≃ Rπ∗(p∗ΩX0 ⊗Lp∗DX0 L∗(f,D)) ≃ Rπ∗(p∗ΩX0 ⊗Lp∗VDDX0 (L∗(f,D)⊗O(D)))
≃ Rπ∗
(
Ω•+nX/S(logD)(−D)⊗OX
(
L∗(f,D)⊗O(D)
)) ≃ Rπ∗(Ω•+nX/S(logD)⊗OX L∗(f,D)) (13)
It implies (11). Similarly, we obtain (12) from the expression L!(f,D) ≃ DX ⊗VDOX
(
L(f)(−D)) in Lemma
2.11, as in (10).
Suppose moreover that f is non-degenerate along D over S. (See Definition 2.9 for this stronger condition.)
As in §2.2.6, we can naturally define the complexes (Ω•X/S(logD, f), d+df) and (Ω•X/S,f,D, d+df) in the relative
setting.
Lemma 2.17 If f is non-degenerate along D over S, then we have the following natural isomorphisms:
πi+
(
L∗(f,D)
) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•+nX/S(logD, f), d+ df) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•+nX/S,f,D, d+ df) (14)
πi+
(
L!(f,D)
) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•+nX/S(logD, f)(−D), d+ df) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•+nX/S,f,D(−D), d+ df) (15)
Proof As in §2.2.6, we obtain the isomorphisms from Lemma 2.16.
Corollary 2.18 Suppose that f is non-degenerate along D over S. Then, πi+
(
L⋆(f,D)
)
are flat bundles on S,
i.e., locally free OS-modules with an integrable connection.
Proof The right hand sides of (14) and (15) are OS-coherent. Then, the claim of this corollary follows from a
well known result, i.e., if a DX -module is coherent over OX , then it is a flat bundle.
2.3 Some functions satisfying the purity condition
We give some examples of meromorphic functions which are not necessarily non-degenerate but satisfy the
purity condition. Let X denote a complex manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface D.
2.3.1 Basic cases
We set X(1) := X × P1 and D(1) := (D × P1) ∪ ({∞} × X). Let τ be the standard coordinate on P1. Take
f, g ∈ OX(∗D), and we consider a meromorphic function F := τf + g on (X(1), D(1)). We give some sufficient
conditions for F to be pure on an open subset in X(1).
Lemma 2.19 Suppose the following.
• g is non-degenerate along D.
• |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅, and |(f)0| ⊂ |(g)∞|. In particular, |(f)0| ⊂ D.
• D = |(f)∞| ∪ |(g)∞|.
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Then, F is pure on X(1).
Proof Let us consider the DX(1)(∗D(1))-module V = OX(1)(∗D(1))v with ∇v = vdF . It is enough to prove
that V [!D(1)] −→ V is an epimorphism around any point of (P, τ) ∈ X(1). We take a holomorphic coordinate
system (x1, . . . , xn) around P such that D =
⋃ℓ
i=1{xi = 0}.
Let us consider the case τ 6=∞. For a large N , we have v1 =
∏ℓ
i=1 x
N
i v ∈ V(⋆D(1)) (⋆ = ∗, !). It is enough
to prove that v1 generates V as a DX(1) -module. For any m ∈ Zℓ, we have
∂i(x
mv) =
(
x−1i mi + ∂ig + τ∂if
)
xmv.
We also have ∂τv = fv. For i = 1, . . . , ℓ, we obtain
xi∂i(x
mv)− (f−1xi∂if) · τ∂τ (xmv) = xm(xi∂ig +mi)v. (16)
For i = ℓ+ 1, . . . , n, we have
∂i(x
mv)− (f−1∂if)τ∂τ (xmv) = xm∂i(g)v. (17)
By using (16) and (17), we obtain that OX(1)(∗(g)∞)v1 is contained in DX(1)v1. Then, by using ∂τv = fv, we
obtain that V is contained in DX(1)v1 around (P, τ).
Let us consider the case τ = ∞. Let κ := τ−1. It is enough to see that v1 = κN
∏ℓ
i=1 x
N
i v generates
V around (P,∞). We have κ∂κv = −τ∂τv = −κ−1fv. As in the case τ 6= ∞, we obtain OX(1)(∗(g)∞)v1 is
contained in DX(1)v1 by using (16) and (17). Then, by using κ∂κv = −κ−1fv, we obtain that V is contained in
DX(1)v1.
The following lemma is easy to see.
Lemma 2.20 Suppose the following:
• g = 0.
• D = |(f)∞|.
• (f)0 is smooth and reduced, and D ∪ |(f)0| is normal crossing.
Then, F = τf is non-degenerate on {τ 6= 0} ×X. In particular, F is pure on {τ 6= 0} ×X.
2.3.2 A variant
Let X be a complex manifold with a simple normal crossing hypersurface D. We set X(2) := P1τ × P1t ×X . Let
D(2) denote the union of {∞}×P1t ×X and P1τ ×{0,∞}×X and P1τ ×P1t ×D. Let h be a meromorphic function
on (X,D) such that (i) D = |(h)∞|, (ii) h is non-degenerate along D, (iii) (h)0 is reduced and non-singular on
X . We have the meromorphic function F = t−1τ + th on (X(2), D(2)).
We set D1 := {t = 0}×X and D2 := ({t =∞}×X)∪ (P1t ×D) in P1t ×X . We take a projective birational
morphism ϕ : Y −→ P1t × X such that (i) g := ϕ∗(th) is non-degenerate, (ii) DY := ϕ−1(D1 ∪ D2) is normal
crossing, (iii) Y \ ϕ−1(D1) ≃ (P1t ×X) \D1. We set f := ϕ∗(t−1).
Lemma 2.21 F˜ = τf + g is pure on Y˜ := P1τ × Y .
Proof Because D2 \ D1 ⊂ |(th)∞|, we have ϕ−1(D2 \ D1) ⊂
∣∣(g)∞∣∣. We clearly have ϕ−1(D1) = ∣∣(f)∞∣∣.
Hence, we have DY = |(f)∞| ∪ |(g)∞|. We also have |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅ and |(f)0| ⊂ |(g)∞|. Then, we obtain
the claim of Lemma 2.21 from Lemma 2.19.
Lemma 2.22 F is pure on P1τ × P1t ×X.
Proof Let ϕ˜ : Y˜ −→ X(2) be the induced morphism. Let D˜Y be the union of {∞} × Y and P1τ × DY in
Y˜ . By the previous lemma, F˜ := τf + g is pure on Y˜ . We also have D˜Y = |(F˜ )∞|. Hence, the natural
morphism L!(F˜ , D˜Y ) −→ L∗(F˜ , D˜Y ) is an isomorphism. Because L⋆(F,D(2)) ≃ ϕ˜†L⋆(F˜ , D˜Y ), we obtain that
L!(F,D
(2)) −→ L∗(F,D(2)) is an isomorphism, i.e., F is pure on X(2).
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2.4 Push-forward
2.4.1 A statement
Let X be a complex manifold with a simple normal crossing hypersurface D. We set Y := X × P1 and
D
(0)
Y := (X ×{∞})∪ (D×P1) and D(1)Y := D(0)Y ∪ (X ×{0}). Let f and g be meromorphic functions on (X,D).
We assume the following.
• The divisor (f)0 ∩ (X \D) is reduced and non-singular.
We set Zf := |(f)0|. Let [z0 : z1] be a homogeneous coordinate system of P1, and we set t := z0/z1. We obtain
the meromorphic function tf on Y . The pull back of g by the projection Y −→ X is also denoted by g. We set
F := tf + g.
We have the D-modules L∗(F,D(0)Y ) and L∗(F,D(1)Y ) on Y . We have the natural exact sequence:
0 −→ L∗(F,D(0)Y ) −→ L∗(F,D(1)Y ) −→ L∗(F,D(1)Y )
/
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y ) −→ 0 (18)
Let π : Y −→ X be the projection. We shall prove the following proposition in §2.4.3.
Proposition 2.23 We have πi+(M) = 0 (i 6= 0) for
M = L∗(F,D
(0)
Y ), L∗(F,D
(1)
Y ), L∗(F,D
(1)
Y )
/
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y ).
We have the following isomorphisms:
π0+L∗(F,D
(0)
Y ) ≃ L∗(g,D)(∗Zf)/L∗(g,D) ≃ Ker
(
L∗(g)(!Zf )(∗D) −→ L∗(g,D)
)
(19)
π0+L∗(F,D
(1)
Y ) ≃ L∗(g)(!Zf )(∗D) (20)
π0+
(
L∗(F,D
(1)
Y )
/
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y )
) ≃ L∗(g,D) (21)
The push-forward of (18) is isomorphic to the following standard exact sequence
0 −→ Ker
(
L∗(g)(!Zf )(∗D) −→ L∗(g,D)
)
−→ L∗(g)(!Zf )(∗D) −→ L∗(g,D) −→ 0
By the duality, we obtain the following as a corollary of Proposition 2.23.
Corollary 2.24 We have πi+M = 0 (i 6= 0) for
M = L!(F,D
(0)
Y ), L!(F,D
(1)
Y ), Ker
(
L!(F,D
(1)
Y ) −→ L!(F,D(0)Y )
)
.
We have the following isomorphisms:
π0+
(
L!(F,D
(0)
Y )
) ≃ Ker(L!(g,D)(!Zf ) −→ L!(g,D)) ≃ Cok(L!(g,D) −→ L!(g)(∗Zf)(!D))
π0+
(
L!(F,D
(1)
Y )
) ≃ L!(g)(∗Zf)(!D)
π0+
(
Ker
(
L!(F,D
(1)
Y ) −→ L!(F,D(0)Y )
)) ≃ L!(g,D)
The push-forward of
0 −→ Ker(L!(F,D(1)Y ) −→ L!(F,D(0)Y )) −→ L!(F,D(1)Y ) −→ L!(F,D(0)Y ) −→ 0 (22)
is isomorphic to the standard exact sequence:
0 −→ L!(g,D) −→ L!(g)(∗Zf)(!D) −→ Cok
(
L!(g,D) −→ L!(g)(∗Zf )(!D)
) −→ 0 (23)
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Remark 2.25 Note that the restriction of the morphism L!(F,D
(0)
Y ) −→ L∗(F,D(0)Y ) to P1 × (X \ D) is an
isomorphism. Indeed, the restriction of F to P1 × (X \D) is non-degenerate along {∞} × (X \D). In partic-
ular, the restriction of the morphism π0+L!(F,D
(0)
Y ) −→ π0+L∗(F,D(0)Y ) to X \ D is an isomorphism. Indeed,
π0+L⋆(F,D
(0)
Y )|X\D are isomorphic to the push-forward of the DZf\D-module (OZf\D, d+ dg′) via the inclusion
Zf \D −→ X \D, where g′ is the restriction of g to Zf \D.
Let us consider the case that f is moreover non-degenerate along D. In this case, Zf is smooth, and Zf ∪D
is normal crossing. Let ι : Zf −→ X denote the inclusion. We set DZf := D ∩ Zf . We set g0 := g|Zf . We have
the D-modules L⋆(g0, DZf ) on Zf .
Corollary 2.26 If f is moreover non-degenerate along D, we have the following isomorphisms:
π0+L∗(F,D
(0)
Y ) ≃ L∗(g,D)(∗Zf)/L∗(g,D) ≃ ι+L∗(g0, DZf ) (24)
π0+L!(F,D
(0)
Y ) ≃ Ker
(
L!(g,D)(!Zf ) −→ L!(g,D)
) ≃ ι+L!(g0, DZf ) (25)
The image of π0+L!(F,D
(0)
Y ) −→ π0+L∗(F,D(0)Y ) is naturally isomorphic to ι+L(g0). Note that it is ι+OZf if
g = 0.
Proof The first isomorphism in (24) is given in Proposition 2.23. If Zf ∪ D is normal crossing, we clearly
have the second isomorphism in (24). We obtain the isomorphisms in (25) by the duality. According to
Remark 2.25, the restriction of the morphism π0+L!(F,D
(0)
Y ) −→ π0+L∗(F,D(0)Y ) to X \ D is an isomorphism.
Hence, the image of π0+L!(F,D
(0)
Y ) −→ π0+L∗(F,D(0)Y ) is identified with the image of a non-zero morphism
ι+L!(g0, DZf ) −→ ι+L∗(g0, DZf ), which is isomorphic to ι+L(g0).
2.4.2 Extensions
We give a general preliminary which is a variant of Beilinson’s construction [4]. Let h be any meromorphic
function on a complex manifold Z. We set Dh := |(h)0| ∪ |(h)∞|. Let OZ(∗Dh)[s] := OZ(∗Dh) ⊗C C[s]. For
any pair of integers (a, b) with a < b, we consider the meromorphic flat bundle
Ia,bh := s
aOZ(∗Dh)[s]
/
sbOZ(∗Dh)[s]
with the connection ∇ determined by ∇sj = sj+1dh/h. For any holonomic DZ-module M , we set Πa,bh M :=
Ia,bh ⊗OZ M .
We return to the situation in §2.4.1. We shall prove the following proposition in §2.4.4.
Proposition 2.27 Suppose that (f)0 ∩ X \D is smooth and reduced. Then, we have πj+
(
Πa,bt L⋆(F )(⋆t)
)
= 0
(⋆ = ∗, !) for j 6= 0, and we have the following natural isomorphisms:
Ψa,b∗ : π
0
+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t)
) ≃ (Πa,bf−1L∗(g))(!(f)0)(∗D)
Ψa,b! : π
0
+
(
Πa,bt L!(F )(!t)
) ≃ (Πa,bf−1L!(g))(∗(f)0)(!D)
The following diagram is commutative:
π0+
(
Πa,bt L!(F )(!t)
) −−−−→ π0+(Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t))
Ψa,b!
y Ψa,b∗ y(
Πa,bf−1L!(g)
)
(∗(f)0)(!D) −−−−→
(
Πa,bf−1L∗(g)
)
(!(f)0)(∗D)
(26)
Here, the upper horizontal arrow is the natural morphism, and the lower horizontal arrow is given by the
multiplication of −s.
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2.4.3 Proof of Proposition 2.23
Let us obtain the first isomorphism in (19). We set OX(∗D)[t] := OX(∗D)⊗CC[t]. Let Rπ∗ denote the ordinary
push-forward of sheaves by π. We have Rjπ∗
(
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y )
)
= 0 for j > 0, and π∗
(
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y )
) ≃ OX(∗D)[t] as
an OX -module. Hence, π+L∗(F ) is represented by the following complex:
OX(∗D)[t] ∂t+f−→ OX(∗D)[t]
Here, the second term sits in the degree 0. The action of vector fields V onX is given by V (ti) = ti(tV (f)+V (g)).
It is easy to see that the morphism OX(∗D)[t] ∂t+f−→ OX(∗D)[t] is a monomorphism. Let us look at the cokernel.
We consider the following morphism of OX(∗D)-modules:
OX(∗D)[t] −→ L∗(g,D)(∗Zf), ti 7−→ (−1)ii!f−i−1
Here, we use the natural identification L∗(g,D)(∗Zf ) = OX(∗D)(∗Zf ) as an OX -module. It is a morphism of
DX -modules. Indeed, for a holomorphic vector field V on X , we have
V (ti) = ti+1V (f) + tiV (g), V (f−i−1(−1)ii!) = (−1)i+1(i + 1)!f−i−2V (f) + V (g)f−i−1(−1)ii!.
For i > 0, we have ∂tt
i + fti = iti−1 + fti which is mapped to i(−1)i−1(i − 1)!f−i + f(−1)ii!f−i−1 = 0. We
also have ∂tt
0 + ft0 = f which is mapped to 1. Hence, we obtain the morphism of the D-modules:
Cok
(
OX(∗D)[t] ∂t+f−→ OX(∗D)[t]
)
−→ L∗(g,D)(∗Zf)
/
L∗(g,D) (27)
We consider filtrations Fj(OX(∗D)[t]) =
⊕
i≤j OX(∗D)tiv and FjL∗(g,D)(∗Zf) = L∗(g,D)
(
(j + 1)Zf
)
. It is
easy to see that the induced morphism on the graded modules is an isomorphism. Hence, (27) is an isomorphism.
Thus, we obtain the first half of (19).
Let us prove (21). Let OX(∗D)[t, t−1] := OX(∗D) ⊗C C[t, t−1]. Let ι : X × {0} −→ X × P1 denote the
inclusion. We identify L∗(F,D
(1)
Y )
/
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y ) with the OY -module
M1 := ι∗
(
OX(∗D)[t, t−1]
/
OX(∗D)[t]
)
v
and the connection ∇ given by ∇v = vd(F ). Then, π+
(
L∗(F,D
(1)
Y )
/
L∗(F,D
(0)
Y )
)
is represented by the complex
M1 ∂t+f−→ M1. Here, the second term sits in the degree 0. The kernel and the cokernel are denoted by Ker1
and Cok1, respectively. For the identification M1 =
⊕∞
j=1OX(∗D)t−jv, we set Fn :=
⊕
j≤nOX(∗D)t−jv. We
have ∂t + f : Fn −→ Fn+1, which induces an isomorphism GrFn ≃ GrFn+1 for n ≥ 1. Hence, it is easy to check
Ker1 = 0, and that the natural OX -morphism L∗(g,D) −→ OX(∗D)t−1v = F1 given by ϕ 7−→ ϕ(t−1v) induces
an isomorphism L∗(g,D) −→ Cok1 which is compatible with the flat connection.
Let us observe (20). We consider M2 = OX(∗D)[t, t−1]v with ∇v = vdF . As before, π+
(
L∗(F,D
(1)
Y )
)
is
represented by M2 ∂t+f−→ M2, where the second term sits in the degree 0. The kernel and the cokernel are
denoted by Ker2 and Cok2, respectively. We set M0 := OX(∗D)[t]v. We have the natural exact sequence
0 −→ M0 −→ M2 −→ M1 −→ 0. Because Mi ∂t+f−→ Mi (i = 0, 1) are monomorphisms, we obtain that
Ker2 = 0. We also have the following exact sequence of D-modules:
0 −→ L∗(g,D)(∗Zf )/L∗(g,D) −→ Cok2 −→ L∗(g,D) −→ 0
It implies that Cok2(∗Zf ) ≃ L∗(g,D)(∗Zf ). Hence, we have a uniquely induced morphism L∗(g,D)(!Zf ) −→
Cok2. Because Cok2(∗D) ≃ Cok2, we have a uniquely induced morphism
ρ : L∗(g)(!Zf )(∗D) ≃ L∗(g,D)(!Zf )(∗D) −→ Cok2 .
Let us prove that the morphism is an isomorphism. Around any point of Zf \D, we have ψf (Cok2) ≃ ψf
(
L∗(g)
)
and φf (Cok2) ≃ φf
(
L∗(g)(∗Zf )/L∗(g)
)
. By a direct computation, we can check that the natural morphism
ψf (Cok2) −→ φf (Cok2) is non-zero. It implies that ψf (Cok2) −→ φf (Cok2) is an isomorphism. Hence, ρ is
an isomorphism on X \ D, and then it follows that ρ is an isomorphism on X . We also obtain the second
isomorphism in (19), and that the push-forward of (22) is isomorphic to (23).
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2.4.4 Proof of Proposition 2.27
Let us prove the claim in the case ⋆ = ∗. We have the following exact sequence:
0 −→ Πa−1,bt L∗(F )(∗t) −→ Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t) −→ L∗(F )(∗t) sa −→ 0
Then, we obtain πj+Π
a,b
t L∗(F )(∗t) = 0 (j 6= 0) by applying Proposition 2.23 and an easy induction. We also
have the exact sequence:
0 −→ π0+Πa−1,bt L∗(F )(∗t) −→ π0+Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t) −→ L∗(g)(!(f)0)(∗D) −→ 0
By an easy induction, we obtain that the following natural morphisms are isomorphisms:
π0+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t)
) ≃−→ π0+(Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t))(∗D) ≃←− π0+(Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t))(!(f)0)(∗D).
Hence, for the construction of Ψa,b∗ , it is enough to obtain an isomorphism π
0
+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t)
) ≃ Πa,bf−1L∗(g) on
X \ (D ∪ Zf ).
We have the following representative of π+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t)
)
:
b−1⊕
j=a
OX(∗D)[t]sj κ−→
b−1⊕
j=a
OX(∗D)[t]t−1sj
Here, the morphism κ is given by ∂t + f + st
−1. The action of any vector field V ∈ ΘX is given by V (sj) =(
V (g)+tV (f)
)
sj . The kernel of κ is clearly 0. The natural inclusion of
⊕b−1
j=a L∗(g)t
−1sj into
⊕b−1
j=a L∗(g)[t]t
−1sj
induces an isomorphism of
⊕b−1
j=a L∗(g)t
−1sj and the cokernel of κ. We have V (sjt−1) = V (g)sjt−1 + V (f)sj .
Because κ(sj) = fsj + sj+1t−1, we have V (f)sj ≡ fV (f−1)sj+1t−1 on X \ (Zf ∪ D). Thus, we obtain the
isomorphism Ψa,b∗ : π
0
+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t)
) ≃ Πa,bf−1L∗(g) on X \ (D ∪ Zf) by setting Ψa,b∗ (t−1sj) := sj .
Let us consider the case ⋆ =!. We can deduce it from the claim in the case ⋆ = ∗ by using the duality. But,
we give a more explicit construction which would be useful for our study later. As in the case of ⋆ = ∗, we have
πj+Π
a,b
t L!(F )(!t) = 0 (j 6= 0) and the following natural isomorphisms:
π0+
(
Πa,bt L!(F )(!t)
) ≃−→ π0+(Πa,bt L!(F )(!t))(!D) ≃←− π0+(Πa,bt L!(F )(!t))(∗Zf)(!D).
Hence, it is enough to obtain an isomorphism π0+
(
Πa,bt L!(F )(!t)
) ≃ Πa,bf−1L!(g) on X \ (D ∪ Zf ).
We have the following representative of π+
(
Πa,bt L!(F )(!t)
)
on X \ (Zf ∪D):
b−1⊕
j=a
OX [t]tsj κ−→
b−1⊕
j=a
OX [t]sj
The morphism κ and the action of V ∈ ΘX are given by the same formula. The natural inclusion of
⊕b−1
j=a L∗(g)s
j
into
⊕b−1
j=a L∗(g)[t]s
j induces an isomorphism of
⊕b−1
j=a L∗(g)s
j and the cokernel of κ. On X \ (Zf ∪D), we have
V (sj) = V (g)sj +V (f)tsj and κ(sjt) = fsjt+ sj+1+ sj. Hence, we have V (fsj) ≡ V (g)(fsj)+ fV (f−1)fsj+1.
Thus, we obtain the isomorphism Ψa,b! by setting Ψ
a,b
! (fs
j) := sj .
Let us look at the restriction of the natural morphism π0+Π
a,b
t L!(F )(!t) −→ π0+Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t) to X \ (D ∪
Zf ). Because κ(s
j) = fsj + sj+1t−1, we have fsj = −t−1sj+1 in π0+Πa,bt L∗(F )(∗t). Hence, under the above
isomorphisms Ψa,b! and Ψ
a,b
∗ , it is identified with Π
a,b
t L(g) −→ Πa,bt L(g) induced by the multiplication of −s,
i.e., the diagram (26) is commutative.
Remark 2.28 We also have the following representative of π0+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(!t)
)
:
b−1⊕
j=a
OX(∗D)(!t)sj κ−→
b−1⊕
j=a
OX(∗D)(!t)sj
For any local section c of
⊕b−1
j=aOX(∗D)(!t)sj , let [c]! denote the induced section of π0+
(
Πa,bt L∗(F )(!t)
)
. Recall
that we have a natural isomorphism L(F )(!t) ≃ L(F )⊗OX(!t).
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2.4.5 A consequence
We continue to use the notation in §2.4.1. For simplicity, we consider the case g = 0. Motivated by the
descriptions of some hypergeometric systems in [3] and [61], we give a remark on another description of
π0+
(
L∗(tf,D
(0)
Y )
)
. We set Y0 := X × P1t × P1s. Let pi denote the projection of Y0 onto the i-th component.
We set D0 := p
−1
1 (D) ∪ p−12 ({0,∞}) ∪ p−13 ({0,∞}). We regard t and s as meromorphic functions on (Y0, D0).
Let us consider L∗
(
t(f + s), D0
)
.
Let πts : X × P1t × P1s −→ X , πt : X × P1t −→ X and πs : X × P1s −→ X denote the projections. Set
DX×P1t :=
(
X × {0,∞}) ∪ (D × P1t ), and DX×P1s := (X × {0,∞}) ∪ (D × P1s).
Proposition 2.29 We have the following natural isomorphisms:
πs+OX×P1s
(
!(f + s)0
)(∗DX×P1s) ≃ πts+L∗(t(f + s), D0) ≃ πt+L∗(tf,DX×P1t ) ≃ OX(!(f)0)(∗D). (28)
Proof Let p12 and p13 denote the projection of Y0 onto X×P1t and X×P1s, respectively. By Proposition 2.23,
we have
p013+L∗
(
t(f + s), D0
) ≃ OX×P1s(!(f + s)0)(∗DX×P1s), pi13+L∗(t(f + s), D0) = 0 (i 6= 0).
We also have the following by Proposition 2.23:
p012+L∗
(
t(f + s), D0
) ≃ L∗(tf,DX×P1t ), pi12+L∗(t(f + s), D0) = 0 (i 6= 0).
Then, the claim of the proposition follows.
2.4.6 Complement for a non-resonant case
We give a remark on a non-resonant case to compare the resonant case above. Take α ∈ C \Z. We consider the
line bundle Lα,Y (tf) := OY (∗D(1)Y ) e, with the flat connection ∇ determined by ∇e = e(d(tf) + αdt/t), where
e is a global frame. Similarly, we consider the line bundle L−α,X := OX
(∗(D ∪ (f)0)) v with the connection ∇
determined by ∇v = v (−αdf/f). The following is essentially contained in Theorem 1.5 of [2].
Proposition 2.30 We have a natural isomorphism π0+Lα,Y (tf) ≃ L−α,X.
Proof We use the notation in §2.4.3. Indeed, π0+Lα,Y (tf) is represented by the complex
OX(∗D)[t, t−1] e a−→ OX(∗D)[t, t−1] e.
Here, the second term sits in the degree 0, and a(g) = (t∂t + α + tf)g. The action of a holomorphic vector
field V on tje is given as V (tje) = tj+1(V f)e. We define an OX(∗D)-homomorphism Φ : OX(∗D)[t, t−1] e −→
OX(∗D) v by Φ(tje) = Γ(−α + 1)Γ(−α − j + 1)−1f−jv. Then, we can check that Φ is compatible with the
connections, and Φ ◦ a = 0. It induces a morphism of D-modules π0+Lα,Y (tf) −→ L−α,X . We can check that
the induced morphism is an isomorphism.
2.5 Specialization
2.5.1 Statement
Let X be a complex manifold with a simple normal crossing hypersurface D. Let us consider meromorphic
functions f and g on (X,D). We set X(1) := X ×Cτ and D(1) := D×Cτ . We have the meromorphic function
τf + g on (X(1), D(1)) and the associated D-modulesM⋆,f,g := L⋆(τf + g,D(1)) on X(1) for ⋆ = ∗, !. Let K⋆,f,g
and C⋆,f,g denote the kernel and the cokernel of M⋆,f,g(!τ) −→M⋆,f,g(∗τ) for ⋆ = ∗, !. Let ι0 : X −→ X(1) be
given by ι0(Q) = (Q, 0). We shall prove the following proposition in §2.5.2–§2.5.4.
Proposition 2.31 If |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅, we have the following:
C∗,f,g ≃ ι0+L∗(g,D), K∗,f,g ≃ ι0+L∗(g,D)(!(f)∞).
K!,f,g ≃ ι0+L!(g,D), C!,f,g ≃ ι0+L!(g,D)(∗(f)∞).
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2.5.2 The case g = 0 and D = |(f)∞|
First, we consider the case g = 0 and D = |(f)∞|. In this case, τf is non-degenerate along D(1). Hence, we
have M∗,f,0 = M!,f,0 which we denote by Mf . We also have K∗,f,0 ≃ K!,f,0 and C∗,f,0 ≃ C!,f,0. We have a
global section v of Mf such that Mf = OX(1)(∗D(1))v with ∇v = v d(τf).
We described the V -filtration U•(Mf ) of Mf along τ = 0 in [41], which we recall here. We use the
convention that τ∂τ + α is locally nilpotent on Uα
/
U<α. We describe the filtration locally around any point of
(Q, 0) ∈ D × {0}. Suppose Q 6∈ |(f)∞|. We have GrUj (Mf (∗τ)) = 0 unless j ∈ Z, and Uj
(Mf (∗τ)) = τ−jMf
for j ∈ Z. Suppose Q ∈ |(f)∞|. We take a holomorphic coordinate system (z1, . . . , zn) around Q such that
D =
⋃ℓ
i=1{zi = 0} and f = z−k for some k ∈ Zℓ>0. For 0 ≤ α < 1, we set p = [αk] :=
(
[αk1], . . . , [αkℓ]
)
, where
[a] := max{n ∈ Z |n ≤ a}. Let δ = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zℓ≥0. Let π : X(1) −→ X denote the projection. We may
naturally regard π∗DX as a sheaf of subalgebras in DX(1) . Locally around (Q, 0), we have
Uα
(Mf(∗τ)) = π∗DX(OX(1)x−δ−pv) = π∗DX( ∞∑
j=0
OX(1)x−δ−p(τf)j v
)
in OX(1)(∗D(1))v. We have U1
(M(∗τ)) = τ−1U0M. We obtain
U<0M+ τ∂τU0M = π∗DX
( ∞∑
j=1
OX(1)x−δ(τf)j v
)
.
Hence, U0M
/
(U<0M + τ∂τU0M) ≃ ι0∗
(
DX
(OX(D))) ≃ ι0∗OX(∗D). It implies C⋆,f,0 ≃ ι0+OX(∗D) if
D = |(f)∞|. By using the duality, we obtain K⋆,f,0 ≃ ι0+OX(!D) if D = |(f)∞|.
2.5.3 The case |(g)0| ∩ |(g)∞| = ∅
Let us consider the case that |(g)0| ∩ |(g)∞| = ∅. We define M0 := L(τf). Set M := M∗,f,g. We put
D0 := |(f)∞| ∪ |(g)∞|. We have the hypersurface D1 ⊂ D such that D0 ∪D1 = D and codimX(D0 ∩D1) ≥ 2.
We set D2 := |(g)∞|∪D1. We haveM≃M0⊗L∗(g,D(1)2 ). We naturally haveM(∗τ) ≃M0(∗τ)⊗L∗(g,D(1)2 ).
We shall observe that M(!τ) ≃M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ).
We have the V -filtration U•(M0(∗τ)) of M0(∗τ). Set Uα(M(∗τ)) := Uα(M0(∗τ)) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ) for any
α ∈ R.
Lemma 2.32 U•(M(∗τ)) is the V -filtration of M(∗τ).
Proof By the construction, τ∂τ + α is locally nilpotent on UαM(∗τ)
/
U<αM(∗τ). Let us prove that UαM is
VDX(1) -coherent. If Q 6∈ |(f)∞|, the claim is clear. Let us consider the case Q ∈ |(f)∞|. We take a holomorphic
coordinate system (x1, . . . , xn) around Q such that D =
⋃ℓ
i=1{xi = 0} and g = x−a and f = f1x−b, where f1
is nowhere vanishing. Here a, b ∈ Zℓ≥0. Put p := [αb]. Let δ = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zℓ.
We use the identifications M0 = O(1)X
(∗(f)(1)∞ ) v with ∇v = v d(τf), and L∗(g,D(1)2 ) = OX(1)(∗D(1)2 ) e with
∇e = e dg. It is enough to prove that Uα(M(∗τ)) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ) is generated by x−δ−pv ⊗ e over VDX(1) .
Set s(a) := {i | ai 6= 0} and s(b) := {i | bi 6= 0}. For i ∈ s(a) ∪ s(b), and for any q ∈ Zℓ≥0, we have
∂ixi(x
−δ−p−qv ⊗ e) = x−δ−p−q
(
−pi − qi − aix−a − biτf1x−b + τxix−b∂if1
)
v ⊗ e.
Because τ∂τ (v ⊗ e) = f1τx−b(v ⊗ e), we have
∂ixi(x
−δ−p−qv ⊗ e) + (bi − τf−11 xi∂if1)τ∂τ (x−δ−p−qv ⊗ e) = x−δ−p−q(−pi − qi − aix−a)v ⊗ e. (29)
By using (29), we obtain that x−δ−pv ⊗OX(1)(∗D(1)2 )e ⊂ VDX(1)(v ⊗ e). Let δ1 := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zs(b). For any
Q ∈ π∗DX and for any h ∈ OX(1)(∗D(1)2 ), we have ∂i
(
Q(x−δ1v)⊗ he) = ∂iQ(x−δ1v)⊗ he+Q(x−δ1v)⊗ ∂i(he).
Hence, we can easily deduce that Uα(M) ⊂ VDX(1) x−δ−p(v ⊗ e). Thus, we obtain the lemma.
We set Uα
(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 )) := Uα(M0(!τ))⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ) for any α ∈ R.
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Lemma 2.33 U•
(M0(!τ)⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 )) is the V -filtration of M0(!τ)⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ).
Proof For α < 1, we have Uα
(M0(!τ)⊗L∗(g,D(1)2 )) = Uα(M0)⊗L∗(g,D(1)2 ), which is coherent over VDX(1) .
For α ≥ 1, we have Uα
(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 )) = ∑β+n≤α, β<1 ∂nτ Uβ(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 )). We obtain that
Uα(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗
(
g,D
(1)
2 )
)
are coherent over VDX(1) for any α. We have τ∂τ + α are nilpotent on Uα/U<α.
Hence, U•
(M0(!τ)⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 )) is the V -filtration of M0(!τ)⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ).
Because the induced morphism
∂τ : U0
(M0(!τ)⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ))/U<0(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ))
−→ U1
(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 ))/U<1(M0(!τ) ⊗ L∗(g,D(1)2 )) (30)
is an isomorphism, we haveM0(!τ)⊗L∗(g,D(1)2 ) ≃M(!τ). We obtain C∗,f,g ≃ ι0+
(
OX(∗(f)∞)⊗L∗(g,D2)
)
≃
ι0+L∗(g,D). We also obtain K∗,f,g ≃ ι0+
(
OX(!(f)∞)⊗ L∗(g,D2)
)
. Under the assumption |(g)0| ∩ |(g)∞| = ∅,
it is naturally isomorphic to ι0+L∗(g,D2)(!(f)∞).
Thus, we obtain the claims for K∗,f,g and C∗,f,g in the case |(g)∞| ∩ |(g)0| = ∅. By using the duality, we
also obtain the claims for C!,f,g and K!,f,g in this case.
2.5.4 The general case
Let us consider the general case. We take a projective birational morphism of complex manifolds G : X ′ −→ X
such that (i)D′ := G−1(D) is a simple normal crossing hypersurface, (ii)X ′\D′ ≃ X\D, (iii) |(g′)0|∩|(g′)∞| = ∅,
where f ′ := G∗(f). We set g′ := G∗(g). We have (f ′)0 = G
∗((f)0) and (f
′)∞ = G
∗((f)∞). In particular, we
have |(f ′)0| ∩ |(f ′)∞| = ∅. We have C∗,f ′,g′ ≃ L∗(g′, D′) and K∗,f ′,g′ ≃ L∗(g′, D′)(!(f ′)∞).
The induced morphism X ′(1) −→ X(1) is also denoted by G. We have G0+(M∗,f ′,g′) ≃ M∗,f,g and
Gi+(M∗,f ′,g′) = 0 for i 6= 0. We obtain G0+(M∗,f ′,g′(⋆τ)) ≃ M∗,f,g(⋆τ) and Gi+(M∗,f ′,g′(⋆τ)) = 0 for i 6= 0.
We have G0+
(
L∗(g
′, D′)
) ≃ L∗(g,D) and Gi+(L∗(g′, D′)) = 0 for i 6= 0. We also have G0+(L∗(g′, D′)(!(f ′)∞)) ≃
L∗(g,D)
(
(f)∞
)
and Gi+
(
L∗(g
′, D′)
(
!(f ′)∞
)
= 0 for i 6= 0. Let I be the image of M′∗,f ′,g′(!τ) −→M′∗,f ′,g′(∗τ).
Because Gi+
(M∗,f,g(∗τ)) = Gi+(C∗,f,g) = 0 for i 6= 0, we obtain that Gi+(I) = 0 for i 6= 0,−1. Because
Gi+
(M∗,f,g(!τ)) = Gi+(K∗,f,g) = 0 for i 6= 0, we obtain that Gi+(I) = 0 for i 6= 0, 1. Hence, we obtain
Gi+(I) = 0 for i 6= 0. It implies that G0+(C∗,f ′,g′) ≃ C∗,f,g and G0+(K∗,f ′,g′) ≃ K∗,f,g. Thus, we obtain the
claims for C∗,f,g and K∗,f,g. By using the duality, we obtain the claims for C!,f,g and K!,f,g. Thus, the proof of
Proposition 2.31 is finished.
2.6 Nearby cycle functor and Push-forward
2.6.1 Beilinson’s functors and variants
Let h be a meromorphic function on a complex manifold Y . Let M be a holonomic DY -module. Suppose
|(h)0| ∩ |(h)∞| = ∅. We recall the functors of Beilinson [4]:
ψ
(a)
h (M) := lim←−
b
Cok
(
Πa,bh M(!(h)0) −→ Πa,bh M(∗(h)0)
)
Ξ
(a)
h (M) := lim←−
b
Cok
(
Πa−1,bh M(!(h)0) −→ Πa,bh M(∗(h)0)
)
.
(§2.4.2 for Πa,bh M .) On any relatively compact subset K in Y , if b is sufficiently large, the cokernel of
Πa,bh M(!(h)0) −→ Πa,bh M(∗(h)0) is isomorphic to ψ(a)h (M) and the kernel is isomorphic to ψ(b)h (M). On K,
if N is sufficiently large, Ξ
(a)
h (M) is isomorphic to the cokernel of Π
a+1,a+N
h M(!(h)0) −→ Πa,a+Nh M(∗(h)0) and
the kernel of Πa−N,a+1h M(!(h)0) −→ Πa−N,ah M(∗(h)0). (See the argument in [40, §4.1], for example.)
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In the case |(h)0|∩|(h)∞| 6= ∅ andM = OY (∗D) for a normal crossing hypersurface D ⊂ Y , we also consider
a variant. For simplicity, we assume that (i) (h)∞ is smooth and reduced, (ii) D = |(h)0|, (iii) D ∪ |(h)∞| is
normal crossing. We set Z := |(h)∞|.
Lemma 2.34 We have a canonical morphism Πa+1,b+1h OY −→ Πa,bh OY (!Z) such that the composite with
Πa,bh OY (!Z) −→ Πa,bh OY is the canonical one.
Proof Let K and C denote the kernel and the cokernel of the morphism Πa,b+1h OY (!Z) −→ Πa,b+1h OY . We set
DZ := D ∩Z. Let ι : Z −→ Y denote the inclusion. By a direct computation, we can check C ≃ ι+OZ(∗DZ)sa
and K ≃ ι+OZ(∗DZ)sb. We have the induced monomorphism Πa,b+1h OX(!Z)/K −→ Πa,b+1h OX .
Let us consider the canonical morphism Πa+1,b+1h OY −→ Πa,b+1h OY . The composite with Πa,b+1h OY −→ C
is 0. Hence, we have an induced morphism Πa+1,b+1h OY −→ Πa,b+1h OY (!Z)/K. We have the following natural
commutative diagram:
Πa,b+1h OY (!Z)/K −−−−→ Πa,b+1h OYy y
Πa,bh OY (!Z) −−−−→ Πa,bh OY
Hence, we obtain Πa+1,b+1h OY −→ Πa,bh OY (!Z) such that the composite with Πa,bh OY (!Z) −→ Πa,bh OY is the
canonical one.
Let us consider the following induced morphism
ρN : Π
a+1,a+N+1
h OY (∗(h)∞)(!(h)0) −→ Πa,a+Nh OY (!(h)∞)(∗(h)0). (31)
We set Ξ
′(a)
h
(OX [∗D]) := lim←−N Cok(ρN ).
Lemma 2.35 For any relatively compact subset K ⊂ X, there exists N0 such that Cok(ρN2)|K −→ Cok(ρN1)|K
is an isomorphism if N0 ≤ N1 ≤ N2.
Proof As mentioned above, the claim is well known outside of Z. Hence, the induced morphism
Cok(ρN2)|K(∗(h)∞) −→ Cok(ρN1)|K(∗(h)∞)
is an isomorphism. Take Q ∈ Z ∩K, and take a holomorphic local coordinate neighbourhood (YQ;x1, . . . , xn)
of Y around Q such that h|YQ = x
−1
n
∏ℓ
i=1 x
ki
i , where ki ∈ Z>0. It is enough to prove that φ(0)xn Cok(ρN2)|K −→
φ
(0)
xn Cok(ρN1)|K is an isomorphism. Set h1 :=
∏ℓ
i=1 x
ki
i on ZQ := YQ ∩ Z. Let ι1 : ZQ −→ YQ be the inclusion.
We have the following commutative diagram:
φ
(0)
xnΠ
a+1,a+N+1
h OY (∗(h)∞)(!(h)0) −−−−→ φ(0)xnΠa,a+Nh OY (!(h)∞)(∗(h)0)
≃
y ≃y
ψ
(0)
xnΠ
a+1,a+N+1
h OY (∗(h)∞)(!(h)0) ψ(1)xnΠa,a+Nh OY (!(h)∞)(∗(h)0)
b1
y≃ b2y≃
ι1+Π
a+1,a+N+1
h1
OZQ(!h1) c1−−−−→ ι1+Πa,a+Nh1 OZQ
Here, bi are given as in [40, Proposition 4.3.1]. We shall prove that c1 is induced by the multiplication of s
−1
Lemma 2.36 below. Hence, φ
(0)
xn Cok(ρN2) is identified with ι1+ Cok
(
Πa,a+Nh1 OZQ(!h1) −→ Π
a,a+N
h1
OZQ
)
. Then,
the claim is reduced to the above standard case.
Lemma 2.36 c1 is induced by the multiplication of s
−1.
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Proof It is enough to consider the case D = ∅. We may assume that xn = h−1n . Taking the limit of ρN
for N → ∞, we obtain Πa+1,∞
x−1n
OY −→ Πa,∞x−1n OY [!xn] such that the composite with the canonical morphism
κ1 : Π
a,∞
x−1n
OY [!xn] −→ Πa,∞x−1n OY is equal to the canonical morphism κ2 : Π
a+1,∞
x−1n
OY −→ Πa,∞x−1n OY .
We have the following commutative diagram:
φ
(0)
xnΠ
a+1,∞
x−1n
OY −−−−→ φ(0)xnΠa,∞x−1n OY
≃
y ≃y
ι1+Π
a+1,∞
1 OZ i1−−−−→ ι1+Πa,∞1 OZ
Here, i1 is the inclusion.
We have the following commutative diagram:
φ
(0)
xnΠ
a,∞
x−1n
OY [!xn] −−−−→ φ(0)xnΠa,∞x−1n OY
≃
y ≃y
ι1+Π
a,∞
1 OZ i2−−−−→ ι1+Πa,∞1 OZ
Here, i2 is induced by −xn∂xn , and it is equal to the multiplication of s. Because i2 ◦ c1 = i1, we obtain that
c1 is induced by the multiplication of s
−1.
Remark 2.37 In the proof of Lemma 2.35, we also observed that φ
(0)
xnΞ
′(a)
h (OX [∗D])|YQ ≃ ι1+ψ(a)h1 OZQ around
any point Q ∈ Z ∩D.
2.6.2 The push-forward of the nearby cycle sheaf
Let X be a complex manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface D. Let f and g be meromorphic functions
on (X,D). We set Y := P1τ ×X and D(1) := (P1τ ×D) ∪ ({∞} ×X). Let π : Y −→ X be the projection. We
consider F := τf + g on (Y,D(1)). We suppose the following.
• F is pure on {τ 6= 0} ×X .
• g is pure on X \ |(f)∞|.
• D = |(f)∞| ∪ |(g)∞|, |(f)0| ⊂ D and |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅.
Note that we have π0+ψ
(a)
τ L!(F ) = π
0
+ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) and Ξ
(a)
f−1L!(g) ≃ Ξ(a)f−1L∗(g) by the assumptions.
Proposition 2.38 We have natural isomorphisms Λ(a) : π0+ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) ≃ Ξ(a)f−1L∗(g).
Proof By the assumption of the purity of F on {τ 6= 0} ×X , we have Πa,Nτ L∗(F )(⋆τ) = Πa,Nτ L!(F )(⋆τ). Let
I be the image of Πa,bτ L!(F )(!τ) −→ Πa,bτ L∗(F )(∗τ). The support of the kernel Ka,b and the cokernel Ca,b are
contained in τ = 0. Hence, we have πi+K
a,b = 0 and πi+C
a,b = 0 for i 6= 0. By Proposition 2.27, we have
πi+Π
a,N
τ L⋆1(F )(⋆2τ) = 0 for i 6= 0 and for ⋆1, ⋆2 ∈ {∗, !}. We can easily deduce that πi+I = 0 unless i = 0.
Hence, we have the following exact sequence
0 −→ π0+Ka,b −→ π0+Πa,bτ L!(F )(!τ) −→ π0+Πa,bτ L∗(F )(∗τ) −→ π0+Ca,b −→ 0
If |a− b| is sufficiently large, we have Ca,b ≃ ψ(a)τ L∗(F ). Hence, we have
π0+ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) ≃ Cok
(
π0+Π
a,b
τ L!(F )(!τ) −→ π0+Πa,bτ L∗(F )(∗τ)
)
By Proposition 2.27, we have the following natural isomorphisms:
Ψa,N⋆ : π
0
+Π
a,N
τ L⋆(F )(⋆τ) ≃ Πa,Nf−1L⋆(g)(⋆D)
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By |(g)∞| ∪ |(f)∞| = D and the purity of g on X \ |(f)∞|, we have
Πa,Nf−1L∗(g)(∗D) ≃ Πa,Nf−1L∗(g)(∗(f)∞), Πa,Nf−1L!(g)(!D) ≃ Πa,Nf−1L∗(g)(!(f)∞).
By the commutativity of (26), the image of the morphism π0+Π
a,N
τ L!(F )(!τ) −→ π0+Πa,Nτ L∗(F )(∗τ) is identified
with the image of
Πa+1,N+1f−1 L∗(g)(!(f)∞) −→ Πa,Nf−1L∗(g)(∗(f)∞).
Hence, we obtain the desired isomorphism.
Let ι0 : X −→ P1 ×X be the inclusion given by ι0(P ) = (0, P ).
Corollary 2.39 Under the assumption, we have a natural isomorphism ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) ≃ ι0+Ξ(a)f−1L∗(g).
We have the canonical nilpotent map N on ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ). The following proposition is clear by the above
description.
Proposition 2.40 Under the same assumption, we have KerN ≃ ι0†L!(g,D) and CokN ≃ ι0†L∗(g,D). The
canonical morphism KerN −→ CokN is identified with the canonical morphism L!(g,D) −→ L∗(g,D).
Remark 2.41 Note that KerN and CokN are isomorphic to the kernel and the cokernel of L⋆(F )(!τ) −→
L⋆(F )(∗τ). The isomorphisms in Proposition 2.31 and Proposition 2.40 are consistent.
2.6.3 A variant
Let us give a similar statement in a slightly different situation. We continue to use the notation in §2.6.2.
Suppose that (i) g = 0, (ii) D = |(f)∞|, (iii) (f)0 is non-singular and reduced, and |(f)0|∪D is normal crossing.
Note that F = τf is non-degenerate on {τ 6= 0} × X . We set Z := |(f)0|, and let ιZ : Z −→ X denote the
inclusion.
Proposition 2.42 We have a natural isomorphism π0+ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) ≃ Ξ′(a)f−1OX .
Proof As in the proof of Proposition 2.38, we have
π0+ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) ≃ Cok
(
π0+Π
a,a+N
τ L!(F )(!τ)
κN−→ π0+Πa,a+Nτ L∗(F )(∗τ)
)
. (32)
According to Proposition 2.27, we have the following isomorphisms:
π0+Π
a,a+N
τ L!(F )(!τ) ≃ Πa,a+Nf−1 OX(∗Z)(!D) (33)
π0+Π
a,a+N
τ L∗(F )(∗τ) ≃ Πa,a+Nf−1 OX(!Z)(∗D) (34)
Then, we obtain the claim of Proposition 2.42 from the following lemma.
Lemma 2.43 Under the isomorphisms (33) and (34), the image of κN is equal to the image ρN in (31) if N
is sufficiently large.
Proof We identify Πa,a+Nf−1 OX(!Z)(∗D) and Πa+1,a+N+1f−1 OX(!Z)(∗D) by the multiplication of −s. We can
compare the restriction of ρN and κN to X \
(
Z ∪ D) by the commutativity of (26). Take any N1 ≥ N .
We have the morphisms κN1 and ρN1 . The morphisms κN and ρN are induced by κN1 and ρN1 . Because
(κN1 − ρN1)|X\(D∪Z) = 0, the difference κN1 − ρN1 factors through ιZ+OZ(∗DZ)sa+N1 , where DZ := Z ∩ D.
Hence, we obtain that κN − ρN = 0. Thus, we finish the proof of Lemma 2.43 and Proposition 2.42.
Corollary 2.44 If Z ∩D = ∅, we have π0+ψ(0)τ L∗(τf) ≃ Ξ(0)f−1OX .
Take a holomorphic local coordinate (x1, . . . , xn) such that f = x
−1
n
∏ℓ
i=1 x
ki
i . Set x
k :=
∏ℓ
i=1 x
ki
i = f · xn.
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Lemma 2.45 We have the following commutative diagram:
φ
(0)
xn π
0
+Π
a,a+N
τ L!(F )(!τ)
φ(0)xn (κN )−−−−−−→ φ(0)xn π0+Πa,a+Nτ L∗(F )(∗τ)y y
ιZ+Π
a,a+N
xk
OZ [!D] c−−−−→ ιZ+Πa,a+Nxk OZ
Here, c is induced by the multiplication of −1.
Proof As observed in Lemma 2.43, κN is identified with ρ under the isomorphism Π
a,a+N
f−1 OX(!Z)(∗D) and
Πa+1,a+N+1f−1 OX(!Z)(∗D) given by the multiplication of −s. Then, the claim of the lemma follows from Lemma
2.36.
3 Mixed twistor D-modules associated to meromorphic functions
3.1 Mixed twistor D-modules
We recall some operations for R-modules and twistor D-modules. See [37], [40] and [47] for more details.
3.1.1 R-modules
Let X be a complex manifold. We set X := Cλ×X . Let pλ : X −→ X denote the projection. Let RX ⊂ DX be
the sheaf of subalgebras generated by λp∗λΘX overOX . We set dX := dimX . The pull back p∗λΩX is also denoted
by ΩX . For any left RX -module M, λ−dXΩX ⊗OX M is naturally a right RX -module, by which the category
of left RX -modules and the category of right RX -modules are equivalent. In this paper, RX -modules mean
left RX -modules. Let Dbc(RX) denote the derived category of cohomologically bounded coherent complexes of
RX -modules.
An RX -module is equivalent to an OX -module M with a meromorphic relative flat connection
Df :M−→ Ω1X/Cλ(X 0)⊗M
where X 0 := {0} ×X . The operator D := λDf is also often used, and called a family of flat λ-connections.
The easiest example of RX -module is the line bundle OX with the meromorphic relative flat connection Df
determined by Df (1) = 0. It is just denoted by OX .
Let Mi (i = 1, 2) be RX -modules. Then, M1 ⊗OX M2 and M1 ⊕M2 are naturally RX -modules. The
tensor product M1 ⊗OX M2 is denoted just by M1 ⊗M2, if there is no risk of confusion.
We define the duality functor DX : D
b
c(RX) −→ Dbc(RX) by
DX(M) := RHomRX
(M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X )[dimX ].
(We will review more details in §C.3.) Note that DXOX is naturally isomorphic to λdXOX = OX (−dXX 0). If
M is an RX -module underlying a mixed twistor D-module, then Hj
(
DXM
)
= 0 unless j = 0. In that case,
we identify DXM and H0DXM.
Let f : X −→ Y be any morphism of complex manifolds. We set
RY←X := λ−dXΩX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(RY ⊗ λdY Ω−1Y ).
It is naturally a left f−1RY -module and a right RX -module. For any object M in Dbc(RX), we set
f†(M) := Rf!
(RY←X ⊗LRX M)
in the derived category of RY -modules. (We shall review more details on the push-forward in §C.2.) The j-th
cohomology sheaves of f†(M) are denoted by f j† (M). If M is good relative to f , i.e., for any compact subset
K ⊂ Y, then there exists good filtration ofM|f−1(K). Moreover, suppose that the support ofM is proper over
f . Then, f†M is an object in Dbc(RY ), and we have a natural isomorphism f†DXM≃DY f†M.
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Let j : Cλ −→ Cλ be given by j(λ) = −λ. The induced morphism j × idX : X −→ X is also denoted by j.
For any RX -module M , we naturally regard j∗M as an RX -module by the natural isomorphism j∗RX ≃ RX .
Let H be a hypersurface in X . We set H := Cλ × H . For any RX -module M, we set M(∗H) :=
M⊗OX (∗H). In particular, RX(∗H) := RX ⊗ OX (∗H). We may naturally consider RX(∗H)-modules. For
any M∈ Dbc(RX(∗H)), we set
DX(∗H)(M) := RHomRX (∗H)
(M,RX(∗H)⊗ Ω−1X )[dimX ].
Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism of complex manifolds. Let HY be a hypersurface in Y , and we set
HX := f
−1(HY ). For any M ∈ Dbc(RX(∗HX)), we have
f†(M) := Rf!
(RY→X ⊗LRX M) ≃ Rf!(RY→X(∗HX)⊗LRX(∗HX )M)
in the derived category of RY (∗HY )-modules. If f induces an isomorphism X \HX ≃ Y \HY , we have f j†M = 0
unless j = 0. We shall identify f†M and f0†M in that case.
3.1.2 R-triples
We set S :=
{
λ ∈ C ∣∣ |λ| = 1}. Let DbS×X/S denote the sheaf of distributions on S ×X which are continuous
with respect to S. (See [47].) For local sections P ∈ RX|S×X and Q ∈ DbS×X/X , the local section P •Q := PQ
of DbS×X/S is naturally defined. Let σ : S ×X −→ S ×X be given by σ(λ, x) = (−λ, x). For local sections
σ∗P ∈ σ∗RX|S×X and Q ∈ DbS×X/X , the local section σ∗(P ) • Q := σ∗(P )Q is defined. Thus, the sheaf
DbS×X/X is naturally a (RX|S×X , σ∗RX|S×X)-module.
Let Mi (i = 1, 2) be RX -modules. A sesqui-linear pairing of M1 and M2 is a (RX|S×X , σ∗RX|S×X)-
homomorphism C : M1|S×X ⊗ σ∗M2|S×X −→ DbS×X/S . Such a tuple T = (M1,M2, C) is called an RX -
triple.
Let Ti = (Mi1,Mi2, Ci) be RX -triples. A morphism of RX -triples ϕ : T1 −→ T2 is a pair of RX -
homomorphisms ϕ1 : M21 −→ M11 and ϕ2 : M12 −→ M22 such that C(ϕ1(m2), σ∗m1) = C(m2, σ∗ϕ2(m1)).
For any morphism, we set Ker(ϕ) :=
(
Cok(ϕ1),Ker(ϕ2), CKerϕ
)
, where CKerϕ denotes the naturally induced
sesqui-linear pairing. Similarly, we set
Cok(ϕ) :=
(
Ker(ϕ1),Cok(ϕ2), CCok(ϕ)
)
, Im(ϕ) :=
(
Im(ϕ1), Im(ϕ2), CIm(ϕ)
)
.
For anRX -triple T = (M1,M2, C), we set T ∗ := (M2,M1, C∗), where C∗(m2, σ∗(m1)) := σ∗C(m1, σ∗m2).
For a morphism ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2) : T1 −→ T2 of RX -triples, we set ϕ∗ = (ϕ2, ϕ1).
We set UX(a, b) :=
(
λaOX , λbOX , C0
)
, where C0(f, σ
∗g) := fσ∗g. For any R-triple T := (M1,M2, C),
we define T ⊗ UX(a, b) :=
(
λaM1, λbM2, C
)
, where C is induced by the natural identification (λcMi)|S×X =
(Mi)|S×X . Particularly, UX(−n, n) is denoted by T (n), called the n-th Tate object, and T ⊗T (n) is called the
n-th Tate twist of T . We use the identification T (n) ≃ T (−n)∗ given by the morphism ((−1)n, (−1)n).
A morphism S : T −→ T ∗⊗T (−n) such that S∗ = (−1)nS is called a sesqui-linear duality of weight n. For
example, we have UX(p, q) −→ UX(p, q)∗ ⊗T (−(p− q)) given by
(
(−1)p, (−1)p).
Let f : X −→ Y be any morphism of complex manifolds. Let T be an RX -triple. We have a naturally
defined push-forward f† in the derived category of RY -triples. See [47]. It induces a functor from the derived
category of RX -triples to the derived category of RY -triples. The j-th cohomology RY -triple of f†T is denoted
by f j† T . For T = (M1,M2, C), the R-triple f j† T consists of (f−j† M1, f j†M2, f j†C).
Let H be a hypersurface. The sheaf DbS×X/S(∗H) is naturally (RX(∗H)|S×X , σ∗RX(∗H)|S×X)-modules.
ForRX(∗H)-modulesMi (i = 1, 2), a sesqui-linear pairing ofM1 andM2 is a (RX(∗H)|S×X , σ∗RX(∗H)|S×X)-
homomorphism C : M1|S×X × σ∗M2|S×X −→ DbS×X/S(∗H). For a given RX -triple T = (M1,M2, C), we
obtain an RX(∗H)-triple T (∗H) :=
(M1(∗H),M2(∗H), C(∗H)), where C(∗H) is a naturally induced sesqui-
linear pairing of M1(∗H) and M2(∗H).
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3.1.3 Mixed twistor D-modules
A pure twistor DX -module of weight n is an RX -triple T = (M1,M2, C) satisfying some conditions. For
example, we impose that Mi are flat over OCλ and that the characteristic variety of Mi are contained in
the product of Cλ and Lagrangian varieties of T
∗X . A polarization of T is a sesqui-linear duality S : T −→
T ∗⊗T (−n) satisfying some conditions. The precise conditions are given based on the strategy due to M. Saito
[53]. We refer the detail to [47, 50] and [35, 37]. A pure twistor D-module which admit a polarization is called
a polarizable pure twistor D-module. In this paper, we consider only polarizable pure twistor D-modules, and
hence we often omit “polarizable”.
A mixed twistor D-module is anR-triple T with a finite increasing filtrationW indexed by integers satisfying
some conditions. For example, we impose that GrWn (T ) are polarizable pure twistor D-modules of weight n.
The precise conditions are given based on the strategy due to M. Saito [57]. We refer the detail to [40].
We recall some important properties of mixed twistor D-modules. Let MTM(X) denote the category of
mixed twistor D-modules on X .
Proposition 3.1 The category MTM(X) is abelian. More concretely, we have the following.
• Let ϕ : (T1,W1) −→ (T2,W2) be a morphism in MTM(X). Then, the R-triples Ker(ϕ) and Im(ϕ) with
the induced filtrations are mixed twistor D-modules. Moreover, ϕ is strict with respect to the filtration W ,
and Im(ϕ) with the induced filtration is a mixed twistor D-module.
Moreover, the category of polarizable pure twistor D-modules of weight w is abelian and semisimple.
Proposition 3.2 Let f : X −→ Y be a projective morphism of complex manifolds.
• Let T be a polarizable pure twistor DX-module of weight w. Then, f j†T are polarizable pure twistor
DY -modules of weight w + j.
• Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X. Let Wkf j†T be the image of f j†Wk−jT −→ f j† T . Then,
(f j† T ,W ) are mixed twistor D-modules.
Proposition 3.3 Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X. Let (M1,M2, C) be the underlying RX -triple.
• DXMi ≃ H0
(
DXMi
)
.
• We have the naturally induced sesqui-linear pairing DC of DXM1 and DXM2, and the RX-triple DT =
(DM1,DM2,DC) with the induced filtration is a mixed twistor structure.
• For any projective morphism f : X −→ Y , we have a natural isomorphism Df j† T ≃ f−j† DT .
3.1.4 Underlying D-modules
Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X . The R-triple T is described as (M1,M2, C). Let ι1 :
X −→ X be given by ι1(P ) = (1, P ). We obtain the D-module ΞDR(T ) := ι−11
(M2/(λ − 1)M2) which
we call the D-module underlying T . It is naturally equipped with the filtration W . For any morphism of
mixed twistor T -modules ϕ : (T (1),W ) −→ (T (2),W ), we have the induced morphism of filtered D-modules
ΞDR(ϕ) : ΞDR(T (1),W ) −→ ΞDR(T (2),W ).
The following lemma is easy to see.
Lemma 3.4 Let ϕ : (T (1),W ) −→ (T (2),W ) be any morphism of mixed twistor T -modules.
• We have KerΞDR(ϕ) = ΞDR(Ker(ϕ)), ImΞDR(ϕ) = ΞDR(Im(ϕ)), and CokΞDR(ϕ) = ΞDR(Cok(ϕ)).
• ϕ is an epimorphism (resp. monomorphism) if and only if ΞDR(ϕ) is an epimorphism (resp. monomor-
phism).
The following lemma is easy to see by construction of the functors.
Lemma 3.5 Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X.
• Let f : X −→ Y be a projective morphism of complex manifolds. Then, we have f i+ΞDR(T ) ≃ ΞDR(f i†T ).
The induced filtrations W are also equal.
• We have a natural isomorphism DXΞDR(T ) ≃ ΞDRDT . The induced filtrations W are also equal.
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3.1.5 Integrable case
Let DX be the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators on X . Let R˜X ⊂ DX be the sheaf of subalgebras
generated by RX and λ2∂λ. The correspondenceM−→ λ− dimXΩX ⊗M also induces an equivalence between
the category of left R˜X -modules and the category of right R˜X -modules. An R˜X -module is equivalent to an
OX -module with a meromorphic flat connection ∇ :M−→ Ω1X (logX 0)⊗O(X 0)⊗M.
Let Mi (i = 1, 2) be R˜X -modules. Let θ be the polar coordinate of S. We have ∂θ =
√−1(λ∂λ − λ∂λ).
It naturally acts on Mi. A sesqui-linear pairing of M1 and M2 is a (RX|S×X , σ∗RX|S×X)-homomorphism
C :M1|S×X × σ∗M2|S×X −→ DbS×X/S which is compatible with the action of ∂θ. Such a tuple (M1,M2, C)
is called an R˜X -triple or integrable RX -triple. For any morphism of complex manifolds f : X −→ Y , the
RX -triples f j† T are naturally integrable if T is integrable.
A mixed twistor D-module (T ,W ) is called integrable if the R-triple T is integrable and the filtration W is
compatible with the action of λ2∂λ. Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are naturally extended to the integrable case.
Let (T ,W ) be an integrable mixed twistor DX -module. Take an injective resolution I of RX ⊗Ω−1X [dimX ]
as a left (R˜X ,RX)-module. Then, DXMi ≃ RHomRX (M, I) are naturally R˜X -modules. The action of λ2∂λ
is given by (λ2∂λf)(m) = λ
2∂λ(f(m)) − f(λ2∂λm). It is shown that DC is compatible with the action of ∂θ.
(See [40].) Hence, D(T ,W ) is also naturally integrable.
We shall give some complements on the duality and the push-forward of R˜-modules in §C.
3.2 Integrable mixed twistor D-modules associated to non-degenerate functions
3.2.1 Pure twistor D-modules associated to meromorphic functions
Let X be a complex manifold with a hypersurface D. We set X := Cλ × X and D := Cλ × D. Let f be a
meromorphic function on (X,D). We have a wild harmonic bundle E(f) on (X,D). It consists of a Higgs bundle
(OX\D e, df) with a pluri-harmonic metric h determined by h(e, e) = 1, where e denotes a global frame of the
line bundle. Recall that we have the associated polarizable pure twistor D-module (L(f),L(f), C(f)) of weight 0
on X , where L(f) is an RX -module, and C(f) is a sesqui-linear pairing L(f)|S×X×σ∗L(f)|S×X −→ DbS×X/S .
Here S := {|λ| = 1} ⊂ Cλ. A polarization is given by (id, id).
Let dX := dimX . We have the polarizable pure twistor D-module T (f) :=
(
λdXL(f),L(f), C(f)) of weight
dX . The natural polarization is given by
(
(−1)dX , (−1)dX).
The restriction L(f)|X\D is equipped with a global frame υ such that L(f)|X\D is isomorphic to OX\Dυ
with the family of flat λ-connections D determined by Dυ = υdf . We have
C(f)(υ, σ∗υ) = exp
(−λf + λ−1f). (35)
In general, it is not easy to describe L(f) explicitly. The following lemma is clear by the construction of
L(f) in [37], and it will be used implicitly.
Lemma 3.6 υ is naturally extended as a section of L(f)(∗D), and it gives a global frame of L(f)(∗D) as an
OX (∗D)-module. Moreover, the natural morphism L(f) −→ L(f)(∗D) is a monomorphism.
Lemma 3.7 If |(f)0| ∩D = ∅ and |(f)∞| = D, then L(f) is naturally isomorphic to OX (∗D)υ.
Proof If D is normal crossing, the claim follows from the construction of L(f) in [37]. Although we are mainly
interested in the case where D is normal crossing, we give a proof in the general case. We take a projective
morphism ϕ : X ′ −→ X of complex manifolds such that (i) D′ := ϕ−1(D) is normal crossing, (ii) ϕ induces an
isomorphism X ′ \D′ ≃ X \ D. We set f ′ := ϕ∗(f). We have L(f ′) = OX ′(∗D′)v′ with a frame v′ such that
Dv′ = v′ df ′. Because L(f ′)(∗D′) = L(f ′), we obtain ϕ†
(L(f ′)) ≃ ϕ†(L(f ′))(∗D). We also have that L(f) is a
direct summand of ϕ†L(f ′) and ϕ†
(L(f ′))
|X\D
= L(f)|X\D. Then, we can deduce the claim of the lemma.
Proposition 3.8 Suppose that (i) D is normal crossing, (ii) f is non-degenerate along D, (iii) D = |(f)∞|.
Then, L(f) is naturally isomorphic to OX (∗D)υ.
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Proof We have only to check the claim locally around any point of |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞|. Let (z1, . . . , zn) be a
convenient coordinate system with f = zn
∏ℓ
i=1 z
−ki
i for some ki > 0. Note that
∏ℓ
i=1 z
N
i υ is a section of L(f).
We have ðnυ = υ
∏ℓ
i=1 z
−ki
i , where ðn = λ∂xn . Then, it is easy to deduce that L(f) ⊃ RXυ = OX (∗D)υ.
3.2.2 Mixed twistor D-modules associated to meromorphic functions
For ⋆ = ∗, !, we have the RX -modules L(f)[⋆D] obtained as the localization L(f). They are denoted by L⋆(f,D)
in this paper. If D = |(f)∞|, they are also denoted by L⋆(f). We have the natural morphisms of RX -modules
L!(f,D) −→ L(f) −→ L∗(f,D). It induces L⋆(f,D)(∗D) ≃ L(f)(∗D).
For ⋆ = ∗, !, we have the mixed twistor D-modules T (f)[⋆D] obtained as the localizations of T (f). They
are denoted by T⋆(f,D) in this paper. If D = |(f)∞|, they are also denoted by T⋆(f). The underlying RX -
triples of T∗(f,D) and T!(f,D) are
(
λdXL!(f,D),L∗(f,D), C(f)[∗D]
)
and
(
λdXL∗(f,D),L!(f,D), C(f)[!D]
)
,
respectively. The weight filtrations of T⋆(f,D) are denoted by W . We have natural morphisms of mixed twistor
D-modules T!(f,D) −→ T (f) −→ T∗(f,D).
The meromorphic family of flat connections Df on L(f)(∗D) is naturally extended to a meromorphic flat
connection ∇ given by ∇υ = υd(λ−1f). Let C(f)(∗D) be the sesqui-linear pairing on L(f)(∗D) induced by
C(f). Due to (35), C(f)(∗D) is compatible with the actions of λ2∂λ.
Lemma 3.9 T⋆(f,D) are integrable mixed twistor D-modules, and T (f,D) is an integrable pure twistor D-
module. The morphisms T!(f,D) −→ T (f,D) −→ T∗(f,D) are integrable.
Proof By using [40, Lemma 3.2.4], we obtain that the underlying R-triples of T⋆(f,D) are integrable. Then,
we obtain that T (f,D) is an integrable pure twistor D-module. By using [40, Lemma 7.1.35], we obtain that
the filtrations W of T⋆(f,D) are also integrable. Hence, we obtain that T⋆(f,D) are integrable mixed twistor
D-modules. By using [40, Lemma 7.1.37], we obtain the integrability of the morphisms.
Lemma 3.10 The D-modules ΞDR(T⋆(f,D)) and ΞDR(T (f)) are naturally identified with L⋆(f,D) and L(f).
The morphisms ΞDR(T!(f,D)) −→ ΞDR(T (f)) −→ ΞDR(T∗(f,D)) are naturally identified with L!(f,D) −→
L(f) −→ L∗(f,D).
Proof Let M be an RX -module underlying T⋆(f,D) (⋆ = ∗, !) or T (f,D). Let g be a holomorphic function
on an open subset U ⊂ X . Because T⋆(f,D) are integrable, the KMS-spectrum of M|U along g are contained
in R × {0}. Hence, the specialization of the V -filtration along g at λ = 1 is equal to the V -filtration of
ι−11 (M/(λ− 1)M), where ι1 : X −→ X given by ι1(P ) = (1, P ). Then, the claim is clear.
In the proof of Lemma 3.10, the KMS-spectrum of the RX -modules are contained in Q × {0}, indeed. We
can directly check it by standard computations.
Lemma 3.11 Suppose that (i) D = |(f)∞|, (ii) f is pure at P ∈ X. Then, the canonical morphisms
T!(f,D) −→ T (f) −→ T∗(f,D) are isomorphisms on a neighbourhood of P .
Proof It follows from that the morphisms of the underlying D-modules are isomorphisms.
Corollary 3.12 Suppose that (i) D is normal crossing, (ii) D = |(f)∞|, (iii) f is non-degenerate. Then
the canonical morphisms T!(f) −→ T (f) −→ T∗(f) are isomorphisms. In particular, we have isomorphisms
L⋆(f,D) ≃ OX (∗D) υ.
3.2.3 Expression of R˜-modules in non-degenerate cases
Suppose that D is normal crossing. Let us describe RX -modules L⋆(f,D) in the case that f is non-degenerate
along D. We do not assume D = |(f)∞|. Let VDRX denote the sheaf of subalgebras in RX generated by
λ · p∗λΘX(logD) over OX . Let VDR˜X denote the sheaf of subalgebras in R˜X generated by VDRX and λ2∂λ.
We have the VDR˜X -modules L(f) and L(f)(D) = L(f)⊗OX OX (D).
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Proposition 3.13 We have natural isomorphisms of R˜X -modules
L∗(f,D) ≃ RX ⊗VDRX L(f)
(D), L!(f,D) ≃ RX ⊗VDRX L(f).
Proof We have natural isomorphisms of R˜X(∗D)-modules
L∗(f,D)(∗D) ≃
(RX ⊗VDRX L(f)(D))(∗D), L!(f,D)(∗D) ≃ (RX ⊗VDRX L(f))(∗D).
Note that if we are given an RX -endomorphism g of L⋆(f,D) such that g|Cλ×(X\D) = 0, then we have g = 0.
Hence, it is enough to prove that there exist isomorphisms as RX -modules.
The claim is clear outside |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| by the construction of L⋆(f,D) in [40, §5.3]. We set
L′∗(f,D) := RX ⊗VDRX L(f)
(D), L′!(f,D) := RX ⊗VDRX L(f).
Let Q ∈ |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞|. We take a convenient coordinate system (z1, . . . , zn) with D =
⋃ℓ1+ℓ2
i=1 {zi = 0} and
f = zn
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i . We set X1 := {(z1, . . . , zℓ1 , zn)} and X2 := {(zℓ1+1, . . . , zn−1)}. We set f1 := zn
∏ℓ1
i=1 z
−ki
i
and D1 :=
⋃ℓ1
i=1{zi = 0} and D2 :=
⋃ℓ1+ℓ2
i=ℓ1+1
{zi = 0}. We have L′⋆(f1, D1) = L(f1) = L⋆(f1, D1). In
particular, we have L′⋆(f1, D1)[⋆zj] = L′⋆(f1, D1) for j = 1, . . . , ℓ1. We also have L′⋆(f2, D2) ≃ L⋆(f2, D2).
Hence, L′⋆(f2, D2)[⋆zi] ≃ L′⋆(f2, D2) for i = ℓ1 + 1, . . . , ℓ1 + ℓ2. We have L′⋆(f,D) ≃ L′⋆(f1, D1) ⊠ L′⋆(f2, D2).
Then, it is easy to check that L′⋆(f,D)[⋆zi] = L′⋆(f,D) for i = ℓ1 + 1, . . . , ℓ1 + ℓ2. We obtain the desired
isomorphism by the characterization in [40, Proposition 5.3.1].
3.2.4 De Rham complexes in non-degenerate cases
Let us consider the case that (X,D) = S × (X0, D0), where X0 is a complex manifold with a normal crossing
hypersurfaceD0. Let f be a meromorphic function on (X,D) which is non-degenerate alongD. Let π : X −→ S
denote the projection. We have the mixed twistor D-modules πi†T⋆(f,D) on S. Let us describe the underlying
RS-modules πi†L⋆(f,D), by assuming that X0 is projective.
Set n := dimX0. Let pλ : X −→ X denote the projection. For any RX -module M, we set
DRmX/SM := λ−m−np∗λ
(
Ωm+nX/S
)⊗OX M.
Then, we obtain the complex DR•X/SM. We naturally have πi†M≃ Riπ∗DR•X/SM.
Suppose |(f)∞| = D. We have L⋆(f,D) = L(f) which is isomorphic to OX (∗D)υ with Dυ = υdf . We set
Ω
ℓ
X/S := λ
−ℓp∗λΩ
ℓ
X/S . Then, we immediately obtain the following natural isomorphism:
DR•X/S L(f) ≃
(
Ω
•+n
X/S(∗D), d+ λ−1df
)
Let us consider the case that D is not necessarily |(f)∞|. We set ΩℓX/S(logD) := λ−ℓp∗λ
(
ΩℓX/S(logD)
)
. We
obtain the complexes
(
Ω
•
X/S(logD), d+ λ
−1df
)
and
(
Ω
•
X/S(logD)(−D), d+ λ−1df
)
.
Lemma 3.14 We have the following natural quasi-isomorphisms:
DR•X/S L∗(f,D) ≃
(
Ω
•+n
X/S(logD)
(∗(f)∞), d+ λ−1df) (36)
DR•X/S L!(f,D) ≃
(
Ω
•+n
X/S(logD)(−D)
(∗(f)∞), d+ λ−1df) (37)
Hence, πi†L⋆(f,D) (⋆ = ∗, !) are expressed as the push-forward of the right hand side of (36) and (37).
Proof It follows from the expression in Proposition 3.13.
Suppose moreover that f is non-degenerate along D over S. We use the notation in §2.2.6. We set
Ω
ℓ
X/S(logD, f) := Ω
ℓ
X/S(logD)
(
ℓ(f)∞
)
, and we obtain the following complexes:(
Ω
•
X/S(logD, f), d+ λ
−1df
)
,
(
Ω
•
X/S(logD, f)(−D), d+ λ−1df
)
.
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Similarly, we set Ω
ℓ
X/S,f,D := λ
−ℓp∗λΩ
ℓ
X/S,f,D, and we obtain the following complexes:(
Ω
•
X/S,f,D, d+ λ
−1df
)
,
(
Ω
•
X/S,f,D(−D), d + λ−1df
)
As in the case of D-modules in §2.2.6 and §2.2.7, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.15 Suppose that f is non-degenerate along D over S. Then, we have the following natural quasi-
isomorphisms:
DR•X/S L∗(f,D) ≃
(
Ω
•+n
X/S(logD, f), d+ λ
−1df
)
≃ (Ω•X/S,f,D, d+ λ−1df) (38)
DR•X/S L!(f,D) ≃
(
Ω
•+n
X/S(logD, f)(−D), d+ λ−1df
)
≃ (Ω•X/S,f,D(−D), d+ λ−1df) (39)
Hence, πi†L⋆(f,D) are expressed as the push-forward of the complexes in (38) and (39).
We also remark the following lemma.
Lemma 3.16 Suppose that f is non-degenerate along D over S. Then, πi†L⋆(f,D) are locally free OCλ×S-
modules.
Proof The specialization at λ = 1 are locally free OS-modules by Corollary 2.18. So, by the general property
of mixed twistor D-modules, we obtain that πi†L⋆(f,D) are locally free OCλ×S-modules.
Corollary 3.17 If f is non-degenerate along D over S, the OCλ×S-modules
Riπ∗
(
Ω
•
X/S(logD)(∗(f)∞), d+ λ−1df
) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•X/S(logD, f), d+ λ−1df) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•X/S,f,D, d+ λ−1df)
are locally free. The OCλ×S-modules
Riπ∗
(
Ω
•
X/S(logD)(∗(f)∞)(−D), d+ λ−1df
) ≃ Riπ∗(Ω•X/S(logD, f)(−D), d+ λ−1df)
≃ Riπ∗
(
Ω
•
X/S,f,D(−D), d+ λ−1df
)
are also locally free.
3.3 The real structure of the localization of some mixed twistor D-modules
Let X be a complex manifold. For a mixed twistor D-module T = (M1,M2, C) on X , we have
j∗T = (j∗M1, j∗M2, j∗C), DT = (DM1,DM2,DC).
We set γ˜∗T := (j∗DM2, j∗DM1, j∗DC∗). We will naturally identify j∗DMi and Dj∗Mi. Recall that a real
structure of T is an isomorphism κ : γ˜∗T ≃ T satisfying γ˜∗κ ◦ κ = id.
3.3.1 Basic case
Let dX := dimX . We have the isomorphism νX : DOX ≃ OXλdX , whose specialization at {λ0} ×X (λ0 6= 0)
is equal to the morphism in §A.2.1. We have the natural identification j∗OX = OX given by the pull back of
functions. We have DνX = (−1)dXνX . As shown in [40], the isomorphism(
ν−1X , (−1)dXνX
)
: γ˜∗UX(dX , 0) ≃ UX(dX , 0)
gives a real structure.
Let Y be a smooth hypersurface of X . We set dY := dimY = dX − 1. Let ι : Y −→ X be the inclusion. We
have the following natural morphisms of integrable mixed twistor D-modules:
UX(dX , 0)[∗Y ] −→ ι†UY (dY , 0)⊗T (−1) (40)
ι†UY (dY , 0) −→ UX(dX , 0)[!Y ] (41)
The morphisms are induced by RX -homomorphisms OX [∗Y ] −→ ι†OYλ−1 and ι†OY −→ OX [!Y ]. Locally, if
X is equipped with a holomorphic coordinate system (x1, . . . , xn) such that Y = {x1 = 0}, the morphisms are
given by x−11 7−→ λ−1ι∗(dx1/λ)−1 and ι∗(dx1/λ)−1 7−→ −ð1(1), where ð1 = λ∂x1 .
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Proposition 3.18 The natural morphisms (40) and (41) are compatible with the real structures.
Proof Let us look at the compatibility of (40) which is the commutativity of the following diagrams:
OX [!Y ]λdX νX←−−−− D
(OX [∗Y ])x x
ι†OYλdY +1 −νY←−−−− D
(
ι†OYλ−1
)
OX [∗Y ] (−1)
dX νX←−−−−−−− D(OX [!Y ]λdX)y y
ι†OYλ−1 (−1)
dY +1νY←−−−−−−−− D(ι†OYλdY +1)
To check the commutativity, it is enough to compare the specialization along {λ0} ×X for any λ0 6= 0. Then,
it is reduced to Proposition A.3. We can check the compatibility of (41) similarly.
3.3.2 Mixed twistor D-modules associated to holomorphic functions
Let F be any holomorphic function on X . We have the RX -module L(F ) given by OX e with De = e dF ,
where e is a global frame. Let L(F )∨ = HomOX (L(F ),OX ) is naturally isomorphic to OX e∨ with De∨ =
e∨(−dF ), where e∨ is the dual frame of e. Hence, we have the isomorphism j∗L(F )∨ ≃ L(F ) given by
j∗e∨ ←→ e. We have the smooth RX -triple Tsm(F ) := (L(F ),L(F ), CF ). The isomorphism γ˜∗smTsm(F ) :=
(j∗L(F )∨, j∗L(F ), j∗C∨F ) ≃ T (F ) is a real structure of Tsm(F ) as a smooth RX -triple. (See [40, §2.1.7.2].)
Because T (F ) = Tsm(F )⊗UX(dX , 0), we have the induced real structure on T (F ) as a mixed twistor D-module
[40, Proposition 13.4.6].
More explicitly, as in the case of OX , we have a natural isomorphism ν : j∗DL(F ) ≃ λdX j∗L(F )∨ ≃
λdXL(F ). The real structure of T (F ) = (λdXL(F ),L(F ), CF ) is given by (ν−1, (−1)dXν).
Lemma 3.19 We have natural isomorphisms of integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure
T (F )[⋆Y ] ≃ Tsm(F )⊗ UX(dX , 0)[⋆Y ]. (42)
Proof We have the natural isomorphisms of the integrable RX -modules L(F )[⋆Y ] ≃ L(F )⊗OX [⋆Y ] (⋆ = ∗, !)
such that the restriction to X \ Y is the identity. It is enough to check the claim locally around any point of
Y . We may assume that Y is given as {t = 0} for a holomorphic function t such that dt is nowhere vanishing.
Then, it is easy to see that the V -filtration of OX [⋆Y ] along t induces a V -filtration of L(F )⊗OX [⋆Y ] along t,
and that it satisfies the characterization condition for L(F )[⋆t] in [40, §3.1]. Because the sesqui-linear pairings
of T (F )[⋆Y ] and Tsm(F )⊗UX(dX , 0)[⋆Y ] are the same on X \ Y , we obtain that they are the same on X . (See
[40, Proposition 3.2.1].) Because the real structures of T (F )[⋆F ] are uniquely determined by their restriction
to X \ Y , the isomorphisms (42) are compatible with the real structures.
We also obtain the integrable mixed twistor D-modules Tsm(F )⊗ ι†UY (dY , 0) with real structure. We have
the isomorphisms of integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
T (F )[∗Y ]/T (F ) ≃ Tsm(F )⊗ ι†UY (dY , 0)⊗T (−1) (43)
Ker
(T (F )[!Y ] −→ T (F )) ≃ Tsm(F )⊗ ι†UY (dY , 0) (44)
Let FY denote the restriction of F to Y . We have the integrable mixed twistor D-module T (FY ) on Y with
real structure on Y . It is given as T (FY ) =
(
λdY L(FY ),L(FY ), CFY
)
.
Let ωY/X denote the conormal bundle of Y in X . We set ωY/X := λ · p∗λωY/X , where pλ : Y −→ X denotes
the projection. We have the OX -submodules
E0 := L(F ) ⊗ ι∗(ωY/X ) ⊂ L(F )⊗ ι†OX , E1 := ι∗(L(FY )⊗ ωY/X ) ⊂ ι†L(FY ).
We have the natural isomorphism of OX -modules ϕ0 : E0 ≃ E1.
Lemma 3.20 The O-isomorphism ϕ0 is uniquely extended to an isomorphism of integrable RX-modules ϕ :
ι†L(FY ) ≃ L(F ) ⊗ ι†OY . They give the following isomorphism of integrable pure twistor D-modules with real
structure:
Tsm(F )⊗ ι†UY (dY , 0) ≃ ι†T (FY )
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Proof Let us observe that ϕ0 is uniquely extended. Because E0 and E1 generate L(F ) ⊗ ι†OX and ι†L(FY )
over RX , the uniqueness is clear. Hence, it is enough to obtain ϕ locally around any point of Y . We may
assume that X is the product of Y and a neighbourhood of 0 in Ct. We have Y = {t = 0}. Let V denote
the V -filtration of L(F ) ⊗ ι†OY and ι†L(FY ). We may naturally regard V0
(L(F ) ⊗ ι†OY) and V0(ι†L(FY ))
as integrable RY -modules, and the natural isomorphism ϕ0 is an isomorphism of the integrable RY -modules
V0
(L(F )⊗ ι†OY) ≃ V0(ι†L(FY )). For both R˜X -modules, we have Vm =⊕j≤m ðjtV0. We can easily construct
the isomorphism ϕ inductively on the V -filtration.
Because ϕ0 is compatible with the sesqui-linear pairings on V0, we obtain that ϕ gives an isomorphism of
the integrable RX -triples. The comparison of the real structures is easy by construction.
Proposition 3.21 We have the following isomorphisms
T (F )[∗Y ]/T (F ) ≃ ι†T (FY )⊗T (−1)
Ker
(T (F )[!Y ] −→ T (F )) ≃ ι†T (FY )
Proof It follows from (43), (44) and Lemma 3.20.
Let us describe the isomorphisms of the underlying integrableRX -modules more explicitly. For simplicity, we
assume thatX is the product of Y and an open subset in Ct. Let υ be the frame of L(F ) such that∇υ = υd(F/λ).
Let υY be the frame of L(FY ) obtained as the restriction of υ to Y . The morphism L(F )[∗t] −→ ι†L(FY ) is
given by
t−1υ 7−→ ι∗(υY λ−1)(dt/λ)−1 = ι∗(υY (dt)−1). (45)
Note that we have a natural inclusion η : L(F ) −→ L(F )[!t] as OX -module. The morphism ι†L(FY ) −→ L(F )[!t]
is given by
ι∗(υY (dt/λ)
−1) 7−→ −ðtη(υ) + η(∂t(F ) · υ) (46)
3.4 Push-forward
We use the notation in §2.4.1. We have the twistor D-modules T⋆
(
F,D
(0)
Y
)
and T⋆
(
F,D
(1)
Y
)
(⋆ = ∗, !).
Proposition 3.22 For T = T∗(F,D(1)Y ), T∗(F,D(0)Y ), T∗(F,D(1)Y )
/T∗(F,D(0)Y ), we have πi†(T ) = 0 (i 6= 0). We
also have the following natural isomorphisms of the integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
π0†T∗(F,D(1)Y ) ≃
(
T∗(g,D)⊗ T (−1)
)
[!(f)0][∗D] (47)
π0†
(T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y )) ≃ T∗(g,D)⊗ T (−1) ≃ T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1)[∗D] (48)
π0†
(T∗(F,D(0)Y )) ≃ Ker((T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1))[!(f)0][∗D] −→ T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1)[∗D]) (49)
Proof The vanishing πi†T = 0 (i 6= 0) follows from Proposition 2.23 and the twistor property. We set
D(2) : D × P1. Let ι0 : X −→ Y be induced by {0} −→ P1. By the argument for Proposition 3.21, we
have a natural isomorphism of integrable RY (∗D(2))-triples:(T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y ))(∗D(2)) ≃ ι0†T∗(g,D)(∗D)
Hence, we have
π0†
(T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y ))(∗D) ≃ T∗(g,D)(∗D)
Because we naturally have
(T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y ))[∗D(2)] ≃ T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y ) and T∗(g,D)[∗D] ≃
T∗(g,D), we obtain the isomorphism (48) of integrable mixed twistor D-modules. The comparison of the
real structures is reduced to Proposition 3.21.
We have the natural morphisms of integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
π0†T∗
(
F,D
(1)
Y
) −→ π0†T∗(F,D(1)Y )[∗D]←− (π0†T∗(F,D(1)Y )[!(f)0])[∗D]. (50)
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According to Proposition 2.23, the induced morphisms of the underlying D-modules are isomorphisms. Hence,
we obtain that the morphisms in (50) are isomorphisms. We have
π0†T∗(F,D(1)Y )
(∗(f)0)(∗D) ≃ π0†(T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y ))(∗(f)0)(∗D).
Hence, we have
π0†T∗(F,D(1)Y ) ≃
(
π0†
(T∗(F,D(1)Y )/T∗(F,D(0)Y ))(∗D))[!(f)0][∗D] ≃ (T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1))[!(f)0][∗D]
Thus, we obtain (47). We obtain (49) from the others.
Corollary 3.23 For T = T!(F,D(1)Y ), T!(F,D(0)Y ),Ker
(T!(F,D(1)Y ) −→ T!(F,D(0)Y )), we have πi†(T ) = 0 (i 6= 0).
We also have the following natural isomorphisms of the integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
π0†T!(F,D(1)Y ) ≃ T!(g,D)[∗(f)0][!D]
π0†
(
Ker
(
T!(F,D(1)Y ) −→ T!(F,D(0)Y )
))
≃ T!(g,D) ≃ T!(g,D)[!D]
π0†
(T!(F,D(0)Y )) ≃ Cok(T!(g,D)[!D] −→ T!(g,D)[∗(f)0][!D])
Proof Because T∗(F,D(a)Y )∗ ≃ T!(F,D(a)Y )⊗T (dimY ), the claim follows from Proposition 3.22.
Let us consider the case that f is moreover non-degenerate along D. In this case Zf is smooth, and Zf ∪D
is normal crossing. As in §2.4.1, let ι : Zf −→ X denote the inclusion, and we set DZf := D∩Zf and g0 := g|Zf .
We have the integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(g0, DZf ) with real structure on Zf . By using Proposition
3.21, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.24 If f is moreover non-degenerate along D, we have the following isomorphisms of the integrable
mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
π0†T∗(F,D(0)Y ) ≃ ι†T∗(g0, DZf )⊗ T (−1) (51)
π0†T!(F,D(0)Y ) ≃ ι†T!(g0, DZf )⊗T (−1) (52)
The image of the morphism π0†T!(F,D(0)Y ) −→ π0†T∗(F,D(0)Y ) is ι†T (g0)⊗ T (−1) under the isomorphisms.
3.5 Specialization
Let X be a complex manifold with a simple normal crossing hypersurface D. We set X(1) := X × Cτ and
D(1) := D×Cτ . Let f and g be meromorphic functions on (X,D). We have the meromorphic function F = τf+g
on (X(1), D(1)). We have the associated integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(F,D(1)) (⋆ = ∗, !) with real
structure on X(1). Let K⋆,f,g and C⋆,f,g denote the kernel and the cokernel of T⋆(F,D(1))[!τ ] −→ T⋆(F,D(1))[∗τ ].
Let ι0 : X −→ X(1) be given by ι0(Q) = (Q, 0).
Proposition 3.25 If |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅, we have the following isomorphism of the integrable mixed twistor
D-modules with real structure:
C∗,f,g ≃ ι0†T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1), K∗,f,g ≃ ι0†T∗(g,D)[!(f)∞], (53)
K!,f,g ≃ ι0†T!(g,D), C!,f,g ≃ ι0†T!(g,D)[∗(f)∞]⊗T (−1). (54)
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Proof By Proposition 3.21, if D = ∅, we already have the isomorphisms of integrable mixed twistor D-modules
with real structure in (53, 54). In other words, we already have the isomorphisms of integrable mixed twistor
D-modules with real structure on X(1) \ D(1). It is enough to prove that they are extended isomorphisms
of integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure on X(1). By construction of the morphisms in
Proposition 3.21, we have the following isomorphisms of integrable filtered R-triples:(
C∗,f,g
)
(∗D(1)) a1≃
(
ι0†T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1)
)
(∗D(1)),
(
K∗,f,g
)
(∗D(1)) a2≃
(
ι0†T∗(g,D)[!(f)∞]
)
(∗D(1)),
We have the following morphism of integrable mixed twistor D-modules induced by a1:
C∗,f,g b1−→ ι0†T∗(g,D)⊗ T (−1) (55)
By Proposition 2.31, the morphism of the underlying D-modules is an isomorphism. Hence, (55) is an isomor-
phism. We have the following morphisms:
K∗,f,g c1←− K∗,f,g[!(f)∞] c2−→ K∗,f,g[∗D(1)][!(f∞)] c3−→ ι0†T∗(g,D)[!D(1)][!(f)∞] (56)
Here, ci (i = 1, 2) are canonical morphisms, and c3 is induced by a2. By Proposition 2.31, the morphisms of the
underlying D-modules are isomorphisms. Hence, we obtain the isomorphism K∗,f,g ≃ ι0†T∗(g,D)[!(f)∞] from
(56). We obtain the isomorphisms in (54) similarly.
3.6 C∗-homogeneous R˜-modules
3.6.1 Homogeneity
Suppose that a complex manifold X is equipped with a C∗-action, i.e., a morphism µ : C∗×X −→ X satisfying
µ(a1a2, x) = µ(a1, µ(a2, x)) and µ(1, x) = x. We consider the action of C
∗ on Cλ given by the multiplication.
Set X := Cλ ×X . We have the diagonal C∗-action µ˜ on X .
Let M be an R˜X -module. It is equivalent to an OCλ×X -module M with a meromorphic flat connection
∇ :M −→M⊗ Ω1X (logX 0)⊗OX (X 0), where X 0 := {0} ×X . We have the OC∗×X -module µ˜∗M on C∗ × X
equipped with the meromorphic flat connection µ˜∗∇. We can easily check that
(µ˜∗∇)(µ˜∗M) ⊂ µ˜∗M⊗ Ω1C∗×X (log(C∗ ×X 0))⊗O(C∗ ×X 0).
Hence, µ˜∗M is naturally an R˜C∗×X -module.
Let p : C∗ ×X −→ X denote the projection. Let pi : C∗ × C∗ ×X −→ X (i = 1, 2, 3) be given by
p1(a1, a2, x) = x, p2(a1, a2, x) = µ˜(a2, x), p3(a1, a2, x) = µ˜(a1a2, x).
We have the morphisms p23, id×µ˜, µC∗ × id : C∗ × C∗ ×X −→ C∗ ×X given by
p23(a1, a2, x) = (a2, x), (id×µ˜)(a1, a2, x) = (a1, µ˜(a2, x)), (µC∗ × id)(a1, a2, x) = (a1a2, x).
Definition 3.26 An R˜X -module M is called C∗-homogeneous if we have an isomorphism of R˜C∗×X-modules
κ : p∗M≃ µ˜∗M satisfying the cocycle condition (id×µ˜)∗κ ◦ p∗23κ = (µC∗ × id)∗κ.
The restriction of µ˜ to C∗λ×X ⊂ X is a free action, and the quotient space is X . The condition in Definition
3.26 implies that there exists a D-module M such that the restriction M|C∗×X is isomorphic to the pull back
of M by the quotient map C∗λ ×X −→ (C∗λ ×X)/C∗ ≃ X . Indeed, M is given as the specialization of M to
{1} ×X , i.e., M = ΞDR(M) := ι−11
(M/(λ− 1)M), where ι1 : X −→ X is given by ι1(P ) = (1, P ).
Lemma 3.27 Suppose that M is a locally free OX -module, for simplicity. Then, the torus action is uniquely
determined by the connection ∇.
Proof Let v be the holomorphic fundamental vector field of the action µ on X , i.e., v|Q = T(1,Q)µ∗(∂/∂a) for
any Q ∈ X . The holomorphic fundamental vector field of µ˜ on X is given by λ∂λ + v. The C∗-action on M
induces a differential operator L : M −→ M such that L(fs) = fL(s) + (λ∂λ + v)f · s. On C∗λ ×X , we can
easily check that L(s) = ∇λ∂λ+v(s). The equality holds on Cλ ×X . Because the C∗-action is determined by L,
it is uniquely determined by the connection ∇.
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3.6.2 R-modules associated to homogeneous meromorphic functions
Let X be a complex manifold with a C∗-action µ as above. For any a ∈ C∗, the morphism µ(a, •) : X −→ X is
denoted by µa. Let D be a hypersurface of X such that µa(D) = D for any a ∈ C∗. Let f be a meromorphic
function on (X,D) such that µ∗a(f) = af for any a ∈ C∗.
Proposition 3.28 The R-modules L⋆(f,D) are C∗-homogeneous.
Proof First, let us consider the R˜X(∗D)-module Q(f) induced by OX (∗D) with the meromorphic flat con-
nection d + d(λ−1f). We set X1 := C
∗ × X and D1 := C∗ × D. We set f1 := p∗(f). We naturally have
p∗OX (∗D) ≃ OX1(∗D1) ≃ µ˜∗OX (∗D). Because µ˜∗(λ−1f) = p∗(λ−1f) = λ−1f1, the pull back of the connec-
tions are also equal. Hence, we have p∗Q(f) ≃ µ˜∗Q(f). Similarly, we can check the cocycle condition for Q(f)
as in Definition 3.26. It is enough to check that we have natural isomorphisms p∗L⋆(f) ≃ µ˜∗L⋆(f) which induce
the above isomorphism p∗Q(f) ≃ µ˜∗Q(f).
Take (a0, λ0, Q0) ∈ X1 = C∗ × Cλ × X . Let us check that there exists a unique isomorphism p∗L⋆(f) ≃
µ˜∗L⋆(f) around (a0, λ0, Q0) which induces p∗Q(f) ≃ µ˜∗Q(f). Let g be a holomorphic function defined on
a neighbourhood of µ(a0, Q0) such that g
−1(0) = D. We set g1 := g ◦ µ defined on a neighbourhood of
(a0, Q0). We have p
∗L⋆(f)[⋆g1] = p∗L⋆(f) on a neighbourhood of (λ0, a0, Q0). It is enough to prove that
µ˜∗L⋆(f)[⋆g1] = µ˜∗L⋆(f) on a neighbourhood of (λ0, a0, Q0).
We set Q1 := µ(a0, Q0). We take a small neighbourhood U = Uλ0 × UQ1 ⊂ X of (λ0, Q1) such that g is
defined on UQ1 . Let ιg : UQ1 −→ UQ1 × Ct be the graph. We may assume that we have the V -filtration of
ιg†L⋆(f) on U × Ct as R-modules. Note that each Va
(
ιg†L⋆(f)
)
are naturally V R˜X×Ct -modules. In the case
⋆ = ∗, the induced morphism t : GrV0 −→ GrV−1 is an isomorphism. In the case ⋆ =!, the induced morphism
ðt : Gr
V
−1 −→ GrV0 is an isomorphism.
Let U ′ ⊂ X1 be a small neighbourhood of (a0, λ0, Q0) such that µ˜(U ′) ⊂ U . Let µ˜1 : U ′×Ct −→ U×Ct be the
induced morphism. We naturally have ιg†L⋆(f) =
⊕∞
j=0 ð
j
t ιg∗L⋆(f) and ιg1†µ˜∗L⋆(f) =
⊕∞
j=0 ð
j
t ιg1∗µ˜
∗L⋆(f).
The natural isomorphisms µ˜∗1ιg∗L⋆(f) ≃ ιg1∗µ˜∗L⋆(f) induce isomorphisms µ˜∗1(ιg†L⋆(f)) ≃ ιg1†µ˜∗L⋆(f).
We set Va
(
ιg1†µ˜
∗L⋆(f)
)
:= µ˜∗1Va
(
ιg†L⋆(f)
)
as OU ′×Ct-modules. By the construction, Va
(
ιg1†µ˜
∗L⋆(f)
)
are
V R˜X1×Ct -modules on U ′×Ct. Because Va
(
ιg†L⋆(f)
)
are coherent over VRX×Ct , we obtain that Va
(
ιg1†µ˜
∗L⋆(f)
)
are pseudo-coherent over OU ′×Ct , and we can easily check that they are finitely generated over VRX1×Ct .
Hence they are coherent over VRX1×Ct . (See [27].) Then, we obtain that V•
(
ιg1†µ˜
∗L⋆(f)
)
is a V -filtration of
ιg1†µ˜
∗L⋆(f) along t. In the case ⋆ = ∗, the morphism t : GrV0 −→ GrV−1 is an isomorphism. In the case ⋆ =!,
the morphism ðt : Gr
V
−1 −→ GrV0 is an isomorphism. Hence, we have µ˜∗L⋆(f) ≃ Q(f1)[⋆g1] ≃ p∗L⋆(f)[⋆g1].
Thus, the proof of Proposition 3.28 is finished.
3.6.3 Good filtrations on holonomic D-modules and C∗-homogeneity
Let X be a complex manifold. We regard that X is equipped with the trivial C∗-action µ0, i.e., µ0(a, x) = x
for any (a, x) ∈ C∗ ×X . The induced action µ˜0 on Cλ ×X is just the multiplication on the Cλ-component. In
this case, we have a relation between C∗-homogeneity and good filtrations.
Let C1(X) denote the category of holonomic DX -modules with a good filtration (M,F ). Morphisms
(M1, F1) −→ (M2, F2) in C1(X) are morphisms ϕ :M1 −→M2 of holonomic DX -modules such that ϕ(FjM1) ⊂
FjM2.
Let C2(X) denote the category of coherent R˜-modulesM such that (i) it is C∗-homogeneous with respect to
µ0, (ii) M is coherent as an RX -module, (iii) M is strict as an RX -module i.e., the multiplication of λ− λ0 is
a monomorphism for any λ0 ∈ C, (iv) ΞDR(M) is a holonomic DX -module. Morphisms M1 −→M2 in C2(X)
are morphisms of R˜X -modules.
Let (M,F ) be an object in C1(X). We have the Rees module R(M,F ) =
∑
FjMλ
j of (M,F ), which
is naturally an OX [λ]-module. By taking the analytification we obtain an OCλ×X -module R˜(M,F ) which is
naturally an R˜X -module. This construction gives a functor R˜ : C1(X) −→ C2(X).
Proposition 3.29 The functor R˜ is an equivalence.
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Proof Set X := Cλ × X . Let pλ : X −→ X denote the projection. Let Hol(X) denote the category of
holonomic D-modules on X . Let C3(X) denote the category of DX (∗λ)-modules L satisfying the conditions (i)
L is C∗-homogeneous with respect to µ0, (ii) L is coherent over p∗λ(DX)(∗λ), (iii) L is strict as an R-module,
(iv) ΞDR(L) is a holonomic DX -module. Morphisms L1 −→ L2 in C3(X) are C∗-equivariant morphisms of
DX -modules.
For any M ∈ Hol(X), we set G1(M) := p∗λ(M)(∗λ). Then, we obtain a functor G1 : Hol(X) −→ C3(X).
Clearly G1 is an exact functor.
Lemma 3.30 G1 is an equivalence.
Proof Clearly G1 is faithful. Let us prove that G1 is full. Let Mi ∈ Hol(X). Let f : G1(M1) −→ G1(M2)
be a morphism in C3(X). By applying ΞDR, we obtain a morphism f1 := ΞDR(f) : M1 −→ M2. Because the
restriction of G1(f1)− f : G1(M1) −→ G1(M2) to C∗ ×X is 0 because of the C∗-equivariance of f . Hence, we
obtain G1(f1)− f = 0 on C×X , i.e., G1 is full.
Let us prove that G1 is essentially surjective. Let L be an object in C3(X). We set L := ΞDR(L). It is
enough to prove that G1(L) ≃ L. Note that we have a natural isomorphism κ : G1(L)|C∗×X ≃ L|C∗×X induced
by the C∗-homogeneity. It is enough to prove that κ is extended to an isomorphism on C×X . Take any point
P ∈ X . It is enough to prove that for a small neighbourhood XP of P in X , κ|C∗×XP is extended on C×XP .
We have the subvariety Z(L) ⊂ XP such that the support of the sheaf L|XP on XP is C × Z(L). We use an
induction on the dimension of Z(L). To simplify the description, we set Z := Z(L).
We have a stratification Z =
∐
Zi into locally closed smooth subvarieties such that the characteristic variety
of L is the union of the conormal bundle T ∗ZiX of Zi in X . By shrinkingXP , we may assume to have holomorphic
function g such that Zi ⊂ g−1(0) if and only if dimZi < dimZ. We may assume to have a complex manifold
Y with a projective morphism ϕ : Y −→ X such that (i) ϕ(Y ) ⊂ Z and dim(Z \ ϕ(Y )) < dimZ, (ii) we
set gY := g ◦ ϕ, and then DY := g−1Y (0) is a normal crossing, (iii) ϕ induces Y \ g−1Y (0) ≃ Z \ g−1(0). We
set g˜ := g ◦ pλ and g˜Y := gY ◦ pλ. We have a meromorphic flat bundle L1 on (Y,DY ) with an isomorphism
ϕ+L1 ≃ L(∗g) of DXP -modules. We have a DY(∗g˜Y )-module L1 with an isomorphism (id×ϕ)+L1 ≃ L(∗g˜).
Note that L1 is a meromorphic flat bundle on Y with the pole ({0} × Y ) ∪ g˜−1Y (0).
Because L(∗g˜) is C∗-homogeneous with respect to the trivial action on X , L1 is C∗-homogeneous with
respect to the trivial action on Y . It is easy to observe that L1|C×(Y \DY ) is regular along {0} × (Y \ DY ).
Hence, the isomorphism p∗λ(L1)|C∗×(Y \DY ) ≃ L1|C∗×(Y \DY ) is extended to an isomorphism G1(L1)|C×(Y \DY ) ≃
L1|C×(Y \DY ). By using the Hartogs property, the isomorphism is extended to G1(L1) ≃ L1. We also obtain
L1[!g˜Y ] ≃ G1(L1)[!g˜Y ] ≃ G1(L1[!gY ]). Hence, we have a natural isomorphism G1
(
L(⋆g)
) ≃ L(⋆g˜).
Considering the Beilinson functors, we have G1
(
Πa,bg (L)(⋆g)
) ≃ Πa,bg˜ (L)[⋆g˜]. We obtain G1(ψ(a)g (L)) ≃
ψ
(a)
g˜ (L) and G1
(
Ξ
(a)
g (L)
) ≃ Ξ(a)g˜ (L). By the assumption of the induction, we have G1(φ(a)g (L)) ≃ φ(a)g˜ (L). The
following is commutative:
G1
(
ψ
(1)
g (L)
) −−−−→ G1(φ(0)g (L))⊕G1(Ξ(0)g (L)) −−−−→ G1(ψ(0)g (L))
≃
y ≃y ≃y
ψ
(1)
g˜ (L) −−−−→ φ(0)g˜ (L) ⊕ Ξ(0)g˜ (L) −−−−→ ψ(0)g˜ (L)
We obtain G1(L) ≃ L. Thus, Lemma 3.30 is finished.
Let C4(X) denote the category whose objects are the same as those of C3(X), but morphisms f :M1 −→M2
in C4(X) are morphisms of DX -modules, i.e., we do not assume the C∗-equivariance.
Lemma 3.31 The natural functor C3(X) −→ C4(X) is an equivalence. Namely, any morphism f :M1 −→M2
in C4(X) is C∗-equivariant.
Proof LetM1 −→M2 be a morphism in Hol(X). Let f : G1(M1) −→ G1(M2) be a morphism in C4(X). Apply-
ing ΞDR, we obtain a morphism f0 :M1 −→M2 of DX -modules. It is easy to see that DRC∗×X G1(f0)|C∗×X =
DRC∗×X f|C∗×X . Hence, we obtain G1(f0)|C∗×X = f|C∗×X , and G1(f0) = f on X .
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Let us return to the proof of Proposition 3.29. Let M be an object in C2(X). Set M := ΞDR(M).
For any local section s of M , we have the section p∗λ(s) of M(∗λ) ≃ G1(M) by Lemma 3.31. The number
i(s) := min
{
i
∣∣λip∗λ(s) ∈ M} exists because M is a coherent RX -module. It determines the filtration F on
M , i.e., Fj(M) = {s ∈ M | i(s) ≤ j}. We have FjDX · Fk(M) ⊂ Fj+k(M), where FjDX denote the sheaf of
differential operators whose orders are less than j.
Lemma 3.32 We have a natural isomorphism R˜-modules R˜(M,F ) ≃M.
Proof By Lemma 3.30, we naturally have R˜(M,F )(∗λ) = G1(M) ≃ M(∗λ). By the construction of F , we
have R˜(M,F ) ⊂ M. Let pλ : P1λ × X −→ X be the projection. Let M′ be the sheaf on P1λ × X such that
(i) the restriction to
(
P1λ \ {0}
)×X is equal to the restriction of p∗λ(M)(∗∞), (ii) the restriction to Cλ ×X is
equal to M. Because M is C∗-equivariant, M′ is also C∗-equivariant. It is easy to observe that Ripλ∗M′ = 0
for i > 0, and that the natural morphism pλ∗M′ −→ M|{0}×X is an epimorphism. For any local section s
of M/λM, we take a section s˜ of pλ∗M′ which is mapped to s. Because M′ ⊂ p∗λ(M)
(∗({0,∞} × X)), we
have pλ∗M′ ⊂ M [λ, λ−1]. Hence, we have s˜ =
∑N
j=−N λ
j s˜j for a large N , where s˜j are sections of M . By
the C∗-equivariance of M, we obtain that each λj s˜j is a section of M. By construction, λj s˜j are sections of
R˜(M,F ). It implies that R˜(M,F ) −→M/λM is an epimorphism, and hence we obtain R˜(M,F ) =M.
Let ι0 : X −→ X be given by ι0(P ) = (0, P ). Because GrF (M) ≃ ι−10
(M/λM), the Sym•ΘX -module
GrF (M) is coherent. Hence, F is a good filtration, i.e., (M,F ) is an object in C1(X). We obtain that R˜ is
essentially surjective.
Clearly R˜ is faithful. Let us prove that R˜ is full. Let (M (i), F (i)) (i = 1, 2) be objects in C1(X). Let
f : R˜(M (1), F (1)) −→ R˜(M (2), F (2)) be a morphism in C2(X). By applying ΞDR, we have the morphism
f1 : M
(1) −→ M (2) of DX -modules. By Lemma 3.31, f is the restriction of G1(f1) to R˜(M (1), F (1)). Then,
it is easy to deduce that f1 preserves the filtrations, i.e., f1 gives a morphism (M
(1), F (1)) −→ (M (2), F (2)) in
C1(X), and f = R˜(f1). Thus, Proposition 3.29 is proved.
Let us give some complements. Let C′2(X) denote the category whose objects are the same as those of C2(X),
and whose morphisms M1 −→M2 are C∗-equivariant R˜X -homomorphisms.
Corollary 3.33 The natural functor C′2(X) −→ C2(X) is an equivalence, i.e., any morphism in C2(X) is C∗-
equivariant.
Proof It follows from Lemma 3.31. It also follows from the equivalence of R˜ and the C∗-equivariance of any
morphism R˜(f) : R˜(M (1), F (1)) −→ R˜(M (2), F (2)) induced by f : (M (1), F (1)) −→ (M (2), F (2)) in C1(X).
3.6.4 C∗-homogeneity and specialization (Appendix)
Let X be a complex manifold with a C∗-action µ. Let M be a coherent and strict R˜X -module which is C∗-
homogeneous with respect to µ. Let f be a holomorphic function on X such that there exists an integer m
such that f(µ(a, x)) = amx for any x ∈ X . Suppose that M is strictly specializable along f . Recall that
the V -filtration of any R˜X -modules are indexed by R × {0}, which is naturally identified with R. So, we
have the R˜X -modules ψt,u(M). They are not necessarily C∗-homogeneous. Let us observe that we can obtain
homogeneous R˜-modules by modifying ψf,b(M) (b ∈ R). By considering the graph construction of f , it is
enough to consider the case where X = X0 × Ct, f = t and the action µ is given as the diagonal action of the
C∗-action µ0 on X0 and the C
∗-action on Ct given by a • t = amt, and to study the R˜X0 -modules ψt,b(M).
Let ∇ denote the meromorphic flat connection of M induced by the R˜X -module structure, i.e., ∇ :M−→
M⊗ λ−1ΩX (logX 0). Let µ˜ : C∗ ×X −→ X be given by µ˜(a, λ, x, t) = (aλ, µ0(a, x), amt). Let p2 : C∗ ×X −→
X be the projection. We have the isomorphism p∗2M ≃ µ˜∗M satisfying the cocycle condition under which
p∗2(∇) = µ˜∗∇.
Let V• denote the V -filtration ofM along t. Clearly p∗(V•M) is the V -filtration of p∗M along t. It is easy to
check that µ˜∗(V•M) is also the V -filtration of µ˜∗M = p∗M along t. We have p∗V• = µ˜∗(V•). Hence, the OX0-
modules ψt,b(M) := VbM/V<bM are µ˜∗0-equivariant, i.e., we have the isomorphism µ˜∗0ψt,b(M) ≃ p∗0,2ψt,b(M)
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satisfying the cocycle condition, where p0,2 : C
∗ × X0 −→ X0 denotes the projection. Note that it is not
necessarily C∗-homogeneous as an R˜X0 -module. We have ∇ : VbM −→ VbM⊗ λ−1Ω1X
(
log(X 0 ∪ X0)
)
, which
induces
G(b) : ψt,b(M) −→ ψt,b(M)⊗
(
λ−1Ω1X0(logX 00 )⊕ λ−1OX0dt/t
)
We have the decomposition G(b) = ∇(b) + B(b)dt/t, where ∇(b) is a meromorphic flat connection of the R˜X0 -
module ψt,b(M), and B(b) is an R˜X0 -endomorphism of ψt,b(M). By the relation µ˜∗∇ = p∗2∇, we obtain
µ˜∗0(∇(b)) + µ˜∗B(b)a−1da = p∗0,2(∇(b)), µ˜∗0B(b) = p∗0,2(B(b))
Then, the meromorphic flat connection ∇(b) +mB(b)dλ/λ gives an R˜X0 -module structure on ψt,b(M) which is
C∗-homogeneous.
Remark 3.34 Note that B(−1) on ψt,−1(M) is nilpotent, and the induced action on Cok(B(−1)) and Ker(B(−1))
are 0. Hence, Cok(B(−1)) and Ker(B(−1)) are naturally C∗-homogeneous. It also follows from the fact thatM[⋆t]
(⋆ = ∗, !) are C∗-homogeneous, and the kernel and the cokernel of M[!t] −→M[∗t] are also C∗-homogeneous.
3.7 Hodge modules
3.7.1 Hodge modules and C∗-homogeneity
Let MHM(X,R) denote the category of graded polarizable mixed R-Hodge modules onX . Let MTMintQ×{0}(X,R)
denote the category of integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure on X whose KMS-spectrum
are contained in Q × {0} . As explained in [40], we have the fully faithful functor ΨX : MHM(X,R) −→
MTMintQ×{0}(X,R). It is exact. It is compatible with the other operations such as the duality and the push-
forward. Let us identify the essential image by the C∗-homogeneity condition. Because we consider only graded
polarizable mixed Hodge modules, we omit to distinguish “graded polarizable”. We shall prove the following
theorem in §3.7.2–3.7.4.
Theorem 3.35 Let (T ,W ) be an object in MTMintQ×{0}(X,R). Then, (T ,W ) is contained in the essential image
of ΨX if and only if the underlying R˜X-modules WkT (k ∈ Z) are C∗-homogeneous with respect to the trivial
C∗-action on X.
3.7.2 Smooth case
Let T ∈ MTMintQ×{0}(X,R). Suppose that the underlying R˜X -modules are C∗-homogeneous with respect to
the trivial action. Let us consider the case where the underlying R˜X -modules of T are smooth, i.e., locally
free OC×X -modules. We set T0 = (V1,V2, CV) := T ⊗ UX(−dX , 0). It is naturally a variation of integrable
twistor structure. It is also equipped with the real structure as a variation of integrable twistor structure, i.e.,
an isomorphism κ : γ˜∗sm(T0) ≃ T0 such that γ˜∗smκ ◦ κ = id, where γ˜∗sm(T0) := (j∗V∨2 , j∗V∨1 , C∨V ). (Note that the
notion of real structure for variations of integrable twistor structure is not equal to the notion of real structure
for integrable mixed twistor D-modules.)
Recall that we have the C∞-vector bundle on P1 ×X with some differential operator D△ associated to the
smooth RX -triple T0. We have the RX -module E := V∨1 on Cλ × X which is a locally free OCλ×X -module.
Let X† denote the conjugate complex manifold. Let σ : Cµ −→ Cλ be given by σ(µ) = −µ. We have the
anti-holomorphic isomorphism σ : Cµ × X† −→ Cλ × X . We have the sheaf E† := σ∗V2 which is naturally
an RX† -module, and a locally OCµ×X†-module. Note that E is naturally a C∞-bundle with a family of flat
connections
Df : E −→ E ⊗
(
λ−1p∗λΩ
1,0
X ⊕ p∗λΩ0,1X
)
induced by the structure of RX -module, where pλ : Cλ ×X −→ X denote the projection. The family of flat
connections is holomorphic with respect to λ. Note also that E† is naturally a C∞-bundle with a family of flat
connections
D† f : E†
|C∗µ×X
† −→ E†|C∗µ×X† ⊗
(
µ−1p∗µΩ
1,0
X†
⊕ Ω0,1
X†
)
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induced by the structure of RX† -module. The family of flat connections is holomorphic with respect to µ.
We identify C∗λ and C
∗
µ by λ = µ
−1. Then, we have the unique isomorphism of family of flat connections
Φ : (E ,Df )|C∗
λ
×X ≃ (E†,D† f )|C∗µ×X† , such that (i) it is holomorphic with respect to λ, (ii) Φ|S×X is compatible
with the sesqui-linear pairing CV . Let E△ be the C∞-bundle on P1 × X obtained as the gluing of E and
E† by Φ. It is equipped with the holomorphic structure in the P1-direction d′′λ, and the differential operator
D△ : E△ −→ E△ ⊗ Ω1
P1×X/P1 ⊗ OP1(1) induced by the R-modules structure on E and E†. We have the
commutativity of d′′λ and D
△.
We set Wk(T0) := Wk+dX (T ) ⊗ UX(−dX , 0). By applying the above construction to Wk(T0), we obtain
Wk(E△). We have natural inclusions Wk(E△) ⊂ E△. In this way, we obtain an increasing filtration W on E△
compatible with d′′λ and D
△. By the construction, (E△,W ) gives a variation of mixed twistor structure in the
sense of [59, 35, 36].
Because the sesqui-linear pairings of the underlying R-modules are compatible with the actions of λ∂λ, it is
preserved by the action of S1 =
{
t ∈ C∗ ∣∣ |t| = 1} obtained as the restriction of the C∗-action. We obtain that
the gluing Φ is C∗-equivariant. Hence, (E△,D△) is a C∗-equivariant variation of mixed twistor structure.
Let γ : P1 −→ P1 be given by γ(λ) = (λ)−1. The induced map P1 ×X −→ P1 ×X is also denoted by γ.
We have the naturally induced variation of mixed twistor structure γ∗(E△,D△,W ) as in [36]. The isomorphism
κ : γ˜∗smT0 ≃ T0 induces an isomorphism κ1 : γ∗(E△,D△,W ) ≃ (E△,D△,W ) such that (i) γ∗κ1 ◦ κ1 = id, (ii) κ1
is equivariant with respect to C∗-action. Let σ : P1 −→ P1 be given by σ(λ) = −(λ)−1. The induced morphism
P1 ×X −→ P1 ×X is also denoted by σ. We have the naturally defined variation of mixed twistor structure
σ∗(E△,D△,W ) as in [59, 35, 36]. We have σ = j ◦ γ. By the restriction of the C∗-action, we naturally have
(E△,D△,W ) ≃ j∗(E△,D△,W ). Hence, we have the isomorphism κ2 : σ∗(E△,D△,W ) ≃ (E△,D△,W ) such
that (i) σ∗(κ2) ◦ κ2 = id, (ii) κ2 is equivariant with respect to the C∗-action. Then, by using [35, Corollary
3.72], we obtain a variation of mixed R-Hodge structure (LR, F,W ) which induces (E△,D△,W ) by the Rees
construction, where LR denotes the local system over R, F denotes the Hodge filtration of H ⊗R OX , and W
denotes the weight filtration. Because each integrable variation of pure twistor structure GrWk (T0) is assumed
to have an integrable polarization compatible with the real structure, we obtain that each GrWk (E△,D△) has a
polarization which is equivariant with respect to the C∗-action. Hence, by [35, Corollary 3.72], the variation of
mixed R-Hodge structure (LR, F,W ) is polarizable.
Let (PR,M, F,W ) be the mixed Hodge module associated to the graded polarizable variation of mixed Hodge
structure (LR, F,W ), i.e., PR = LR[dX ], M = LR ⊗R OX , F is the Hodge filtration, Wj(P ) = Wj+dX (L)[dX ].
Then, by construction, we can observe that ΨX(PR,M, F,W ) is naturally isomorphic to (T ,W ).
3.7.3 Admissible variations of mixed twistor structure
LetH be a normal crossing hypersurface ofX . Let (T0,W ) be an admissible variation of integrable mixed twistor
structure with an integrable real structure and integrable graded polarization. Suppose that the underlying
RX -modules of (T0,W ) are C∗-homogeneous with respect to the trivial C∗-action. By the result in §3.7.2, we
already have a graded polarizable variation of mixed R-Hodge structure (LR, F,W ) on X \H corresponding to
(T0,W )|X\H . By the assumption on the KMS-spectrum, the monodromy automorphisms of LR along the loop
around the irreducible components of H are quasi-unipotent.
In particular, the variation of pure twistor structure corresponding to GrWk (T0) comes from a polarized
variation of pure Hodge structure of weight k. Hence, the underlying harmonic bundle of GrWk (T0) is tame,
and the R-modules of GrWk T0 are regular singular along H . We obtain that the R˜-modules of T0 are regular
singular.
Let (M1,M2, C) be the underlying R˜X(∗H)-triple of T0. It is easy to observe that the R˜X -modulesM2[∗H ]
are also C∗-homogeneous. It gives an object in C2(X) in Proposition 3.29, and hence we have a good filtration F
on M := ΞDR(M2[∗H ]) with an isomorphism R˜(M,F ) ≃M2[∗H ]. Let F ◦j (M) := Fj(M)⊗OX(∗H). Then, we
have R˜(M,F ◦) ≃M2. In particular, F ◦j M are locally free OX(∗H)-submodules ofM such that F ◦j (M)/F ◦k (M)
are also locally free OX(∗H)-modules.
We set Wk(M) := ΞDR(M2). We obtain the filtration W on M , for which we naturally have GrWk (M) ≃
ΞDR(Gr
W
k M2). By applying the above construction to Wk(T0) and GrWk (T0), we obtain good filtrations F ◦ on
Wk(M) and Gr
W
k (M).
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Because M2 is an integrable R˜X(∗H)-module which is regular singular along H , WkM are meromorphic
flat bundles obtained as the extension of WkLR⊗ROX\H . Similarly, GrWk (M) are regular singular meromorphic
flat bundles obtained as the extension of GrWk (LR) ⊗R OX\H . The restriction of F ◦ on Wk(M) and GrWk (M)
to X \H are the Hodge filtrations F on Wk(LR)⊗R OX\H and GrWk (LR)⊗R OX\H .
Let us prove that (LR, F,W ) is admissible along H . It is enough to study it on a small neighbourhood XP of
any smooth point P ∈ H , according to [25]. We may also assume that the monodromy of LR is unipotent, after
the pull back by an appropriate covering ramified along H . Let z denote the defining equation of H on XP .
Let V• denote the V -filtration along z for Wk(M2), GrWk (M2), Wk(M) and GrWk (M). Because the monodromy
is unipotent, V• is indexed by Z, and V−1M is equal to the Deligne extension of M|X\H . We set F
◦
j V−1 :=
F ◦j ∩ V−1 on Wk(M) and GrWk (M). Note that V−1Wk(M2) = R˜(V−1Wk(M), F ◦). Because V−1Wk(M2)
and V−1Gr
W
k (M2) are locally free OXP -modules by the admissibility of T0, we obtain that GrF
◦
V−1Wk(M)
and GrF
◦
V−1Gr
W
k (M) are locally free OXP -modules. Because the morphisms V−1WkM2 −→ V−1GrWk M2 are
surjective for any k ∈ Z by the admissibility of T0, the morphisms F ◦j V−1WkM −→ F ◦j V−1GrWk M are surjective
for any k, j ∈ Z, i.e., F ◦ on V−1GrWk (M) is equal to the filtration induced by V−1Wk(M). By the admissibility
of T0, we have the relative weight filtration of the action of the nilpotent part of z∂z on (V−1(M),W )|P . Hence,
(LR, F,W ) is admissible. (See [25].)
We have objects T⋆ :=
(
(T0,W )⊗UX(dX , 0)
)
[⋆H ] in MTMintQ×{0}(X,R) for ⋆ = ∗, !. We also have the mixed
R-Hodge modules (PR⋆,M(⋆H), F,W ) (⋆ = ∗, !) on X such that (i) WjPR⋆|X\H =Wj+dXLR[dX ], (ii) F|X\H is
the Hodge filtration of (LR, F,W ), (iii)Wk(PR⋆)|X\H =Wk−dXLR[dX ]. We have objects ΨX(PR⋆,M(⋆H), F,W )
in MTMintQ×{0}(X,R). By the construction, we have ΨX(PR⋆,M(⋆H), F,W )(∗H) ≃ T0 ⊗ UX(dX , 0) ≃ T⋆(∗H).
We also have ΨX(PR⋆,M(⋆H), F,W )[⋆H ] ≃ ΨX(PR⋆,M(⋆H), F,W ). Hence, we have ΨX(PR⋆,M(⋆H), F,W ) ≃
(T⋆,W ) in MTMintQ×{0}(X,R), i.e., (T⋆,W ) are contained in the essential image of ΨX .
3.7.4 End of Proof of Theorem 3.35
Let us consider the general case. Let (T ,W ) be an object in MTMintQ×{0}(X,R) such that the underlying R˜-
modules are C∗-homogeneous with respect to the trivial action. We shall construct a mixed R-Hodge module
(P,M,F,W ) with an isomorphism ΨX(P,M,F,W ) ≃ (T ,W ). Because the functor ΨX is fully faithful, it is
enough to study the issue locally around any point P of X . Note that an integrable polarization compatible
with real structure on GrW (T ) induces a polarization of GrW (P,M,F ). We take a small neighbourhood XP of
X . We use an induction on the dimension of the support Supp(T ) of T .
We set Z := Supp(T ). By shrinking XP , we may assume to have a holomorphic function g on X , a complex
manifold Y with a projective morphism ϕ : Y −→ X and a normal crossing hypersurface HY ⊂ Y , and a
variation of mixed twistor structure T1 on (Y,HY ) such that the following holds:
• ϕ(Y ) ⊂ Z, dim(Z \ ϕ(Y )) < dimZ, and Z \ ϕ(Y ) ⊂ g−1(0).
• HY = (g ◦ ϕ)−1(0).
• ϕ†(T1,W ) ≃ (T ,W )(∗g).
We have the C∗-homogeneity of (T1,W ) with respect to the trivial action. We set gY := g ◦ ϕ. Applying
the results in §3.7.3, Πa,bgY (T1,W )[⋆HY ] are contained in the essential image of ΨY . Hence, we obtain that
Πa,bg (T ,W )[⋆g] are contained in the essential image of ΨX . It follows that ψ(a)g (T ,W ) and Ξ(a)g (T ,W ) are
contained in the essential image of ΨX . By construction, the underlying R˜X -modules of φ(0)g (T ,W ) are also
C∗-homogeneous. By the assumption of the induction, φ
(0)
g (T ,W ) is also contained in the essential image of ΨX .
Because (T ,W ) is reconstructed as the cohomology of ψ(1)g (T ,W ) −→ φ(0)g (T ,W )⊕Ξ(0)g (T ,W ) −→ ψ(0)g (T ,W ),
we obtain that (T ,W ) is also contained in the essential image of ΨX . Thus, Theorem 3.35 is proved.
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4 Graded sesqui-linear dualities
4.1 Sesqui-linear dualities and graded sesqui-linear dualities
Let X be a complex manifold. Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X .
• A sesqui-linear duality of weight w on (T ,W ) is a morphism S : (T ,W ) −→ (T ,W )∗ ⊗T (−w) such that
S∗ = (−1)wS.
• A graded sesqui-linear duality on (T ,W ) is a tuple of sesqui-linear dualities Sw (w ∈ Z) of weight w on
GrWw T .
• A graded sesqui-linear duality (Sw |w ∈ Z) on (T ,W ) is called a graded polarization if each Sw is a
polarization of GrWw (T ).
Remark 4.1 The notions of sesqui-linear duality and graded sesqui-linear duality are the same if (T ,W ) is
pure. But, in general, they are not directly related. A sesqui-linear duality S of weight w on a mixed twistor
D-module (T ,W ) induces just morphisms GrWℓ (T ) −→
(
GrW−ℓ+2w(T )
)∗
⊗T (−w).
If (T ,W ) is pure of weight w, a sesqui-linear duality of weight w is called just a sesqui-linear duality.
4.2 Induced graded sesqui-linear dualities
4.2.1 Pure case
Let X be a complex manifold. Let T be a pure twistor D-module of weight w on X . Let D be an effective
divisor of X . Recall that we have the mixed twistor D-modules T [⋆D] (⋆ = ∗, !) obtained as the localizations.
Note that a polarization S of T induces a graded polarization S[⋆D] of T [⋆D] as explained in [40]. By the same
construction, from a sesqui-linear duality S of T , we obtain a graded sesqui-linear duality S[⋆D] = (S[⋆D]j | j ∈
Z) on T [⋆D]. Let us recall the local construction, for which we can take a holomorphic function f such that
D = (f)0. (The graded sesqui-linear duality is eventually independent from the choice of the function f . See
[40].)
Let N : ψ(a)f (T ) −→ ψ(a−1)f (T ) be the canonical morphism. Recall that the weight filtration of ψ(a)f (T ) is
the shift of the monodromy weight filtration of N , i.e., W (N )jψ(a)f (T ) = Ww+1−2a+jψ(a)f (T ). In particular,
the induced morphisms
GrWw+1−2a+j ψ
(a)
f (T ) N
j−→ GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a−j)f (T ) = GrWw+1−2a−j
(
ψ
(a)
f (T )
)⊗T (−j)
are isomorphisms for j ≥ 0. The primitive part P GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a)f (T ) (j ≥ 0) is defined to be the kernel
of N j+1 : GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a)f (T ) −→ GrWw−1−2a+j ψ(a−j−1)f (T ). We formally set P GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a)f (T ) = 0 for
j < 0, in this paper.
We have natural isomorphisms:
GrWw+j T [∗f ] ≃

0 (j < 0)
T (j = 0)
P GrWw+j ψ
(0)
f T (j > 0)
A sesqui-linear duality S[∗(f)0]w+1+ℓ on P GrWw+1+ℓ ψ(0)f T (ℓ ≥ 0) is induced by the composite of the following
morphisms:
GrWw+1+ℓ ψ
(0)
f T
a1−→ GrWw+1+ℓ ψ(−ℓ)f T = GrWw+1−ℓ
(
ψ
(0)
f T
)⊗ T (−ℓ) a2−→ GrW−w+1−ℓ(ψ(0)f (T ∗))⊗T (−w − ℓ)
a3≃
(
GrWw−1+ℓ ψ
(1)
f (T )
)∗
⊗ T (−w − ℓ) a4≃
(
GrWw+1+ℓ
(
ψ
(0)
f (T )
)⊗ T (1))∗ ⊗T (−w − ℓ)
a5≃
(
GrWw+1+ℓ ψ
(0)
f (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w − 1− ℓ) (57)
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Here, a1 is induced by (−N )ℓ, a2 is induced by S, and ai (i = 3, 4, 5) are the isomorphisms in [40].
For j < 0, let P ′GrWw+1−2a+j ψ
(a)
f T denote the image of P GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a−j)f T −→ GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a)f T . We
have the following natural isomorphisms:
GrWw+j T [!f ] ≃

0 (j > 0)
T (j = 0)
P ′GrWw+j ψ
(1)
f (T ) (j < 0)
Because P ′GrWw+1−2a+j ψ
(a)
f T ≃ P GrWw+1−2a+j ψ(a−j)f T , the pure twistor D-modules P ′GrWw−1−ℓ ψ(1)f (T ) (ℓ ≥
0) are equipped with the induced sesqui-linear dualities S[!(f)0]w−1−ℓ. They are induced by the composite of
the following:
GrWw−1−ℓ ψ
(1)
f T
b1−→ GrW−w−1−ℓ ψ(1)f (T ∗)⊗T (−w)
b2≃ GrW−w+1−ℓ ψ(0)f (T ∗)⊗ T (−w + 1) =
(
GrWw−1+ℓ ψ
(1)
f (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w + 1)
b3−→
(
GrWw−1−ℓ ψ
(1)
f (T )⊗T (−ℓ)
)∗
⊗T (−w + 1) b4≃
(
GrWw−1−ℓ ψ
(1)
f (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w + 1 + ℓ) (58)
Here, b1 is induced by ψ
(1)
f (S), b3 is the inverse of the induced morphism of (−1)ℓ
(N ℓ)∗, and bi (i = 2, 4) are
the natural isomorphisms. It is also induced by the composite of the following:
GrWw−1−ℓ ψ
(1)
f (T )
c1−→ GrWw−1+ℓ ψ(1)f (T )⊗T (ℓ)
c2−→ GrW−w−1+ℓ ψ(1)f (T ∗)⊗T (−w + ℓ)
= GrW−w+1+ℓ ψ
(0)
f (T ∗)⊗T (−w + 1 + ℓ)
c3≃
(
GrWw−1−ℓ ψ
(1)
f (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w + 1 + ℓ) (59)
Here, c1 is the inverse of the induced morphism of N ℓ, c2 is induced by S, and c3 is the natural morphism.
The graded sesqui-linear dualities S[!D] and S[∗D] induce graded sesqui-linear dualities on the kernel and
the cokernel of the morphism ϕ : T [!D] −→ T [∗D], denoted as SKer(ϕ) =
(SKer(ϕ),j ∣∣ j ∈ Z) and SCok(ϕ) =(SCok(ϕ),j ∣∣ j ∈ Z).
Suppose that the sesqui-linear duality S : T −→ T ∗ ⊗ T (−w) is an isomorphism. Note that we have the
induced isomorphism Cok(ϕ) ≃ Ker(ϕ)∗ ⊗T (−w), and hence we have the following isomorphisms for j > 0:
GrWw+1+j Cok(ϕ) ≃
(
GrWw−1−j Ker(ϕ)
)∗
⊗T (−w) (60)
The following can be checked by a direct computation.
Lemma 4.2 Under the isomorphism (60), we have SCok(ϕ),w+1+j =
(SKer(ϕ),w−1−j)−1 for j ≥ 0.
Remark 4.3 If S is a polarization, then S[⋆D] are graded polarizations.
4.2.2 Mixed case
The construction was also generalized in the mixed case [40]. Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X .
Let D be an effective divisor of X . A graded sesqui-linear duality S = (Sw |w ∈ Z) of (T ,W ) induces graded
sesqui-linear dualities S[⋆D] of the mixed twistor D-modules (T [⋆D],W ). We recall the local construction. If we
are given a holomorphic function f such that D = (f)0, then ψ
(a)
f (T ) is equipped with the two filtrations. One
is the filtration L induced by the weight filtration of T . The other is the relative monodromy weight filtration
W of N with respect to L, which is equal to the weight filtration of the mixed twistor D-module ψ(a)f (T ). The
induced filtration L on GrW ψ
(a)
f (T ) has a canonical splitting due to Kashiwara:
GrW ψ
(a)
f (T ) =
⊕
w
GrLwGr
W ψ
(a)
f (T ) =
⊕
w
GrW GrLw ψ
(a)
f (T )
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Hence, the sesqui-linear dualities Sw on GrLw(T ) (w ∈ Z) induce sesqui-linear dualities of GrWj ψ(a)f (T ) (j ∈ Z).
We have the decomposition:
GrLk (T [∗D]) = A1,k ⊕A2,k
Here, A1,k is the sum of the direct summands of Gr
L
k (T ) whose strict supports are not contained in D, and the
support of A2,k is contained in D. As shown in [40], A2,k is naturally isomorphic to a subobject in Gr
W
k ψ
(0)
f (T ).
Hence, it is equipped with the induced sesqui-linear duality, which is the k-th entry of S[⋆D]. If S is a graded
polarization, then S[⋆D] are graded polarizations.
4.3 Push-forward
4.3.1 A condition
We introduce a condition on the push-forward of mixed twistor D-modules equipped with a graded sesqui-linear
duality. Let F : X −→ Y be a projective morphism of complex manifolds. Let (T,W ) be a mixed twistor
D-module on X with a graded sesqui-linear duality S = (Sj | j ∈ Z). Recall that we have the induced complex
F i−1† Gr
W
j+1 T
ai−1j+1−−−−→ F i† GrWj T
aij−−−−→ F i+1† GrWj−1 T,
and Ker aij/ Ima
i−1
j+1 is naturally isomorphic to Gr
W
j F
i
†T. Here, a
i
j are induced by the extensions 0 −→ GrWj−1 −→
Wj/Wj−2 −→ GrWj −→ 0. We set αj := a−1j+1 and βj := a0j . We have
F−1† Gr
W
j+1 T
αj−−−−→ F 0† GrWj T
βj−−−−→ F 1† GrWj−1 T.
As the Hermitian adjoint, we have the following:(
F−1† Gr
W
j+1 T
)∗ α∗j←−−−− (F 0† GrWj T)∗ β∗j←−−−− (F 1† GrWj−1 T)∗
We also have the induced isomorphism F 0† Sj : F 0† GrWj T ≃−→
(
F 0† Gr
W
j T
)∗ ⊗T (−j).
Lemma 4.4 Let Ij denote the image of Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj
) −→ Kerβj/ Imαj. Then, the morphism
Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj
) −→ (Kerβj ∩Ker(α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj))∗ ⊗ T (−j) (61)
induced by F 0† Sj is factorized as follows:
Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj
) −→ Ij νj−→ I∗j ⊗T (−j) −→ (Kerβj ∩Ker(α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj))∗ ⊗T (−j) (62)
Namely, we have an induced sesqui-linear duality νj of weight j on Ij .
Proof Because
(
Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦F 0† Sj
))∗
is the quotient of (F 0† Gr
W
j T)
∗ by Imβ∗j + Im
(
F 0† Sj ◦αj
)
. Hence,
the morphism (61) factors through Ij . Because I∗j is the image of Ker(α∗j ) to the quotient, the morphism (61)
factors through I∗ ⊗ T (−j). The condition ν∗j = (−1)jνj is clear by the construction.
Definition 4.5 We say that Condition (A) is satisfied for the morphism F : X −→ Y and the mixed twistor
D-module (T,W ) with the graded sesqui-linear duality S if the following holds:
(A) The morphisms Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj
) −→ Kerβj/ Imαj are epimorphisms for any j.
Remark 4.6 If F 0† Sj is a polarization of F 0† GrWj T, then Kerβj ∩ Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj
) −→ Kerβj/ Imαj is an
isomorphism.
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According to Lemma 4.4, if the condition (A) is satisfied, we have the induced sesqui-linear duality [F 0† Sj ]
of weight j on GrWj F
0
† T such that the following diagram is commutative:
F 0† Gr
W
j T
F 0† Sj−−−−→ (F 0† GrWj T)∗ ⊗T (−j)x y
Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj
) −−−−→ (Kerβj ∩Ker(α∗j ◦ F 0† Sj))∗ ⊗T (−j)y x
GrWj F
0
† T
[F 0† Sj ]−−−−→
(
GrWj F
0
† T
)∗
⊗ T (−j)
The tuple
(
[F 0† Sj ]
∣∣ j ∈ Z) is denoted by [F 0† S].
4.3.2 Statements
Let F : X −→ Y be a projective morphism of complex manifolds. Let T be a pure twistor D-module of weight
w on X with a sesqui-linear duality SX . Let DY be an effective divisor of Y . We set DX := F ∗DY . As
explained in §4.2.1, we have the mixed twistor D-modules T [⋆DX ] with the induced graded sesqui-linear duality
SX [⋆DX ] =
(SX [⋆DX ]m ∣∣m ∈ Z). We shall prove the following theorem in §4.3.4.
Theorem 4.7 Condition (A) is satisfied for the projective morphism F and the mixed twistor D-module
T [⋆DX ] with the graded sesqui-linear duality SX [⋆DX ].
The pure twistor D-module F 0† T of weight w is equipped with the induced sesqui-linear duality SY :=
F 0† SX . Moreover, it induces a graded sesqui-linear duality SY [⋆DY ] = (SY [⋆DY ]m |m ∈ Z) of F 0† (T )[⋆DY ] ≃
F 0† (T [⋆DX ]). We shall prove the following theorem in §4.3.4.
Theorem 4.8 We have
[
F 0† SX [⋆DX ]
]
= SY [⋆DY ].
Corollary 4.9 Suppose that S is a polarization, and that F i†T [⋆DX ] = 0 (i 6= 0). Then, [F 0† SX [⋆DX ]] are
graded polarizations.
Proof The assumptions imply that SY is a polarization. Then, the claim follows from [F 0† SX [⋆DX ]] =
SY [⋆DY ].
Let K and C denote the kernel and the cokernel of the natural morphism T [!DX ] −→ T [∗DX ]. They are
naturally equipped with the induced graded sesqui-linear dualities SK = (SK,j | j ∈ Z) and SC = (SC,j | j ∈ Z).
Corollary 4.10 Suppose that F i†T [⋆DX ] = F i†K = F i†C = 0 for i 6= 0. Then, Condition (A) is satisfied
for the morphism F and the mixed twistor D-modules K (resp. C) with SK (resp. SC). Moreover, we have
[F 0† SK,j ] = SY [!DY ]j for j < w and [F 0† SC,j ] = SY [∗DY ]j for j > w. Under the assumptions, if S is a
polarization, [F 0† SK] and [F
0
† SC ] are graded polarizations.
Proof Under the assumption of the corollary, we also have F i†T = 0 (i 6= 0). Then, the claims immediately
follow from Theorem 4.7.
For the proof of the theorems we give an argument in the case ⋆ = ∗, and the other case is similar. So, to
simplify the description, we denote SX [∗DX ]j and SY [∗DY ]j by SX,j and SY,j in the following proof. Because
it is enough to consider the issue locally on Y , we may assume to have a holomorphic function gY such that
DY = (gY )0. The pull back gY ◦ F is denoted by g. We shall use the notation in §4.3.1 with T = T [∗DX ].
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4.3.3 Preliminary
We have a natural isomorphism F i†ψ
(0)
g T ≃ ψ(0)gY F i†T of mixed twistor D-modules. By the spectral sequence for
ψ
(0)
g (T ) with the weight filtration, we have the complex
F−1† Gr
W
j+1 ψ
(0)
g (T )
ξj−→ F 0† GrWj ψ(0)g (T )
ηj−→ F 1† GrWj−1 ψ(0)g (T ), (63)
and Ker ηj/ Im ξj is naturally isomorphic to Gr
W
j F
0
† ψ
(0)
g (T ) ≃ GrWj ψ(0)gY F 0† (T ).
For ℓ ≥ 0, let PℓGrWw+1+j ψ(0)g (T ) denote the image of P GrWw+1+j ψ(ℓ)g (T ) −→ GrWw+1+j ψ(0)g (T ). Note
PℓGr
W
w+1+j ψ
(ℓ)
g (T ) = 0 if j + 2ℓ < 0. We have the primitive decomposition
GrWw+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) =
⊕
ℓ≥0
PℓGr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T ).
Lemma 4.11 For j ≥ 0, the morphism F 0† P GrWw+1+j ψ(0)g (T ) −→ F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g (T ) factors through
F 1† P0Gr
W
w+j ψ
(0)
g (T )⊕ F 1† P1GrWw+j ψ(0)g (T ).
Proof Note that ξj and ηj are compatible with the canonical morphisms
N ℓ : F i† GrWm ψ(0)g T −→ F i† GrWm ψ(−ℓ)g T = F i† GrWm−2ℓ ψ(0)g T ⊗ T (−ℓ).
For j ≥ 0, the morphisms GrWw+1+j ψ(0)g (T ) −→ GrWw+1+j ψ(−j)g (T ) = GrWw+1−j ψ(0)g (T ) ⊗ T (−j) are isomor-
phisms. Then, the claim easily follows.
The restriction of ηw+1+j to F
0
† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) induces the following morphisms:
ηk,w+1+j : F
0
† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) −→ F 1† Pk GrWw+j ψ(0)g (T ), (k = 0, 1).
Note that GrWj Cok
(
ψ
(1)
g (T ) −→ ψ(0)g (T )
) ≃ P GrWj ψ(0)g T . By using the spectral sequence for the cokernel,
we obtain the following complex
F−1† P Gr
W
j+1 ψ
(0)
g (T ) κ1j−−−−→ F 0† P GrWj ψ(0)g (T )
κ2j−−−−→ F 1† P GrWj−1 ψ(0)g (T ). (64)
We have κ2,w+1+j = η0,w+1+j by construction.
Lemma 4.12 The following diagram is commutative up to signature:
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) η1,w+1+j−−−−−−→ F 1† P1GrWw+j ψ(0)g (T ).
≃
y ≃y(
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w − j − 1) κ
∗
1,w+1+j−−−−−−→
(
F−1† P Gr
W
w+j+2 ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗ T (−w − j − 1)
(65)
The vertical arrows are induced by the induced sesqui-linear dualities of P GrWw+k ψ
(0)
g (T ) (k > 0).
Proof Note that we have the following diagram which is commutative up to signatures.
F 0† Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) ηw+1+j−−−−−→ F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g (T )
N j
y≃ N jy
F 0† Gr
W
w+1−j ψ
(0)
g (T )⊗ T (−j) ηw+1−j−−−−−→ F 1† GrWw−j ψ(0)g (T )⊗T (−j)
F 0† ψ
(0)
g SX
y≃ F 1† ψ(0)g SXy
F 0† Gr
W
−w+1−j ψ
(0)
g (T ∗)⊗T (−w − j)
η′−w+1−j−−−−−−→ F 1† GrW−w−j ψ(0)g (T ∗)⊗T (−w − j)
a1
y≃ a2y(
F 0† Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗ T (−w − j − 1) ξ
∗
w+1+j−−−−−→
(
F−1† Gr
W
w+j+2 ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗ T (−w − j − 1)
(66)
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Here, ai are morphisms induced by the natural isomorphisms ψ
(0)
g (T ∗) ≃ ψ(1)g (T )∗ ≃ ψ(0)g (T )∗ ⊗ T (−1), and
η′−w+1−j denotes η−w+1−j for T ∗. Let µ : F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g (T ) −→
(
F−1† Gr
W
w+j+2 ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗ T (−w − j − 1)
denote the composite of the right vertical arrows. The restriction of µ to F 1† P0Gr
W
w+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) is 0, and the
restriction of µ to F 1† P1Gr
W
w+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) induces an isomorphism
F 1† P1Gr
W
w+j ψ
(0)
g (T ) ≃−−−−→
(
F−1† P Gr
W
w+j+2 ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w − j − 1)
Thus, we obtain (65).
For j ≥ 0, we have the natural morphism
Ker
(
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g T ηw+1+j−−−−−→ F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g T
)
−→ P GrWw+1+j F 0† ψ(0)g T . (67)
Lemma 4.13 The morphism (67) is an epimorphism.
Proof Let T = (M1,M2, C). Let W denote the filtration of ψ(0)g M2 associated to the weight filtration of
ψ
(0)
g T . It is enough to prove that
Ker
(
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g M2 −→ F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g M2
)
−→ P GrWw+1+j F 0† ψ(0)g M2 (68)
is an epimorphism. Let f1 be a section of Ker
(
F 0† Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g M2 −→ F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g M2
)
such that N j+1f1 =
∂f2 for f2 ∈ F−1† GrWw−j ψ(0)g M2λj+1. We have f ′2 ∈ F−1† GrWw+1+j+1 ψ(0)g M2 such that N j+1f ′2 = f2. Then,
f1 − ∂f ′2 is a section of Ker
(
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g M2 −→ F 1† GrWw+j ψ(0)g M2
)
. Hence, (68) is an epimorphism.
Lemma 4.14 Under the identification GrWw+1(T [∗g]) ≃ P GrWw+1 ψ(0)g (T ), the kernel of
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1 ψ
(0)
g T ηw+1−−−−→ F 1† GrWw ψ(0)g T (69)
is contained in Kerβw+1. (Recall that we use the notation in §4.3.1 with T = T [∗g].)
Proof Recall that φ
(0)
g T is equal to the image of ψ(1)g T −→ ψ(0)g T . Let C denote the cokernel. Let C1 ⊂ ψ(0)g T
denote the inverse image of P GrWw+1 ψ
(0)
g T ⊂ C by the projection ψ(0)g T −→ C. The extension 0 −→ φ(0)g T −→
C1 −→ P GrWw+1 ψ(0)g T −→ 0 induces the following morphism:
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1 ψ
(1)
g T −→ F 1† φ(0)g (T ). (70)
Because φ
(0)
g is an exact functor, the kernel of βw+1 is equal to the kernel of (70). Moreover, the kernel of (70)
is equal to the kernel of the following induced morphism
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1 ψ
(1)
g T c1−→ GrWw+1 F 1† φ(0)g (T ). (71)
We have the following complex associated to φ
(0)
g (T ) with the weight filtration, and GrWw+1 F 1† φ(0)g (T ) is
Ker c3
/
Im c2:
F 0† Gr
W
w+1 φ
(0)
g (T ) c2−→ F 1† GrWw φ(0)g (T ) c3−→ F 2† GrWw−1 φ(0)g (T ).
We have GrWw ψ
(0)
g (T ) = GrWw φ(0)g (T ). The image of ηw+1 is contained in Ker c3, and c1 is the composite of
F 0† P Gr
W
w+1 ψ
(1)
g T ηw+1−−−−→ Ker c3 −−−−→ Ker c3
/
Im c2.
Then, the claim of the lemma follows.
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4.3.4 Proof of Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.8
For j > w, we have natural isomorphisms GrWj F
i
†T [∗DX ] ≃ GrWj F i†ψgT . For j > w, the morphism κ1j is
identified with αj . For j > w + 1, the morphism κ2j in (64) is identified with βj . We also have Lemma 4.14.
By Lemma 4.12, we have
Ker
(
F 0† P Gr
W
j ψ
(0)
g T −→ F 1† GrWj−1 ψ(0)g T
)
≃ Kerβj ∩Ker
(
α∗j ◦ F 0† SX,j
)
.
Hence, Lemma 4.13 implies Theorem 4.7.
Let us consider the morphism
F 0† Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T )
F 0† ψ
(0)
g SX◦(−N )
j
−−−−−−−−−−−→
(
F 0† Gr
W
w+1+j ψ
(0)
g (T )
)∗
⊗T (−w − j − 1)
It induces a sesqui-linear duality for Ker ηw+1+j ⊂ F 0† GrWw+1+j ψ(0)g (T ):
Ker ηw+1+j −→
(
Ker ηw+1+j
)∗
⊗T (−w − j − 1)
It is factorized as follows:
Ker ηw+1+j −→ GrWw+1+j F 0† ψ(0)g (T ) b−→(
GrWw+1+j F
0
† ψ
(0)
g (T )∗
)∗
⊗T (−w − j − 1) −→
(
Ker ηw+1+j
)∗
⊗T (−w − j − 1) (72)
By construction, the restriction of b to P GrWw+1+j F
0
† ψ
(0)
g (T ) ≃ GrWw+1+j F 0† T [∗DX ] = GrWw+1+j F 0† T is the
induced sesqui-linear duality SY,w+1+j. Then, the claim of Theorem 4.8 follows.
4.4 Basic examples of induced sesqui-linear dualities
Let X be a complex manifold. Set d := dimX . We have the pure twistor D-module UX(d, 0) =
(OXλd,OX , C0).
Here, C0 is given by C0(s1, σ
∗s2) = s1 · σ∗(s2). The canonical polarization UX(d, 0) −→ UX(d, 0)∗ ⊗ T (−d) is
given by
(
λd, 1
)←→ ((−1)d · 1 · λd, (−1)d · λd · λ−d).
Let D =
∑
kiDi be an effective divisor of X such that
⋃
Di is normal crossing. We describe the induced
graded polarization on UX(d, 0)[∗D].
4.4.1 The simplest case
Let us consider the case that D = (t)0 for a coordinate function t. We will not distinguish D and |(t)0|.
We describe the induced graded polarizations of UX(d, 0)[⋆t] (⋆ = ∗, !). It is enough to describe the induced
polarizations on ψ
(0)
t UX(d, 0) ≃ UX(d, 0)[∗t]
/UX(d, 0) and ψ(1)t UX(d, 0) ≃ Ker(UX(d, 0)[!t] −→ UX(d, 0)).
Lemma 4.15 Let ι : D −→ X be the inclusion as above. The natural isomorphisms
ψ
(0)
t UX(d, 0) ≃ ι†UD(d− 1, 0)⊗ T (−1), ψ(1)t UX(d, 0) ≃ ι†UD(d− 1, 0)
are compatible with the polarizations.
Proof The natural isomorphism ψt,−δUX(d, 0)⊗UD(−1, 0) ≃ UD(d−1, 0) is compatible with the polarizations.
Then, the claim follows from [40, Proposition 4.3.2].
We give a more explicit description of the polarizations.
Lemma 4.16 The induced polarization ψ
(1)
t UX(d, 0) −→
(
ψ
(1)
t UX(d, 0)
)∗ ⊗T (−d+ 1) is given by(
[t−1λd], [ðt]
)←→ ((−1)d[ðt]λd−1, (−1)d[t−1λ]). (73)
The induced polarization ψ
(0)
t UX(d, 0) −→
(
ψ
(0)
t UX(d, 0)
)∗ ⊗ T (−d− 1) is given by(
[ðt]λ
d, [t−1]
)←→ ((−1)d+1[t−1]λd+1, (−1)d+1[ðt]λ−1). (74)
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Proof Recall that we have a natural isomorphism of ψ
(1)
t UX(d, 0) ≃ ι†ψ−δUX(d, 0)⊗UX(−1, 0) studied in [40,
Proposition 4.3.1]. In this case, the isomorphisms of the R-modules are given as follows:
ψ
(0)
t (OX ) ≃ ι†ψ−δ(OX )λ−1, [t−1]←→ (dt/λ)−1λ−1
ψ
(1)
t (OX ) ≃ ι†ψ−δ(OX ), [ðt]←→ −(dt/λ)−1
Then, according to [40, Proposition 4.3.2], the induced polarization of ψ
(1)
t UX(d, 0) is given by (73).
Similarly, the isomorphism ψ
(0)
t UX(d, 0) = UX(d, 0)[∗t]/UX(d, 0) ≃ ι†ψ−δUX(d, 0)⊗ UX(0,−1) is given by(−[ðt]λd, [t−1])←→ ((dt/λ)−1λd, (dt/λ)−1λ−1).
Then, we obtain the claim for ψ
(0)
t UX(d, 0).
We have an isomorphism of mixed twistor D-modules
UX(d, 0)[∗t]/UX(d, 0) ≃ Ker
(UX(d, 0)[!t] −→ UX(d, 0))⊗T (−1)
given by
(
[ðt]λ
d, [t−1]
)←→ ([t−1]λd+1, [ðt]λ−1). It is compatible with the polarizations (73) and (74).
4.4.2 Normal crossing case
Let us consider the case that X is equipped with a holomorphic coordinate system (x1, . . . , xd) such that
D =
∑m
i=1 kiDi for some (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Zm>0, where Di = {xi = 0}. We have the decomposition
GrW
(UX(d, 0)[∗D]) =⊕
j≥d
GrWj
(UX(d, 0)[∗D]).
For J ⊂ {1, . . . ,m}, we set DJ :=
⋂
i∈J Di. Let ιJ : DJ −→ X denote the inclusion. We have
GrWj
(UX(d, 0)[∗D]) ≃ ⊕
|J|=j
ιJ†UDJ (d− j, 0)⊗T (−j). (75)
Note that ιJ†UDJ (d− j, 0)⊗T (−j) is equipped with the natural polarization
(
(−1)d, (−1)d).
Proposition 4.17 Under the natural isomorphism (75), the induced polarization on ιJ†UDJ (d − j, 0)⊗ T (−j)
is equal to
(
(−1)d∏i∈J k−1i , (−1)d∏i∈J k−1i ).
Proof It is enough to consider the induced polarization on GrWm UX(d, 0). For a = (ai) ∈ Zm, we set φ(a) :=
φ
(a1)
x1 ◦ · · · ◦ φ(am)xm and ψ(a) := ψ(a1)x1 ◦ · · · ◦ ψ(am)xm . Let 0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ Zm and 1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zm. We set
f :=
∏m
i=1 x
ki
i . We have ψ
(0)
f U(d, 0) =
(
ψ
(1)
f OXλd, ψ(0)f OX , ψ(0)f C
)
. We consider φ(0)ψ
(0)
f UX(d, 0).
Recall that ψ
(a)
f (OX ) is isomorphic to Cok
(
Πa,∞f OX [!f ] −→ Πa,∞f OX [∗f ]
)
. Then, φ(0)ψ
(a)
f (OX ) is isomor-
phic to
Cok
(
Πa,∞0 ψ
(1)OX ρ−→ Πa,∞0 ψ(0)OX
)
.
The morphism ρ is induced by (λs)j
∏m
i=1 ðxi 7−→ (λs)j+m
∏m
i=1 kix
−1
i . Hence, we have the following isomor-
phism:
φ(0)ψ
(0)
f (OX ) ≃
⊕
0≤j≤m−1
ψ(0)(OX )(λs)j (76)
Recall that ψ
(a)
f (OX ) is also isomorphic to Ker
(
Π−∞,af OX [!f ] −→ Π−∞,af OX [∗f ]
)
, and that φ(0)ψ
(a)
f (OX ) is
isomorphic to
Ker
(
Π−∞,a0 ψ
(1)OX −→ Π−∞,a0 ψ(0)OX
)
.
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We obtain the following isomorphism:
φ(0)ψ
(1)
f (OX ) ≃
⊕
−m+1≤j≤0
ψ(1)(OX )(λs)j
Hence, φ(0)ψ
(0)
f UX(d, 0) is naturally isomorphic to
⊕m−1
j=0 ψ
(0)UX(d, 0)⊗T (j), where ψ(0)UX(d, 0) is(
ψ(1)OXλd, ψ(0)OX , ψ(0)C
) ≃ ιm†UDm(d−m, 0)⊗ T (−m).
The canonical morphismN j : φ(0)ψ(a)f UX(d, 0) −→ φ(0)ψ(a−j)f UX(d, 0) is given as follows; the second component
is given as b(λs)i 7−→ b(λs)i if i ≤ a − j +m − 1, and b(λs)i 7−→ 0 otherwise. The first component is given
similarly.
Let us describe the morphism φ(0)ψ
(0)
f UX(d, 0) −→ φ(0)ψ(0)f UX(d, 0)∗⊗T (−d−1) induced by the polarization
of UX(d, 0). We have the isomorphism ψ(0)f (OXλd) ≃ ψ(1)f (OXλd)λ−1 induced by (λs)j 7−→ −(λs)j+1λ−1. It
induces an identification φ(0)ψ
(0)
f (OXλd) ≃ φ(0)ψ(1)f (OXλd)λ−1. Note that the isomorphism
Cok
(
Π1,∞f OX −→ Π1,∞f OX
) ≃ Ker(Π−∞,1f OX −→ Π−∞,1f OX )
induces the isomorphism⊕
1≤j≤m
ψ(0)(OX )(λs)j ≃ Cok
(
Π1,∞0 ψ
(1)OX −→ Π1,∞0 ψ(0)OX
)
≃ Ker
(
Π−∞,10 ψ
(1)OX −→ Π−∞,10 ψ(0)OX
)
≃
⊕
−m+1≤j≤0
ψ(1)(OX )(λs)j (77)
which is given by (λs)p+m
∏m
i=1(kix
−1
i ) 7−→ (λs)p
∏m
i=1 ði. In all, the induced morphism
φ(0)ψ(0)(S) :
⊕
0≤j≤m−1
ψ(0)(OX )(λs)j −→
⊕
−m+1≤j≤0
ψ(1)(OX )(λs)jλ−1
is given by (λs)p+m
∏m
i=1(kix
−1
i ) 7−→ (−1)d+1λ−1(λs)p+1
∏m
i=1 ði. Hence, the second component of the induced
polarization of GrWd+m φ
(0)ψ
(0)
f U(d, 0) is given by the isomorphisms
∏m
i=1(kix
−1
i ) 7−→ (−1)d+mλ−m
∏m
i=1 ði. The
first component is obtained in the same way.
The isomorphism ψ(0)OX ≃ ι†ODmλ−m is given by
∏m
i=1(x
−1
i λ)←→
∏m
i=1(dxi/λ)
−1, and the isomorphism
ψ(1)OX ≃ ι†ODmλ−m is given by
∏m
i=1(−ði)←→
∏m
i=1(dxi/λ)
−1. Then, the claim of Proposition 4.17 follows.
4.5 Nearby cycle functors and maximal functors
We give a relation between the induced graded sesqui-linear dualities on the nearby cycle sheaves and the
maximal sheaves. Although we do not use the results directly in this paper, the argument will be useful in §5.
Let T be a pure twistor D-module of weight w on X . Let f be a holomorphic function on X . We have the
following exact sequences of mixed twistor D-modules:
0 −→ ψ(a+1)f T −→ Ξ(a)f T −→ T (a)[∗f ] −→ 0
0 −→ T (a)[!f ] −→ Ξ(a)f T −→ ψ(a)f T −→ 0
Hence, we have the following isomorphisms:
GrWw−2a+j ψ
(a+1)
f T
≃−→ GrWw−2a+j Ξ(a)f T (j < 0)
GrWw−2a+j Ξ
(a)
f T ≃−→ GrWw−2a+j ψ(a)f T (j > 0)
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The following exact sequences have the unique splittings:
0 −→ GrWw−2a ψ(a+1)f (T ) −→ GrWw−2a Ξ(a)f T −→ T (a) −→ 0
0 −→ T (a) −→ GrWw−2a Ξ(a)f T −→ GrWw−2a ψ(a)f T −→ 0
In other words, we have GrWw−2a Ξ
(a)
f T = T (a) ⊕ GrWw−2a ψ(a)f T , and GrWw−2a ψ(a)f T = GrWw−2a ψ(a+1)f T in
GrWw−2a Ξ
(a)
f T . The isomorphism GrWw−2a ψ(a+1)f T ≃ GrWw−2a ψ(a)f T is induced by the canonical morphism
N : ψ(a+1)f T −→ ψ(a)f T .
Let N : Ξ(0)f T −→ Ξ(0)f T ⊗ T (−1) be the canonical morphism. Let W (N ) denote the monodromy
weight filtration of N . For j ≥ 0, let P GrW (N )j Ξ(0)f T denote the primitive part, i.e., the kernel of N j+1 :
Gr
W (N )
j (Ξ
(0)
f T ) −→ GrW (N )−j−2 (Ξ(0)f T )⊗ T (−j − 1).
Lemma 4.18 We have W (N )j =Ww+j (j ∈ Z), and
P Gr
W (N )
j Ξ
(0)
f T ≃
{
T (j = 0)
P GrWw+j ψ
(0)
f (T ) (j > 0)
(78)
Proof It is enough to consider the case w = 0. Because the morphism N : Ξ(0)f T −→ Ξ(0)f T ⊗ T (−1) induces
WjΞ
(0)
f T −→
(
Wj−2Ξ
(0)
f T
) ⊗ T (−1). Let us observe that the induced morphism GrWj Ξ(0)f T −→ GrW−j Ξ(0)f T
is an isomorphism for j > 0. Note that N : Ξ(0)f T −→ Ξ(−1)f T factors through Ξ(0)f T −→ ψ(0)f T −→ Ξ(−1)f T .
Hence, for j > 0, we have the following commutative diagram:
GrWj Ξ
(0)
f T N
j−−−−→ GrWj Ξ(−j)f T N−−−−→ GrWj Ξ(−j−1)f T
≃
y ≃x ≃x
GrWj ψ
(0)
f T N
j−1−−−−→
≃
GrWj ψ
(−j+1)
f T N−−−−→ GrWj−1 ψ(−j)T
Hence, we have W = W (N ) on Ξ(0)T . We also obtain (78) for j > 0. We have the following commutative
diagram:
GrW2 Ξ
(0)
f (T ) −−−−→ GrW0 Ξ(0)f (T )⊗T (−1) = T ⊕GrW0 ψ(0)f (T ) −−−−→ GrW−2 Ξ(0)f (T )⊗T (−2)
≃
y y ≃x
GrW2 ψ
(0)
f (T ) ≃−−−−→ GrW0 ψ(0)f (T ) = GrW0 ψ(1)f (T ) ≃−−−−→ GrW−2 ψ(1)f (T )
Then, we obtain (78) for j = 0.
Let S be a Hermitian sesqui-linear duality of T . For j ≥ 0, let SΞ(0)j denote the composite of the following
morphisms:
Ξ
(0)
f (T )
(−N )j−→ Ξ(−j)f (T ) = Ξ(0)f (T )⊗T (−j) −→ Ξ(0)f (T ∗)⊗T (−j − w) ≃ Ξ(0)f (T )∗ ⊗T (−j − w)
The middle morphism is induced by S. Let Sψ(0)j denote the composite of the following morphisms:
ψ
(0)
f (T )
(−N )j−→ ψ(−j)f (T ) = ψ(0)f (T )⊗T (−j) −→ ψ(0)f (T ∗)⊗T (−w − j) ≃ ψ(1)f (T )∗ ⊗ T (−w − j)
≃
(
ψ
(0)
f (T )⊗T (1)
)∗
⊗T (−w − j) ≃ ψ(0)f (T )∗ ⊗T (−w − j − 1) (79)
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Proposition 4.19 For j ≥ 0, the following diagram is commutative:
Ξ
(0)
f (T )
S
Ξ
(0)
f
j+1−−−−→ Ξ(0)f (T )∗ ⊗T (−w − j − 1)y x
ψ
(0)
f (T )
S
ψ
(0)
f
j−−−−→ ψ(0)f (T )∗ ⊗ T (−w − j − 1)
Here, the vertical morphisms are natural ones.
Proof We can check the claim by a direct computation. We remark that, in (79), the isomorphism T (1)∗ ≃
T (−1) is given by (−1,−1).
Corollary 4.20 Suppose that S is a polarization. For j ≥ 1, the morphism SΞ
(0)
f
j induces a polarization
of P GrWw+j Ξ
(0)
f (T ). It is equal to the polarization of P GrWw+j ψ(0)f (T ) under the natural isomorphism. In
particular, Ξ
(0)
f T is equipped with an induced graded polarization.
5 Comparisons of polarizations
5.1 A specialization
5.1.1 Statements
Let X be a complex manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface D. Set d := dimX . Let f, g ∈ OX(∗D). We
consider a meromorphic function F := τf + g on X × P1τ .
Assumption 5.1 We assume the following.
• |(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅, and |(f)0| ⊂ |(g)∞|. We also have D = |(f)∞| ∪ |(g)∞|.
• F is pure on X × {τ 6= 0}, and g is pure on X \ |(f)∞|.
For example, the assumptions are satisfied in the cases of Lemma 2.19 and Lemma 2.22.
We set D(1) := (P1 × D) ∪ (X × {∞}). We have the associated mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(F,D(1))
(⋆ = ∗, !) which are equipped with natural real structure. Recall that T (F ) denotes the image of T!(F,D(1)) −→
T∗(F,D(1)), which is a pure twistor D-module of weight d + 1. We have T⋆(F,D(1))[⋆(τ)0] = T (F )[⋆(τ)0] =
T (F )[⋆τ ] for ⋆ = ∗, ! by the assumption of purity.
Let ι : X −→ X × P1τ be given by ι(x) = (x, 0). According to Proposition 3.25, for the morphism ϕ :
T (F )[!τ ] −→ T (F )[∗τ ], we have the following isomorphisms:
Cok(ϕ) ≃ ι†T∗(g,D)⊗ T (−1), Ker(ϕ) ≃ ι†T!(g,D)
The polarization SF =
(
(−1)d+1, (−1)d+1) of T (F ) induces graded polarizations of T (F )[⋆τ ], and they
induce graded polarizations of Cok(ϕ) and Ker(ϕ). The induced graded polarizations are denoted by SCok(ϕ) =
(SCok(ϕ),w |w ∈ Z) and SKer(ϕ) = (SKer(ϕ),w |w ∈ Z). Note that by applying φ(0)τ we have the following exact
sequence:
0 −→ Ker(ϕ) −→ ψ(1)τ T (F ) −→ ψ(0)τ T (F ) −→ Cok(ϕ) −→ 0
For the weight filtrations of Cok(ϕ) and Ker(ϕ), we have
GrWd+1+j Cok(ϕ) ≃ P GrWd+1+j ψ(0)τ (T (F )) (j > 0), GrWd+1+j Cok(ϕ) = 0 (j ≤ 0),
GrWd+1−j Ker(ϕ) ≃ P ′GrWd+1−j ψ(1)τ (T (F )) (j > 0), GrWd+1−j Ker(ϕ) = 0 (j ≤ 0).
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Here, P ′GrWd+1−j ψ
(1)
τ (T (F )) is the image of P GrWd+1−j ψ(1−j)τ (T (F )) −→ GrWd+1−j ψ(1)τ (T (F )). The isomor-
phisms are compatible with the induced polarizations.
We also have other polarizations. Let T (g) denote the image of T!(g,D) −→ T∗(g,D), which is a pure
twistor D-module of weight d. It is equipped with the natural polarization Sg = ((−1)d, (−1)d). Because
T (g)[⋆(f)∞] = T⋆(g,D), we have the induced graded polarizations ι†Sg[∗(f)∞] of ι†T∗(g,D) ⊗ T (−1), and
ι†Sg[!(f)∞] of ι†T!(g,D). We shall prove the following proposition in §5.1.3–5.1.6.
Proposition 5.2 Under the isomorphisms Cok(ϕ) ≃ ι†T∗(g,D) ⊗ T (−1) and Ker(ϕ) ≃ ι†T!(g,D), we have
SCok(ϕ) = ι†Sg[∗(f)∞] and SKer(ϕ) = ι†Sg[!(f)∞].
5.1.2 Some consequences
Before going to the proof of Proposition 5.2, we give a consequence. Let X , D, f and g be as in §5.1.1. Let
ρ : X −→ Y be a projective morphism of complex manifolds. We assume that Riρ∗
(
ΩjX(∗D)
)
= 0 for any i > 0
and j = 0, . . . , dimX . Set ρ1 := ρ× idP1τ : X × P1τ −→ Y × P1τ . Note ρi1†T (F )[⋆(τ)0] = 0 (i 6= 0) by Proposition
2.4. Let ιY : Y −→ Y × P1τ be the inclusion induced by {0} −→ P1τ .
Corollary 5.3 Suppose that ρi†T⋆(g,D) = 0 for ⋆ = ∗, ! and for i 6= 0.
• Condition (A) is satisfied for the morphism ρ and the mixed twistor D-module T⋆(g,D) with the graded
polarization Sg[⋆(f)∞]. The induced graded sesqui-linear duality
[
ρ0†Sg[⋆(f)∞]
]
on ρ0†T⋆(g,D) is a graded
polarization.
• Let KY and CY denote the kernel and the cokernel of ρ01†T (F )[!τ ] −→ ρ01†T (F )[∗τ ]. Let SCY and SKY
denote the graded polarizations induced by the graded polarization ρ01†SF of ρ01†T (F ). Then, under the
natural isomorphisms ιY †ρ
0
†T!(g,D) ≃ KY and ιY †ρ0†T∗(g,D)⊗T (−1) ≃ CY , we have ιY †
[
ρ0†Sg[!(f)∞]
]
=
SCY and ιY †
[
ρ0†Sg[∗(f)∞]
]
= SKY .
Proof It follows from Corollary 4.10 and Proposition 5.2.
Let κ : X ′ −→ X be a projective morphism of complex manifolds such that (i) D′ = κ−1(D) is normal
crossing, (ii) κ induces X ′ \D′ ≃ X \D, (iii) Assumption 5.1 is also satisfied for f ′ = κ∗(f) and g′ = κ∗(g). We
have κi†T⋆(g′, D′) = 0 (i 6= 0), and we have natural isomorphisms κ0†T⋆(g′, D′) ≃ T⋆(g,D). We set ρ′ := ρ ◦ κ.
We have natural isomorphisms ρ′ 0† T⋆(g′, D′) ≃ ρ0†T⋆(g,D).
Corollary 5.4
• Condition (A) holds for κ and T⋆(g′, D′) with Sg′ [⋆(f ′)∞]. We have
[
κ0†Sg′ [⋆(f ′)∞]
]
= Sg[⋆(f)∞] under
the natural isomorphisms.
• Condition (A) holds for ρ′ and T⋆(g′, D′) with Sg′ [⋆(f ′)∞]. We have
[
ρ′0† Sg′ [⋆(f ′)∞]
]
=
[
ρ0†Sg[⋆(f)∞]
]
under the natural isomorphisms.
5.1.3 Preliminary
Let us return to the proof of Proposition 5.2. By Lemma 4.2, it is enough to study the polarizations on Cok(ϕ) ≃
ι†T∗(g,D) ⊗ T (−1). The comparison of the polarizations on GrWd+2Cok(ϕ) ≃ GrWd+2
(
ι†T∗(g,D) ⊗ T (−1)
)
can
be given as in §4.4.1. Hence, we shall argue the other parts.
We have the identification GrWd+2+j Cok(ϕ) = P Gr
W
d+2+j ψ
(0)
τ T (F ) for j ≥ 0. For j > 0, we have the
isomorphism GrWd+2+j
(T∗(g,D) ⊗ T (−1)) ≃ P GrWd+2+j ψ(0)f−1(T (g) ⊗ T (−1)). Let π : X × P1τ −→ X be the
projection. To compare SCok(ϕ),d+j+2 and ι†Sg[∗(f)∞]d+j+2 for j > 0, it is enough to compare π0†SCok(ϕ),d+j+2
and Sg[∗(f)∞]d+j+2 under the isomorphisms:
π0†P Gr
W
d+2+j ψ
(0)
τ T (F ) ≃ P GrWd+2+j ψ(0)f−1
(T (g)⊗T (−1)) (80)
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(
P GrWd+2+j ψ
(0)
f−1
(T (g)⊗ T (−1)))∗ ≃ (π0†P GrWd+2+j ψ(0)τ T (F ))∗ (81)
Recall that any morphisms of pure twistor D-modules are uniquely determined by their underlying morphisms
of D-modules. Hence, it is enough to compare the morphisms of the underlying D-modules for π0†SCok(ϕ),d+j+2
and Sg[∗(f)∞]d+j+2.
The polarization SCok(ϕ),d+2+j of P GrWd+2+j ψ(0)τ T (F ) is induced by the composite of the following mor-
phisms:
ψ(0)τ T (F )
(−N )j−→ ψ(−j)τ (T (F )) = ψ(0)τ T (F )⊗ T (−j)
SF−→ ψ(0)τ (T (F )∗)⊗ T (−j − d− 1) −→ ψ(1)τ
(T (F ))∗ ⊗T (−d− j − 1)
≃ ψ(0)τ (T (F ))∗ ⊗ T (−d− j − 2) (82)
The polarization Sg[∗(f)∞]d+2+j on GrWd+2+j
(T∗(g,D) ⊗ T (−1)) is induced by the composite of the following
morphisms:
ψ
(0)
f−1
(T (g)⊗ T (−1)) (−N )j−1−→ ψ(0)f−1(T (g)⊗T (−1))⊗T (−j + 1)
Sg−→ ψ(0)f−1
(T (g)∗ ⊗ T (−1))⊗T (−j − d− 1) ≃ ψ(1)f−1(T (g)⊗T (−1))∗ ⊗T (−j − d− 1)
≃ ψ(0)f−1
(T (g)⊗T (−1))∗ ⊗ T (−j − d− 2) (83)
Let L(F ) denote the DX×P1-module underlying T (F ). Let L(g) denote the DX -module underlying T (g). By
the assumption of purity, we have L(F )[⋆τ ] = L!(F,D
(1))[⋆τ ] = L∗(F,D
(1))[⋆τ ] and L⋆(g,D) = L(g)[⋆(f)∞].
By the above consideration, Proposition 5.2 is reduced to the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5 We have the following morphisms of D-modules
B1 : π
0
†ψ
(0)
τ L(F ) −→ ψ(0)f−1L(g), B2 : ψ(1)f−1L(g) −→ π0†ψ(1)τ L(F )
with the following properties:
(P1) B1 and B2 induce the isomorphisms of D-modules underlying (80) and (81).
(P2) The following diagrams are commutative:
π0†ψ
(0)
τ (L(F ))
ǫ−−−−→ π0†ψ(1)τ L(F )
B1
y B2x
ψ
(0)
f−1L(g)
δ−−−−→ ψ(1)f−1L(g)
(84)
Here, ǫ gives the morphism underlying the composite of the morphisms in (82) applied π0† , and δ gives the
morphism underlying the composite of the morphisms in (83).
5.1.4 The construction of the morphisms B1 and B2
As in Proposition 2.38, we have a natural isomorphism Λ(a) : π0+ψ
(a)
τ L∗(F ) ≃ Ξ(a)f−1L∗(g). Let B1 denote the
composite of Λ(0) and the natural morphism Ξ
(0)
f−1L∗(g) −→ ψ(0)f−1L∗(g). Let B2 be the composite of the following
morphisms:
ψ
(1)
f−1L∗(g)
c1−−−−→ Ξ(0)f−1L∗(g)
c2−−−−→
≃
Ξ
(1)
f−1L∗(g)
c3−−−−→
≃
π0+ψ
(1)
τ L∗(F )
Here, c1 is the canonical morphism, c2 is induced by the multiplication of −s, and c3 is (Λ(1))−1.
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5.1.5 Proof of (P1)
Let us check that B1 induces the morphism of D-modules underlying (80). We have the following natural
morphisms:
π+ψ
(0)
τ L(F )
a1−→ π+ Cok
(
ψ(1)τ L(F ) −→ ψ(0)τ L(F )
) a2≃ π+ Cok(L(F )[!τ ] −→ L(F )[∗τ ]) a3≃ L∗(g,D)
−→ Cok
(
L!(g,D) −→ L∗(g,D)
)
(85)
(See (45) for a3.) The composite induces the morphism of D-modules underlying (80). Under the natural
isomorphism
Cok
(
L!(g,D) −→ L∗(g,D)
)
≃ Cok
(
ψ
(1)
f−1L(g) −→ ψ(0)f−1L(g)
)
=: A,
the following diagram is commutative:
Ξ
(0)
f−1L(g) −−−−→ L∗(g,D)y y
ψ
(0)
f−1L(g) −−−−→ A
Hence, it is enough to prove that b1 := a3◦a2◦a1 is equal to the composite b2 of Λ(0) and Ξ(0)f−1L(g) −→ L∗(g,D).
The kernel of both of bi are the image of π+ψ
(1)
τ L(F ) −→ π+ψ(0)τ L(F ). The automorphisms of L∗(g,D) are
only the multiplication of locally constant functions. Hence, it is enough to check the claim in the case where D
is empty, in which both of the morphisms are given by the correspondence τ−1dτ 7−→ 1. Therefore, we obtain
that B1 induces the morphism of D-modules underlying (80).
Let us check that B2 induces the morphism of D-modules underlying (81). We have the following natural
morphisms:
Ker
(
L!(g,D) −→ L∗(g,D)
)
−→ L!(g,D) c1≃ π+Ker
(
L(F )[!τ ] −→ L(F )[∗τ ])
c2≃ π+Ker
(
ψ(1)τ L(F ) −→ ψ(0)τ L(F )
) c3−→ π+ψ(1)τ L(F ) (86)
(See (46) for c1.) As before, it is enough to check that d1 := c3 ◦ c2 ◦ c1 is equal to the composite d2 of the
following:
L!(g,D) −→ Ξ(0)f−1L(g)
−s≃ Ξ(1)f−1L(g)
(Λ(1))−1−→ π0+ψ(1)τ L∗(F )
The images of di are equal, and the automorphisms of L!(g,D) are multiplications of locally constant functions.
Hence, it is enough to consider the case D is empty. We have the following:
ψ(1)τ L(F ) ≃ Cok
(
Π1,Nτ L(F )[!τ ] −→ Π1,Nτ L(F )[∗τ ]
)
≃ Ker
(
Π−N,1τ L(F )[!τ ] −→ Π−N,1τ L(F )[∗τ ]
)
(87)
Under the isomorphism (87), −∂τ (1) + f in Π−N,1τ L(F )[!τ ] corresponds to −s/τ in Π1,Nτ L(F )[∗τ ]. By using it,
we can check d1 = d2. Hence, we obtain that B2 induces the isomorphism of D-modules underlying (81).
5.1.6 Proof of (P2)
Let us look at the morphisms of the D-module underlying (82):
ψ(0)τ L(F )
(−s)j−→ ψ(0)τ L(F )
(−1)d+1−→ ψ(0)τ L(F ) −s−→ ψ(1)τ L(F ) (88)
By applying π0+, we obtain the following morphisms:
Ξ
(0)
f−1
(
L(g)
) (−s)j−→ Ξ(0)f−1(L(g)) (−1)d+1−→ Ξ(0)f−1(L(g)) −s≃ Ξ(1)f−1(L(g))
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Let us look at the morphism of D-modules underlying (83):
ψ
(0)
f−1(L(g))
(−s)j−1−→ ψ(0)f−1(L(g))
(−1)d≃ ψ(0)f−1(L(g))
−1≃ ψ(0)f−1(L(g))
−s≃ ψ(1)f−1(L(g))
We have the following commutative diagram:
Ξ
(0)
f−1L(g)
(−1)d+1(−s)j−−−−−−−−−→ Ξ(0)f−1L(g)
−s−−−−→ Ξ(1)f−1L(g)y x
ψ
(0)
f−1L(g)
(−1)d+1(−s)j−−−−−−−−−→ ψ(1)f−1L(g)
It implies the commutativity of (84). Thus, we finish the proof of Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.2.
5.2 A push-forward
5.2.1 Statement
Let X be a complex manifold with a normal crossing hypersurface D. Set d := dimX .
Assumption 5.6 Let f be a meromorphic function on (X,D) such that (i) |(f)∞| = D, (ii) f is non-degenerate
along D, (iii) (f)0 is smooth.
We set Z := |(f)0|. We have the meromorphic function tf on X × P1t . We have the associated mixed twistor
D-modules T (tf)[⋆t] and T⋆(tf). Let π : X × P1t −→ X be the projection. According to Proposition 3.22 and
Corollary 3.23, we have πi†T (tf)[⋆t] = 0 for i 6= 0, and we have the isomorphisms
Ψ∗ : π
0
†T (tf)[∗t] ≃ UX(d, 0)[!Z][∗D]⊗ T (−1), Ψ! : π0†T (tf)[!t] ≃ UX(d, 0)[∗Z][!D]. (89)
Recall that T (tf) is the image of T!(tf) −→ T∗(tf). We have the description T (tf) =
(L(tf)λd+1,L(tf), Ctf )
as an R-triple. The polarization is given by Stf =
(
(−1)d+1, (−1)d+1). It induces graded polarizations Stf⋆
(resp. Stf [⋆t]) on T⋆(tf) (resp. T (tf)[⋆t]). The polarization S0 = ((−1)d, (−1)d) of UX(d, 0) induces graded
polarizations S0[∗(f)0][!(f)∞] on UX(d, 0)[∗Z][!D], and S0[!(f)0][∗(f)∞] on UX(d, 0)[!Z][∗D]⊗ T (−1).
Proposition 5.7
• We have πi†GrW T (tf)[⋆t] = 0 and πi†Grw T⋆(tf) = 0 unless i 6= 0. In particular, we have
GrW π0†T⋆(tf) ≃ π0† GrW T⋆(tf), GrW π0†T (tf)[⋆t] ≃ π0† GrW T (tf)[⋆t].
Note that it implies that Condition (A) holds for the projection π and the mixed twistor D-modules
T (tf)[⋆t] with Stf [⋆t], and the mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(tf) with Stf⋆.
• The isomorphisms GrW Ψ⋆ (⋆ = ∗, !) are compatible with the graded polarizations.
Before going to the proof of Proposition 5.7, we give a consequence. Let ρ : X −→ Y be any projective
morphism of complex manifolds such that Rjρ∗Ω
i
X(∗D) = 0 for any j > 0 and i = 0, 1, . . . , dimX . We also
suppose ρi†UX(d, 0)[!Zf ][∗D] = 0 for i 6= 0. Note that it implies ρi†UX(d, 0)[∗Zf ][!D] = 0 for i 6= 0.
Corollary 5.8 Condition (A) holds for ρ and UX(d, 0)[!Zf ][∗D] with S0[!(f)0][∗(f)∞]. We have[
ρ0†S0[!(f)0][∗(f)∞]
]
=
[
(ρ ◦ π)0†Stf [∗(t)0]
]
.
Condition (A) holds for ρ and UX(d, 0)[∗Zf ][!D] with S0[∗(f)0][!(f)∞]. We have[
ρ0†S0[∗(f)0][!(f)∞]
]
=
[
(ρ ◦ π)0†Stf [!(t)0]
]
.
Proof Set X(1) := X × P1t and D(1) := (X ×{0,∞})∪ (D× P1). We have Rj(ρ ◦ π)∗ΩiX(1)(∗D(1)) = 0 for any
j > 0 and i = 0, . . . , dimX(1). By the assumption and Proposition 2.23, we have (ρ ◦ π)j†T⋆(tf,D(1)) = 0 for
j 6= 0. According to Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 2.22, Condition (A) holds for ρ ◦ π and T (tf)[⋆t] = T⋆(tf,D(1))
with Stf [∗t]. Then, the claim follows from Proposition 5.7.
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5.2.2 First claim of Proposition 5.7
Let us prove the first claim of Proposition 5.7. We argue the case ⋆ = ∗. We obtain the other case by using the
Hermitian duality.
We have GrWj T (tf)[∗t] = GrWj T∗(tf) = 0 for j < d+ 1, and GrWd+1 T (tf)[∗t] = GrWd+1 T∗(tf) = T (tf). The
support of GrWj T (tf)[∗t] and GrWj T∗(tf) (j > d + 1) are contained in X × {t = 0}. Hence, it is enough to
prove πi†T (tf) = 0 for i 6= 0.
Let A1 and A2 denote the kernel of T (tf)[!t] −→ T (tf) and the cokernel of T (tf) −→ T (tf)[∗t]. The support
of Ai are contained in {t = 0}. Hence, we obtain πi†T (tf) = 0 (i 6= 0), and the following exact sequences:
0 −→ π0†A1 −→ π0†T (tf)[!t] −→ π0†T (tf) −→ 0
0 −→ π0†T (tf) −→ π0†T (tf)[∗t] −→ π0†A2 −→ 0
In particular, we obtain the first claim of Proposition 5.7.
5.2.3 Preliminary for the second claim
Let us study the second claim. Let A3 denote the cokernel of T∗(tf) −→ T (tf)[∗t]. Let ιZ : Z −→ X denote
the inclusion, and let DZ := D ∩ Z. According to Proposition 3.22, we have the following isomorphisms of
integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
Ψ1 : π
0
†T∗(tf) ≃ ιZ†UZ(d− 1, 0)[∗DZ]⊗ T (−1), Ψ2 : π0†A3 ≃ UX(d, 0)⊗T (−1)[∗D]
Note that the strict support of GrW
(
ιZ†UZ(d − 1, 0)[∗DZ] ⊗ T (−1)
)
are contained in Z, and that the strict
support of any direct summand of GrW UX(d, 0)⊗T (−1)[∗D] are not contained in Z. Hence, we have the unique
splittings
GrW π0†T (tf)[∗t] = GrW π0†T∗(tf)⊕GrW π0†A3, (90)
GrW
(
UX(d, 0)⊗T (−1)[!Z][∗D]
)
= GrW
(
ιZ†UZ(d− 1, 0)[∗DZ]⊗ T (−1)
)
⊕GrW UX(d, 0)[∗D]⊗T (−1), (91)
and we have GrW Ψ∗ = Gr
W Ψ1 ⊕GrW Ψ2. The graded polarizations are compatible with the decompositions
(90, 91).
By Proposition 5.2, GrW Ψ2|X\Z is compatible with the graded polarizations. Hence, we obtain that Gr
W Ψ2
is compatible with the graded polarizations. Therefore, it is enough to study that GrW Ψ1 is compatible with
the graded polarizations.
We remark that the graded polarization on GrW
(
ιZ†UZ(d − 1, 0)[∗DZ] ⊗ T (−1)
)
is equal to the graded
polarization induced by the canonical polarization of UZ(d− 1, 0), which follows from Lemma 4.15.
5.2.4 The degree (d+ 1)-part
Let us study the isomorphism GrWd+1Ψ1 : π
0
†T (tf) ≃ ιZ†UZ(d − 1, 0) ⊗ T (−1). We may assume that D is
empty. To describe GrWd+1Ψ1, let us look at the isomorphisms of the R-modules underlying Ψ∗ more closely,
by assuming D = ∅.
Set Y := X × P1. We have the following:
π0†L(tf)[∗t] ≃ Cok
(
π∗L(tf)[∗t] ϕ1−→ π∗L(tf)[∗t] · (dt/λ)
)
≃ Cok
(
OX [t] ϕ2−→ OX [t] · (dt/tλ)
)
Here, ϕ1(c) = ðt(c) · (dt/λ) and ϕ2(h tj) =
(
jhtj−1 + hftj/λ
)
dt. For any local section c of OX [t] · dt/tλ, let
[c]∗ denote the induced section of π
0
†L(tf)[∗t]. The isomorphism π0†
(L(tf)[∗t])(∗Z) ≃ λ−1OX (∗Z) is given by
[dt/λt]∗ ←→ λ−1, which we can check by using (45).
Similarly, we have the following:
π0†
(L(tf)[!t]) ≃ Cok(π∗L(tf)[!t] ϕ1−→ π∗L(tf)[!t] · (dt/λ)) ≃ Cok(OX [t] · t ϕ2−→ OX [t] · (dt/λ))
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Here, ϕi are given in the same ways. For any local section c of OX [t] · (dt/λ), let [c]! denote the induced section
of OX [t]. The isomorphism π0† (L(tf)[!t])(∗Z) ≃ OX (∗Z) is given by [fdt/λ]! ←→ 1, which we can check by
using (46).
We have the following:
π0†L(tf) ≃ Cok
(
π∗L(tf) ϕ1−→ π∗L(tf) · (dt/λ)
)
≃ Cok
(
OX [t] ϕ2−→ OX [t] · (dt/λ)
)
For any local section of OX [t](dt/λ), let [c] denote the induced local section of π0†L(tf). We remark λ2∂λ[dt/λ] =
0.
Lemma 5.9 The isomorphism GrWd+1Ψ1 : π†T (tf) ≃ ιZ†UZ(d−1, 0)⊗T (−1) is given as a pair of the following
morphisms:
π†L(tf)λd+1 a1←− ιZ†OZλd, a1
(
ιZ∗(λ
d(dt/λ)−1)
)
= [dt/λ] · λd+1
π†L(tf) a2−→ ιZ†OZλ−1, a2
(
[dt/λ]
)
= −ιZ∗(λ−1(dt/λ)−1)
Proof We have the epimorphism b1 : π
0
†L(tf)[!t] −→ π0†L(tf) and the monomorphism b2 : π0†L(tf) −→
π0†L(tf)[∗t]. We have b1([c]!) = [c] and b2([c]) = [c]∗. We have [dt/λ]! = f−1[fdt/λ]!. For a holomorphic local
coordinate (x1, . . . , xn) for x1 = f , we have [dt/λ]∗ = ðx1 [dt/tλ]∗. Then, we obtain the claim of the lemma by
construction.
We can easily check that the isomorphism GrWd+1Ψ1 is compatible with the polarizations by the explicit
description in Lemma 5.9.
5.2.5 Preliminary for the other parts
Let us study GrWd+2+ℓΨ1 for ℓ ≥ 0. We have only to consider the issue locally around any point of D∩Z. We may
assume to have a holomorphic coordinate (x0, . . . , xd−1) on X such that Z = {x0 = 0} and D =
⋃m
i=1{xi = 0},
such that f = x0
∏m
i=1 x
ki
i . We set x
k :=
∏m
i=1 x
ki
i .
We have the isomorphism
φ(0)x0 π
0
† Gr
W
d+ℓ+2(T (tf)[∗t]) ≃ P GrWd+ℓ+2 φ(0)x0 π†ψ(0)t (T (tf)) (92)
The polarization on φ
(0)
x0 π
0
† Gr
W
d+ℓ+2(T (tf)[∗t]) is induced by the composite of the following:
φ(0)x0 π†ψ
(0)
t (T (tf))
(−N )ℓ−→ φ(0)x0 π†ψ(0)t (T (tf))⊗T (−ℓ)
a1−→ φ(0)x0 π†ψ(0)t (T (tf)∗)⊗T (−ℓ− d− 1) = φ(0)x0 π†ψ(1)t (T (tf))∗ ⊗ T (−ℓ− d− 1)
a2−→ φ(0)x0 π†ψ(0)t (T (tf))∗ ⊗T (−ℓ− d− 2) (93)
Here, a1 is induced by the polarization on T (tf), and a2 is the canonical isomorphism.
We have the isomorphism
GrWd+ℓ+2 ιZ†UZ(d,−1)[∗DZ ] ≃ P GrWd+ℓ+2 ψ(0)xk ιZ†UZ(d,−1) (94)
The polarization on GrWd+ℓ+2 ιZ†UZ(d,−1)[∗DZ] is induced by the composite of the following morphisms:
ψ
(0)
xk
ιZ†UZ(d,−1) (−N )
ℓ
−→ ψ(0)
xk
ιZ†UZ(d,−1)⊗T (−ℓ)
b1−→ ψ(0)
xk
(
ιZ†UZ(d,−1)∗
)⊗T (−ℓ− d− 1) = ψ(1)
xk
(
ιZ†UZ(d,−1)
)∗ ⊗ T (−ℓ− d− 1)
b2−→ ψ(0)
xk
(
ιZ†UZ(d,−1)
)∗ ⊗T (−ℓ− d− 2) (95)
Here, b1 is induced by the polarization of UZ(d,−1), and b2 is the canonical isomorphism.
We have the following isomorphism induced by (92), (94) and GrWd+ℓ+2Ψ1:
Λ : P GrWd+ℓ+2 φ
(0)
x0 π†ψ
(0)
t (T (tf)) ≃ P GrWd+ℓ+2 ψ(0)xk ιZ†UZ(d,−1) (96)
We obtain the compatibility of GrWd+ℓ+2Ψ1 and the polarizations from the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.10 We have isomorphisms of D-modules
Φ0 : φ
(0)
x0 π+ψ
(0)
t L(tf) ≃ ψ(0)xk ιZ+OZ (97)
Φ1 : φ
(0)
x0 π+ψ
(1)
t L(tf) ≃ ψ(1)xk ιZ+OZ (98)
with the following property.
(P1) Φ0 induces the isomorphism of the D-modules underlying Λ, and Φ−11 induces the isomorphism of the
D-modules underlying Λ∗.
(P2) The following diagram is commutative:
φ
(0)
x0 π+ψ
(0)
t L(tf)
d1−−−−→ φ(0)x0 π+ψ(1)t L(tf)
Φ0
y Φ1y
ψ
(0)
xk
ιZ+OZ d2−−−−→ ψ(1)xk ιZ+OZ
(99)
Here, d1 and d2 are the morphisms of D-modules underlying (93) and (95), respectively.
5.2.6 Construction of the morphisms Φi
According to Proposition 2.42, we have the isomorphism:
π+ψ
(a)
t L(tf) ≃ Ξ′(a)f−1OX ≃ Cok
(
Πa,Nf−1OX [∗Z][!D]
−s−→ Πa,Nf−1OX [!Z][∗D]
)
≃ Ker
(
Π−N,af−1 OX [∗Z][!D]
−s−→ Π−N,af−1 OX [!Z][∗D]
)
(100)
We have the isomorphism of D-modules (see Lemma 2.45 for the signature):
φ(0)x0 π+ψ
(0)
t L(tf) ≃ Cok
(
ιZ+Π
0,N
xk
OZ [!DZ ] −1−→ ιZ+Π0,Nxk OZ [∗DZ]
)
≃ ιZ+ψ(0)xkOZ (101)
Let Φ0 be the composite of the isomorphisms in (101).
We have the isomorphism of D-modules:
φ(0)x0 π+ψ
(1)
t L(tf) ≃ Ker
(
ιZ+Π
−N,1
xk
OZ [!DZ ] −1−→ Π−N,1xk OZ [∗DZ ]
)
≃ ιZ+ψ(1)xk OZ (102)
We define Φ1 as the composite of (102).
5.2.7 Property (P1)
Let Cok denote the cokernel of L(tf)[!t] −→ L(tf)[∗t]. We have the following commutative diagram:
Π0,Nt L(tf)[∗t] −−−−→ L(tf)[∗t]y y
ψ
(0)
t L(tf) −−−−→ Cok
(103)
We apply φ
(0)
x0 π+ to (103). By the construction of the isomorphism Φ0, (103) is transformed to the following:
ιZ+Π
0,N
xk
OZ [∗DZ ] −−−−→ ιZ+OZ [∗DZ ]y y
ιZ+ψ
(0)
xk
OZ −−−−→ ιZ+
(OZ [∗DZ]/OZ)
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It means that Φ0 is the morphism of D-modules underlying Λ.
Similarly, let Ker1 denote the kernel of L(tf)[!t] −→ L(tf)[∗t]. Then, we have the following commutative
diagram:
Ker −−−−→ ψ(1)t L(tf)x x
L(tf)[!t] −−−−→ Π−N,1L(tf)[!t]
(104)
We apply φ
(0)
x0 π+ to (104). Let Ker2 denote the kernel of ι+OZ [!DZ ] −→ OZ . Then, (104) is transformed to
the following:
Ker2 −−−−→ ιZ+ψ(1)xkOZx x
ιZ+OZ [!DZ ] −−−−→ ιZ+Π−N,1xk OZ [!DZ ]
It implies that Φ1 underlies Λ
∗. Thus, we obtain that (P1) is satisfied.
5.2.8 Property (P2)
The morphism d1 is induced by the following morphisms:
ψ
(0)
t L(tf)
(−s)ℓ−→ ψ(0)t L(tf)
(−1)d+1−→ ψ(0)t L(tf)
−s≃ ψ(1)t L(tf) (105)
The morphism d2 is induced by the following:
ψ(0)xk ιZ+OZ
(−s)ℓ−→ ψ(0)xk ιZ+OZ
(−1)d−→ ψ(0)xk ιZ+OZ
−s−→ ψ(1)xk ιZ+OZ (106)
We remark that the following diagram is commutative:
φ
(0)
x0 π+ψ
(0)
t L(tf)
s−−−−→ φ(0)x0 π+ψ(1)t L(tf)
Φ0
y Φ1y
ψ
(0)
xk
ιZ+OZ −s−−−−→ ψ(1)xk ιZ+OZ
The signature comes from −1 in (101) and (102). Hence, we obtain the desired commutativity of (99). Thus,
we finish the proof of Lemma 5.10 and Proposition 5.7.
6 Mixed twistor D-modules and GKZ-hypergeometric systems
6.1 Better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric systems
6.1.1 The associated toric varieties
We consider a finite subset A := {a1, . . . ,am} ⊂ Zn \ {(0, . . . , 0)}, where ai = (aij | j = 1, . . . , n). We assume
that A generates Zn. Formally, we set a0 := (0, . . . , 0).
We set T n := SpecC[t±11 , . . . , t
±1
n ]. The associated complex manifold is also denoted by T
n if there is no
risk of confusion. We consider a morphism ψA : T
n −→ Pm given by ψA(t1, . . . , tn) = [1 : ta1 : . . . : tam ], where
tai :=
∏n
j=1 t
aij
j . Let XA denote the closure of ψA(T
n) in Pm.
For any subset B ⊂ Rn, let Conv(B) denote the convex hull of B ⊂ Rn. Note that 0 is an interior point of
Conv(A ∪ {0}) if and only if 0 is an interior point of Conv(A).
For any face σ of Conv(A∪{0}), we put Iσ := σ∩
(A∪{0}) and Jσ := (A∪{0})\ Iσ. We have the subspace
Pσ :=
{
[z0 : z1 : · · · : zm]
∣∣ zj = 0 (aj ∈ Jσ)}.
We set P∗σ :=
{
[z0 : . . . : zm] ∈ Pσ
∣∣ zi 6= 0 (i ∈ Iσ), zi = 0 (i ∈ Jσ)}. Recall the following.
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Proposition 6.1 (Proposition 1.9 [16]) For any face σ of Conv(A∪ {0}), we have the non-empty intersec-
tion XσA = XA ∩ P∗σ, and it is a T n-orbit of [zσ0 : · · · : zσm], where zσi = 1 (i ∈ Iσ) or zσi = 0 (i ∈ Jσ). We have
the decomposition into the orbits XA =
∐
σX
σ
A where σ runs through the set of faces of Conv(A ∪ {0}).
Recall that we have a desingularization of XA in the category of toric varieties. (See [7] for example.)
Namely, there exist a smooth fan Σ and a toric birational projective morphism ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA, where XΣ
denotes the smooth toric variety associated to Σ. In that situation, we set DΣ :=
⋃
τ∈Σ(1)Dτ , where Σ(1)
denotes the set of the 1-dimensional cones of Σ, and Dτ ⊂ XΣ denotes the hypersurface corresponding to τ .
We have T n = XΣ \DΣ.
6.1.2 D-modules associated to families of Laurent polynomials
Suppose that we are given an algebraic map γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)). It determines a family of Laurent
polynomials (ψA × idS)∗(s/z0) on T n × S denoted by Fγ . We obtain the algebraic D-module LTn×S(Fγ) on
T n × S given as the line bundle OTn×S · e with ∇e = e dFγ , where e denotes a global frame. We obtain the
following algebraic D-modules on Pm × S:
L⋆(A, S, γ) := (ψA × idS)⋆LTn×S(Fγ) (⋆ =!, ∗)
The image of L!(A, S, γ) −→ L⋆(A, S, γ) is denoted by Lmin(A, S, γ), which is the minimal extension of
LTn×S(Fγ) on P
m × S via ψA × idS . Let π : Pm × S −→ S denote the projection. We obtain the algebraic
D-modules πi+L⋆(A, S, γ) (⋆ = ∗, !) and πi+Lmin(A, S, γ).
It is convenient for us to take a toric desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA when we work in the complex analytic
setting or when we are interested in the twistor property of theD-modules. We set (XΣ,S , DΣ,S) := (XΣ, DΣ)×S.
Let ϕΣ,S denote XΣ,S −→ Pm × S which is the composite of ϕΣ × idS and the inclusion XA × S −→ Pm × S.
We have the meromorphic function Fγ,Σ := ϕ
∗
Σ,S(s)/ϕ
∗
Σ,S(z0) on (XΣ, DΣ)× S. We obtain the DXΣ,S -modules
L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) (⋆ = ∗, !) on XΣ,S . Then, we have ϕiΣ,S+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) = 0 for i 6= 0. In the algebraic case,
we have ϕ0Σ,S+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ). In the complex analytic setting, we adopt it as the definition, i.e.,
L⋆(A, S, γ) := ϕ0Σ,S+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S). Let πΣ : XΣ×S −→ S denote the projection. Then, we have the following
natural isomorphisms for ⋆ = ∗, !:
πΣ+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ π+L⋆(A, S, γ) (107)
If we are given another desingularization ϕΣ′ : XΣ′ −→ XA, we can find a smooth fan Σ′′ and toric morphisms
ψ1 : XΣ′′ −→ XΣ and ψ2 : XΣ′′ −→ XΣ′ such that ϕΣ ◦ ψ1 = ϕΣ′ ◦ ψ2 =: ϕΣ′′ . We have natural isomorphisms
(ψ1 × idS)+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′′ , DΣ′′,S) ≃ (ψ1 × idS)0+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′′ , DΣ′′,S) ≃ L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S). We have similar isomorphisms
for L⋆(Fγ,Σ′ , DΣ′,S). Hence, we have the following natural isomorphisms on P
m × S:
ϕ0Σ+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ ϕ0Σ′′+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′′ , DΣ′′,S) ≃ ϕ0Σ′+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′ , DΣ′,S)
In this sense, the D-modules L⋆(A, S, γ) are independent of the choice of a resolution. We also have the following
natural isomorphisms:
πiΣ+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ πiΣ′′+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′′ , DΣ′′,S) ≃ πiΣ′+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′ , DΣ′,S) ≃ πi+L⋆(A, S, γ) (108)
Remark 6.2 Although it is convenient for us to take a toric desingularization XΣ of XA, we can also use any
toric completion of T n for the study of πi+L⋆(A, S, γ). Let XΣ1 be any n-dimensional smooth toric variety.
We fix an inclusion T n ⊂ XΣ1 . The family of Laurent polynomials Fγ gives a meromorphic function Fγ,Σ1 on
(XΣ1,S , DΣ1,S). Then, we naturally have πΣ1+L⋆(Fγ,Σ1 , DΣ1) ≃ πΣ+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ) ≃ π+L⋆(A, S, γ).
Let γi : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) (i = 1, 2) be holomorphic maps. We give some conditions under which we have
πi+L⋆(A, S, γ1) ≃ πi+L⋆(A, S, γ2). We have the T n-action on Pm given by (t1, . . . , tn)[z0 : · · · : zm] = [ta0z0 :
· · · : tamzm]. For b ∈ T n, let mb denote the induced action on Pm, and let m∗b denote the induced action on
H0
(
Pm,O(1)).
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Lemma 6.3 Suppose that there exists a holomorphic map κ : S −→ T n such that γ1 = m∗κγ2, i.e., γ1(x) =
m∗κ(x)γ2(x) for any x ∈ S. Then, we have the natural isomorphisms π+L⋆(A, S, γ1) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ2) for ⋆ = ∗, !.
If γi and κ are algebraic, then we have the isomorphisms of algebraic D-modules.
Proof We have the isomorphism m˜κ : P
m × S −→ Pm × S induced by κ and the identity of S. We have an
isomorphism m˜κ+L⋆(A, S, γ1) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ2). Applying π+, we obtain the desired isomorphisms.
The following lemma is clear by construction.
Lemma 6.4 Let ρ : S −→ C be a holomorphic map such that γ1 = γ2+ ρ · z0. Then, we have the isomorphisms
of the analytic D-modules L⋆(A, S, γ1) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ2). In particular, we have the isomorphisms of the analytic
D-modules πi+L⋆(A, S, γ1) ≃ πi+L⋆(A, S, γ2).
6.1.3 Non-degenerate families of sections
Let p1 : P
m×S −→ S be the projection. Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,OPm(1)) be any holomorphic map. We have the
expression γ(x) =
∑m
i=0 γi(x)zi. It determines a family of Laurent polynomials Fγ(x, t) =
∑m
i=0 γi(x)t
ai .
For any face σ of Conv(A ∪ {0}), we consider the associated family of Laurent polynomials Fγ,σ(x, t) =∑
ai∈σ
γi(x)t
ai . We can regard it as a function on T n × S. Let dFγ,σ denote the exterior derivative of Fγ,σ,
which is a section of Ω1Tn×S . We use the following non-degeneracy condition which is a minor generalization of
the classical non-degeneracy condition [33] (see also [1], [45]) in the sense that we also consider the derivatives
in the S-direction.
Definition 6.5 γ is called non-degenerate at ∞ for XA if we have (Fγ,σ)−1(0)∩ (dFγ,σ)−1(0) = ∅ for any face
σ of Conv(A ∪ {0}) such that 0 6∈ σ.
The condition is equivalent to that the zero-divisors of Fγ,σ are smooth and reduced for any face σ of Conv(A∪
{0}) such that 0 6∈ σ. We remark the following.
Lemma 6.6 If σ ( Conv(A ∪ {0}) and 0 6∈ σ, we have (Fγ,σ)−1(0) ∩ (dFγ,σ)−1(0) = ∅ if and only if
(dFγ,σ)
−1(0) = ∅.
Proof Under the assumption, there exists β = (β1, . . . , βn) ∈ (Qn)∨ such that 〈β,ai〉 = 1 for any ai ∈
Iσ. Because
(∑n
j=1 βjtj∂tj
)
tai = 〈β,ai〉 · ta = ta, we have F−1γ,σ(0) ⊃
(
dFγ,σ
)−1
(0). Hence, the condition
F−1γ,σ(0) ∩ (dFγ,σ)−1(0) = ∅ is equivalent to that
(
dFγ,σ
)−1
(0) = ∅.
Let us reword the condition. We have the section sγ of the line bundle p
∗
1OPm(1) such that sγ|Pm×{x} =
γ(x) ∈ H0(Pm,OPm(1)) for any x ∈ S. We set Hγ := s−1γ (0) ⊂ Pm × S. We also put H∞ := {z0 = 0} ⊂ Pm.
Lemma 6.7 Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be a morphism. For any face σ of Conv(A ∪ {0}), the following
conditions are equivalent.
• (Fγ,σ)−1(0) ∩ (dFγ,σ)−1(0) = ∅.
• There exists an open neighbourhood U1 of XσA × S in Pm × S such that (i) Hγ ∩ U1 is smooth (ii) Hγ is
transversal with XσA × S.
Proof Let Q ∈ XσA be the point [zσ0 : · · · : zσm] as in §6.1.1. By using the T n-action on XσA, we consider the
map ψ : T n × S −→ XσA × S given by ψ(t, x) = (t ·Q, x). Take any i0 ∈ Iσ. We have
ψ∗(sγ)/ψ
∗(zi0) =
∑
ai∈Iσ
γi(x)t
ai−ai0 =: Gγ,σ(t, x).
Then, the second condition holds if and only if (i) Gγ,σ is not constantly 0, (ii) the divisor (Gγ,σ) = (Fγ,σ) is
smooth. It is equivalent to that (dFγ,σ)
−1(0) ∩ F−1γ,σ(0) = ∅.
Corollary 6.8 γ is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA if and only if the following holds:
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• There exists a neighbourhood U of H∞ × S in Pm × S such that Hγ ∩ U is a smooth hypersurface in U .
• If σ is a face of Conv(A ∪ {0}) such that 0 6∈ σ, then Hγ is transversal with XσA × S.
The first condition in this corollary is trivial if the image of γ does not contain 0 ∈ H0(Pm,O(1)). The
conditions particularly imply that γ(U) 6⊂ C · z0 for any open subset U ⊂ S.
Let ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA be any toric desingularization. Let ϕΣ : XΣ −→ Pm be the composite of ϕΣ and the
inclusion XA −→ Pm.
Lemma 6.9 Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be a holomorphic map which is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. Then,
Fγ,Σ is non-degenerate along DΣ × S. We also have |(Fγ,Σ)∞| = ϕ−1Σ (H∞)× S.
Proof Let Tρ be a T
n-orbit in XΣ contained in ϕ
−1
Σ (H∞). Note that ϕΣ(Tρ) is contained in XΣ ∩H∞, and
the morphism Tρ −→ ϕΣ(Tρ) is smooth. Let ϕΣ,S := ϕΣ × idS . The restriction of ϕ∗Σ,S(sγ) to Tρ × S is not 0,
and the 0-divisor of ϕ∗Σ,S(sγ)|Tρ×S is smooth. Then, the claims of the lemma are easy to see.
Any element s ∈ H0(Pm,O(1)) determines a morphism γs from the one-point set to H0(Pm,O(1)).
Definition 6.10 We say that s is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA if γs is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA in the
sense of Definition 6.5.
It is standard that there exist non-empty Zariski open subsets U ⊂ H0(Pm,OPm(1)) such that any s ∈ U is
non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. Let U regA be the union of such open subsets.
6.1.4 Basic examples of non-degenerate family of sections
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 6.11 A holomorphic map γ : S −→ U regA is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA.
Note that even if γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA, the image of γ is not necessarily
contained in U regA . The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 6.12 Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be a holomorphic map. Let Φγ : Hγ −→ Pm be the induced
morphism, i.e., the composite of the inclusion Hγ −→ Pm × S and the projection Pm × S −→ Pm. Suppose
that Hγ is a smooth hypersurface, and that any critical value of Φγ is not contained in XA ∩H∞. Then, γ is
non-degenerate at ∞ for XA.
Example 6.13 We set W :=
{∑m
i=1 αizi
} ⊂ H0(Pm,O(1)). Then, the inclusion ι : W −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) is
non-degenerate at ∞ for XA for any A.
Indeed, we set H˜ι ⊂
(
Cm+1 \ {(0, . . . , 0)}) ×W := {(z0, . . . , zm;α1, . . . , αm) ∣∣∣ ∑mi=1 αizi = 0}. Then, H˜ι
is clearly smooth. Because Hι is the quotient of H˜ι by the natural free C
∗-action, Hι is also smooth. Let
H˜ι −→ Cm+1 \ {(0, . . . , 0)} be the projection. Then, the critical values are {(z0, 0, . . . , 0) | z0 ∈ C∗}. Hence, the
set of the critical values of Φι : Hι −→ Pm is {[1 : 0 : · · · : 0]}. Then, by Lemma 6.12, we obtain that ι is
non-degenerate.
SetW ∗ :=
{∑m
i=1 αizi
∣∣αi ∈ C∗}. We have the action of T n onW ∗ by t ·(α1, . . . , αm) = (ta1α1, . . . , tamαm).
The action is free because A generates Zn. Let q :W ∗ −→W ∗/T n be the projection.
Lemma 6.14 Let γ : S −→ W ∗ be any holomorphic map such that q ◦ γ is submersive. Then, γ is non-
degenerate at ∞ for XA.
Proof Let σ be any face of Conv(A∪{0}) such that 0 6∈ σ. Take any (P, x) ∈ Hγ ⊂ Pm×S such that P ∈ XσA.
We have P ∈ Hγ(x). Let ∆ǫ :=
{
z ∈ C ∣∣ |z| < ǫ} for ǫ > 0. For any holomorphic map g : ∆ǫ −→ W ∗, we
have the family of hyperplanes Hg ⊂ Pm × ∆ǫ, and we obtain the induced map Φg : Hg −→ Pm. Because
P 6= [1 : 0 : · · · : 0], we can find a holomorphic map g0 : ∆ −→ W ∗ such that (i) g0(0) = γ(x), (ii) the tangent
map of Φg0 at (P, 0) is an isomorphism. For some 0 < ǫ
′ < ǫ, we can find holomorphic maps g1 : ∆ǫ′ −→ S and
h1 : ∆ǫ′ −→ T n such that (i) g1(0) = x, (ii) h1(0) = 1, (iii) γ ◦ g1(x) = h1(x) · g0(x) for x ∈ ∆ǫ′ . Then, it is
easy to see that the tangent map of Φγ at (P, x) is surjective.
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Example 6.15 Let r : W ∗/T n −→ W ∗ be any section of q. Then, the induced morphism r : W ∗/T n −→
H0
(
Pm,O(1)) is non-degenerate.
6.1.5 D-modules associated to non-degenerate families of sections
Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be any holomorphic map. Suppose that γ is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. We
have the D-modules L⋆(A, S, γ) on Pm × S. We set H∞,S := H∞ × S.
Lemma 6.16 We naturally have L⋆(A, S, γ)(∗H∞,S) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ) (⋆ = ∗, !).
Proof For a desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA, we obtain the D-modules L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S). Because Fγ,Σ is
non-degenerate along DΣ,S , we have
L⋆(A, S, γ)(∗H∞,S) ≃ ϕ0Σ,S+
(
L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)
(∗(Fγ,Σ)∞)) ≃ ϕ0Σ,S+(L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ).
Thus, we are done.
Let KA,S,γ and CA,S,γ denote the kernel and the cokernel of L!(A, S, γ) −→ L∗(A, S, γ).
Corollary 6.17 We have M(∗H∞,S) ≃M for the D-modules M = KA,S,γ , CA,S,γ , Lmin(A, S, γ).
Proposition 6.18 We have πi+M = 0 (i 6= 0) for the D-modules
M = L⋆(A, S, γ) (⋆ = ∗, !), Lmin(A, S, γ),KA,S,γ, CA,S,γ .
Proof Let us prove πi+L⋆(A, S, γ) = 0 (i 6= 0). By using the duality, it is enough to prove that πi+L⋆(A, S, γ) =
0 for i > 0 and for ∗, !. By Lemma 6.16, we have Rjπ∗
(
L⋆(A, S, γ) ⊗ ΩiPm
)
= 0 for any j > 0 and any i. By
using the expression
πj+L⋆(A, S, γ) ≃ RjπΣ∗
(
Ω•+m
Pm×S/S ⊗ L⋆(A, S, γ)
)
,
we obtain the claim.
Let us prove the vanishings forKA,S,γ, CA,S,γ and Lmin(A, S, γ). By Corollary 6.17, we obtain πi+KA,S,γ = 0,
πi+CA,S,γ = 0 and π
i
+Lmin(A, S, γ) = 0 for i > 0. Let −γ : S −→ H0
(
Pm,O(1)) denote the composite of γ and
the multiplication of −1 on H0(Pm,O(1)). We naturally have DKA,S,γ ≃ CA,S,−γ , DCA,S,γ ≃ KA,S,−γ, and
DLmin(A, S, γ) ≃ Lmin(A, S,−γ). Then, we obtain πi+KA,S,γ = 0, πi+CA,S,γ = 0 and πi+Lmin(A, S, γ) = 0 for
i < 0.
Corollary 6.19 The following are exact sequences:
0 −→ π0+KA,S,γ −→ π0+L!(A, S, γ) −→ π0+Lmin(A, S, γ) −→ 0
0 −→ π0+Lmin(A, S, γ) −→ π0+L∗(A, S, γ) −→ π0+CA,S,γ −→ 0
In particular, π0+Lmin(A, S, γ) is isomorphic to the image of π0+L!(A, S, γ) −→ π0+L∗(A, S, γ).
Corollary 6.20 For any desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA, we have πiΣ+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) = 0 for i 6= 0.
Corollary 6.21 Suppose that γ satisfies the stronger condition that γ(S) ⊂ U regA . Then, the D-modules
π0+L⋆(A, S, γ), π0+Lmin(A, S, γ), π0+KA,S,γ and π0+CA,S,γ are locally free OS-modules with a flat connection.
Proof We obtain the claims for π0+L⋆(A, S, γ) from Corollary 2.18 and the isomorphisms (107). Then, the
claims for the others follows.
Suppose moreover that 0 is an interior point of Conv(A). In this case, we have L!(A, S, γ) ≃ Lmin(A, S, γ) ≃
L∗(A, S, γ), which is denoted by L(A, S, γ). We have πi+L(A, S, γ) = 0 for i 6= 0. For a desingularization
ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA, we have the D-module L(FΣ,γ) = L!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) = L∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S). We have the following
corollary as a special case.
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Corollary 6.22 If 0 is an interior point of Conv(A), we have πiΣ+L(Fγ,Σ) = 0 for i 6= 0. We naturally have
π0Σ+L(Fγ,Σ) ≃ π0+L(A, S, γ).
Example 6.23 The D-modules associated to the non-degenerate section in Example 6.13 are called the GKZ-
hypergeometric systems. The D-modules associated to the non-degenerate sections in Example 6.15 are called
the reduced GKZ-hypergeometric systems. Note that it is independent of the choice of a section, according to
Lemma 6.3.
6.1.6 De Rham complexes
Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be a holomorphic map which is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. Take a toric
desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA.
Proposition 6.24 If 0 is contained in the interior part of Conv(A), we have the following natural isomorphism
for L(Fγ,Σ) = L!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) = L∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S):
π0Σ+
(
L(Fγ,Σ)
) ≃ RnπΣ∗(Ω•XΣ,S/S(∗DΣ,S), d+ dFγ,Σ) (109)
If γ is algebraic, it means π0+
(
L(A, S, γ)) ≃ Rnπ∗(Ω•Tn×S/S, d+ dFγ).
If 0 is a boundary point of Conv(A ∪ {0}), we have the following isomorphisms:
π0Σ+L∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ RnπΣ∗
(
Ω•XΣ,S/S(logDΣ,S)(∗(Fγ,Σ)∞), d+ dFγ,Σ
)
(110)
π0Σ+L!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ RnπΣ∗
(
Ω•XΣ,S/S(logDΣ,S)(−DΣ,S)(∗(Fγ,Σ)∞), d+ dFγ,Σ
)
(111)
Proof We immediately (109) from L(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃
(OXΣ,S (∗DΣ,S), d + dFγ,Σ). By applying the arguments
in §2.2.6 and §2.2.7, we obtain (110) and (111).
Let ϕˇA : XˇA −→ XA denote the normalization of XA, which is the normal toric variety. Let us rewrite
(110) and (111) in terms of XˇA. We put DˇA := XˇA \ T n. We also set DˇA,∞ := ϕˇ−1A (XA ∩H∞).
Let Ωi
XˇA
(log DˇA) denote the sheaf of logarithmic i-forms (XˇA, DˇA) as in [3]. Let Ω
i
XˇA,DˇA
denote the sheaf of
i-forms onXA whose restrictions to each stratum of DˇA is 0 as in [8]. Let Ω
•
XˇA×S/S
(log DˇA,S) and Ω
•
(XˇA,DˇA)×S/S
denote the pull back of Ω•
XˇA
(log DˇA) and Ω
•
(XˇA,DˇA)
by the projection XˇA × S −→ XˇA, respectively.
Proposition 6.25 We have the following isomorphisms:
π0+L∗(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω•
XˇA×S/S
(log DˇA,S)(∗DˇA,∞,S), d+ dFγ
)
(112)
π0+L!(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω•
(XˇA,DˇA)×S/S
(∗DˇA,∞,S), d+ dFγ
)
(113)
Proof According to [3, Lemma 6.1], we have
RϕΣ∗Ω
i
XΣ(logDΣ) ≃ ΩiXˇA(log DˇA). (114)
For a smooth toric variety XΣ, we have Ω
i
XΣ,DΣ
≃ ΩiXΣ(logDΣ)(−DΣ). According to [8, Proposition 1.8], we
have
RϕΣ∗Ω
i
XΣ(logDΣ)(−DΣ) ≃ ΩiXˇA,DˇA . (115)
Then, we obtain (112) and (113) from (110) and (111).
In the algebraic setting, we set XaffA := XA \H∞. Let ϕˇaff : Xˇaff −→ Xaff denote the normalization. Let
DˇaffA := Xˇ
aff
A \ T n. We obtain the following similarly.
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Proposition 6.26 We have the following isomorphisms:
π0+L∗(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω•
XˇaffA,S/S
(log DˇaffA,S), d+ dFγ
)
(116)
π0+L!(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω•
(XˇaffA,S ,Dˇ
aff
A,S)/S
, d+ dFγ
)
(117)
Remark 6.27 In the case of Example 6.13, by using Proposition E.4, we can describe (116) and (117) as the
D-modules associated to better behaved GKZ-systems in [5].
6.2 Mixed twistor D-modules
6.2.1 Mixed twistor D-modules associated to families of Laurent polynomials
We use the notation in §6.1. Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be a holomorphic map. We take a toric desingular-
ization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA. Let dS := dimS. We have the integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)
(⋆ = ∗, !) with real structure on XΣ × S:
T∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) =
(
λn+dSL!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S),L∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S), C∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)
)
.
T!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) =
(
λn+dSL∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S),L!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S), C!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)
)
.
The weight filtration is denoted by W . The image of T!(A, S, γ) −→ T∗(A, S, γ) is denoted by Tmin(A, S, γ).
On Pm × S, we obtain the R˜Pm×S-modules L⋆(A, S, γ) := ϕ0Σ,S+L⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) and the integrable mixed
twistor D-modules with induced real structure T⋆(A, S, γ) := ϕ0Σ,S+T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S):
T∗(A, S, γ) =
(
λn+dSL!(A, S, γ),L∗(A, S, γ), C∗(A, S, γ)
)
T!(A, S, γ) =
(
λn+dSL∗(Fγ , DA,S),L!(Fγ , DA,S), C!(A, S, γ)
)
Here, C⋆(A, S, γ) (⋆ = ∗, !) are obtained as the push-forward of C⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S). They are twistor enhancement of
L⋆(A, S, γ). As in the case of D-modules (§6.1.2), they are independent of the choice of a toric desingularization.
We also obtain integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure πi†
(T⋆(A, S, γ)) (⋆ = ∗, !) on S which
are naturally isomorphic to πiΣ†
(T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)).
Remark 6.28 Let XΣ1 be any n-dimensional smooth toric variety with a fixed inclusion T
n ⊂ XΣ1 . We have
the meromorphic function Fγ,Σ1 on (XΣ1,S , DΣ1,S) associated to the family of Laurent polynomials Fγ . We have
the associated integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(Fγ,Σ1 , DΣ1,S). As in the case of D-modules, we naturally
have πiΣ1†T⋆(Fγ,Σ1 , DΣ1,S) ≃ πi†T⋆(A, S, γ).
6.2.2 Non-degenerate family of sections
Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,OPm(1)) be a holomorphic map which is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA.
Proposition 6.29 We naturally have L⋆(A, S, γ)(∗H∞,S) ≃ L⋆(A, S, γ).
Proof We obtain the claim by using the argument in Lemma 6.16 together with Corollary 3.12 and Proposition
3.13.
Let KA,S,γ and CA,S,γ denote the kernel and the cokernel of T!(A, S, γ) −→ T∗(A, S, γ).
Corollary 6.30 Let M be the R˜Pm×S-modules underlying KA,S,γ, CA,S,γ or Tmin(A, S, γ). Then, we have
M(∗H∞,S) ≃M.
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We obtain the following from Proposition 6.18.
Proposition 6.31 We have πi+T = 0 (i 6= 0) for the integrable mixed twistor D-modules for T = T⋆(A, S, γ)
(⋆ = ∗, !) Tmin(A, S, γ), KA,S,γ, and CA,S,γ.
We obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.32 We have the following exact sequences of integrable mixed twistor D-modules on S:
0 −→ π0+KA,S,γ −→ π0+T!(A, S, γ) −→ π0+Tmin(A, S, γ) −→ 0
0 −→ π0+Tmin(A, S, γ) −→ π0+T∗(A, S, γ) −→ π0+CA,S,γ −→ 0
As a result, the image of the morphism π0+T!(A, S, γ) −→ π0+T∗(A, S, γ) is naturally isomorphic to the integrable
pure twistor D-module π0+Tmin(A, S, γ). Moreover, we have
GrWn+dS π
0
†T!(A, S, γ) ≃ π0†Tmin(A, S, γ) ≃ GrWn+dS π0†T∗(A, S, γ).
Corollary 6.33 For any desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA, we have πiΣ†
(T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)) = 0 (i 6= 0).
6.2.3 Descriptions in terms of the de Rham complexes
Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,OPm(1)) be a morphism which is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. We give descriptions of
the R˜-modules π0†L⋆(A, S, γ). We use the notation in §3.2.4 and §6.1.6.
Proposition 6.34 Take a toric desingularization γ : XΣ −→ XA. If 0 is an interior point of Conv(A), we
have
π0Σ†
(L(Fγ,Σ)) ≃ RnπΣ∗(Ω•XΣ,S/S(∗DΣ,S), d+ λ−1dFγ,Σ).
If moreover γ is algebraic, it means π0†
(L(Fγ)) ≃ Rnπ∗(Ω•Tn×S/S , d+ λ−1dFγ).
If 0 is a boundary point of Conv(A ∪ {0}), we have the following natural isomorphisms:
π0Σ†L∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ RnπΣ∗
(
Ω
•
XΣ,S/S(logDΣ,S)(∗(Fγ,Σ)∞), d+ λ−1dFγ,Σ
)
(118)
π0Σ†L!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃ RnπΣ∗
(
Ω
•
XΣ,S/S(logDΣ,S)(−DΣ,S)(∗(Fγ,Σ)∞), d+ λ−1dFγ,Σ
)
(119)
Proof They are the special cases of the isomorphisms given in §3.2.4.
Let q : Cλ × XˇA × S −→ XˇA be the projection. Let ΩiXˇA,S/S(log DˇA,S) denote λ−iq∗ΩiXˇA(log DˇA). Let
Ω
i
XˇA,DˇA denote λ
−iq∗Ωi
XˇA,DˇA
.
Proposition 6.35 We have the following natural isomorphisms:
π0†L∗(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
XˇA×S/S(log DˇA,S)(∗DˇA,∞,S), d+ λ−1dFγ
)
(120)
π0†L!(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
(XˇA,DˇA)×S/S(∗DˇA,∞,S), d+ λ−1dFγ
)
(121)
In the algebraic setting, we have the following isomorphisms:
π0†L∗(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
XˇaffA ×S/S
(log DˇaffA,S), d+ λ
−1dFγ
)
(122)
π0†L!(A, S, γ) ≃ Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )×S/S
, d+ λ−1dFγ
)
(123)
Proof We obtain the isomorphisms from Proposition 6.34 with the isomorphisms (114) and (115).
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Corollary 6.36 The image of the natural morphism
Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )×S/S
, d+ λ−1dFγ
)
−→ Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
XˇaffA ×S/S
(log DˇaffA,S), d+ λ
−1dFγ
)
(124)
underlies a pure twistor D-module.
Let U regA ⊂ H0(Pm,O(1)) be the open subset as in §6.1.3. Suppose that the image of γ is contained in
U regA . In this case, π
0
†
(L⋆(A, S, γ)) are locally free OCλ×S-modules. Let π0†(L⋆(A, S, γ))∨ be the dual as OCλ×S-
modules, which are naturally equipped with the meromorphic connection. They are naturally isomorphic to
λ−dSDπ0†
(L⋆(A, S, γ)) up to signatures. The real structure of π†T!(A, S, γ) gives
π0†L!(A, S, γ) ≃ j∗Dπ0†
(
λn+dSL∗(A, S, γ)
) ≃ λ−n−dS j∗Dπ0†L∗(A, S, γ) ≃ λ−n(j∗π0†L∗(A, S, γ))∨
Corollary 6.37 π0†L!(A, S, γ) is naturally identified with λ−nj∗Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
XˇaffA ×S/S
(log DˇaffA,S), d+λ
−1dFγ
)∨
. The
image of the natural morphism
λ−nj∗Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
XˇaffA ×S/S
(log DˇaffA,S), d+ λ
−1dFγ
)∨
−→ Rnπ∗
(
Ω
•
XˇaffA ×S/S
(log DˇaffA,S), d+ λ
−1dFγ
)
underlies an integrable pure twistor D-module.
Remark 6.38 If S and γ are as in Example 6.13, we can describe (122) and (123) in terms of systems of
differential equations as in §E.2.
6.2.4 Graded polarizations
Let A = {a1, . . . ,am} and a0 := (0, . . . , 0). Let γ : S −→ H0
(
Pm,O(1)) be a morphism which is non-degenerate
at ∞ for XA. We obtain the family of Laurent polynomials
Fγ(x, t) =
m∑
i=0
γi(x)t
ai
Take b ∈ Zn such that 0 is contained in the interior part of Conv(A ∪ {b}). It gives a monomial tb. We
shall observe that the mixed twistor D-modules π0†T (A, S, γ) are equipped with graded sesqui-linear dualities
depending on the choice of b.
Let ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA be a toric desingularization. We have the meromorphic function tbΣ on (XΣ, DΣ)
induced by tb. We also have the meromorphic functions Fγ,Σ and t
b
Σ,S on (XΣ,S , DΣ,S) induced by Fγ and t
b.
Lemma 6.39 Suppose that |(tbΣ)0| ∩ |(tbΣ)∞| = ∅. Then, the other conditions in Lemma 2.19 are satisfied for
g = Fγ,Σ and f = t
b
Σ,S .
Proof By the non-degeneracy assumption on γ, Fγ,Σ is non-degenerate along DΣ,S . We clearly have |(tbΣ,S)0|∪
|(tbΣ,S)∞| ⊂ DΣ,S . It is enough to prove that DΣ,S =
∣∣(tbΣ,S)∞∣∣ ∪ ∣∣(Fγ,Σ)∞∣∣.
We set am+1 := b and A˜ := A∪ {am+1}. We set S˜ := S ×Cτ . We can naturally regard H0
(
Pm+1,O(1)) =
H0
(
Pm,O(1)) × (C · zm+1). We consider the morphism γ˜ := γ × id : S˜ −→ H0(Pm+1,O(1)). It is enough
to prove that Fγ˜(x, τ, t) = Fγ(x, t) + τt
b
Σ,S is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA˜. Let σ be any face of Conv(A˜). If
b 6∈ σ, then σ is a face of Conv(A ∪ {0}) such that 0 6∈ σ. Hence, we have (dFγ˜,σ)−1(0) = (dFγ,σ)−1(0) = ∅ by
applying Lemma 6.7 to A. If b ∈ σ, then ∂τFγ˜,σ = tbΣ,S is nowhere vanishing. Thus, we obtain the claim of the
lemma.
We have the canonical polarization
(
(−1)n+dS , (−1)n+dS) on the pure twistor D-module T (Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) of
weight n+ dS on XΣ,S , which we denote by Sγ,Σ. By Lemma 6.39, we have
T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) = T (Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S)[⋆(tbΣ,S)∞].
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As explained in §4.2.1, we have the induced graded polarization Sγ,Σ[⋆(tbΣ,S)∞] on T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S), which we
denote by Sγ,Σ,⋆,b. By Corollary 5.3, Condition (A) holds for the projection πΣ and the mixed twistorD-modules
T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) with Sγ,Σ,⋆,b, and we obtain the graded polarization
[
π0Σ†Sγ,Σ,⋆,b
]
on π0Σ†T⋆(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) ≃
π0†T⋆(A, S, γ). We obtain the following lemma from Corollary 5.4.
Lemma 6.40 The graded polarizations
[
π0Σ†Sγ,Σ,⋆,b
]
on π0†T⋆(A, S, γ) are independent of the choice of a toric
desingularization ϕΣ. We denote them by S⋆(A, S, γ, b).
If 0 is contained in the interior part of Conv(A), then π0†T⋆(A, S, γ) is pure, and S⋆(A, S, γ, b) is equal to
π0†Sγ,Σ for any toric desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA.
6.2.5 The smooth part and the induced graded pairings
Recall that we have the open subset U regA in H
0
(
Pm,OPm(1)
)
. (See §6.1.3.) For any γ : S −→ H0(Pm,OPm(1)),
we set Sreg := γ−1(U regA ).
Proposition 6.41 Let M be the RS-modules underlying π0†T for T = T⋆(A, S, γ) (⋆ = ∗, !,min), KA,S,γ and
CA,S,γ. Then, M|Sreg is a locally free OCλ×Sreg -module. In particular, the mixed twistor D-module π0†T|Sreg
comes from a graded polarizable variation of mixed twistor structure on Sreg. It is admissible along S \ Sreg.
Proof It follows from Corollary 6.21 and the general property of mixed twistor D-modules.
Corollary 6.42 The restriction of (118) and (119) to Sreg are locally free OCλ×Sreg -modules. Equivalently, the
restriction of (120), (121), (122) and (123) to Sreg are locally free OCλ×Sreg -modules. The restriction of the
image of (124) to Sreg is also an OCλ×Sreg -module.
Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,OPm(1)) be a morphism which is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. Suppose that (i)
Sreg 6= ∅, (ii) we are given a hypersurface Y which contains S \Sreg. Take b ∈ Zn such that 0 is an interior point
of Conv(A ∪ {b}). We have the mixed twistor D-modules π0†T⋆(A, S, γ) with the induced graded polarization
S⋆(A, S, γ, b) on S. They are also equipped with the natural real structure. We set
V⋆(A, S, γ) := π0†L⋆(A, S, γ)(∗Y ).
We obtain the filtration W˜ and the graded pairing P⋆(A, S, γ, b) =
(
P⋆(A, S, γ, b)k
∣∣ k ∈ Z) by the procedure
in §B.2.3. We explain it in this situation. The R-modules π0†L⋆(A, S, γ) are equipped with the filtration W
underlying the weight filtration of π0†T⋆(A, S, γ). We set
W˜kV⋆(A, S, γ) :=
(
Wk+dSπ
0
†L⋆(A, S, γ)
)
(∗Y )
The polarization and the real structure of GrWk+dS π
0
†T⋆(A, S, γ) induce a pairing P⋆(A, S, γ)k of weight k on
GrW˜k V⋆(A, S, γ). Thus, we obtain a graded pairing P⋆(A, S, γ) =
(
P⋆(A, S, γ)k
∣∣ k ∈ Z) on (V⋆(A, S, γ), W˜ ). In
this way, we obtain mixed TEP-structures
(V⋆(A, S, γ), W˜ , P⋆(A, S, γ)).
6.2.6 Algebraicity
Let Z be any smooth complex quasi-projective variety. An integrable mixed twistor D-module (T ,W ) on Z is
called algebraic if the following holds:
• Let Z be a smooth projective manifold with an open immersion Z −→ Z. Then, there exists an integrable
mixed twistor D-module T ′ on Z such that T ′|Z = T .
We also have the notion of the algebraicity of the underlying R˜-modules of integrable mixed twistor D-
modules. Let DaCλ×Z denote the sheaf of algebraic linear differential operators on Cλ × Z. Let ΘaZ denote the
algebraic tangent sheaf of Z. Let p : Cλ × Z −→ Z denote the projection. Let R˜aZ ⊂ DaCλ×Z denote the sheaf
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of subalgebras generated by λ · p∗ΘZ and λ2∂λ over OCλ×Z . We say that an R˜Z -moduleM is algebraic if there
exists an R˜aZ -module Ma such that M is isomorphic to the analytification of Ma.
We naturally regardH0
(
Pm,O(1)) as a quasi-projective variety. Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be an algebraic
morphism of smooth quasi-projective varieties.
Proposition 6.43
• The integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(A, S, γ) and πi†T⋆(A, S, γ) are algebraic. The underlying R˜-
modules of T⋆(A, S, γ) and πi†T⋆(A, S, γ) are algebraic.
• For any toric desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA, the integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(Fγ,S , DΣ,S)
are algebraic. The underlying R˜-modules of T⋆(Fγ,S , DΣ,S) are algebraic.
Proof The claims for T⋆(Fγ,S , DΣ,S) is clear. Then, we obtain the claims for the others by construction.
6.3 Description as a specialization
6.3.1 D-modules
Let A = {a1, . . . ,am} ⊂ Zn be a finite subset which generates Zn. We take am+1 ∈ Zn such that 0 is contained
in Conv(A˜), where A˜ := A∪ {am+1}. Let us compare the D-modules associated to A and A˜.
We identify Pm with the subspace of Pm+1 determined by zm+1 = 0. We naturally regardH
0
(
Pm+1,O(1)) =
H0
(
Pm,O(1))× C · zm+1.
Let γ : S −→ H0(Pm,O(1)) be a morphism which is non-degenerate at∞ for XA. We set S˜ := S×Cτ . We
have the induced map γ˜ = γ×id : S˜ −→ H0(Pm+1,O(1)) given by γ˜(x, τ) = γ(x)+τzm+1. Let π : Pm×S −→ S
and π˜ : Pm+1× S˜ −→ S˜ denote the projections. We have the following proposition on the associated D-modules.
Proposition 6.44
• We have L∗(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ L!(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ Lmin(A˜, S˜, γ˜). We also have π˜i+L⋆(A˜, S˜, γ˜) = 0 for i 6= 0.
• Let ι : S −→ S˜ be the inclusion induced by {0} −→ C. The kernel and the cokernel of the morphism
π˜0+Lmin(A˜, S˜, γ˜)(!τ) −→ π˜0+Lmin(A˜, S˜, γ˜)(∗τ)
are naturally isomorphic to ι+π
0
+L!
(A, S, γ) and ι+π0+L∗(A, S, γ), respectively.
Proof Let ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA˜ be a toric desingularization. We may assume to have a toric morphism ϕΣ,A :
XΣ −→ XA which is a desingularization. For the meromorphic function f = tam+1 on XΣ, we may assume
|(f)0| ∩ |(f)∞| = ∅.
We have FS˜,γ˜ = FS,γ + τt
am+1 . We can check that the assumption in Lemma 2.19 is satisfied for FS,γ
and tam+1 . (See §6.2.4.) Hence, we have the purity of FS˜,γ˜ on (XΣ,S˜ , DΣ,S˜). Let π˜Σ : XΣ,S˜ −→ S˜ be the
projection. By using Proposition 2.4, we obtain π˜iΣ+L(FS˜,γ˜ , DΣ,S˜) = 0 for i 6= 0. Thus, we obtain the first
claim of Proposition 6.44.
Let ι1 : XΣ,S −→ XΣ,S˜ denote the inclusion induced by {0} −→ C. According to Proposition 2.31, the
kernel and the cokernel of the morphism L(FS˜,γ˜ , DΣ,S˜)(!τ) −→ L(FS˜,γ˜ , DΣ,S˜)(∗τ) are naturally isomorphic to
ι1+L!
(
FS,γ , DΣ,S
)
and ι1+L∗
(
FS,γ , DΣ,S
)
, respectively.
Let πΣ : XΣ×S −→ S be the projection. By Proposition 6.18, we have πiΣL⋆(FS,γ , DΣ,S) = 0 for i 6= 0. We
also have the vanishing in the first claim. Then, we obtain the second claim of Proposition 6.44.
We have the canonical nilpotent map N on ψτ π˜
0
+L∗(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ ψτ π˜0+L!(A˜, S˜, γ˜) induced by t∂t.
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Corollary 6.45 We have the following commutative diagram:
KerN −−−−→ CokN
≃
y ≃y
π0+L!(A, S, γ) −−−−→ π0+L∗(A, S, γ).
The lower horizontal arrow is the natural morphism.
Proof It follows from Proposition 2.40.
6.3.2 Graded polarized mixed twistor D-modules
We continue to use the setting in §6.3.1, and we consider the associated mixed twistor D-modules. Let us show
the relations between the mixed twistor D-modules associated (A, S, γ) and (A˜, S˜, γ˜), although we have already
used it in §6.2.4 implicitly.
Proposition 6.46
• We have T!(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ T∗(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ Tmin(A˜, S˜, γ˜), and π˜i†Tmin(A˜, S˜, γ˜) = 0 for i 6= 0.
• Let K(A˜, S˜, γ˜) and C(A˜, S˜, γ˜) denote the kernel and the cokernel of the following morphism of the mixed
twistor D-modules:
π˜0†T∗(A˜, S˜, γ˜)[!τ ] −→ π˜0†T∗(A˜, S˜, γ˜)[∗τ ].
Then, we have the following natural isomorphisms:
K(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ ι†π0†T!(A, S, γ), C(A˜, S˜, γ˜) ≃ ι†π0†T∗(A, S, γ)⊗T (−1).
The isomorphisms are compatible with the real structures.
Proof We obtain the first claim from Proposition 6.44. As in the proof of Proposition 6.44, by using the van-
ishing of the cohomology in Proposition 6.31 and the first claim of this proposition, we obtain the isomorphisms
from Proposition 3.25. We can easily compare the real structures by using Proposition 3.18.
On one hand, we have the graded polarizations S⋆(A, S, γ,am+1) on π0†T⋆(A, S, γ) as explained in §6.2.4.
They induce graded sesqui-linear dualities on ι†π
0
†T!(A, S, γ) and ι†π0†T∗(A, S, γ)⊗ T (−1). On the other hand,
as explained in §6.2.4, the pure twistor D-module π0†Tmin(A˜, S˜, γ˜) is equipped with the induced polarization. It
induces the graded polarizations SK and SC of K(A˜, S˜, γ˜) and C(A˜, S˜, γ˜), as explained in §4.2.1.
Proposition 6.47 The isomorphisms in Proposition 6.46 are compatible with the graded polarizations.
Proof We use the notation in the proof of Proposition 6.44. Let K1 and C1 be the kernel and the cokernel of the
morphism of the mixed twistor D-modules T!(Fγ˜,Σ, DΣ,S˜) −→ T∗(Fγ˜,Σ, DΣ,S˜). According to Proposition 5.2, the
isomorphisms K1 ≃ ι1†T!(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) and C1 ≃ ι1†T∗(Fγ,Σ, DΣ,S) are compatible with the graded sesqui-linear
dualities. Then, the claims of the propositions follow from Corollary 4.10 and the construction of the graded
polarizations.
Let N : ψ˜τ,−δπ˜0†T (A˜, S˜, γ˜)⊗U(−1, 0) −→ ψ˜τ,−δπ˜0†T (A˜, S˜, γ˜)⊗U(0,−1) be the morphism given by the pair
(−t∂t,−t∂t).
Corollary 6.48 We have the following commutative diagram:
Ker(N ) −−−−→ Cok(N )⊗T (1)
≃
y ≃y
π0†T!(A, S, γ) −−−−→ π0†T∗(A, S, γ)
(125)
The horizontal arrows are the natural morphisms.
Proof Because ι† Cok(N ) and ι†Ker(N ) are naturally isomorphic to C(A˜, S˜, γ˜) and K(A˜, S˜, γ˜), we obtain the
vertical isomorphisms in (125) from Proposition 6.47. The commutativity of the diagram follows from Corollary
6.45.
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6.3.3 The induced mixed TEP-structures
We set V := π˜0†L(A˜, S˜, γ˜)(∗τ). Let λN : ψτ,−δ(V) −→ ψτ,−δ(V) be the morphism induced by λτ∂τ . We restate
the result in §B.3 in this situation.
Assumption 6.49 V is regular singular along τ = 0. There exists an open subset B˜ in S˜ such that V|B˜ is a
locally free O
Cλ×B˜
(∗τ)-module.
We set B := ι−1(B˜) which is an open subset in S. Under the assumption Cok(λN)|B is a locally free
OCλ×B-module. We also have the pairing PA˜ of weight n on V|B˜ induced by the real structure and the
polarization of π˜0†T (A˜, S˜, γ˜). By the procedure in §B.1.3, we have the weight filtration W˜ (1) and the graded
pairing (P
(1)
A˜,k
| k ∈ Z) on Cok(λN)|B and Ker(λN)|B.
Note that Cok(λN) is the underlying R-module of Cok(N ) ⊗ T (1) ≃ π0†T∗(A, S, γ), i.e., Cok(λN) is iso-
morphic to π0†L∗(A, S, γ). As explained in §6.2.5, we obtain the weight filtration W˜ (2) and the graded pairing
(P
(2)
A˜,k
| k ∈ Z) on Cok(λN)|B from the real structure and the graded polarization of π0†T (A, S, γ). Similarly,
Ker(λN) is the underlying R-module of Ker(N ) ≃ π0†T!(A, S, γ), i.e., Ker(λN) is isomorphic to π0†L!(A, S, γ).
As explained in §6.2.5, we have the filtration W˜ (2) and the graded pairing (P (2)
A˜,k
| k ∈ Z) on Ker(λN).
Proposition 6.50 On Cok(λN) and Ker(λN), we have W˜ (1) = W˜ (2) and P
(1)
A˜,k
= P
(2)
A˜,k
for any k ∈ Z.
Proof It follows from Proposition B.6 and the isomorphisms Cok(N ) ⊗ T (1) ≃ π0†T∗(A, S, γ) and Ker(N ) ≃
π0†T!(A, S, γ) in Corollary 6.48.
6.4 A regular singular case
6.4.1 The D-modules
Let A = {a1, . . . ,am} be as in §6.1.1. Suppose that there exists α ∈ (Zn)∨ such that α(ai) = 1 for any ai ∈ A.
In [3], [30] and [61], the D-modules are described in terms of the Gauss-Manin connection for the relative
cohomology groups of some families. We review it in the language of D-modules, which fits to the theory of
mixed twistor D-modules.
With an appropriate choice of a frame of Zn, we may assume that ai = (bi, 1) ∈ Zn−1 × Z for each ai ∈ A.
Let B ⊂ Zn−1 denote the image of A via the projection of Zn−1 × Z −→ Zn−1. In other words, we have
A = {(b, 1) | b ∈ B}. For simplicity, we impose the following in this subsection.
Assumption 6.51 We assume that B generates Zn−1, and 0 is contained in the interior part of Conv(B).
Let XB denote the closure of the image of the morphism ψB : T
n−1 −→ Pm as in §6.1.1. We set W :={∑m
i=1 αizi
∣∣∣αi ∈ C} ⊂ H0(Pm,O(1)) = {∑mi=0 αizi}. We use the notation in §6.1.3.
Lemma 6.52 Let γ : S −→W be a morphism of complex manifolds. The following conditions are equivalent.
• γ is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA.
• If γ = ∑mi=1 γizi, the family of Laurent polynomials Fγ,B = ∑mi=1 γitbi is Conv(B)-regular in the sense
that F−1γ,B,σ(0) ∩ (dFγ,B,σ)−1(0) = ∅ for any face σ of Conv(B).
Proof We have the family of Laurent polynomials Fγ =
∑
γit
ai associated to A and γ. For any face σ of
B, we have the face σ(A) of A given by σ(A) := {(1, c) ∣∣ c ∈ σ}. We have Fγ,σ(A) = tnFγ,B,σ and dFγ,σ(A) =
tndFγ,B,σ+dtnFγ,B,σ. We have F
−1
γ,B,σ(0) = F
−1
γ,σ(A)(0) and (dFγ,σ(A))
−1(0) = F−1γ,B,σ(0)∩ (dFγ,B,σ)−1(0). Then,
the claim is clear.
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Let γ : S −→W be any holomorphic map. Let us study the D-modules L⋆(A, S, γ) and πi+
(
L⋆(A, S, γ)
)
. It
is convenient to consider a toric compactification which is different from that in §6.1. We set X ′B := XB × P1
which is naturally a toric variety. We take a toric desingularization ϕΣ0 : XΣ0 −→ XB. We naturally have a
fan Σ′0 such that XΣ′0 = XΣ0 × P1. We set ϕΣ′0 := ϕΣ0 × id : XΣ′0 −→ X ′B. Let ϕΣ′0,S denote the composite of
ϕΣ′0 × idS and the inclusion X ′B,S −→ Pm×P1×S. We have the meromorphic function Fγ,Σ′0 on (XΣ′0,S , DΣ′0,S)
determined by the family of Laurent polynomials Fγ . (See §6.1.2 for Fγ .) For ⋆ = ∗, !, we have the D-modules
L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) on XΣ′0,S . We set
L′⋆(B, S, γ) := ϕΣ′0,S+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S)
on Pm × P1 × S. It is easy to see that they are independent of the choice of a desingularization ϕΣ0 up to
natural isomorphisms. Let πB : P
m × P1 × S −→ S and πΣ′0 : XΣ′0,S −→ S denote the projections. We have the
natural isomorphisms πiB+L
′
⋆(B, S, γ) ≃ πiΣ′0+L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) for ⋆ = ∗, !.
Lemma 6.53 We have natural isomorphisms πiB+L
′
⋆(B, S, γ) ≃ πi+L⋆(A, S, γ).
Proof We take a toric desingularization ϕΣ1 : XΣ1 −→ XA. We may assume that we have a toric morphism
ρ : XΣ1 −→ XΣ′0 which is birational. We have natural isomorphisms ρ+L⋆(Fγ,Σ1 , DΣ1,S) ≃ L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S).
They induce the desired isomorphisms.
The family of Laurent polynomials Fγ is described as
Fγ = tnfγ , fγ :=
m∑
i=1
γit
bi .
Let Zfγ ⊂ XΣ0,S denote the zero set of fγ . Suppose that γ is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. As remarked in
Lemma 6.52, the family of Laurent polynomials fγ is Conv(B)-regular. According to Proposition 2.23, we have
π0+L∗(A, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ′0+L∗(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) ≃ π
0
Σ0+
(OXΣ0,S (!Zfγ )(∗DΣ0,S)). (126)
π0+L!(A, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ′0+L!(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) ≃ π
0
Σ0+
(OXΣ0,S (∗Zfγ )(!DΣ0,S)). (127)
We have πiΣ0+
(OXΣ0,S (!Zfγ )(∗DΣ0,S)) = 0 and πiΣ0+(OXΣ0,S (∗Zfγ )(!DΣ0,S)) = 0 for i 6= 0, which follow from
πiΣ+L⋆(A, S, γ) = 0 for i 6= 0.
If moreover the image of γ is contained in W ∩ U regA , the DS-modules (126) and (127) are flat bundles on
S. The fiber of (126) over s ∈ S is the relative cohomology group Hn−1(T n−1, Z◦fγ(s)) with C-coefficient, where
Z◦fγ(s) := Zfγ(s) ∩ T n−1. The fiber of (127) over s ∈ S is Hn−1(XΣ0 \ Zfγ(s) , DΣ0 \ Zfγ(s)).
Remark 6.54 Under the identification XΣ′0 = P
1
s×XΣ0 , as remarked in §2.4.5, (126) is also naturally isomor-
phic to π0Σ′0+
(OX′Σ0 ,S(!Zfγ+s)(∗DΣ′0)).
6.4.2 The mixed twistor D-modules
We continue to use the notation in §6.4.1. Suppose that γ is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. We have the mixed
twistor D-modules T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) (⋆ = ∗, !) on XΣ′0,S . We obtain the mixed twistor D-modules on Pm×P1×S:
T ′⋆ (B, S, γ) := ϕΣ′0,S†T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S)
They are independent of the choice of a toric desingularization ϕΣ0 : XΣ0 −→ XB. We have the natural
isomorphisms πiB†T ′⋆ (B, S, γ) ≃ πiΣ′0†T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) (⋆ = ∗, !). As in the case of D-modules, we have the
following.
Lemma 6.55 We have natural isomorphisms πiB†T ′⋆ (B, S, γ) ≃ πi†T⋆(A, S, γ) for ⋆ = ∗, !.
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Let L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) (⋆ = ∗, !) be the R-modules underlying T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) on XΣ′0,S . Set L′⋆(B, S, γ) :=
ϕ0Σ′0,S†
T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) on Pm × P1 × S, which underlie π0†T ′⋆ (B, S, γ). We consider the standard C∗-action on
P1 given by a · [y0 : y1] = [ay0 : y1]. It induces C∗-actions on XΣ′0,S and Pm × P1 × S.
Lemma 6.56 The R-modules L′⋆(B, S, γ) and L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) are C∗-homogeneous. (See §3.6.1 for the notion
of homogeneity.)
Proof We consider the C∗-action on T n given by a · (t1, . . . , tn−1, tn) = (t1, . . . , tn−1, atn). It induces a C∗-
action on XΣ′0,S . We have a
∗Fγ,Σ′0 = a · Fγ,Σ′0 . By Proposition 3.28, the R-modules L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) are
C∗-homogeneous. Then, we obtain that L′⋆(B, S, γ) are also C∗-homogeneous.
Let qB : P
m × P1 × S −→ Pm × S and qΣ0 : XΣ′0,S −→ XΣ0,S be the projections.
Corollary 6.57 The R-modules qB†L′⋆(B, S, γ) and qΣ0†L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) are C∗-homogeneous for the trivial
C∗-actions on Pm × S and XΣ0 × S. Hence, qB†T ′⋆ (B, S, γ) and qΣ0†T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) come from mixed Hodge
modules. In particular, the underlying D-modules are equipped with the good filtrations such that the analytifi-
cation of the Rees modules are isomorphic to qB†L′⋆(B, S, γ) and qΣ0†L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S).
Proof Because qB and qΣ0 are C
∗-equivariant, the first claim follows from Lemma 6.56. The second follows
from Theorem 3.35.
Corollary 6.58 The R-modules π0B†L′⋆(B, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ′0†L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) are C
∗-homogeneous for the trivial
C∗-actions on S. Hence, π0B†T ′⋆ (B, S, γ) come from mixed Hodge modules. In particular, the underlying D-
modules are equipped with the good filtrations such that the analytification of the Rees modules are isomorphic
to π0B†L′⋆(B, S, γ).
Proposition 6.59 Suppose that γ : S −→ W is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. Then, we have the following
natural isomorphisms of the integrable mixed twistor D-modules compatible with the real structure:
π0†T∗(A, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ0†
((UXΣ0,S (n+ dS ,−1))[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]). (128)
π0†T!(A, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ0†
((UXΣ0,S (n+ dS − 1, 0))[∗Zfγ ][!DΣ0,S ]). (129)
Proof We give an argument for (128). The other case is similar. According to Proposition 3.22, we have the
isomorphism of the integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure:
q0Σ0†T∗(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) ≃
(UXΣ0,S (n− 1 + dS , 0)⊗T (−1))[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]. (130)
Thus, we obtain the following isomorphisms:
π0†T∗(A, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ′0†T∗(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) ≃ π
0
Σ0†
((UXΣ0,S (n− 1 + dS , 0)⊗T (−1))[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]). (131)
Thus, we obtain the claim of the proposition.
LetM be the pure Hodge module on XΣ0,S of weight dimS+n−1, corresponding to the constant sheaf. Let
M(−1) be the (−1)-th Tate twist of M . We obtain the mixed Hodge module π0Σ0†M(−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ] which
induces the mixed twistor D-module in the right hand side of (128). We also have the mixed Hodge module
π0Σ0†M [∗Zfγ ][!DΣ0,S ].
Corollary 6.60 The Hodge filtrations of π0Σ0†M(−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S] and π0Σ0†M [∗Zfγ ][!DΣ0,S ] are equal to the
good filtrations in Corollary 6.58.
Let ι : Zfγ −→ XΣ0,S be the inclusion of the complex manifolds. We have the following natural morphisms
of integrable mixed twistor D-modules on S:
π0Σ0†UXΣ0,S (n+ dS − 1, 0)[∗Zfγ ][!DΣ0,S ]
a1−→ π0Σ0†ι†UZfγ (n+ dS − 1,−1)
a2−→ π0Σ0†UXΣ0,S (n+ dS ,−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S] (132)
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Proposition 6.61 We have π0Σ0†ι†UZfγ (n+ dS − 1,−1) = Im a1 ⊕Ker a2. We also have
GrWn+dS
(
π0Σ0†UXΣ0,S (n+ dS − 1, 0)[∗Zfγ ][!DΣ0,S ]
)
≃ Im a1
≃ GrWn+dS
(
π0Σ0†UXΣ0,S (n+ dS ,−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)
(133)
Proof According to Corollary 6.32, the morphism a2 ◦a1 induces an isomorphism of the weight (n+dS)-parts.
Hence, we obtain Im(a2) = Im(a2 ◦ a2), which implies the claims of the proposition.
6.4.3 Graded polarizations and induced pairings
Let b = (0,−1) ∈ Zn−1 × Z. Note that 0 is contained in the interior part of Conv(A ∪ {b}).
Let γ : S −→ W be a morphism which is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA. As explained in §6.2.4, we obtain
graded polarizations S⋆(A, S, γ, b) of π0†T⋆(A, S, γ). Suppose moreover that the image of γ is contained in
W ∩ U regA . Then, V ′⋆(B, S, γ) := π0Σ′0†L⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) are locally free OCλ×S-modules. Let W denote the
filtration of V ′⋆(B, S, γ) underlying the weight filtration of π0Σ′0†T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S). We set W˜kV
′
⋆(B, S, γ) :=
WdS+kV ′⋆(B, S, γ). Then, the polarization and the real structure of GrWdS+k π0Σ′0,†T⋆(Fγ,Σ′0 , DΣ′0,S) induce a
pairing P˜k of weight k on Gr
W˜
k V ′⋆(B, S, γ), as explained in §6.2.5. Let us give a description of the pairings P˜k
in the case ⋆ = ∗.
We have the following isomorphism:
V ′∗(B, S, γ) ≃ π0Σ0†OCλ×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ] (134)
Note that OCλ×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S] is equipped with the filtration W which underlies the weight filtration ofUXΣ0,S (n+ dS ,−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]. By using the spectral sequence, we have the following complex
π−1Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k+1
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S]
)
αk−→
π0Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)
βk−→
π1Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k−1
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)
, (135)
and the cohomology is isomorphic to GrW˜n+k V ′∗(B, S, γ). The real structure and the polarization of
π0Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k UXΣ0,S (n+ dS ,−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S]
induces a pairing P˜n+k of weight n + k on π0Σ0†GrWdS+n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)
. The pairing P˜n+k
induces the following isomorphism:
ΦP˜n+k : π
0
Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)
≃ λ−n−kπ0Σ0†GrWdS+n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)∨
As the dual of (135), we have the following:
π1Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k−1
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S]
)∨ β∨k−→
π0Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)∨ α∨k−→
π−1Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k+1
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)∨
(136)
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We obtain the subsheaf Kerβk ∩ Ker
(
α∨k ◦ ΦP˜n+k
)
in π0Σ0†Gr
W
dS+n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0,S [!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S ]
)
. Condi-
tion (A) for πΣ0 and UXΣ0,S (n + dS ,−1)[!Zfγ ][∗DΣ0,S] with the graded polarization implies that the induced
morphism
Kerβk ∩Ker
(
α∨k ◦ ΦP˜n+k
) −→ GrW˜n+k V ′∗(B, S, γ) (137)
is an epimorphism. The following proposition holds by the construction of P˜n+k.
Proposition 6.62 The pull back of P˜n+k by (137) is equal to the restriction of P˜n+k to Kerβk∩Ker
(
α∨k ◦ΦP˜n+k
)
.
In the sense of Proposition 6.62, a description of the complex (135) and the pairing P˜n+k gives a description
of P˜n+k.
A Hodge theoretic description of the pairings We shall give a Hodge theoretic description of (135) and
P˜n+k in the case where S is a point. According to Proposition B.10, it is enough to consider the case where S
is a point.
To simplify the description, we denote fγ by f , and the zero-set is denoted by Zf . We have the irreducible
decomposition DΣ0 =
⋃
i∈ΛDΣ0,i. For I ⊂ Λ, we set DΣ0,I :=
⋂
i∈I DΣ0,i. Formally, DΣ0,∅ := XΣ0 . Let
ιI : DΣ0,I −→ XΣ0 be the inclusion. Let Zf,I := Zf ∩ DΣ0,I which are also smooth. Let ιZf ,I denote the
inclusion Zf,I −→ XΣ0 .
We set Λ(k) :=
{
I ⊂ Λ ∣∣ |I| = Λ}. LetW be the filtration on λ−1OC×XΣ0 [!Zf ][∗DΣ0,I ] underlying the weight
filtration of the mixed Hodge module UXΣ0 (n,−1)[!Zf ][∗DΣ0 ]. We have the following natural isomorphism:
GrWn+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0 [!Zf ][∗DΣ0 ]
)
≃
⊕
I∈Λ(k−1)
ιI†
(
λ−kOC×DΣ0,I
)⊕ ⊕
I∈Λ(k)
ιZf ,I†
(
λ−k−1OC×Zf,I
)
Let F • be the Hodge filtration on H∗(DΣ0,I) which is a decreasing filtration. We set FjH
m(DΣ0,I) :=
F−jHm(DΣ0,I). Let RFH
m(DΣ0,I) be the Rees module:
RFH
m(DΣ0,I) =
∑
FjH
m(DΣ0,I)λ
j =
∑
F jHm(DΣ0,I)λ
−j
The associated OCλ-module is also denoted by the same notation. We have the following natural isomorphism:
πiΣ0†Gr
W
n+k
(
λ−1OC×XΣ0 [!Zf ][∗DΣ0 ]
)
≃⊕
I∈Λ(k−1)
λ−kRFH
n−k+i(DΣ0,I)⊕
⊕
I∈Λ(k)
λ−k−1RFH
n−2−k+i(Zf,I) (138)
We obtain the complex (135) by applying the Rees construction to the following exact sequence of pure Hodge
structures:⊕
I∈Λ(k)
Hn−k−2(DΣ0,I)⊗Q(−k − 1)⊕
⊕
I∈Λ(k+1)
Hn−4−k(Zf,I)⊗Q(−k − 2) −→
⊕
I∈Λ(k−1)
Hn−k(DΣ0,I)⊗Q(−k)⊕
⊕
I∈Λ(k)
Hn−2−k(Zf,I)⊗Q(−k − 1) −→
⊕
I∈Λ(k−2)
Hn−k+2(DΣ0,I)⊗Q(−k + 1)⊕
⊕
I∈Λ(k−1)
Hn−k(Zf,I)⊗Q(−k) (139)
Here, Q(i) denote the i-th Tate object in the category of Hodge structures. We can also obtain the complex
(139) by using the theory of mixed Hodge modules [57], or more explicitly by using the theory of mixed Hodge
complexes (see [42]).
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We have the following pairings on PI on Hn−1−|I|(DΣ0,I) and PZf ,I on Hn−|I|−2(Zf,I):
PI(a, b) =
(
1
2π
√−1
)n−1−|I| ∫
DΣ0,I
ab, PZf ,I(a, b) =
(
1
2π
√−1
)n−2−|I| ∫
Zf,I
ab.
For i ∈ Λ, let pi(f) be the pole order of f along Di. For any integer ℓ, let ǫ(ℓ) := (−1)ℓ(ℓ−1)/2. We set
P˜I := ǫ(n− |I| − 1) ·
∏
i∈I
pi(f)
−1 · PI , P˜Zf ,I := ǫ(n− 2− |I|) ·
∏
i∈I
pi(f)
−1 · PZf ,I .
We have the pairing of weight n − |I| − 1 on RFHn−|I|−1(DΣ0,I) induced by P˜I , and the pairing of weight
n − |I| − 2 on RFHn−|I|−2(Zf,I) induced by P˜Zf ,I . The induced pairings are also denoted by P˜I and P˜Zf ,I
respectively.
Proposition 6.63 We have P˜n+k =
⊕
I∈Λ(k−1) P˜I ⊕
⊕
I∈Λ(k) P˜Zf ,I .
Proof It follows from Proposition 4.17 and Proposition B.10.
6.5 Mixed TEP-structures on reduced GKZ-hypergeometric systems
6.5.1 Preliminary
As in §6.1.1, we consider A = {a1, . . . ,am} ⊂ Zn which generates Zn. We set NA := Zn and MA := Zm. Let
e1, . . . , em be the standard basis ofMA. We have the surjective morphism ΞA :MA −→ NA. Let LA := KerΞA.
We obtain the exact sequence
0 −−−−→ LA ΘA−−−−→ MA ΞA−−−−→ NA −−−−→ 0.
By taking the dual, we obtain the exact sequence 0 −→ N∨A
Ξ∨A−→ M∨A
Θ∨A−→ L∨A −→ 0. For a finitely generated
free abelian group A, we set AC∗ := C
∗ ⊗Z A. We can naturally regard it as a complex algebraic variety or a
complex manifold. Particularly, we set SA := L
∨
A,C∗ . We have the natural surjection Θ
∨
A :M
∨
A,C∗ −→ SA.
We have the action ρ1 of N
∨
A,C∗ on M
∨
A,C∗ induced by −ϕ. We also have the natural action ρ0 of N∨A,C∗
on itself by the multiplication. We can naturally regard Θ∨A : M
∨
A,C∗ −→ SA as the quotient of the projection
N∨A,C∗ ×M∨A,C∗ −→M∨A,C∗ via the above actions of N∨A,C∗ .
The identifications MA = Z
m and NA = Z
n induce the coordinate systems (w1, . . . , wm) on M
∨
A,C∗ and
(t1, . . . , tn) on N
∨
A,C∗ . We set GA :=
∑m
i=1 wi on M
∨
A,C∗ . The algebraic function FA =
∑m
i=1 wit
ai on N∨A,C∗ ×
M∨A,C∗ is N
∨
A,C∗-invariant, and GA is the descent of FA. Any splitting γA : L
∨
A −→ M∨A of Θ∨A induces an
algebraic morphism γA : L
∨
A,C∗ −→ M∨A,C∗ , and we obtain id×γA : N∨A,C∗ × L∨A,C∗ −→ N∨A,C∗ ×M∨A,C∗ . The
splitting γA also gives an isomorphism M
∨
A ≃ N∨A × L∨A, and hence M∨A,C∗ ≃ N∨A,C∗ × L∨A,C∗ . The pull back of
FA by id×γA is equal to GA under the identification.
6.5.2 Mixed twistor D-modules and the induced mixed TEP-structures
We naturally regard M∨A,C∗ = (C
∗)m =
{∑m
i=1 αizi
∣∣αi 6= 0}, and N∨A,C∗ = T n in §6.1.1. Let γA : L∨A,C∗ −→
M∨A,C∗ be the splitting as above. Note that it is non-degenerate at ∞ for XA, as remarked in Example 6.15.
We obtain the following integrable mixed twistor D-modules with real structure on SA:
TA,⋆ := π0†T⋆
(A, SA, γA) (⋆ = ∗, !).
The underlying D-modules are the reduced GKZ-hypergeometric systems. As in Lemma 6.3, TA,⋆ are indepen-
dent of the choice of a splitting γA.
We set TA,min := π0†Tmin(A, SA, γA). By Corollary 6.32, it is isomorphic to the image of the natural
morphism TA,! −→ TA,∗, and GrWm TA,∗ = GrWm TA,! = GrWm TA,min = TA,min. If 0 is contained in the interior
part of Conv(A), we have TA! = TA,∗ = TA,min.
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We set LA,⋆ := L⋆
(A, SA, γA) and VA,⋆ := π0†LA,⋆. The R˜-modules VA,⋆ underlie TA,⋆. More precisely, TA,⋆
is expressed as a pair ofR-modules λmVA,! and VA,∗ with the induced sesqui-linear pairing, and TA,! is expressed
as a pair of R-modules λmVA,∗ and VA,! with the induced sesqui-linear pairing. Let W denote the filtration of
VA,⋆ underlying the weight filtration of TA,⋆. We set W˜kVA,⋆ :=Wk+n−mVA,⋆. Note dimSA = m− n.
Let LA,min be the image of LA,! −→ LA,∗, and set VA,min := π0†LA,min. It is naturally isomorphic to
the image of VA,! −→ VA,∗ by Corollary 6.32. The R˜-module VA,min underlies TAmin. We have GrW˜n VA,! ≃
GrW˜n VA,∗ ≃ VA,min.
If 0 is an interior point of Conv(A), then TA∗ = TA,min = TA,! is pure of weight m, and it is equipped
with the canonical polarization. As explained in §6.2.4, even if 0 is not an interior point of Conv(A), we have
the graded polarizations SA,⋆,b of TA,⋆ depending on the choice of b ∈ Zn such that 0 is an interior point of
Conv(A ∪ {b}). The weight m-part of SA,⋆,b are independent of b.
Let SregA := γ
−1
A (U
reg
A ). The restriction VA,⋆|SregA are locally free OCλ×SregA -modules. Take a hypersurface Y
such that Y ⊃ SA \ SregA . The real structure and the graded polarization of TA,⋆ induce graded pairing PA,⋆,b
of (VA,⋆(∗Y ), W˜ ). In this way, we obtain mixed TEP-structures (VA,⋆(∗Y ), W˜ , PA,⋆,b).
Remark 6.64 Let C[MA] denote the group ring of MA over C. We may naturally regardM
∨
A,C∗ as the algebraic
variety SpecC[MA]. Then, TA,⋆ is algebraic in the sense of §6.2.6.
Remark 6.65 If 0 is contained in the interior part of Conv(A), we shall often omit the subscripts ∗, ! because
TA! = TA∗ = TA,min.
6.5.3 Homogeneity
Let e∨1 , . . . , e
∨
m denote the dual basis of M
∨
A. We have the morphism Z −→ M∨A given by 1 7−→ v :=
∑m
i=1 e
∨
i .
It induces a C∗-action on M∨A,C∗ . By the composition Z −→ M∨A −→ L∨A, we obtain a C∗-action on SA. The
map Θ∨A : M
∨
A,C∗ −→ SA is C∗-equivariant. For the C∗-action, we have a∗GA = a ·GA for any a ∈ C∗.
We consider the action of C∗ on Cλ given by the multiplication. For the diagonal C
∗-action on Cλ×M∨A,C∗ ,
we have a∗(λ−1GA) = λ
−1GA for any a ∈ C∗.
Lemma 6.66 The R˜-modules VA,⋆ on SA are C∗-homogeneous in the sense of §3.6.1.
Proof Take any toric desingularization ϕΣ : XΣ −→ XA. We have the C∗-action on XΣ × SA which is the
extension of T n × SA ≃M∨A,C∗ . For the action, we have a∗(λ−1FγA,Σ) = λ−1FγA,Σ.
We set Y := XΣ × SA and DY := DΣ × SA. By Proposition 3.28, the R˜-modules L⋆(FγA,Σ, DY ) are
C∗-homogeneous. Then, VA,⋆ ≃ π0Σ†L⋆(FγA,Σ, DY ) are also C∗-homogeneous. It is easy to check that the
C∗-actions are independent of the choice of ϕΣ.
6.5.4 Variation of Hodge structure
Let us consider the special case Θ∨A(v) = 0, i.e., the natural C
∗-action on SA is trivial. By the general result in
Theorem 3.35, we have the following.
Proposition 6.67 If Θ∨A(v) = 0, then the integrable mixed twistor D-modules TA,⋆ come from mixed R-Hodge
modules.
Remark 6.68 In particular, the underlying D-modules of TA,⋆ are regular singular. Note that the condition
Θ∨A(v) = 0 is equivalent to the standard criterion for the GKZ-system to be regular singular. Indeed, we have
Θ∨A(v) = 0 if and only if there exists α ∈ N∨A such that α(ΞA(ei)) = 1 (i = 1, . . . ,m). If Θ∨A(v) = 0, we have
α ∈ N∨A such that Ξ∨A(α)(v), and hence we have 〈α,ΞA(ei)〉 = 〈Ξ∨A(α), ei〉 = 〈v, ei〉 = 1. Conversely, suppose
that there exists α ∈ N∨A such that α(ΞA(ei)) = 1. Because 〈Ξ∨A(α), ei〉 = 1, we have Ξ∨A(α) = v.
Corollary 6.69 TA,⋆|SregA comes from a graded polarizable variation of mixed Hodge structure on S
reg
A . For any
algebraic embedding SregA ⊂ Z, the graded polarizable variation of mixed Hodge structure is admissible along
Z \ SregA .
Proof It follows from the algebraicity in Proposition 6.43 and a general property of mixed twistor D-modules.
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6.5.5 Appendix: Comparison with the construction of Reichelt-Sevenheck
As in §D.2, we set V := H0(Pm,O(1)). Let Z ⊂ Pm×V be the 0-set of the universal section of OPm(1)⊠OV . We
decompose V = V1×V2, where V1 :=
{
α0z0
∣∣α0 ∈ C} and V2 := {∑mi=1 αizi ∣∣αi ∈ C}. We identify V2 =M∨A⊗C.
We have the splitting γA : SA = L
∨
A⊗C∗ −→M∨A⊗C∗ ⊂ V2. We obtain id×γA : V1×SA −→ V1×V2. Let ZA
be the fiber product of Z and V1 × SA over V1 × V2. We have the naturally induced morphisms q1 : ZA −→ Pm
and q2 : ZA −→ V1 × SA.
Recall that we have the morphism ψA : T
n −→ Pm induced by A. Let U := ψA(T n). We set ZA,U :=
ZA ×Pm U . Let ιZA,U : ZA,U −→ Pm × (V1 × SA) be the inclusion.
Let us consider the pure Hodge module
(OZA,U , F ) and the mixed Hodge modules ιZA,U⋆(OZA,U , F ) (⋆ = ∗, !)
as in §D.2.3. Let MIC(ZA,U ) denote the image of the morphism ιZA,U !
(OZA,U , F ) −→ ιZA,U∗(OZA,U , F ).
Let πV1×SA : P
m × (V1 × SA) −→ V1 × SA be the projection. Then, we obtain the mixed Hodge modules
π0V1×SA†ιZA,U⋆
(OZA,U , F ) (⋆ =!, ∗) and π0V1×SA†MIC(ZA,U ). By applying the procedure in §D.1.1, we obtain
the following R˜SA -modules:
G0 FL
loc
SA
(
π0V1×SA†ιZA,U⋆(OZA,U , F )
)
, G0 FL
loc
SA
(
π0V1×SA†MIC(ZA,U )
)
.
Proposition 6.70 We have isomorphisms of R˜X-modules:
λ · VA⋆ ≃ G0 FLlocSA
(
π0V1×SA†ιZA,U⋆(OZA,U , F )
)
We also have the following commutative diagram:
λ · VA! ≃−−−−→ G0 FLlocSA
(
π0V1×SA†ιZA,U !(OZA,U , F )
)y y
λ · VA∗ ≃−−−−→ G0 FLlocSA
(
π0V1×SA†ιZA,U∗(OZA,U , F )
)
Proof We can obtain the claim from Proposition D.6 by using the non-characteristic pull back. We can also
prove it directly by the argument in the proof of Proposition D.6.
Corollary 6.71 We naturally have λ · VA,min ≃ G0 FLlocSA
(
π0V1×SA†MIC(ZA,U )
)
.
Proof Reichelt-Sevenheck proved that G0 FL
loc
SA
(
π0V1×SA†MIC(ZA,U )
)
is naturally isomorphic to the image of
G0 FL
loc
SA
(
π0V1×SA†ιZA,U !(OZA,U , F )
) −→ G0 FLlocSA(π0V1×SA†ιZA,U∗(OZA,U , F )). As mentioned in §6.5.2, VAmin is
naturally isomorphic to the image of VA! −→ VA∗ by Corollary 6.32. Hence, we have the desired isomorphism.
7 Quantum D-modules
7.1 Some mixed twistor D-modules in mirror symmetry
7.1.1 Toric data
Let X be an n-dimensional smooth weak Fano toric variety. Let Σ be a fan of X . Let Σ(1) = {ρ1, . . . , ρm}
denote the set of the 1-dimensional cones in Σ. Let [ρi] ∈ Zn be the primitive generator of ρi ∩ Zn.
Let KX denote the canonical bundle of X . Let Lj (j = 1, . . . , r) be nef line bundles on X such that(
KX ⊗
⊗r
j=1 Lj
)∨
is nef. We may assume that Lj = O(
∑m
i=1 βjiDi) (j = 1, . . . , r) for some βji ∈ Z≥0, where
Di are the hypersurfaces corresponding to the cones ρi. Let Z
n+r = Zn⊕Zr. Let n1, . . . , nr denote the standard
basis of Zr. We set ai ∈ Zn ⊕ Zr as follows:
ai :=
{
[ρi] +
∑r
j=1 βjinj (i = 1, . . . ,m),
ni−m (i = m+ 1, . . . ,m+ r).
We put A := {a1, . . . ,ar+m}. We also set ar+m+1 := −
∑r
j=1 nj and A˜ := A ∪ {ar+m+1}. Note that 0 is
contained in the interior part of the convex hull of Conv(A˜). (We shall use A˜ in §7.2.)
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7.1.2 R˜-modules with filtration and graded pairing associated to A
Applying the construction in §6.5, we obtain the integrable mixed twistor D-modules TA,⋆ (⋆ = ∗, !) with real
structure on SA. They are equipped with the graded polarization SA,⋆,ar+m+1 . Let VA,⋆ denote their underlying
R˜-modules. They are C∗-homogeneous as in §6.5.3. By the procedure in §B.2.2–B.2.3, we obtain the filtration
W˜ and the graded pairing (PA,⋆,k | k ∈ Z) on VA,⋆|SregA .
We apply the same construction to TA,⋆ ⊗ T (n + r). Let VA,⋆ be the underlying R˜-modules. They are
C∗-homogeneous. The restriction VA,⋆|SregA is equipped with the filtration W˜ and the graded pairings PA,⋆ =
(PA,⋆,k
∣∣ k ∈ Z). Thus, we obtain mixed TEP-structures (VA,⋆|SregA , W˜ ,PA,⋆) on SregA .
By construction, we have VA,⋆ = λ
n+rVA,⋆ and W˜kVA,⋆ = λn+rW˜k+2(n+r)VA,⋆. We have GrW˜k VA,⋆ =
λn+r GrW˜k+2(n+r) VA,⋆. The graded pairings on GrW˜k VA,⋆(∗λ) = GrW˜k+2(n+r) VA,⋆(∗λ) are equal.
7.1.3 Expression as the systems of differential equations
Let [z0 : · · · : zm+r] be the homogeneous coordinate system on Pm+r. We set W :=
{∑m+r
i=1 αizi
} ⊂
H0
(
Pm+r,O(1)) =M∨A ⊗ C. The splitting SA = L∨A ⊗ C∗ −→M∨A ⊗ C∗ induces a morphism γA : SregA −→ W .
We set W reg :=W ∩ U regA . We have γA(SregA ) ⊂W reg.
We use the notation in §E. By applying the construction in §E.2.1 to A = {a1, . . . ,am+r} ⊂ Zn+r with
β = 0 ∈ Cn+r, we obtain the R˜Cm+r -modules MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) and MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) on W = Cm+r =
{(α1, . . . , αm+r)}.
We have the induced morphism id×γA : Cλ × SregA −→ Cλ ×W reg. The restrictions of MGKZ(A,K(A), 0)
and MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) to W reg give locally free OC×W reg -modules. We take the pull back of them by id×γA
as O-modules. Then, (id×γA)∗MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) and (id×γA)∗MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) are naturally equipped
with the meromorphic flat connection with which they are R˜SregA -modules.
Theorem 7.1 We have the following commutative diagram.
λn(id×γA)∗MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) ≃−−−−→ λ−rVA!y y
λn(id×γA)∗MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) ≃−−−−→ λ−rVA∗
Proof By Proposition 6.35 and Proposition E.6, we obtain the following commutative diagram:
(id×γA)∗MGKZ
(A,K(A)◦, 0) ≃−−−−→ VA!y y
(id×γA)∗MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) ≃−−−−→ VA∗
(140)
Then, we obtain the claim of the theorem by construction.
According to [45], we have K(A) = Z≥0A and K(A)◦ = K(A) +
∑r
i=1 an+i. We set c1 =
∑r
i=1 an+i. Let
I(A, 0) and I(A,−c1) be the left ideals of R˜W given as in §E.2.3. As remarked in §E.2.3, we have the following
commutative diagram on W = Cm+r:
MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) ≃−−−−→ R˜W /I(A,−c1)y y
MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) ≃−−−−→ R˜W
/I(A, 0)
Here, the right vertical arrow is induced by the multiplication of
∏r
i=1(λ∂m+i).
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7.1.4 Relation with quantum D-modules of complete intersections (Appendix)
Inspired by the work of E. Mann and T. Mignon [34], Reichelt and Sevenheck [45] constructed the R˜-modules
∗
0N̂ (0,0,0)A and ∗0M̂(−r,0,0)A onW \{0} in terms of the differential systems. (See [45] for the precise definition of the
R˜-modules. But, we remark the commutativity (141) below.) See [34] and [45] for the precise relation of the R˜-
modules and the reduced quantum D-module of complete intersection of general sections of Li (i = 1, . . . , r). By
formal computations, we can obtain the following commutative diagram on (C∗)m+r =
{
(α1, . . . , αm+r)
∣∣αi 6=
0
}
: (
λnR˜W
/I(A,−c1))|(C∗)m+r ≃−−−−→ ∗0N̂ (0,0,0)A|(C∗)m+ry y(
λnR˜W
/I(A, 0))
|(C∗)m+r
≃−−−−→ ∗0M̂(−r,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
(141)
The vertical arrows are the natural morphisms.
Corollary 7.2 We have the following commutative diagram:
λ−rVA!
≃−−−−→ (id×γA)∗
(
∗
0N̂ (0,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
)y ya1
λ−rVA∗
≃−−−−→ (id×γA)∗
(
∗
0M̂(−r,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
)
In particular, the R˜-modules (id×γA)∗
(
∗
0N̂ (0,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
)
and (id×γA)∗
(
∗
0M̂(−r,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
)
underlie mixed twistor D-
modules, and the Im a1 underlies a pure twistor D-module.
Remark 7.3 In [45], Reichelt and Sevenheck constructed R˜-modules by using the partial Fourier-Laplace trans-
form of GKZ-hypergeometric systems and the Brieskorn lattices associated to the Hodge filtrations of the
GKZ-hypergeometric systems. They conjectured in [45, Conjecture 6.13] that the R˜-modules are isomorphic
to (id×γA)∗
(
∗
0N̂ (0,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
)
and (id×γA)∗
(
∗
0M̂(−r,0,0)A|(C∗)m+r
)
.
In §D, we review their construction of R˜-modules. In Proposition D.6, we compare their R˜-modules with the
underlying R˜-modules of mixed twistor D-modules in a general setting. See also Proposition 6.70. So, Theorem
7.1 also verifies their conjecture. Reichelt and Sevenheck also verified their conjecture [46] in a different way.
Remark 7.4 In the first version of this preprint, we used some results in [45] for the comparison with some
R˜-modules associated to differential systems, which required us to go a roundabout way with careful comparison
of dualities. In the second version, as explained §E, we give a direct comparison of R˜-modules associated to
differential systems and R˜-modules underlying mixed twistor D-modules. Hence, the argument is made more
transparent.
7.2 Description as a specialization
This subsection is the continuation of §7.1.1–§7.1.2, and it is the preparation for Theorem 7.34.
7.2.1 The R˜-module with pairing associated to A˜
Applying the construction in §6.5, we obtain the integrable pure twistor D-module TA˜ on SA˜. Let VA˜ denote the
underlying R˜-module which is C∗-homogeneous. We have the filtration W˜ and the graded pairing PA˜ induced
by the real structure and the graded polarization on VA˜. In this case, W˜ is pure of weight n+ r.
We apply the same construction to TA˜ ⊗ T (n + r). We obtain the underlying R˜-module VA˜ on SA˜ which
is C∗-homogeneous. The restriction VA˜|Sreg
A˜
is equipped with the filtration W˜ which is pure of weight −n− r,
and the pairing PA˜ of weight −n − r. In other words, we obtain a TEP(n + r)-structure
(
VA˜|Sreg
A˜
,PA˜
)
. By
construction, we have VA˜ = λ
n+rVA˜, and PA˜ = PA˜ on VA˜(∗λ) = VA˜(∗λ).
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7.2.2 Relation of VA and VA˜
We set S˜A := SA × Cτ . Applying the construction in §6.3, we obtain the integrable pure twistor D-module
T (A˜, S˜A, γ˜A) and the underlying R˜-module L(A˜, S˜A, γ˜A) on Pm+r+1 × S˜A. Let π˜ : Pm+r+1 × S˜A −→ S˜A be
the projection. We set V˜A := λ
n+rπ˜0†L(A˜, S˜A, γ˜A)(∗τ). It is equipped with the pairing P˜A of weight −n− r
as in the case of §7.2.1.
Lemma 7.5 We can naturally identify SA˜ with SA × C∗τ ⊂ S˜A under which V˜A|SA˜ = VA˜. In other words,
V˜A is a meromorphic extension of VA˜ on S˜A. We also have the C
∗-action on S˜A for which the inclusions
SA ≃ SA × {0} ⊂ S˜A and SA˜ −→ S˜A are equivariant.
Proof We use the notation in §6.5. We naturally have MA˜ = MA ⊕ Zem+r+1 and NA˜ = NA. The natural
inclusion MA −→MA˜ induces LA −→ LA˜, and hence L∨A˜ −→ L∨A.
We also considerMX := Z
m and NX := Z
n and a morphism ΘX :MX −→ NX determined by ΘX(ei) = [ρi],
where the tuple e1, . . . , em is the standard basis of MX , and [ρi] are as in §7.1.1. Let LX be the kernel of ΘX .
The projectionsMA˜ −→MX andNA˜ −→ NX induces LA˜ −→ LX . It is well known and easy that the composite
of LA −→ LA˜ −→ LX is an isomorphism.
Let Υ denote the image of e∨m+r+1 byM
∨
A˜
−→ L∨
A˜
. Then, Υ is the frame of the kernel of L∨
A˜
−→ L∨A. Hence,
L∨
A˜
is the direct sum of the image of L∨X and ZΥ. The direct sum induces
SA˜ = L
∨
A˜
⊗ C∗ = (L∨A ⊗ C∗)× C∗ = SA × C∗.
We may assume that the splitting κA˜ : L
∨
A˜
−→ M∨
A˜
is given by the direct sum of κA : L
∨
A −→ M∨A and
ZΥ −→ Ze∨m+r+1. Then, we have FγA˜(x, τ, t) = FγA(x, t) + τtam+r+1 . Then, by the construction of γ˜A, we
have γ˜A|SA˜ = γA˜. We obtain T (A˜, S˜A, γ˜A)|Pm×SA˜ = T (A˜, SA˜, γA˜), and hence V˜A|SA˜ = VA˜. The claim on the
C∗-action is also easy to see.
Recall the following due to Reichelt-Sevenheck who proved it in a more general situation.
Proposition 7.6 ([44]) V˜A is regular along τ .
Lemma 7.7 We consider the morphism λN : ψτ,−δV˜A −→ ψτ,−δV˜A, where N is induced by τ∂τ .
• The kernel and the cokernel of λN are isomorphic to VA,! and VA,∗ respectively.
• Let W (N) denote the weight filtration of λN on ψτ,−δV˜A. The induced filtrations on Ker(λN) and
Cok(λN) are also denoted by W (N). Then,
W (N)k
(
Cok(λN)
) ≃ W˜k−n−r(VA,∗)
W (N)k
(
Ker(λN)
) ≃ W˜k−n−r(VA,!)
Proof The first follows from the isomorphisms in Corollary 6.48 and the constructions of VA and V˜A. The
second also follows from the isomorphisms in Corollary 6.48, the comparison of the filtrations W (N ) and W on
ψτ,−δ(T ), and the constructions of the filtrations W˜ .
Let B˜ be any open set in S˜A such that V˜A is locally free OCλ×B˜(∗τ)-module, and regular singular along
τ = 0. The polarization and the real structure of π0†T (A˜, S˜A, γ˜A) induce a pairing P˜A of weight −n−r on V˜A|B˜ .
We clearly have P˜A|B˜\{τ=0} = PA˜|B˜\{τ=0}. We obtain the induced graded pairing spτ (P˜A) on (Cok(λN), W˜ )
by the procedure in §B.1.3. We also have spτ (P˜A) on (Ker(λN), W˜ ).
Lemma 7.8 We have spτ (P˜A) = PA,∗ under the isomorphism (Cok(λN), W˜ ) ≃ (VA∗, W˜ ). We also have
spτ (P˜A) = PA,! under the isomorphism (Ker(λN), W˜ ) ≃ (VA!, W˜ ).
Proof It follows from Proposition 6.50.
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7.2.3 Cylindrical ends
We set Y := P
(OX ⊕⊕rj=1 Lj) with the projection π : Y −→ X . It is the projective completion of the
vector bundle
⊕r
j=1 L∨j . Recall that Y is also weak Fano. Indeed, for the canonical bundle KY of Y , we have
K∨Y = π
∗
(
KX ⊗
⊗r
i=1 Li
)∨ ⊗OY (1)⊗(r+1). By the assumption, π∗(KX ⊗⊗ri=1 Li)∨ is nef. Because Li are nef
line bundles on a toric variety, they are globally generated. Then, it is easy to see that OY (1) is also globally
generated. In particular, it is nef. As a result, K∨Y is nef.
We have the natural morphisms:
L∨X −−−−→ L∨A˜ −−−−→ L∨A
≃
y ≃y ≃y
H2(X,Z)
π∗−−−−→ H2(Y,Z) i
∗
0−−−−→ H2(X,Z)
We take a frame η1, . . . , ηℓ of H
2(X,Z) such that each ηi is the first Chern class of a nef line bundle. Let
ηℓ+1 ∈ H2(Y,Z) be the first Chern class of the tautological line bundle O(1) of Y over X . By the assumption
on the line bundles Lj , ηℓ+1 is also a nef class. The tuple η1, . . . , ηℓ+1 gives a frame of H2(Y,Z). Let ξi ∈ L∨A
be the elements corresponding to ηi. We have ξℓ+1 = Υ.
The tuple ξ1, . . . , ξℓ gives a frame of L
∨
A. It gives a coordinate system (x1, . . . , xℓ) on SA with which
SA ≃ (C∗)ℓ. Similarly, the tuple ξ1, . . . , ξℓ+1 gives a frame of L∨A˜. It gives a coordinate system (x1, . . . , xℓ+1) on
SA˜ with which SA˜ ≃ (C∗)ℓ+1. We have τ = xℓ+1 under the identification in Lemma 7.5. Recall the following
due to Iritani.
Lemma 7.9 ([21]) There exists ǫ > 0 such that the following holds:
• BA˜ =
{
(x1, . . . , xℓ+1)
∣∣ 0 < |xi| < ǫ (i = 1, . . . , ℓ+ 1)} is contained in SregA˜ .
• BA =
{
(x1, . . . , xℓ)
∣∣ 0 < |xi| < ǫ (i = 1, . . . , ℓ)} is contained in SregA .
Proof The first claim is proved in [21, Appendix A1]. Let σ be a face of Conv(A ∪ {0}) such that 0 is not
contained in σ. Then, σ is a face of Conv(A˜). We have the equality FγA,σ = FγA˜,σ, and FγA,σ does not contain
xℓ+1. Hence, the second claim follows.
We consider the following subset B˜A in S˜A:
B˜A =
{
(x1, . . . , xℓ+1)
∣∣ 0 < |xi| < ǫ (i = 1, . . . , ℓ), |xℓ+1| < ǫ}
The restriction of V˜A|BA˜ is a locally free OCλ×BA˜(∗xℓ+1)-module, and it is regular along xℓ+1.
7.2.4 Coverings
We set SA := C ⊗ L∨A. The exponential map C −→ C∗ induces the covering map χA : SA −→ SA. We
obtain an R˜-module χ∗AVA⋆ equipped with the filtration χ∗AW˜ on SA. The restriction to SregA := χ−1A (SregA )
are equipped with graded pairings χ∗APA⋆.
We set S˜A := C⊗L∨A˜. By the decomposition L∨A˜ = L∨A ⊕ZΥ in the proof of Lemma 7.5, we naturally have
S˜A = SA × C. The map χA and the identity on C induces χ˜A : S˜A −→ S˜A.
Take a frame ξ1, . . . , ξℓ of L
∨
A and an open subset B˜A as in §7.2.3. The restriction of χ˜∗AV˜A to χ˜−1A (B˜A) is
equipped with the pairing χ˜∗AP˜A of weight −n− r.
Lemma 7.10 The restriction of the mixed TEP-structure χ∗A
(
VA⋆|SregA , W˜ ,PA∗
)
to χ˜−1A (BA) (⋆ = ∗, !) are
obtained from χ˜∗A(V˜A, P˜A)|B˜A by the procedure in §B.1.3.
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7.2.5 Logarithmic extension and endomorphisms of VA˜
This is the continuation of §7.2.3. Let us recall the explicit description of the logarithmic extension of VA˜ due
to Reichelt and Sevenheck in [44]. See [44] for more details. We also give an easy remark on uniqueness of
automorphisms, although it is also essentially implied in [44].
Let BA˜ be as in Lemma 7.9. We set
BA˜ :=
{
(x1, . . . , xℓ+1)
∣∣ |xi| < ǫ (i = 1, . . . , ℓ+ 1)}.
First, the following holds.
Proposition 7.11 (§3.2 of [44]) There exists a locally free OCλ×BA˜-module QA˜ with an isomorphism
QA˜|Cλ×BA˜
≃ VA˜|BA˜
such that the following holds:
• The meromorphic flat connection ∇ of VA˜|BA˜ gives a meromorphic flat connection ∇
QA˜ of QA˜ which is
logarithmic along {xi = 0} (i = 1, . . . , ℓ+ 1).
• The residues Resxi(∇QA˜ )|Cλ×{0} are nilpotent.
Such QA˜ is unique up to canonical isomorphisms.
They considered the residual connection ∇E on E := QA˜|Cλ×{0}. They give a quite explicit description of
the meromorphic flat bundle
(
E,∇E). Let Ni : E −→ λ−1E (i = 1, . . . , ℓ+ 1) denote Resxi(∇QA˜)|Cλ×{0}. We
have the fundamental vector fields v =
∑ℓ+1
i=1 kixi∂xi of the C
∗-action on SA˜ (see §6.5.3). Note that for the
C∗-homogeneity of VA˜, the fundamental vector field of the C
∗-action on Cλ×SA˜ is λ∂λ+v. Let us consider the
C-homomorphism L : E −→ E given by ∇E(λ∂λ) +
∑ℓ+1
i=1 kiNi. Because [L,Ni] = 0, we have [L, λNi] = λNi.
For the following proposition, and more detailed description in terms of the cohomology group of Y , see Lemma
3.8 and its proof in [44].
Proposition 7.12 (§3.2 of [44]) There exists a frame u1, . . . , urankE for which we have the following:
• L(uj) = cjuj for cj ∈ Z.
• We have c1 < ci (i 6= 1).
• We have Niuj =
∑
αikjuk for some α
i
kj ∈ Z. In particular, Sym
(⊕ℓ+1
i=1 CNi
)
acts on F :=
⊕rankE
i=1 Cui.
• The map Sym
(⊕ℓ+1
i=1 CNi
)
−→ F given by P (N1, . . . , Nℓ+1) 7−→ P (N1, . . . , Nℓ+1)u1 is surjective.
By the first property in Proposition 7.12, we have the C∗-action on E which induces L. As a result, we have
a vector space H with an increasing filtration F indexed by integers such that the C∗-equivariant bundle E is
isomorphic to the analytification of the Rees module of (H,F ). Let d0 := min{d | GrFd (H) 6= 0}. The second
property implies that dimFd0(H) = 1. The third and the fourth properties imply that Fd0(H) generates H over
the induced actions of the residues. The following is also essentially implied in the proof of [44, Lemma 3.8].
Corollary 7.13 For any endomorphism ϕ of the R˜-module VA˜|BA˜ , there exists a complex number α such that
ϕ = α id.
Proof Because Q|C∗
λ
×BA˜
is the Deligne extension of VA˜|C∗
λ
×BA˜
to C∗λ×BA˜, the morphism ϕ is extended to an
endomorphism of the O-module QA˜ compatible with ∇QA˜ . Hence, it induces an endomorphism ϕE of (E,∇E)
compatible with the actions of the residues. Because the C∗-action is determined by ∇E and the residues, ϕE
is C∗-equivariant. Hence, it induces an endomorphism ϕH of (H,F ) compatible with the induced actions of
residues. Because Fd0 generates H over the actions of the residues, ϕ
H is uniquely determined by the restriction
ϕH|Fd0
. Because dimFd0 = 1, we have α ∈ C such that ϕH|Fd0 is the multiplication of α. If α = 0, then ϕ = 0.
Hence, we have ϕ = α id.
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Corollary 7.14 Let U ⊂ SA˜ be any connected open subset such that BA˜ ⊂ U . For any endomorphism ϕ of the
R˜-module VA˜|Cλ×U , there exists a complex number α such that ϕ = α id.
Corollary 7.15 Let P ′ : VA˜|Sreg
A˜
⊗ j∗VA˜|Sreg
A˜
−→ λn+rOCλ×SregA be a morphism of R˜-modules. Then, there
exists a complex number α such that P ′ = αPA˜.
7.2.6 Logarithmic extension and endomorphisms of VA
We can easily deduce the same property for VA⋆ (⋆ = ∗, !). Let BA be as in Lemma 7.9. We set
BA :=
{
(x1, . . . , xℓ)
∣∣ |xi| < ǫ (i = 1, . . . , ℓ)}.
We regard BA as
{
(x1, . . . , xℓ+1) ∈ BA˜
∣∣ xℓ+1 = 0}. We obtain the vector bundle QA˜|BA . It is equipped with
the endomorphism λResxℓ+1(∇QA˜ ), and the induced connection.
Lemma 7.16 The conjugacy classes of λResxℓ+1(∇QA˜)|(λ,P ) are independent of the choice of (λ, P ) ∈ Cλ×BA.
Proof By the construction, VA˜ comes from a harmonic bundle. It is easy to see that QA˜ is equal to the
prolongment of the family of λ-flat bundles P0
(
VA˜|BA˜
)
associated to tame harmonic bundles, as remarked in
[44]. Then, the claim follows from a general theory of harmonic bundles [35].
Let QA be the cokernel of λResxℓ+1(∇Q). It is a locally free OCλ×BA -module. The following is clear by the
relation of VA∗ and VA˜.
Lemma 7.17 We have natural isomorphisms of R˜-modules QA|Cλ×BA ≃ VA∗|Cλ×BA .
Set EA := QA|Cλ×{0}. It is equipped with the induced connection ∇EA . We obtain an explicit descrip-
tion of (EA,∇EA) from the description of (E,∇E) in [44]. Let Ni : EA −→ λ−1EA (i = 1, . . . , ℓ) denote
Resxi(∇QA)|Cλ×{0}. We have the fundamental vector fields v =
∑ℓ
i=1 kixi∂xi of the C
∗-action on SA (see
§6.5.3). Note that for the C∗-homogeneity of VA∗, the fundamental vector field of the C∗-action on Cλ × SA
is λ∂λ + v. Let us consider the C-homomorphism L : EA −→ EA given by ∇E(λ∂λ) +
∑ℓ
i=1 kiNi. Because
[L,Ni] = 0, we have [L, λNi] = λNi. The following is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.12.
Proposition 7.18 There exists a frame u1, . . . , urankEA for which we have the following:
• L(uj) = cjuj for cj ∈ Z.
• We have c1 < ci (i 6= 1).
• We have Niuj =
∑
βikjuk for β
i
kj ∈ Z. In particular, Sym
(⊕ℓ
i=1 CNi
)
acts on FA :=
⊕rankEA
i=1 Cui.
• The map Sym
(⊕ℓ
i=1CNi
)
−→ FA given by P (N1, . . . , Nℓ) 7−→ P (N1, . . . , Nℓ)u1 is surjective.
We omit a more detailed description in terms of the cohomology group of X .
By the first property in Proposition 7.18, we have the C∗-action on EA which induces L. As a result, we have
a vector space HA with an increasing filtration F indexed by integers such that the C
∗-equivariant bundle EA is
isomorphic to the analytification of the Rees module of (HA, F ). Let d0 := min{d | GrFd (H) 6= 0}. The second
property implies that dimFd0(HA) = 1. The third and the fourth properties imply that Fd0(HA) generates HA
over the induced actions of the residues.
Corollary 7.19 Let U ⊂ SA be any connected open subset such that BA ⊂ U . For any endomorphism ϕ of the
R˜-module VA⋆|Cλ×U (⋆ = ∗, !), there exists a complex number α such that ϕ = α id.
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Proof We obtain the claim forVA,∗ by the argument in the proof of Corollary 7.13 and Corollary 7.14. Because
VA,! ≃ λ2n−m+rj∗DVA∗, we obtain the claim for VA,!.
We have an isomorphism Ψ : j∗
(
VA,∗|SregA
)∨ ≃ λ−n−rVA,!|SregA induced by the duality isomorphism VA,! ≃
λ2n−m+rj∗DVA,∗.
Corollary 7.20 Let U ⊂ SregA be any open subset such that BA ⊂ U . For any morphism of R˜-modules
Ψ′ : j∗
(
VA,∗|Cλ×U
)∨ −→ λ−n−rVA,!|Cλ×U , there exists a complex number α such that Ψ′ = αΨ.
7.3 Preliminary on the A-side
We recall some basic matters on the quantum products of toric varieties. For example, see [20], [21], [30], [31],
[44], [45] for more details.
7.3.1 The cohomology ring of projective bundles
Let X be a complex manifold. For simplicity, we assume H2i+1(X,Z) = 0 for any i. We shall omit the coefficient
of the cohomology group if the coefficient is C. Let E be a locally free OX -module of rank r. Let E∨ denote
the dual. Let Y := P(E ⊕ OX) = Proj
(
Sym•(E ⊕ OX)
)
denote the projective completion of E∨. We have the
natural inclusions i0 : X ≃ P(O) −→ Y and i∞ : H∞ := P(E) −→ Y . We have i0(X) ⊂ E∨ and Y = E∨ ∪H∞.
Let π : Y −→ X denote the projection. Let π∗ and i∗0 denote the pull back of the cohomology. We have
H∗(Y ) = Ker i∗0 ⊕ Imπ∗. Let i0∗ : Hi(X) −→ Hi+2r(Y ) and π∗ : Hi(Y ) −→ Hi−2r(X) denote the Gysin map.
We have H∗(Y ) = Im i0∗ ⊕Kerπ∗.
Let OY (1) denote the tautological line bundle of Y over X . We set γ := c1
(OY (1)) ∈ H2(Y ). We have
H∗(Y ) =
⊕r
j=0 γ
j · π∗(H∗(X)). Note that γ is the cohomology class representing H∞. In particular, we have
i∗0γ = 0. Hence, Ker i
∗
0 =
⊕r
j=1 π
∗H∗(X)γj. Because cr+1(E∨ ⊕O) = 0, we have
γ ·
r∑
j=0
γr−jπ∗cj(E∨) = 0. (142)
Let N : H∗(Y ) −→ H∗(Y ) be determined by N(σ) = γσ. By (142), we have ImN =⊕ri=1 γi ·π∗(H∗(X)), and
CokN ≃ Imπ∗.
Lemma 7.21 We have Im i0∗ = KerN .
Proof Because H∞ ∩ i0(X) = 0, we have Im(i0∗) ⊂ KerN . By comparison of the dimension, we obtain
Im i0∗ = KerN .
In particular, Ker(N) ∩H2r(Y ) = i0∗H0(X,C) is one dimensional, and that
∑r
j=0 γ
r−jπ∗cj(E∨) is a base.
By considering the restriction to a ball in X , we obtain that i0∗(1) =
∑r
j=0 γ
r−jπ∗cj(E∨). In particular, we
have i0∗σ = π
∗σ
∑r
j=0 γ
r−jπ∗cj(E∨).
7.3.2 Quantum products of Y in the weak Fano toric case
Suppose that (i) X is a smooth weak Fano toric variety, (ii) E is the direct sum of holomorphic line bundles Li
(i = 1, . . . , r), (iii) Li (i = 1, . . . , r) and (
⊗r
i=1 Li ⊗KX)∨ are nef. Then, Y is also a weak Fano toric manifold.
Let Eff∗(Y ) ⊂ H2(Y,Z) denote the subset of the homology classes of non-empty algebraic curves. We set
Eff(Y ) := Eff∗(Y )∪{0}. We take a homogeneous base φ1, . . . , φχ(Y ) of H∗(Y,C). Let φ1, . . . , φχ(Y ) be the dual
base of H∗(Y ) with respect to the Poincare´ pairing.
For d ∈ Eff(Y ), let Y0,3,d denote the moduli stack of stable maps f : C −→ Y where C denotes a 3-pointed
pre-stable curve with genus 0, and f denotes a morphism such that the homology class of f(C) is d. Let
p : C0,3,d −→ Y0,3,d be the universal curve, and let evi : C0,3,d −→ X be the evaluation map at the i-th marked
point. Let [Y0,3,d]
vir denote the virtual fundamental class of Y0,3,d. For αi ∈ H∗(Y ) (i = 1, 2, 3), we obtain the
number 〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d :=
∫
[Y0,3,d]vir
∏
i=1,2,3 ev
∗
i αi called the Gromov-Witten invariants of Y .
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According to a result of Iritani [20] (see also [21] and [44]), there exists an open subset U ⊂ H2(Y,C) such
that the following holds:
• U is of the form {u ∈ H2(Y,C) ∣∣ Re〈u, d〉 < −M, ∀d ∈ Eff∗(Y )} for some M > 0.
• For any u ∈ U , the quantum product •u on H∗(Y,C) is convergent:
α •u β :=
∑
d∈Eff(Y )
χ(Y )∑
i=1
〈α, β, φi〉Y0,3,d · φi · e〈u,d〉
We have the decomposition H2(Y,Z) = π∗
(
H2(X,Z)
)⊕ Zγ, which induces H2(Y ) = π∗(H2(X))⊕ Cγ.
Lemma 7.22 For a large M ′ > 0, we have
π∗
{
σ ∈ H2(X,C) ∣∣ Re(〈σ, d〉) < −M ′, ∀d ∈ Eff∗(X)}× {c · γ | c ∈ C, Re(c) < −M ′} ⊂ U .
Proof Any algebraic curve C is homologous to a curve C0∪
⋃r
j=1 Cj ∪
⋃ℓ
i=1 Fi where C0 is contained in i0(X),
Cj are contained in P(Lj) ⊂ Y , and Fi (i = 1, . . . , ℓ) are contained in fibers of π : Y −→ X . We have
r∑
j=0
Re〈σ + cγ, [Cj ]〉+
ℓ∑
i=1
Re〈σ + cγ, [Fi]〉 ≤
r∑
j=0
Re〈σ, [Cj ]〉+
ℓ∑
i=1
Re(c)〈γ, [Fi]〉
Then, the claim of the lemma is clear.
We set UX :=
{
σ ∈ H2(X,C) ∣∣ Re(〈σ, d〉) < −M ′}, Uγ := {c ·γ ∣∣ c ∈ C, Re(c) < −M ′} and UY := UX ×Uγ .
A point σ + cγ ∈ UY is denoted by (σ, c). We have a natural action of 2π
√−1H2(Y,Z) on UY by the addition.
The quantum product •σ,c depends only on the equivalence class of (σ, c) in UY
/
2π
√−1H2(Y,Z).
7.3.3 Degenerated quantum products on H∗(Y ) and H∗(X)
Let Eff(Y, γ) denote the set of [C] ∈ Eff(Y ) such that 〈γ, [C]〉 = 0. We set Eff∗(Y, γ) := Eff(Y, γ) ∩ Eff∗(Y ).
Let σ ∈ UX . As in [31], by taking the limit of •(σ,c) for Re(c) −→ −∞, we obtain the following product •σ on
H∗(Y ):
α •σ β :=
∑
d∈Eff(Y,γ)
χ(Y )∑
i=1
〈α, β, φi〉Y0,3,d · φi · e〈σ,π∗d〉
As in §7.3.1, let N : H∗(Y ) −→ H∗(Y ) be the endomorphism given by the cup product of γ, i.e., N(β) := γ ∪β
for β ∈ H∗(Y ). Note that γ •σ β = β •σ γ = β ∪ γ for any β ∈ H∗(Y ), which follows from the divisor axiom.
Hence, Im(N) and Ker(N) are the ideal of the algebra (H∗(Y ), •σ). By the natural isomorphism of vector
spaces H∗(X) ≃ Cok(N), we obtain the induced product •E∨σ on H∗(X). The algebra (H∗(X), •E
∨
σ ) is denoted
by QσH
∗(X, E∨) in this paper. The multiplication Cok(N)×Ker(N) −→ Ker(N) and the natural isomorphism
Ker(N) ≃ H∗(X) induces a structure of QσH∗(X, E∨)-module onH∗(X). The QσH∗(X, E∨)-module is denoted
by KσH
∗(X, E∨). The multiplication of b1 ∈ QσH∗(X, E∨) and b2 ∈ KσH∗(X, E∨) is denoted by b1 •E∨K,σ b2.
7.3.4 Filtrations and the graded pairings
LetW (N) be the weight filtration of the nilpotent map N on H∗(Y ). For any σ ∈ UX , by shifting the filtrations
of Konishi-Minabe in [31], we set
W˜kQσH
∗(X, E∨) := Im
(
W (N)k+n+rH
∗(Y ) −→ QσH∗(X, E∨)
)
.
Here, QσH
∗(X, E∨) is identified with Cok(N). Note that
GrW˜k−n−r QσH
∗(X, E∨) ≃
{
P Gr
W (N)
k H
∗(Y ) (k ≥ 0)
0 (k < 0)
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Here, P Gr
W (N)
k H
∗(Y ) is the primitive part, i.e., the kernel of Nk+1 : Gr
W (N)
k H
∗(Y ) −→ GrW (N)−k−2 H∗(Y ).
The Poincare´ pairing (·, ·)Y on H∗(Y ) and the nilpotent map N induces the following symmetric pairing on
GrW˜k−n−r QσH
∗(X, E∨):
P E
∨
k−n−r
(
a, b
)
:=
(
a,Nkb
)
Y
It is easy and standard to see that the pairings are non-degenerate.
We also have the filtration W on KσH
∗(X, E∨) given as follows:
W˜kKσH
∗(X, E∨) := KσH∗(X, E∨) ∩W (N)k+n+rH∗(Y ).
Here KσH
∗(X, E∨) is identified with Ker(N). We have
GrW˜k−n−rKσH
∗(X, E∨) ≃
{
P ′Gr
W (N)
k H
∗(Y ) (k ≤ 0),
0 (k > 0).
Here, P ′Gr
W (N)
k H
∗(Y ) is the image of P Gr
W (N)
−k H
∗(Y ) by N−k. Hence, we have the induced pairings(·, ·)E∨
k−n−r
on GrW˜k−n−rKσH
∗(X, E∨).
Note that the filtrations W˜ and the symmetric pairings P E
∨
k are independent of the choice of σ. Namely,
we have the filtrations W˜ on Cok(N) and Ker(N) such that W˜k Cok(N) = W˜kQσH
∗(X, E∨) and W˜k Ker(N) =
W˜kKσH
∗(X, E∨). We also have symmetric pairings P E∨k on GrW˜k Cok(N) and GrW˜k Ker(N) which are equal to
the pairings on GrW˜k QσH
∗(X, E∨) and GrW˜k KσH∗(X, E∨) for any σ.
7.3.5 Degenerated quantum products and local Gromov-Witten invariants (Appendix)
Let us recall the relation between the degenerated quantum products and local Gromov-Witten invariants in
some special cases. We essentially follow [31].
Let d ∈ Eff∗(X). Let X0,3,d be the moduli stack of stable maps f : C −→ X where C denotes a 3-pointed
pre-stable curve with genus 0, and f denotes a morphism such that the homology class of f(C) is d. Let
p : C0,3,d −→ X0,3,d be the universal curve, and let µ : C0,3,d −→ X be the universal map. Let us consider the
following concavity condition for d:
(B) H0(C, f∗E∨) = 0 for any (C, f) ∈ X0,3,d.
Recall that E is the direct sum of the nef line bundles Li (i = 1, . . . , r). We recall the following standard
lemma.
Lemma 7.23 Suppose that 〈c1(L∨i ), d〉 < 0 for any i. Then, Condition (B) holds for d.
Proof Take d ∈ Eff∗(X) and (C, f) ∈ X0,3,d. Let C =
⋃
Ca be the irreducible decomposition. Because Li is
nef, the degree of f∗(L∨i )|Ca is non-positive for any a. By the assumption 〈c1(L∨i , d〉) < 0, we have an irreducible
component Ca0 of C such that the degree of f
∗(L∨i )|Ca is strictly negative. We also remark that C is connected.
Then, we have H0(C, f∗Li) = 0, i.e., Condition (B) holds for d.
If Condition (B) holds for d, we obtain the locally free sheaf R1p∗µ
∗E∨ on X0,3,d. Let [X0,3,d]vir denote the
virtual fundamental class of X0,3,d. Let evi : X0,3,d −→ X be the evaluation map at the i-th marked point. For
any vector bundle E, let e(E) denote the Euler class. Then, for any αi ∈ H∗(X) (i = 1, 2, 3), we set〈
α1, α2, α3
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
:=
∫
[X0,3,d]vir
∏
i=1,2,3
ev∗i (αi) · e(Rp∗µ∗E∨).
They are called e−1-twisted Gromov-Witten invariants or local Gromov-Witten invariants.
For any α, β ∈ H∗(X), let α ∪ β denote the ordinary cup product. We take a homogeneous base ρ1, . . . , ρℓ
of H∗(X). Let ρ1, . . . , ρℓ denote the dual base of H∗(X) with respect to the Poincare´ pairing of X .
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Proposition 7.24 Suppose one of the following holds:
Case 1. X is Fano, and Li (i = 1, . . . , r) are ample. Note that Condition (B) holds for any d ∈ Eff∗(X).
Case 2. X is a weak Fano surface, r = 1, and L1 = K−1X . Note that Condition (B) holds for any d ∈ Eff∗(X)
with 〈c1(K∨X), d〉 6= 0.
Then, we have the following for σ ∈ UX and for α, β ∈ QσH∗(X, E∨):
α •E∨σ β =

α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, β, e(E∨)ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉ρi (Case 1)
α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X),
〈c1(KX),d〉6=0
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, β, e(E∨)ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉ρi (Case 2)
(143)
We also have the following for σ ∈ UX and for α ∈ QσH∗(X, E∨), and β ∈ KσH∗(X, E∨):
α •E∨K,σ β =

α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, e(E∨)β, ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉ρi (Case 1)
α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
〈c1(KX),d〉6=0
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, e(E∨)β, ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉ρi (Case 2)
(144)
Proof For the proof of the proposition, we study the degenerated quantum products •σ on H∗(Y ). Any
element α ∈ H∗(Y ) has the expression α =∑rj=0 π∗αj · γj where αj ∈ H∗(X).
Lemma 7.25 Let σ ∈ UX . Suppose Case 1 or Case 2. For α =
∑r
j=0 π
∗(αj)γ
j and β =
∑r
j=0 π
∗(βj)γ
j, we
have the following:
α •σ β =

α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈α0, β0, ρi〉X,E
∨,e−1
0,3,d e
〈σ,d〉i0∗(ρ
i) (Case 1)
α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
〈c1(KX),d〉6=0
ℓ∑
i=1
〈α0, β0, ρi〉X,E
∨,e−1
0,3,d e
〈σ,d〉i0∗(ρ
i) (Case 2)
(145)
Before giving a proof of Lemma 7.25, we deduce Proposition 7.24 from Lemma 7.25. We give an argument
in Case 1. The other case can be given similarly. Because i∗0i0∗(ρ
j) = e(E∨)ρj , we obtain the following for
α, β ∈ H∗(X) from (145):
α •E∨σ β = α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, β, ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉e(E∨)ρi
= α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, β, e(E∨)ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉ρi (146)
Thus, we obtain (143). We identify Ker(N) = i0∗H
∗(X). We have i0∗(β) = e(E∨)β +
∑r
j=1 cjγ
j for some
cj ∈ H∗(X). Hence we have the following for α ∈ H∗(X) and β ∈ H∗(X):
i0∗
(
α •E∨K,σ β
)
= π∗(α) •σ i0∗(β) = π∗(α) ∪ i0∗β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, e(E∨)β, ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉i0∗ρ
i
= i0∗
(
α ∪ β +
∑
d∈Eff∗(X)
ℓ∑
i=1
〈
α, e(E∨)β, ρi
〉X,E∨,e−1
0,3,d
e〈σ,d〉ρi
)
(147)
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Thus, we obtain (144). It remains to prove Lemma 7.25.
Let us prove Lemma 7.25 in Case 1. For any algebraic curve C in Y , let [C] ∈ H2(Y ) denote the homology
class of C.
Lemma 7.26 Let C be a non-empty algebraic curve in Y . Then, we have 〈γ, [C]〉 = 0 if and only if C ⊂ i0(X).
Proof Because OY (1) = O(H∞), the second condition implies the first. Let us prove that the first condition
implies the second. We may assume that C is irreducible. If C ⊂ H∞, we clearly have 〈γ, [C]〉 > 0. Hence, we
have C 6⊂ H∞. If C ∩H∞ 6= ∅, we have 〈γ, [C]〉 > 0. Hence, we obtain that C ∩H∞ = ∅. Let ϕ : C˜ −→ C ⊂ E∨
be the normalization. Let q : E∨ −→ X be the projection. Note that q(C) is not a point. We obtain the
morphism q ◦ϕ : C˜ −→ X and a section s of (q ◦ϕ)∗E∨. Because (q ◦ϕ)∗Li are ample, we have s = 0. It means
C ⊂ i0(X). Thus, we obtain Lemma 7.26.
Lemma 7.27 For d ∈ Eff∗(Y, γ) and for i > 0, we have 〈α1, α2, γiα3〉Y0,3,d = 0.
Proof The support of the cohomology class γiα3 is contained inH∞. For (C, f) ∈ Y0,3,d, we have f(C) ⊂ i0(X).
Then, the claim of Lemma 7.27 is clear.
By Lemma 7.26, we have Eff∗(Y, γ) = Eff∗(X). By Lemma 7.27, for d ∈ Eff∗(Y, γ) and for αi =∑r
j=0 π
∗αi,jγ
j , we have
〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d = 〈π∗α1,0, π∗α2,0, π∗α3,0〉Y0,3,d =
∫
[X0,3,d]vir
∏
ev∗i (αi,0) · e
(
R1p∗µ
∗E∨)
= 〈α1,0, α2,0, α3,0〉X,E
∨,e−1
0,3,d (148)
We set φij := ρiγ
j (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 0 ≤ j ≤ r) which give a frame of H∗(Y ). Let φij (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, 0 ≤ j ≤ r)
be the dual base with respect to the Poincare´ pairing of Y . Note that φi0 = i0∗(ρ
i). Indeed, it is enough to
check 〈φkj , i0∗(ρi)〉 = 0 (j > 0), 〈φk0, i0∗(ρi)〉 = 0 (k 6= i) and 〈φk0, i0∗(ρi)〉 = 1, which can be checked by direct
computations. Then, we obtain the equality (145) in Case 1.
Let us prove (145) in Case 2. It is exactly the case given in [31]. We just revisit it in a slightly different
way. Let d ∈ Eff(Y, γ). Note that the virtual dimension of Y0,3,d is 3. Indeed, because we have KY = OY (2),
the virtual dimension of Y0,n,d is n− 3 + dimY − 〈c1(KY ), d〉 = n.
Lemma 7.28 For αi = αi0 + αi1γ (αij ∈ H∗(X), i = 1, 2, 3), we have
〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d = 〈α10, α20, α30〉Y0,3,d.
Proof By the dimension reason, we have 〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d = 0 unless the cohomological degree of αi are 2.
Moreover, by the divisor axiom, we have 〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d = 0 if one of αi is γ. Then, the claim of Lemma 7.28
follows.
Lemma 7.29 Suppose that d ∈ Eff∗(Y, γ) satisfies 〈π∗c1(KX), d〉 = 0. Then, we have 〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d = 0 for
any αi ∈ H∗(Y ).
Proof It is enough to consider the case where αi ∈ π∗H2(X). Let us observe that the induced morphism
Y0,3,d −→ X0,3,d is smooth and the fibers are P1. Take (C, g) ∈ X0,3,d. Because K∨X is nef, and because we have
〈c1(KX), [g(C)]〉 = 0, the restriction of g∗KX to each irreducible component of C is of degree 0. In particular,
we have H1(C, g∗KX) = 0, and dimH
0(C, g∗KX) = 1. Let C0,3,d denote the universal curve over X0,3,d. Let
µ : C0,3,d −→ X be the universal morphism. Let p : C0,3,d −→ X0,3,d denote the projection. Then, p∗µ∗(O⊕K∨X)
is a locally free sheaf, and the projectivization is naturally isomorphic to Y0,3,d. Then, it is easy to see that
[Y0,3,d]
vir is the pull back of [X0,3,d]
vir via the natural morphism q : Y0,3,d −→ X0,3,d. Because q∗([Y0,3,d]vir) = 0,
we obtain 〈α1, α2, α3〉Y0,3,d = 0. Thus, we obtain Lemma 7.29.
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Lemma 7.30 Let d ∈ Eff(Y, γ). If 〈π∗c1(KX), d〉 < 0, then we have f(C) ⊂ i0(X) for any (C, f) ∈ Y0,3,d. In
particular, d comes from Eff∗(X).
Proof Let (C, f) ∈ Y0,3,d. We have f(C) =
∑
mi[Ci] (mi > 0) for algebraic curves in Y . Note that C is
connected. Suppose f(C) ∩ H∞ 6= ∅. If f(C) 6⊂ H∞, we have 〈γ, [Ci]〉 ≥ 0 for any i, and 〈γ, [Ci0 ]〉 > 0
for some i0, and hence 〈γ, [f(C)]〉 > 0 which contradicts with the assumption. If f(C) ⊂ H∞, we have
〈γ, f(C)〉 = 〈c1(K∨X), d〉 > 0 which also contradicts with the assumption. Hence, we have f(C) ∩ H∞ = ∅.
Then, f is equivalent to a morphism g : C −→ X and a section s of g∗(KX). But, because 〈c1(KX), d〉 < 0, we
have s = 0. Thus, we obtain Lemma 7.30.
We can deduce the equality (145) in Case 2 from Lemma 7.28, Lemma 7.29 and Lemma 7.30 as in Case 1.
Thus, Lemma 7.25 and Proposition 7.24 are proved.
7.4 Associated quantum D-modules
We continue to use the notation in §7.3. We recall some basic matters on the quantum D-modules of toric
varieties. Again, see [20], [21], [30], [31], [44], [45] for more details.
7.4.1 Quantum D-modules associated to degenerated quantum products on H∗(X)
We set QDM(X, E∨) := OCλ×UX⊗H∗(X). As in [31], we have the meromorphic connection∇E
∨
on QDM(X, E∨)
which is a variant of the connections of Dubrovin and Givental. It is given as follows. Let µX be the grading
operator on H∗(X) defined by µ(a) := ka for a ∈ H2k(X). We can naturally identify H2(X) ⊗ OUX with
the tangent sheaf of UX , and so we can regard ξ ∈ H2(X) as a vector field on UX . We can naturally regard
b ∈ H∗(X) as a section of QDM(X, E∨). Then, ∇E∨ is determined by the following on C∗ × UX :(∇E∨ξ b)(λ,σ) = −λ−1ξ •E∨σ b, (∇E∨λ∂λb)(λ,σ) = λ−1E •E∨σ b+ µX(b), ((λ, σ) ∈ C∗ × UX).
The filtrations W˜ of QE
∨
σ H
∗(X) (σ ∈ UX) give a filtration W˜ on QDM(X, E∨). It is preserved by the connection
∇E∨ . We have the induced meromorphic connection on GrW˜k QDM(X, E∨), denoted by the same notation.
We regard bi ∈ GrW˜k Cok(N) (i = 1, 2) as sections of GrW˜k QDM(X, E∨). We set
PE∨k (b1, j∗b2) := λ−kP E
∨
k (b1, b2).
Thus, we obtain a morphism PE∨k : GrW˜k QDM(X, E∨)⊗ j∗GrW˜k QDM(X, E∨) −→ λ−kOC×UX .
We will give a proof of the following lemma by using the description as a specialization of the quantum
D-module of Y in §7.4.3.
Lemma 7.31 ∇E∨ is flat, and PE∨k are pairings of weight k on
(
GrW˜k QDM(X, E∨),∇E
∨)
. In other words,(
QDM(X, E∨), W˜ ,{PE∨k }) is a mixed TEP-structure.
We also set K(X, E∨) := OCλ×UX ⊗ H∗(X). As in the case of QDM(X, E∨), it is equipped with the
meromorphic flat connection ∇E∨ satisfying the following:(∇E∨ξ b)(λ,σ) = −λ−1ξ •E∨K,σ b, (∇E∨λ∂λb)(λ,σ) = λ−1E •E∨K,σ b+ µX(b) + rb, ((λ, σ) ∈ C∗ × UX)
Here, b ∈ H∗(X) and ξ ∈ H2(X). The filtration W˜ is preserved by ∇E∨ . We obtain a morphism PE∨k :
GrW˜k K(X, E∨)× j∗GrW˜k K(X, E∨) −→ λ−kOC×UX by the formula:
PE∨k (b1, j∗b2) = (−1)k−n−rλ−kP E
∨
k (b1, b2)
We will give a proof of the following lemma by using the description as a specialization of the quantum
D-module of Y in §7.4.3.
Lemma 7.32 ∇E∨ is flat, and PE∨k are pairings of weight k on
(
GrW˜k K(X, E∨),∇E
∨)
. In other words,(K(X, E∨), W˜ , {PE∨k }) is a mixed TEP-structure.
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7.4.2 Quantum D-module of Y
We recall the quantum D-module associated to the quantum products of Y . We set Uγ1 := Uγ/2π
√−1Zγ. We
set UY 1 := UX × Uγ1 which is the quotient of UY by the action of 2π
√−1Zγ. We embed Uγ1 −→ C∗ induced
by c 7−→ exp(c). The quantum products •σ,c depends only on (σ, ec). So, we denote them by •σ,ec .
We set QDM(Y ) := OCλ×UY 1 ⊗ H∗(Y ). Recall that we have the meromorphic flat connection ∇G on
QDM(Y ) due to Dubrovin and Givental. Let µY be the grading operator on H
∗(Y ), given by µY (b) := kb for
b ∈ H2k(Y ). We naturally regard ξ ∈ H2(Y ) as a vector field on UY , which induces a vector field on UY 1.
We also naturally regard b ∈ H∗(Y ) as a section of QDM(Y ). Then, ∇G is determined by the following on
C∗λ × UY 1:(∇Gξ b)(λ,σ,t) = −λ−1ξ •(σ,t) b, (∇Gλ∂λb)(λ,σ,t) = λ−1E •(σ,t) b+ µY (b), ((λ, σ, t) ∈ C∗ × UY 1).
It is equipped with the pairing PY of weight −n− r induced by the Poincare´ pairing:
PY (b1, j∗b2) := λn+r(b1, b2) (149)
It is well known that PY is ∇G-flat. It is clearly equivariant with respect to the action of 2π
√−1H2(X,Z).
7.4.3 Logarithmic extension and the specialization
Put Uγ1 := Uγ1 ∪ {0} which is a neighbourhood of 0 in C. We set UY 1 := UX × Uγ1. We set QDM(Y ) :=
OCλ×UY 1 ⊗ H∗(Y ). We naturally regard QDM(Y )|UY 1 = QDM(Y ). The meromorphic flat connection ∇G of
QDM(Y ) naturally gives a meromorphic flat connection on QDM(Y ) which is logarithmic along t = 0. The
pairing PY is naturally extended to the following morphism which is also denoted by PY :
QDM(Y )⊗ j∗QDM(Y ) −→ λn+rOCλ×UY 1
We set QDM(Y )sp := OCλ×UX ⊗H∗(Y ). We naturally have
QDM(Y )sp = QDM(Y )|Cλ×UX×0.
The residue Rest(∇G) : λQDM(Y )sp −→ QDM(Y )sp is given by the multiplication of−λ−1γ. The specialization
of the connection ∇G sp is induced by the degenerated quantum products:(∇G spξ b)(λ,σ) = −λ−1ξ •σ b, (∇G spλ∂λ b)(λ,σ) = λ−1E •σ b+ µY (b), ((λ, σ) ∈ C∗λ × UX)
It is equipped with the pairing PY of weight −n− r given by the formula (149).
By the construction ψt,−δ
(
QDM(Y )(∗t)) is naturally isomorphic to QDM(Y )sp with ∇G sp. By the con-
struction, we have the following isomorphisms which are compatible with the meromorphic connections:
Cok
(
λRest(∇G)
) ≃ QDM(X, E∨), Ker(λRest(∇G)) ≃ K(X, E∨)
By the construction, we have the following which implies Lemma 7.31 and Lemma 7.32.
Lemma 7.33 The weight filtration W˜ on QDM(X, E∨) and the pairings PE∨k on GrW (N)k QDM(X, E∨) are
constructed from
(
QDM(Y ),∇G,PY
)
by the procedure in §B.1.3.
7.5 Local mirror isomorphism
Recall that the isomorphism L∨X ≃ H2(X,Z) is induced byM∨X −→ H2(X,Z) given by
∑m
i=1 aie
∨
i 7−→
∑
ai[Di],
where e∨i (i = 1, . . . ,m) is the dual frame of the standard basis e1, . . . , em.
Let η1, . . . , ηℓ be a frame of H
2(X,Z) such that the first Chern class of K∨X ⊗
⊗r
i=1 L∨i is contained in the
cone generated by ηi (i = 1, . . . , ℓ). We can check the existence of such a frame in an elementary way. We have
a frame ξ1, . . . , ξℓ of L
∨
X corresponding to η1, . . . , ηℓ by the above isomorphism. For M ∈ R, we set
BM (η) :=
{ ℓ∑
i=1
αiηi ∈ H2(X,C)
∣∣∣ Re(αi) < −M (i = 1, . . . , ℓ)},
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B′M (ξ) :=
{ ℓ∑
i=1
βiξi ∈ SA = L∨X ⊗ C
∣∣∣ Re(βi) < −M (i = 1, . . . , ℓ)}.
We obtain the following theorem as a corollary of the theorem of Givental, according to which we have
isomorphisms between the mixed TEP-structures associated to local A-models and local B-models in [30, 31].
It is also related with [45, Conjecture 6.14]. We use the notation in §7.2 and §7.4.
Theorem 7.34 We have the following:
• An open subset U1 ⊂ UX ⊂ H2(X,C); It contains BM1(η) for a positive number M1; It is preserved by
the natural action of 2π
√−1H2(X,Z).
• An open subset U2 ⊂ SregA ; It contains BM2(ξ) for a positive number M2; It is preserved by the natural
action of (2π
√−1Z)L∨X .
• A holomorphic isomorphism ϕ : U1 ≃ U2; It preserves the Euler vector fields.
• Isomorphism of mixed TEP-structures
Φ∗ :
(
QDM(X, E∨), W˜ , {αPE∨k | k ∈ Z}
)
|U1
≃ ϕ∗χ∗A
(
VA,∗, W˜ , {PA,∗,k | k ∈ Z}
)
|U2
Φ! :
(K(X, E∨), W˜ , {αPE∨k | k ∈ Z})|U1 ≃ ϕ∗χ∗A(VA,!, W˜ , {PA,!,k | k ∈ Z})|U2
Here, α is a non-zero complex number. We also have the following commutative diagram of mixed TE-
structures: (K(X, E∨), W˜ )
|U1
Φ!−−−−→
≃
ϕ∗χ∗A(VA!, W˜ )|U2y y(
QDM(X, E∨), W˜ )
|U1
Φ∗−−−−→
≃
ϕ∗χ∗A(VA∗, W˜ )|U2
The isomorphisms ϕ and Φ⋆ (⋆ = ∗, !) are equivariant with respect to the actions of 2π
√−1H2(X,Z) ≃
(2π
√−1Z)L∨X .
Proof Let Bǫ(t) :=
{|t| < ǫ}. According to [17], as reformulated in [21] and [44], we have the following.
• An open subset UY ⊂ UY ; It contains BM1(η)×Bǫ1(t1) for a large M1 and a small ǫ1 > 0; It is preserved
by the action of 2π
√−1H2(X,Z).
• An open subset UA˜ ⊂ S˜A = LA˜ ⊗ C; It contains BM2(ξ) × Bǫ2(t2); It is preserved by the action of
2π
√−1L∨X ; The restriction of VA to UA˜ is locally free OCλ×UA˜(∗t2)-module.
• A holomorphic isomorphism ϕ̂ : UY ≃ UA˜; It preserves the Euler vector fields; We have ϕ̂−1{t2 = 0} ={t1 = 0}.
• An isomorphism of TEP-structures Φ̂ : (QDM(Y )(∗t), αPY )|UY ≃ ϕ̂∗χ˜∗A(V˜A, P˜A)|UA˜ .
• The isomorphisms ϕ̂ and Φ̂ are equivariant with respect to the action of (2π√−1)L∨X ≃ H2(X,Z).
We set U1 := UY ∩ {t1 = 0} and U2 := UA˜ ∩ {t2 = 0}. As the restriction of ϕ̂, we obtain a holomorphic
isomorphism ϕ : U1 ≃ U2 which is equivariant with respect to the action of the lattices. It also preserves the
Euler vector fields. Then, the claim follows from Lemma 7.33 and Lemma 7.10.
Remark 7.35 If the Euler vector fields are 0, then the R˜-modules are C∗-homogeneous with respect to the
trivial action on the base space. So, they are equipped with the Hodge filtration. Because the Hodge filtration
can be recovered from the connection, the isomorphisms in Theorem 7.34 also preserve the Hodge filtrations.
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Remark 7.36 If r = 1 and L1 = K∨X, the mixed TEP-structure is expressed as in §6.4 in terms of the variation
of Hodge structure associated to B. Here, B is related to A as in §6.4.1.
Remark 7.37 We set U ′1 := U1
/(
2π
√−1H2(X,Z)) and U ′2 := U2/(2π√−1L∨X). We have the induced iso-
morphism ϕ′ : U ′1 ≃ U ′2. We may regard U ′1 ⊂ H2(X,Z)⊗ C∗ and U ′2 ⊂ L∨X ⊗ C∗. They are naturally extended
to neighbourhoods U
′
1 ⊂ H2(X,C) and U
′
2 ⊂ L∨X ⊗C of 0. According to [44], the isomorphism ϕ′ is extended to
an isomorphism U
′
1 ≃ U
′
2.
We can consider the descent of the objects and the isomorphisms in Theorem 7.34 to U ′i . The objects
are extended on U
′
i in the logarithmic way such that the residues endomorphisms are nilpotent. Then, by the
uniqueness of such extensions, the isomorphisms given on U ′i are extended to the isomorphisms on U
′
i.
Remark 7.38 In [45], it is announced that a result in [24] implies the comparison of the TE-structures in
Theorem 7.34. At this moment, it is not clear to the author if we could also deduce the comparison of the weight
filtrations from [24].
A Duality of meromorphic flat bundles
A.1 Isomorphism
Let X be a complex manifold with a hypersurface H . Let dX := dimX . Let M be a reflexive meromorphic flat
connection on (X,H), i.e., M is a DX -module and that M is a coherent and reflexive OX(∗H)-module. We set
M∨ := HomOX(∗H)
(
M,OX(∗H)
)
which is naturally a reflexive meromorphic flat connection. In this section,
let D denote the duality functor on the category of holonomic DX -modules. As well known, DX(∗H)(M) :=
D(M)(∗H) is isomorphic to M∨ as a meromorphic flat connection. Let us recall the construction of the
isomorphism νM :DX(∗H)(M)
≃−→M∨ as in [40].
Let ΘX denote the tangent sheaf of X . We set Θ
−p
X :=
∧p
ΘX for p ≥ 0. We have the Spencer resolution
DX ⊗Θ•X of OX by a locally free left D-modules. We set ΩX := ΩdXX . The dual line bundle is denoted by Ω−1X .
We have the following natural identification:
DX(∗H)(M) ≃ HomDX(∗H)
(DX ⊗Θ•X ⊗M,DX ⊗ Ω−1X (∗H))[dX ].
The degree 0 term in the right hand side is HomDX (∗H)(DX ⊗ Ω−1X ⊗M,DX ⊗ Ω−1X (∗H)) ≃ DX ⊗M∨. The
isomorphism νM is induced by the canonical isomorphism DX(∗H)(M) ≃ DX ⊗Θ• ⊗M∨ whose degree 0-term
is the identity.
We have another description of the isomorphism νM in the caseH = ∅. Let LM∨ be the sheaf of flat sections of
M∨ which is a C-local system. We have a natural isomorphism DRDXM = RHomDX (M,OX [dX ]) ≃ LM∨ [dX ].
We have DR(νM ) = (−1)dX id which characterizes νM .
Under the natural identification DX(∗H) ◦DX(∗H)(M) = M , we have the induced morphism DX(∗H)νM :
DX(∗H)(M
∨) ≃M . We shall use the following lemma implicitly. (See [40].)
Lemma A.1 We have DX(∗H)νM = (−1)dXνM∨ .
A.1.1 A commutative diagram
For any morphism of meromorphic flat bundles f :M1 −→M2 on (X,H), the following diagram is commutative:
DX(∗H)M2
DX(∗H)f−−−−−−→ DX(∗H)M1
νM2
y νM1y
M∨2
f∨−−−−→ M∨1
Let Mi be reflexive meromorphic flat connections on (X,H). Let ρ : M1 −→ DX(∗H)M2 be a morphism of
D-modules. We have the induced morphisms νM2 ◦ ρ :M1 −→M∨2 and νM1 ◦DX(∗H)ρ :M2 −→M∨1 . We shall
use the following lemma in Proposition B.2.
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Lemma A.2 We have νM1 ◦DX(∗H)ρ = (−1)dX (νM2 ◦ ρ)∨.
Proof We have the following commutative diagram:
DX(∗H)(M1)
DX(∗H)(νM2◦ρ)←−−−−−−−−−− DX(∗H)(M∨2 )
νM1
y y
M∨1
(νM2◦ρ)
∨
←−−−−−− M2
Here, the right vertical arrow is the composite of DX(∗H)(M
∨
2 )
νM∨
2≃ (M∨2 )∨ ≃ M2. Note that νM1 ◦DX(∗H)ρ
precisely means the composite of M2 ≃DX(∗H)(DX(∗H)M2)
DX(∗H)ρ−→ DX(∗H)M1
νM1≃ M∨1 . We remark that the
composite of the following natural isomorphisms is the multiplication of (−1)dX .
M2 −−−−→ (M∨2 )∨ −−−−→ DX(∗H)(M∨2 )
DX(∗H)νM2−−−−−−−−→ DX(∗H)(DX(∗H)M2) −−−−→ M2
Then, the claim of Lemma A.2 follows.
A.2 Duality and localizations of flat bundles
This subsection is a preliminary for §A.3 and §3.3.
A.2.1 Statement
LetX be a complex manifold with a smooth hypersurface Y . Set dX := dimX . Let ι : Y −→ X be the inclusion.
Let M be a flat bundle on X , i.e., a locally free OX -module with a flat connection. The pull back of M to Y
is denoted by MY . For any DX -module N , we set N(∗Y ) := N ⊗OX(∗Y ) and N(!Y ) :=DX
(
DX(N)(∗Y )
)
.
We have the natural morphisms ρM,1 : M(∗Y ) −→ ι+MY and ρM,2 : ι+MY −→ M(!Y ). Locally, they are
given as follows. Let (x1, . . . , xn) be a holomorphic local coordinate system of X such that Y = {x1 = 0}.
We have ι+MY ≃
⊕∞
n=0 ι∗MY (dx1)
−1 ∂nx1 . Then, we have ρM,1(f · x−11 ) = ι∗(f|Y (dx1)−1) for any section f of
M . And, we have ρM,2(gι∗(dx1)
−1) = −∂x1(g˜) in M(!Y ) for any section g of MY , where g˜ is a section of M
satisfying g˜|Y = g and ∂x1(g˜) = 0 in M . They are independent of the choice of coordinate systems, and we have
the global morphisms.
The isomorphism νM : DM ≃ M∨ induces νM∗ : D
(
M(∗Y )) ≃ M∨(!Y ) and νM ! : D(M(!Y )) ≃ M∨(∗Y ).
We have νMY :DMY −→M∨Y determined by a similar condition. The composite Dι+MY ≃ ι+DMY ≃ ι+M∨Y
is denoted by ι+νMY . We shall prove the following proposition in §A.2.2–A.2.4.
Proposition A.3 We have νM∗ ◦DρM,1 = −ρM∨,2 ◦ ι+νMY and ι+νMY ◦DρM,2 = ρM∨,1 ◦ νM !.
Clearly, it is enough to prove the case M = OX for which we naturally identify M∨ = OX . We shall ρM,i
by ρi, and νMX and νMY by νX and νY , respectively.
We set dY := dim Y = dX − 1. Because DνX = (−1)dXνX and DνY = (−1)dY νY , the two equalities are
equivalent. Hence, it is enough to prove ι+νY ◦Dρ2 = ρ1 ◦ νX!.
We have only to prove the claim locally around any point of Y . We may assume that X = Ct×Y . We have
natural isomorphisms OX ≃ OCt ⊠OY and DOX ≃ DOCt ⊠DOY . The equality ι+νY ◦Dρ2 = ρ1 ◦ νX! means
the commutativity of the following diagram:
D
(OCt(!t)) ⊠DOY νCt!⊠νY−−−−−→ OCt(∗t)⊠OYyDρ2⊠id yρ1⊠id
D(ι+O{0})⊠DOY
ι+ν{0}⊠νY−−−−−−−→ ι+O{0} ⊠OY
Hence, it is enough to consider the case dimX = 1, i.e., X = Ct and Y = {0}, which we assume in the following.
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A.2.2 Commutativity of duality and push-forward
First, let us describe the isomorphism Dι+OY ≃ ι+DOY . We naturally have ι+OY =
⊕∞
j=0 ι∗C · ∂jt (dt)−1.
We have the exact sequence 0 −→ DX κ0−→ DX κ1−→ ι+OY −→ 0, where κ0(P ) = P · t and κ1(1) = ι∗(dt)−1. It
induces the exact sequence:
0 −→ HomDX (DX ,DX ⊗ Ω−1X )
κ′0−→ HomDX (DX ,DX ⊗ Ω−1X )
κ′1−→D(ι+OY ) −→ 0
Here, κ′0(g)(P ) = g(Pt). Under the natural identifications HomDX (DX ,DX ⊗ Ω−1X ) ≃ DX ⊗ Ω−1X , we have
κ′0(Q) = tQ.
We naturally have ι+DOY =
⊕∞
j=0 ι∗Hom(C,C) · ∂jt ι∗(dt)−1.
Lemma A.4 The isomorphism D(ι+OY ) ≃ ι+D(OY ) is given by κ′1((dt)−1) 7−→ −ι∗
(
id ·(dt)−1).
Proof Note that the following diagram is commutative, due to M. Saito [56] (see also [40, Proposition 12.4.25]):
DR(Dι+OY ) ≃−−−−→ DR(ι+DOY )y y
Dι∗DROY ≃−−−−→ ι∗DDROY
Here, the vertical arrows are the exchange of the de Rham functors with the others, and the horizontal arrows
are the exchange of the duality functor and the push-forward. We describe the induced morphism DRDι+OY ≃
ι∗DDROY . We set ωtopX = Db•X [2] and ωtopY = CY . Then, it is described as the composite of the following:
RHomDX
(
ι+OY ,OX [1]
) a≃ RHomCX (DR ι+OY , ωtopX ) b≃ RHomCX(ι∗DROY , ωtopX )
c≃ HomCX (ι∗DROY , ι∗ωtopY ) = ι∗Hom(C,C). (150)
Let us describe the morphisms more explicitly. We have OX [1] = Db0,•X [1] =
(
Db
0,0
X
−∂−→ Db0,1X
)
, where Db0,0X
sits in the degree −1. We have
RHomDX (ι+OY ,OX [1]) ≃ HomDX (ι+OY ,Db0,•X [1]) ≃ Db0,•X,Y [1],
where Db0,iX,Y denotes the sheaf of (0, i)-currents on X whose supports are contained in Y . The last isomorphism
is given by Ψ 7−→ Ψ(ι∗(dt)−1). We have the section −∂(t−1) of Db0,1X,Y . Recall that, for a complex manifold Z
with dimZ = dZ , we identify the total complex of Ω
•
Z [dZ ] ⊗Db0,•Z [dZ ] with Db•Z [2dZ ] by the correspondence
ηdZ+i ⊗ ηdZ+j 7−→ (−1)dZ(dZ−1)/2+dZiηdZ+i ∧ ηdZ+j . We have
a
(−∂(1/t))(∂jt ι∗(dt)−1dt) = −∂jt dt∂(t−1) = ∂jt ∂(dt/t), a(−∂(1/t))(∂jt ι∗(dt)−1) = ∂jt ∂(t−1).
Hence, we have (b◦a)(−∂(t−1))(ι∗(dt)−1dt) = ∂(dt/t). Note that c is induced by the trace morphism ι∗ωtopY −→
ωtopX , for which we have ι∗(1) 7−→ ∂(t−1dt). Hence, we have (c ◦ b ◦ a)(−∂(t−1)) = ι∗1.
We have the quasi-isomorphism:
Hom(ι+OY ,Db0,•X [1]) ≃ DRD(ι+OY ) ≃
(
HomDX (DX ,O) t−→ HomDX (DX ,O)
)
(151)
The complexes (151) are naturally quasi-isomorphic to the total complex associated to the following double
complex:
HomDX (DX ,Db0,0X ) t−−−−→ HomDX (DX ,Db0,0X )
−∂
y −∂y
HomDX (DX ,Db0,1X ) t−−−−→ HomDX (DX ,Db0,1X )

(0,−1) −−−−→ (1,−1)y y
(0, 0) −−−−→ (1, 0)

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Here, the right square in the parenthesis indicates the degrees of the double complex. Then, we can easily
deduce ∂(t−1) in Hom(ι+OY ,Db0,1X ) is equal to 1 in HomDX (DX ,O) in the cohomology of (151).
Hence, the isomorphism DR ι+DOY ≃ DRD(ι+OY ) is identified with ι∗Hom(C,C) ≃ Cok(O t−→ O) for
which ι∗ id is mapped to the image of −1 in Cok(O t−→ O). Then, the claim of Lemma A.4 follows.
The isomorphism νY : DOY −→ OY is given by id 7−→ 1. We have the induced isomorphism ι+νY :
D(ι+OY ) ≃ ι+OY . The following lemma is an immediate corollary of Lemma A.4.
Lemma A.5 We have ι+νY
(
κ′1((dt)
−1)
)
= −κ1(1).
A.2.3 A description of νX
Let us describe the isomorphism νX :DOX ≃ OX . We use the following natural free resolution of OX :
OX ≃
(DX ·∂t−→ DX)
It induces the following free resolution of DOX :
DOX ≃
(DX ⊗ Ω−1X ∂t·−→ DX ⊗ Ω−1X )
We have the morphism of DX -modules µ : DX −→ DX ⊗ Ω−1X given by aj∂jt 7−→ (−1)j∂jt aj ⊗ (dt)−1. We have
the following commutative diagram:
DX ⊗ Ω−1X
∂t·−−−−→ DX ⊗ Ω−1X
−µ−1
y µ−1y
DX ·∂t−−−−→ DX
(152)
It induces DOX −→ OX . We can check that the induced morphism DROX ≃ DRDOX is given by C ≃
Hom(C,C), 1 7−→ − id. Hence, it is νX .
A.2.4 End of the proof of Proposition A.3
We have the following commutative diagram:
DX ·∂t−−−−→ DX −−−−→ OX
id
y ·ty y
DX ·∂tt−−−−→ DX ϕ1−−−−→ OX(∗t)
·∂t
y idy ρ1y
DX ·t−−−−→ DX κ1−−−−→ ι+OY
(153)
Here ϕ1(1) = t
−1. We also have the following commutative diagram:
DX ·t−−−−→ DX κ1−−−−→ ι+OY
− id
y ·(−∂t)y ρ2y
DX ·t∂t−−−−→ DX ϕ2−−−−→ OX(!t)
·t
y idy y
DX ·∂t−−−−→ DX −−−−→ OX
(154)
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Here ϕ2(1) = 1. As the dual of (154), we obtain the following:
D(ι+OY ) κ
′
1←−−−− DX ⊗ Ω−1X t·←−−−− DX ⊗ Ω−1X
Dρ2
x − idx (−∂t)·x
D
(OX(!t)) ←−−−− DX ⊗ Ω−1X t∂t·←−−−− DX ⊗ Ω−1Xx tx idx
DOX ←−−−− DX ⊗ Ω−1X ∂t·←−−−− DX ⊗ Ω−1X
(155)
We have the following commutative diagram:
DX ⊗ Ω−1X
(t∂t)·−−−−→ DX −−−−→ D(OX(!t))
−µ−1
y µ−1y νX!y
DX ·(∂tt)−−−−→ DX ϕ1−−−−→ OX(∗t)
Because ϕ1(1) = t
−1, we have Dρ2 ◦ ν−1X! (t−1) = −κ′1
(
(dt)−1
)
. We also have ρ1(t
−1) = κ1(1). Then, we obtain
Dρ2 ◦ ν−1X! = (ι+νY )−1 ◦ ρ1 by Lemma A.5. Thus, the proof of Proposition A.3 is finished.
A.3 Duality and nearby cycle functors
We shall generalize Proposition A.3. This subsection is a preliminary for §B.3.
A.3.1 Some induced isomorphisms
Let t be a function on X such that the zero divisor (t)0 is smooth and reduced, i.e., the zero set H of t is smooth
and reduced as a subscheme. Let M be a regular singular meromorphic flat bundle on (X,H).
We use the natural identification
(
Πa,bt M
)∨ ≃ Π−b+1,−a+1t M∨. (See [40, §2.3] where the identification is
explained for R-modules. The identification for flat bundles is obtained as the specialization at λ = 1.) We
have the isomorphisms νΠa,bt M
: (DX(∗H)Π
a,b
t M) ≃ Π−b+1,−a+1t M∨, which induce
νΠa,bt M,∗
:DX
(
Πa,bt∗ M
) ≃ Π−b+1,−a+1t! M∨, νΠa,bt M,! :DX(Πa,bt! M) ≃ Π−b+1,−a+1t∗ M∨.
We have the following isomorphism for a sufficiently large N :
ψ
(a)
t (M) ≃ Ker
(
Πa−N,at! (M) −→ Πa−N,at∗ (M)
)
≃ Cok
(
Πa,a+Nt! (M) −→ Πa,a+Nt∗ (M)
)
,
Hence, we have the following canonical isomorphisms:
ν
M,ψ
(a)
t
:DHψ
(a)
t (M) ≃ ψ(−a+1)t (M∨)
We have the V -filtration U of M along t. Here, we adopt the condition that ∂tt + α is nilpotent on
ψt,α(M) := Uα(M)
/
U<α(M). The natural perfect pairing M ⊗M∨ −→ OX(∗H) naturally induces a perfect
pairing of OX -modules V−1(M)⊗V−1(M∨) −→ OX . It induces a perfect pairing ψt,−1(M)×ψt,−1(M∨) −→ OH
of flat bundles. It gives the following natural identification:
ψt,−1(M)
∨ ≃ ψt,−1(M∨). (156)
We have the canonical isomorphisms ξ
(0)
M : ψ
(0)
t (M) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M) and ξ(1)M : ψ(1)t (M) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M). The
construction of the isomorphisms is explained in the case of R-modules in [40, S4.3]. The construction for
D-modules is obtained as the specialization to λ = 1.
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A.3.2 Some commutative diagrams
Proposition A.6 The following diagram is commutative:
DXψ
(1)
t (M)
ν
M,ψ
(1)
t−−−−−→ ψ(0)t (M∨)
≃
xDXξ(1)M ≃yξ(0)M∨
DXι+ψt,−1(M)
≃−−−−→ ι+ψt,−1(M∨)
(157)
Here, the lower horizontal arrow is induced as the composite of the natural isomorphisms DXι+ψt,−1(M) ≃
ι+DHψt,−1(M) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M)∨ ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M∨).
The following diagram is also commutative.
DXψ
(0)
t (M)
−ν
M,ψ(0)−−−−−−→ ψ(1)t (M∨)
≃
xDXξ(0)M ≃yξ(1)M∨
DXι+ψt,−1(M)
≃−−−−→ ι+ψt,−1(M∨)
(158)
Here, the lower horizontal arrow is induced as the composite of the natural isomorphisms DXι+ψt,−1(M) ≃
ι+DHψt,−1(M) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M)∨ ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M∨).
Proof Let V be any regular singular meromorphic flat bundle on (X,H). We set V⋆ := V (⋆H). Let KV and
CV denote the kernel and the cokernel of V! −→ V∗. We have the following natural commutative diagram:
0 −−−−→ DXCV −−−−→ DXV∗ −−−−→ DXV! −−−−→ DXKV −−−−→ 0
νV,C
y νV ∗y νV !y νV,Ky
0 −−−−→ KV ∨ −−−−→ (V ∨)! −−−−→ (V ∨)∗ −−−−→ CV ∨ −−−−→ 0
Let K0V and C0V denote the kernel and the cokernel of the morphism ψt,−1(V )
N−→ ψt,−1(V ). We have
natural isomorphisms ξC,V : CV ≃ ι+C0V and ξK,V : KV ≃ ι+K0V . The construction of the isomorphisms is
explained in [40, §4.3.2] for R-modules. The construction for D-modules is obtained as the specialization at
λ = 1. Under the natural identification ψt,−1(V )
∨ = ψt,−1(V
∨), we have C∨0V = K0V ∨ and K
∨
0V = C0V ∨ .
Lemma A.7 The following diagram is commutative:
DXKV
νV,K−−−−→ CV ∨
≃
xDXξK,V ≃yξC,V ∨
DX(ι+K0V ) −−−−→ ι+C0V ∨
(159)
The lower horizontal arrow is the composite of DX(ι+K0V ) ≃ ι+DHK0V ≃ ι+K∨0V ≃ ι+C0V ∨ .
The following diagram is commutative:
DXCV
−νV,C−−−−→ KV ∨
≃
xDXξC,V ≃yξK,V∨
DX(ι+C0V ) −−−−→ ι+K0V ∨
(160)
The lower horizontal arrow is the composite of DX(ι+C0V ) ≃ ι+DHC0V ≃ ι+C∨0V ≃ ι+K0V ∨ .
Proof It is enough to consider the case that the monodromy of V along the loop around t = 0 is unipotent.
Moreover, we may assume that the logarithm of the monodromy is a Jordan block. Then, we have a flat
subbundle L ⊂ V of rank one such that KL ≃ KV and K0L ≃ K0V . We also have V ∨ −→ L∨ which induces
C0V ∨ ≃ C0L∨ and CV ∨ ≃ CL∨ . Then, we obtain (159) from the claim for L, which follows from Proposition
A.3. We obtain (160) similarly.
We have K0,Π−N,1M ≃ ψt,−1(M) and C0,Π0,N+1,M∨ ≃ ψt,−1(M∨). Hence, we obtain the commutativity of
(157) from Lemma A.7. We obtain the commutativity of (158) similarly.
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A.3.3 Specialization of pairings
Let Mi be regular singular meromorphic flat bundles on (X,H). Let P :M1⊗M2 −→ OX(∗H) be a morphism
of D-modules. We have the naturally induced pairing ψt,−1(P ) : ψt,−1(M1)⊗ ψt,−1(M2) −→ OH .
The pairing P and the isomorphism νM2 induce a morphism ΨP : M1 ≃ DX(∗H)M2. For a = 0, 1, we have
the induced morphisms
ψ(a)(M1) −→ ψ(a)(DXM2) ≃DXψ(−a+1)(M2).
By the natural isomorphisms ι+ψt,−1(Mi) ≃ ψ(a)(Mi) and the isomorphism νψt,−1(M2), we obtain
ι+ψt,−1(M1) ≃ DXι+ψt,−1(M2) ≃ ι+DHψt,−1(M2) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M2)∨.
It comes from a morphism ρa : ψt,−1(M1) ≃ ψt,−1(M2)∨, which is equivalent to a pairing
Pa : ψt,−1(M1)× ψt,−1(M2) −→ OH .
Corollary A.8 We have P0 = ψt,−1(P ) and P1 = −ψt,−1(P ).
Proof Let µ : ψt,−1(M1) −→ ψt,−1(M2)∨ be the morphism induced by ψt,−1(P ). The push-forward ι+µ :
ι+ψt,−1(M1) −→ ι+ψt,−1(M2)∨ is the composite of the following morphisms:
ι+ψt,−1(M1) ≃ ψ(a)(M1) −→ ψ(a)(M∨2 ) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M∨2 )
By the construction, ι+ρa is composite of the following morphisms:
ι+ψt,−1(M1) ≃ ψ(a)(M1) −→ ψ(a)(M∨2 ) ≃ ψ(a)(DXM2) ≃ DXψ(−a+1)(M2) ≃DXι+ψt,−1(M2)
≃ ι+DXψt,−1(M2) ≃ ι+ψt,−1(M2)∨ (161)
By Proposition A.6, we have ι+µ = ι+ρ0 and ι+µ = −ι+ρ1.
A.4 Push-forward
This subsection is a preliminary for §B.4.
A.4.1 Statement
Let X be a complex manifold. Let Mi be flat bundles on X . Let P : M1 ⊗M2 −→ OX be a morphism of
D-modules. By the isomorphism νM2 : DXM2 ≃M∨2 , P is equivalent to a morphism ϕ : M1 −→DXM2.
Let F : X −→ S be a smooth proper morphism of complex manifolds. We have the flat bundles F j+Mi on
S. We obtain the following morphism:
F j+M1 −−−−→ F j+DXM2 −−−−→ DSF−j+ M2
The composite is denoted by F j+ϕ. By the isomorphism νF−j+ M2
: DSF
−j
+ M2 ≃
(
F−j+ M2
)∨
, we obtain a flat
morphism
P (F j+ϕ) : F
j
+M1 ⊗ F−j+ M2 −→ OS .
We give a more direct expression of the pairing P (F j+ϕ). For each Q ∈ S, we set XQ := F−1(Q), and
let Mi,Q denote the restriction of the flat bundles Mi to XQ. Let d := dimX − dimS. Let H•DR(XQ,Mi,Q)
denote the de Rham cohomology of the flat bundle Mi,Q. The fiber of F
j
+(Mi)|Q is naturally identified with
Hd+jDR
(
XQ,Mi,Q
)
. The pairing P naturally induces the following pairing PF,j,Q:
Hd+jDR
(
XQ,M1,Q
)×Hd−jDR (XQ,M2,Q) −→ H2dDR(XQ,C) −→ C
Here, H2dDR(XQ,C) −→ C is induced by (2π
√−1)−d ∫XQ . The family {PF,j,Q |Q ∈ S} gives a flat morphism
PF,j : F
j
+M1 ⊗ F−j+ M2 −→ OS . We shall prove the following proposition in §A.4.2–A.4.3.
Proposition A.9 We have P (F j+ϕ) = ǫ(d)(−1)djPF,j, where ǫ(d) = (−1)d(d−1)/2.
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A.4.2 Preliminary
We have only to prove the claim locally around any point of S. So, we may assume that S is a multi-disc. Let t
be a holomorphic function on S such that the zero divisor (t)0 is smooth and reduced. Let S0 := |(t)0|. The pull
back t ◦ F is also denoted by t. Set X0 := {Q ∈ X | t(Q) = 0}. The induced morphism X0 −→ S0 is denoted
by F0. We naturally identify the restriction of the flat bundles Mi to X0 with ψt,−1(Mi). We also identify the
restriction of F j+Mi to S0 with ψt,−1F
j
+(Mi), which is also naturally isomorphic to F
j
0+ψt,−1(Mi).
We obtain the following pairings as the restriction of P , P (F j+ϕ) and PF,j :
ψt,−1P : ψt,−1(M1)⊗ ψt,,−1(M2) −→ OX0
ψt,−1P (F
j
+ϕ) : ψt,−1F
j
+(M1)⊗ ψt,−1F−j+ (M2) −→ OS0
ψt,−1PF,j : ψt,−1F
j
+(M1)⊗ ψt,−1F−j+ (M2) −→ OS0
By the construction, we have (ψt,−1P )F0,j = ψt,−1PF,j .
Let ϕ0 : ψt,−1M1 −→DX0ψt,−1M2 be the morphism corresponding to ψt,−1P .
Lemma A.10 We have ψt,−1P (F
j
+ϕ) = P (F
j
+ϕ0). As a consequence, to prove Proposition A.9, it is enough
to consider the case where S is a point.
Proof Let ιX0 : X0 −→ X be the inclusion. By Proposition A.6, the morphism ιX0+ϕ0 : ιX0+ψt,−1M1 −→
ιX0+DX0ψt,−1M2 is identified with the composite of the following morphism:
ψ
(0)
t (M1)
ψ
(0)
t ϕ−−−−→ ψ(0)t (DXM2) ≃DXψ(1)t (M2) (162)
We have the morphism ρj : ψt,−1F
j
+M1 −→DS0ψt,−1F j+M2 corresponding to ψt,−1P (F j+ϕ). Let ιS0 : S0 −→ S
be the inclusion. By Proposition A.6, ιS0+ρj is identified with
ψ
(0)
t F
j
+M1
ψ
(0)
t F
j
+ϕ−−−−−→ ψ(0)t DSF−j+ M2 ≃ DSψ(1)t F−j+ M2. (163)
Note that the following diagram of the natural isomorphisms is commutative, which can be checked easily:
DSψ
(1)
t F
−j
+ M2
≃−−−−→ ψ(0)t DSF−j+ M2 ≃−−−−→ ψ(0)t F−j+ DXM2
≃
y ≃y
DSF
−j
+ ψ
(1)
t M2
≃−−−−→ F−j+ DXψ(1)t M2 ≃−−−−→ F−j+ ψ(0)t DXM2
Then, the morphism (163) is identified with the push-forward of (162) by F . Hence, we have ρj = F
j
+ϕ0,
which implies the first claim of the lemma. The second claim follows from the first claim and the equality
(ψt,−1P )F0,j = ψt,−1PF,j .
A.4.3 The case where S is a point
Let d := dimX . Let Li be the sheaf of flat sections of Mi. Let L
∨
i denote the local system obtained as
the dual of Li. The pairing P induces 〈·, ·〉 : L1 × L2 −→ CX , which induces υ : L1 −→ L∨2 . We have the
natural isomorphism DRM1 ≃ L1[d] and DRDM2 ≃ RHomDX (M2,OX [d]) ≃ L∨2 [d]. The morphism ϕ induces
(−1)dυ : L1[d] −→ L∨2 [d].
Let us describe the induced morphism L1[d] −→ RHomCX
(
DRM2,DROX [d]
)
. A section e of L1 naturally
gives a section of (L1[d])
−d, which is denoted by e′. We have the section (−1)dυ(e′) of HomDX (M2,O[d])−d.
The image of (−1)dυ(e′) in HomCX (DRM2,DRO[d])−d is denoted by Fe. Then, we have
Fe(η
d+jm) = (−1)djηd+j · (−1)dυ(e′)(m) = (−1)dj+dηd+j〈e,m〉′
Here, ηd+j is a section of (Ω•[d])j = Ωd+j, m is a section of M2, and 〈e,m〉′ denotes the section of (O[d])−d
corresponding to 〈e,m〉.
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We have the natural quasi isomorphisms DRO[d] ≃ Tot(Ω•[d] ⊗ Db0,•X [d]) ≃ Db•X [2d], where the latter is
given by ηd+j ⊗ ηd+i 7−→ ǫ(d)(−1)djηd+j ∧ ηd+i. Let F˜e denote the image of Fe in HomCX (DRM2,Db•X [2d])−d.
It is given by
F˜e(η
d+jm) = ǫ(d)(−1)dηd+j〈e,m〉
which is naturally regarded as a section of (Db•X [2d])
j−d. The morphism L1[d] −→ HomCX (DRM2,Db•X [2d])−d
is extended to the morphism DRM1 −→ HomCX (DRM2,Db•X [2d])−d induced by the multiplication DRM1 ×
DRM2 −→ Db•X [2d] given by (ξd+ke, ηd+jm) 7−→ ǫ(d)(−1)kdξd+kηd+j〈e,m〉. Then, we obtain the claim of
Proposition A.9 in the case where S is a point. By Lemma A.10, the proof of Proposition A.9 is finished.
B Pairings and their functoriality
B.1 Mixed TEP-structures and their functoriality
B.1.1 Pairing of weight w and graded pairing
Let X be a complex manifold with a hypersurface H . Set X := Cλ ×X . For any OX -module N , let N(∗H) :=
N ⊗OX
(∗(Cλ×H)). An RX(∗H)-module V is called smooth if (i) V|Cλ×(X\H) is locally free as an OCλ×(X\H)-
module, (ii) V is OX (∗H)-coherent and reflexive. For a smooth RX(∗H)-module V , a pairing of weight w on V is
defined to be anRX -homomorphism P : V⊗j∗V −→ λ−wOX (∗H) such that (i) j∗P = (−1)wP ◦exchange, (ii) P
is non-degenerate, i.e., the induced morphism V −→ HomOX (∗H)
(
j∗V , λ−wOX (∗H)
)
is an isomorphism. Such a
pair (V , P ) is a TP(−w)-structure in the sense of [14]. Note that P naturally induces P (∗λ) : V(∗λ)⊗j∗V(∗λ) −→
OX (∗H)(∗λ), and P is the restriction of P (∗λ) to V ⊗ j∗V . We also obtain pairings P (a) of weight w + 2a on
λ−aV as the restriction of P (∗λ). We have P (a)(λ−av1, j∗(λ−av2)) = (−1)aλ−2aP (v1, j∗v2).
Suppose that a smooth RX(∗H)-module V is equipped with an exhaustive increasing filtration W˜ of
RX(∗H)-submodules indexed by integers such that GrW˜w (V) are also smooth RX(∗H)-modules. A graded
pairing of (V , W˜ ) is defined to be a tuple of pairings Pw (w ∈ Z) of weight w on GrW˜w (V). Such a filtered
smooth RX(∗H)-module (V ,W ) with a graded pairing {Pw |w ∈ Z} is called a mixed TP-structure. For any
integer a, we set W˜k+2a(λ
−aV) := λ−aW˜kV . We naturally have GrW˜k+2a(λ−aV) = λ−aGrW˜k (V). The pairing Pk
on GrW˜k (V) induces P (a)k+2a on GrW˜k+2a(λ−aV). Thus, we obtain another mixed TP-structure which consists of a
filtered RX(∗H)-module (λ−aV , W˜ ) and a graded pairing (P (a)w |w ∈ Z).
A mixed TP-structure (V , W˜ , P ) is called integrable if (i) V is an R˜X(∗H)-module, (ii) W˜ is a filtration by
R˜X(∗H)-submodules, (iii) Pw are also R˜X(∗H)-homomorphisms. In that case, (V , W˜ , P ) is also called a mixed
TEP-structure.
B.1.2 Specialization of pairings
Suppose that Y is a hypersurface of X given as {t = 0} for a holomorphic function t such that dt is nowhere
vanishing. We introduce a procedure for pairings in the context of R˜X(∗Y )-modules, which we call specialization.
The procedure can also work in the non-integrable case.
We set X := Cλ ×X and Y := Cλ × Y . Let pλ : X −→ X be the projection. Let V R˜X ⊂ R˜X denote the
sheaf of subalgebras generated by λp∗λΘX(log Y ) and λ
2∂λ over OX .
Let V be a smooth R˜X(∗Y )-module. We assume the following:
(B0) V is regular along t, i.e., there exists a filtration V•(V) = (Va(V) | a ∈ R) by V R˜X -submodules such that
(i) Va(V) are locally free OX -submodules and GrVa (V) are locally free OY -modules, (ii) λ∂tVa ⊂ Va+1 and
tVa(V) = Va−1(V), (iii) λ∂tt+ λa are nilpotent on GrVa (V).
We obtain R˜Y -modules GrVa (V) which are smooth. We are particularly interested in GrV−1(V). It is also denoted
as ψt,−δ(V). We also assume the following:
(B1) The conjugacy classes of (λN)|(λ,W ) : ψt,−δ(V)(λ,Q) −→ ψt,−δ(V)(λ,Q) are independent of the choice of
(λ,Q) ∈ Y. Here, N : ψt,−δ(V) −→ ψt,−δ(V)λ−1 denote the morphism induced by the multiplication of
t∂t.
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Let P be a pairing of weight w on V . We have the induced morphism P : V−1V ⊗ j∗V−1V −→ λ−wOX .
Then, we have the naturally induced pairing of weight w:
ψt,−δ(P ) : ψt,−δ(V)⊗ j∗ψt,−δ(V) −→ λ−wOY
LetW (N) denote the monodromy weight filtration of λN on ψt,−δ(V). By the assumption,W (N) is a filtration
by subbundles. We have the induced non-degenerate pairings:
ψt,−δ(P )k : Gr
W (N)
−k ψt,−δ(V)× j∗GrW (N)k ψt,−δ(V) −→ λ−wOY
For k ≥ 0, let P GrWk ψt,−δ(V) denote the primitive part, i.e., the kernel of Nk+1 : GrWk ψt,−δ(V) −→
λ−k−1GrW−k−2 ψt,−δ(V). We have the induced pairings:
spt(P )w+k := ψt,−δ(P )k ◦ (Nk × id) : P GrW (N)k ψt,−δ(V)× j∗P GrW (N)k ψt,−δ(V) −→ λ−w−kOY
By using ψt,−δ(P )◦ (id×j∗N) = −ψt,−δ(P )◦ (N× id), we can easily check that spt(P )w+k is a pairing of weight
w + k on P Gr
W (N)
k ψt,−δ(V).
Let k ≤ 0. Let P ′GrWk ψt,−δ(V) ⊂ GrWk ψt,−δ(V) denote the image of λ−kP GrW−k ψt,−δ(V) by N−k. We
have the isomorphism
id×j∗N−k : P ′GrWk ψt,−δ(V)× j∗
(
λ−kP GrW−k ψt,−δ(V)
) ≃ P ′GrWk ψt,−δ(V)× j∗P ′GrWk ψt,−δ(V).
We obtain the induced pairing of weight w + k.
spt(P )w+k := ψt,−δ(P )k ◦ (id×j∗N−k)−1 : P ′GrWk ψt,−δ(V)× j∗P ′GrWk ψt,−δ(V) −→ λ−k−wOY
It is also induced by (−1)kψt,−δ(P )−k ◦ (Nk × id)−1.
B.1.3 Filtration and graded pairings
We continue to use the notation in §B.1.2. LetW (N) denote the filtration on Cok(λN) induced by the filtration
W (N) on ψt,−δ(V). It is equipped with the flat connection. We set
W˜k Cok(λN) :=W (N)k−w Cok(λN).
In other words, W˜k Cok(λN) is the image of W (N)k−wψt,−δ(V) −→ Cok(λN). We have
GrW˜k Cok(λN) ≃
{
P Gr
W (N)
k−w ψt,−δ(V) (k ≥ w)
0 (k < w)
Hence, we have the pairing of weight k on GrW˜k Cok(λN) induced by spt(P )k. The induced pairing is also
denoted by spt(P )k. The tuple
(
spt(P )k
∣∣ k ∈ Z) is denoted by spt(P ). Thus, we obtain a mixed TEP-structure
(Cok(λN), W˜ , spt(P )).
Similarly, we set W˜k Ker(λN) :=W (N)k−w ∩Ker(λN). We have
GrW˜k Ker(λN) ≃
{
P ′Gr
W (N)
k−w ψt,−δ(V) (k ≤ w)
0 (k > w)
Hence, we have the pairing spt(P )k of weight k on Gr
W˜
k Ker(λN). The induced pairing is also denoted by
spt(P )k. Thus, we obtain a mixed TEP-structure (Ker(λN), W˜ , spt(P )), where spt(P ) :=
(
spt(P )k
∣∣ k ∈ Z).
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B.1.4 Dependence on defining functions
Let τ be a holomorphic function on X such that (i) Y = {τ = 0}, (ii) dτ is nowhere vanishing. The V -filtrations
for t and τ are the same, and we naturally have ψτ,−δ(V) = ψt,−δ(V) as OY -modules. Let Nt and Nτ denote
the morphisms ψτ,−δ(V) −→ λ−1ψτ,−δ(V) induced by t∂t and τ∂τ . We remark the following standard lemma.
Lemma B.1 We have Nt = Nτ and ψt,−δ(P ) = ψτ,−δ(P ). As a result, we have Cok(Nt) = Cok(Nτ ) and
Ker(Nt) = Ker(Nτ ). On Cok(Nt) = Cok(Nτ ) and Ker(Nt) = Ker(Nτ ), the induced connections are also equal.
Moreover, the induced filtrations and the graded pairings are also equal.
In other words, the induced mixed TEP-structures are well defined in the sense that they are independent
of the choice of a defining function of Y . Note that the induced connections are not the same on ψt,−δ(V) =
ψτ,−δ(V), in general.
B.2 Pairings associated with real structure and graded sesqui-linear duality
B.2.1 Compatibility of sesqui-linear duality and real structure
Let X be a complex manifold. Let T = (M′,M′′, C) be a pure twistor D-module of weight w on X . Let
S : T −→ T ∗(−w) be a sesqui-linear duality. Let κ : γ˜∗T −→ T be a real structure. We say that S and κ are
compatible if the following diagram is commutative.
γ˜∗T −−−−→ γ˜∗(T ∗)(−w)
κ
y κ∗x
T S−−−−→ T ∗(−w)
Recall that S is expressed as a pair of morphisms M′ S
′
←− M′′λw and M′′ S
′′
−→ M′λ−w satisfying S ′ =
S ′′, and that κ is expressed as a pair of morphisms DXj∗M′′ κ
′←− M′ and DXj∗M′ κ
′′−→ M′′ satisfying
j∗DXκ
′′ ◦ κ′ = id and κ′′ ◦ j∗DXκ′ = id. Here, DX denotes the duality functor for RX -modules. Note that
γ˜∗
(T (−w)) ≃ γ˜∗(T )(−w) is given by ((−1)w, (−1)w). Then, the commutativity of the above diagram means
the commutativity of the following:
j∗DX(M′) (−1)
wj∗DXS
′′
−−−−−−−−−−→ j∗DX(M′′)λ−w
κ′′
y κ′x
M′′ S′′−−−−→ M′λ−w
Because κ′′ = (j∗DXκ
′)−1, the commutativity means κ′ ◦ S ′′ = (−1)wj∗DX(κ′ ◦ S ′′).
Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module with a real structure κ and a graded sesqui-linear duality (Sw |w ∈
Z). We say that the real structure and the graded sesqui-linear duality are compatible if the induced real
structure and the sesqui-linear duality on GrWw (T ) are compatible for any w.
B.2.2 The associated TEP-structure in the pure case
Let T = (M′,M′′, C) be an integrable pure twistor D-module of weight w on a complex manifold X with a
real structure κ and a polarization S which are compatible and integrable. We have the following isomorphisms
of R˜X -modules:
M′′ S′′−−−−→ M′λ−w κ′−−−−→ λ−wj∗DXM′′
Let H be a hypersurface of X . Suppose thatM′(∗H) andM′′(∗H) are smooth RX(∗H)-modules. We have
a natural isomorphism
νM′′ : (DXM′′)(∗H) ≃ λdX · M′′(∗H)∨
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whose restriction to {λ0} ×X (λ0 6= 0) is given by the morphism in §A.1. We consider the pairing P induced
by (−1)dXνM′′ and κ′ ◦ S ′′:
P :M′′(∗H)× j∗M′′(∗H) −−−−→ λdX−wOX (∗H)
Proposition B.2 We have j∗P ◦ exchange = (−1)dX−wP . In other words, P is a pairing of weight w− dX on
M′′(∗H). In other words, (M′′(∗H), P ) is a TEP (dX − w)-structure.
Proof The claim of this proposition follows from the relation κ′ ◦ S ′′ = (−1)wj∗D(κ′ ◦ S ′′) and Lemma A.2.
For any n ∈ Z, the pure twistor D-module T ⊗ T (−n) of weight w + 2n naturally equipped with the
polarization and the real structure which are compatible. The polarization is given by ((−1)nS ′, (−1)nS ′′).
The real structure is given by ((−1)nκ′, (−1)nκ′′). Hence, the induced pairing is P (n) which was introduced in
§B.1.1.
Example B.3 Let T (F ) = (λdXL(F ),L(F ), C) be the integrable pure twistor D-module of weight dX associated
to a holomorphic function F on X, where dX := dimX. The polarization S is given by
(
(−1)dX , (−1)dX). The
real structure γ˜∗T (F ) ≃ T (F ) is given by (ν−1, (−1)dXν). The induced pairing L(F )× j∗L(F ) −→ OX is just
the multiplication.
B.2.3 The associated mixed TEP-structure
Let (T ,W ) be a mixed twistor D-module on X . Let (M′,M′′, C) be the underlying RX -triple of T . We
often pick M′′, and we say that M′′ is the underlying RX -module of T . We have the filtration W on M′′
such that WjM′′ are the underlying R-modules of WjT , which we call the filtration of M′′ underlying the
weight filtration of (T ,W ). In the following, we shall often use the shifted filtration W˜ on M′′ given by
W˜k(M′′) :=Wk+dimXM′′.
Let (T ,W ) be an integrable mixed twistor D-module with real structure and a graded sesqui-linear duality
which are compatible and integrable. Let H be a hypersurface of X . Let M′′ be the underlying R˜X -module.
Suppose that M′′(∗H) is a smooth RX(∗H)-module. Let W be the filtration of M′′ underlying the weight
filtration of T . We set W˜k
(M′′(∗H)) := Wk+dSM′′(∗H). Each GrW˜k (M′′(∗H)) is equipped with the pairing
Pk of weight k induced by the real structure and the sesqui-linear duality. In this way, we obtain a mixed
TEP-structure (M′′(∗H), W˜ , {Pk}).
Remark B.4 The underlying R-module of T ⊗T (−n) is λ−nM′′(∗H). The filtration W˜ (λ−nM′′(∗H)) induced
by the mixed twistor structure (T ,W ) ⊗ T (−n) is given by W˜k(λ−nM′′(∗H)) = λ−nW˜k−2nM′′(∗H), which is
equal to the shift of the filtration in §B.1.1. The graded pairing on (λ−nM′′(∗H), W˜ ) induced by the real
structure and the graded sesqui-linear duality on (T ,W )⊗T (−n) is equal to that induced by the graded pairing
on (M′′(∗H), W˜ ) by the procedure in §B.1.1.
B.3 Comparison of the specializations
B.3.1 Statement
Let X be a complex manifold with a smooth hypersurface Y . Suppose that Y is given as {t = 0} for a
holomorphic function t such that dt is nowhere vanishing. Let T = (M1,M2, C) be an integrable pure twistor
D-module of weight w on X with a sesqui-linear duality S and a real structure κ which are compatible and
integrable.
Assumption B.5 We assume that Mi(∗Y ) are smooth RX(∗Y )-modules, and regular along Y . (See the con-
dition (B0) in §B.1.2 for the regularity.)
Set d := dimX . We have the pairing P of weight w − d on M2(∗Y ). We have the endomorphism λN :
ψt,−δ(M2) −→ ψt,−δ(M2), where N is the induced by t∂t. Note that the condition (B1) is satisfied because
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M2 comes from a pure twistor D-module. By the procedure in §B.1.3, we obtain filtrations W˜ [1] and graded
pairings (P
[1]
k | k ∈ Z) := spt(P ) on Cok(λN) and Ker(λN).
Let N : ψ˜t,−δ(T ) ⊗ U(−1, 0) −→ ψ˜t,−δ(T ) ⊗ U(0,−1) be given by (−N,−N), where N : ψt,−δ(Mi) −→
λ−1ψt,−δ(Mi) are induced by t∂t. According to the isomorphism in Proposition 4.3.1 of [40], we have the
following commutative diagram:
ψ
(1)
t (T ) −−−−→ ψ(0)t (T )
≃
y ≃y
ι†ψ˜t,−δ(T )⊗ U(−1, 0) N−−−−→ ι†ψ˜t,−δ(T )⊗ U(0,−1)
Here, the upper horizontal arrow is the canonical morphism. Hence, we have the following natural isomorphisms
of mixed twistor D-modules:
ι† Cok(N ) ≃ Cok
(
ψ
(1)
t (T ) −→ ψ(0)t (T )
) ≃ Cok(T [!t] −→ T [∗t])
ι†Ker(N ) ≃ Ker
(
ψ
(1)
t (T ) −→ ψ(0)t (T )
) ≃ Ker(T [!t] −→ T [∗t])
So, Cok(N ) ⊗ T (1) and Ker(N ) are equipped with the real structure and the graded sesqui-linear duality
which are compatible and integrable. The underlying R˜Y -modules of Cok(N )⊗T (1) and Ker(N ) are Cok(λN)
and Ker(λN), respectively. Applying the procedure in §B.2.3, we obtain filtrations W˜ [2] and graded pairings
(P
[2]
k | k ∈ Z) on Cok(λN) and Ker(λN).
Proposition B.6 We have W˜ [1] = W˜ [2] and P
[1]
k = P
[2]
k for any k ∈ Z. In other words, the induced mixed
TEP-structures are the same.
For the monodromy weight filtration W (N ) of N on ψ˜t,−δ(T ), we have W (N )j ψ˜t,−δ(T ) =Wj+wψ˜t,−δ(T ).
Then, we can check the equality for the filtrations easily. We shall compare the pairings in §B.3.2–B.3.3.
B.3.2 Preliminary
Let V be a smooth R˜X(∗Y )-module which is regular along t = 0. We have a natural isomorphism νV :
D(V)(∗Y ) ≃ λd · V∨ whose specialization at {λ0} × X (λ0 6= 0) is equal to the morphism in §A.1. By a
procedure similar to that in §A.3.1, it induces the following isomorphisms of R˜X -modules for a = 0, 1:
ν
V,ψ
(a)
t
:DXψ
(a)
t (V) ≃ ψ(−a+1)t (V∨)λd
Lemma B.7 The following diagram is commutative:
DXψ
(1)
t (V)
ν
V,ψ
(1)
t−−−−−→
≃
ψ
(0)
t (V∨)λd
≃
y ≃y
DXι†ψt,−δ(V) ≃−−−−→ ι†ψt,−δ(V∨)λd−1
(164)
Here, the vertical arrows are the isomorphisms in §4.3 of [40], and the lower horizontal arrow is induced as the
composite of the isomorphisms DX(ι†ψt,−δ(V)) ≃ ι†DY ψt,−δ(V) ≃ ι†ψt,−δ(V)∨λd−1 ≃ ι†ψt,−δ(V∨)λd−1.
The following diagram is commutative:
DX
(
ψ
(0)
t (V)
) −νV,ψ(0)t−−−−−−→
≃
ψ
(1)
t (V∨)λd
≃
y ≃y
DX(ι†ψt,−δ(V)λ−1) ≃−−−−→ ι†ψt,−δ(V∨)λd
(165)
The vertical arrows and the lower horizontal arrows are given as in the diagram (164).
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Proof We have only to prove the commutativity of the diagrams after taking the specializations to {λ0} ×X
for any generic λ0 6= 0, which follows from Proposition A.6.
Let Vi (i = 1, 2) be smooth R˜X(∗Y )-modules which are regular along t = 0. Let P ′ : V1 ⊗ j∗V2 −→
λ−mOX (∗Y ) be a morphism of R˜X(∗Y )-modules. We have the induced morphism of R˜Y -modules
ψt,−δ(P
′) : ψt,−δ(V1)⊗ j∗ψt,−δ(V2) −→ λ−mOY .
The pairing P ′ and the isomorphism (−1)dνV2 induce an R˜X -homomorphism V1 −→ λ−m−d(j∗DXV2)(∗Y ).
It induces the following morphisms for a = 0, 1:
ψ
(a)
t (V1) −→ λ−m−dj∗DXψ(1−a)t (V2)
By the isomorphisms λ−1+a · ι†ψt,−δ(V1) ≃ ψ(a)t (V1) and λ−aι†ψt,−δ(V2) ≃ ψ(1−a)t (V2), we obtain the following:
ι†ψt,−δ(V1) −→ λ−m−d+1j∗DX
(
ι†ψt,−δ(V2)
) ≃ λ−m−d+1ι†j∗DY ψt,−δ(V2) (166)
The morphism (166) and (−1)d−1νψt,−δ(V2) induce a pairing P ′a : ψt,−δ(V1) × j∗ψt,−δ(V2) −→ λ−mOY . We
obtain the following lemma from Lemma B.7, as in the case of Corollary A.8. We remark the twist of the
signatures, i.e., we use (−1)dνV and (−1)d−1νψt,−δ(V2).
Lemma B.8 We have ψt,−δ(P
′) = P ′1 and ψt,−δ(P
′) = −P ′0.
B.3.3 Proof of Proposition B.6
For a = 0, 1, from the morphisms ψ
(a)
t (S) : ψ(a)t (T ) −→ ψ(a)t (T )∗⊗T (−w− 1+ 2a) and ψ(a)t (γ˜∗) : γ˜∗ψ(a)t (T ) ≃
ψ
(a)
t (T ), we have the following R˜X -homomorphisms:
ψ
(a)
t (M2)
b
(a)
1−→ λ−w−1+2aψ(1−a)t (M1)
b
(a)
2−→ λ−w−1+2aj∗DXψ(a)t (M2) (167)
The composite b
(a)
2 ◦ b(a)1 comes from an isomorphism ψt,−δ(M2)λ−1 ≃ λ−w−1j∗DX
(
ψt,−δ(M2)λ−1
)
, in the
case a = 0, or ψt,−δ(M2) ≃ λ−w+1j∗DX
(
ψt,−δ(M2)
)
in the case a = 1. Together with (−1)d−1νψt,−δ(M2), we
obtain a pairing P˜a : ψt,−δ(M2)× j∗ψt,−δ(M2) −→ λd−wOY .
Lemma B.9 We have ψt,−δ(P ) = P˜0 = P˜1.
Proof According to §4.3 of [40], we have the following commutative diagram:
ψ
(0)
t (T )
ψ
(0)
t (S)−−−−−→ ψ(0)t (T )∗ ⊗T (−w − 1)
≃
y ≃y
ι†ψt,−δ(T )⊗ U(0,−1) −−−−→
(
ι†ψt,−δ(T )⊗ U(0,−1)
)∗
⊗ T (−w − 1)
(168)
The lower horizontal arrow is induced by ψt,−δ(S). It means that the following diagram is commutative:
ψ
(0)
t (M2)
b
(0)
1−−−−→ ψ(1)t (M1)λ−w−1
≃
y ≃y
ι†λ
−1ψt,−δ(M2) ψt,−δ(S
′′)−−−−−−−→ ι†ψt,−δ(M1)λ−w−1
(169)
We have the pairing P ′ : M1(∗Y ) × j∗M2(∗Y ) −→ λdOX (∗Y ) induced by κ′ : M1 −→ j∗DM2 and
(−1)dνM2(∗Y ). The morphism b(0)2 comes from ψt,−δ(M1) −→ j∗D(ψt,−δ(M2)λ−1). Together with the
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morphism (−1)d−1νψt,−δ(M2), we obtain a pairing P ′1 : ψt,−δ(M1) × j∗ψt,−δ(M2) −→ λdOY . We obtain
ψt,−δ(P ) = P˜0 from the equality ψt,−δ(P
′) = P ′1 in Lemma B.8, and the commutativity (169).
We also have the following commutative diagram from (168):
ψ
(1)
t (M2)
b
(1)
1−−−−→ ψ(0)t (M1)λ−w+1
≃
y ≃y
ι†ψt,−δ(M2) −ψt,−δ(S
′′)−−−−−−−−→ ι†ψt,−δ(M1)λ−w
(170)
The morphism b
(1)
2 comes from a morphism λ
−1ψt,−δ(M1) −→ j∗D
(
ψt,−δ(M2)
)
. It induces P ′0 : ψt,−δ(M1)×
j∗ψt,−δ(M2) −→ λdOY . From the equality ψt,−δ(P ′) = −P ′0 and the commutativity of the diagram (170), we
obtain ψt,−δ(P ) = P˜1. Thus, the proof of Lemma B.9 is finished.
The graded sesqui-linear duality on GrWw+1+k ι† Cok(N ) is induced by ψ(0)t (S) ◦ (−N )k. Hence, by Lemma
B.9, we obtain P [1] = P [2] on Cok(N ). The graded sesqui-linear duality on GrWw−1−k ι†Ker(N ) is induced by
ψ
(1)
t (S) ◦ N k. Hence, by Lemma B.9, we obtain P [1] = P [2] on Ker(N ). Thus the proof of Proposition B.6 is
finished.
B.4 Push-forward
Let X be a complex manifold. We set dX := dimX . Let T = (M1,M2, C) be an integrable pure twistor
D-module of weight w on X with a sesqui-linear duality S and a real structure κ which are compatible and
integrable. Suppose that T is smooth, i.e., Mi are locally free OX -modules. We have the associated pairing
P (S, κ) on M2 of weight w − dX .
Let F : X −→ Y be a smooth projective morphism. We set dY := dimY . We have the pure twistor
D-modules F i†(T ) = (F−i† M1, F i†M2, F i†C). They are equipped with the induced real structure κi. We also
have the induced morphisms Si : F i†T −→
(
F−i† T
)∗ ⊗ T (−w). Note that F j†Mi are locally free OY -modules.
As in §B.2.2, we have the associated morphism
P (F†S, F†κ)i : F i†M2 ⊗ j∗F−i† M2 −→ λ−w+dYOY
induced by the composite of the following morphisms:
F i†M2
F i†S−−−−→ λ−wF i†M1
F i†κ−−−−→ λ−wF i†j∗DM2 ≃ λ−wj∗DF−i† M2 ≃ λ−w+dY j∗
(
F−i† M2
)∨ (171)
The last isomorphism is given by (−1)dY νF−i† M2 . We give an expression of P (F†S, F†κ)i in terms of P .
Let Q ∈ Y be any point of Y . We set XQ := F−1(Q). Let FQ : XQ −→ {Q} be the restriction of F . Let
TQ := (M1Q,M2Q, CQ) be the restriction of T to XQ as smooth R-triple. Let F i†(T )Q be the restriction of
F i†(T ) to Q as smooth R-triple. We naturally have F iQ†(TQ) = F i†(T )Q.
We set Ω
1
XQ := λ
−1p∗λΩ
1
XQ
and Ω
p
XQ :=
∧p
Ω
1
XQ . We have the de Rham complex Ω
•
XQ ⊗ (M2Q) for M2Q.
We have
F iQ†(M2Q) = Ri+dF∗
(
Ω
•
XQ ⊗ (M2Q).
)
Set d := dX − dY = dimXQ. Let Ω0,qXQ denote the sheaf of C∞ (0, q)-forms on XQ. Let Ω
p,q
Cλ×XQ/Cλ
:=
p∗λ(Ω
p
XQ
)⊗p−1
λ
OXQ
p−1λ
(
Ω0,qXQ
)
. The pairing P induces the following:(
λ−kΩk,p
C×XQ/C
⊗M2
)
× j∗
(
λ−(d−k)Ωd−k,d−p
C×XQ/C
⊗M2
)
−→ λ−d−w+dXΩd,d
C×XQ/C
given by (ξk,pm1, ξ
d−k,d−pm2) 7−→ ξk,pξd−k,d−pP (m1,m2). Note that −d− w + dX = −w + dY . It induces
Pi|Q : R
d+iF∗
(
Ω
•
XQ(M2Q)
)× j∗Rd−iF∗(Ω•XQ(M2)) −→ λ−w+dYOCλ
By varying Q, we obtain PF,i : F
i
†M2 ⊗ F−i† M2 −→ λ−w+dYOY .
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Proposition B.10 We have P (F†S, F†κ)i = ǫ(d)(−1)diPF,i.
Proof It is enough to compare the specializations along {λ} × X for λ 6= 0, which follows from Proposition
A.9.
C Some functoriality of R˜-modules
In an earlier version, in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we used the comparison of the duality functors for R-modules
and R˜-modules. After the proof of the theorem has been simplified, we do not need it in the current version.
(See Remark 7.4.) Hence, the most results in this section are not used in the other part of this paper. However,
because the author hopes that the results in this section would be useful for our understanding of the duality
of integrable mixed twistor D-modules, we keep this section.
C.1 Preliminary
C.1.1 Some sheaves
For any complex manifold X , let X := Cλ ×X . Let pλ : X −→ X be the projection. Set dX := dimX . Let
OCλ denote the sheaf of functions on X which are locally constant in the X-direction, and holomorphic in the
Cλ-direction.
Let Ω1X denote the sheaf of holomorphic 1-forms on X . Let Ω
1
X := λ
−1p∗λΩ
1
X and Ω
p
X :=
∧pΩ1X . In
particular, we set ΩX := Ω
dX
X . As in the case of D-modules, for any left RX -module N ℓ, we naturally obtain a
right RX -module ΩX ⊗N ℓ. Conversely, for any right RX -module N r, we naturally obtain a left RX -module
N r ⊗ Ω−1X .
Let ΘX be the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields on X . We set ΘX := λp
∗
λΘX . We set Θ
p
X :=
∧−pΘX .
We obtain the Spencer resolution RX ⊗Θ•X of OX by locally free left RX -modules. (See [47].)
Let X 0 := {0} ×X . Let Ω1X (logX 0) be the sheaf of logarithmic holomorphic 1-forms on (X ,X 0). We set
Ω˜1X := Ω
1
X (logX 0) ⊗ O(X 0), and Ω˜pX :=
∧p
Ω˜1X . We set Ω˜X := Ω˜
dimX+1
X . For any left R˜X -module N ℓ, we
naturally obtain a right R˜X -module Ω˜X ⊗N ℓ. Conversely, for any right R˜X -module N r, we naturally obtain
a left R˜X -module N r ⊗ Ω˜−1X . We have the natural isomorphism λ−2ΩX ≃ Ω˜X given by τ 7−→ τdλ.
Let ΘX (logX 0) be the sheaf of tangent vectors on X which are logarithmic along X 0. Set Θ˜X := λΘX (logX 0)
and Θ˜pX :=
∧−p
Θ˜X . We obtain the Spencer resolution R˜X ⊗ Θ˜•X of OX by locally free left RX -modules in the
standard way.
C.1.2 Partial Spencer resolution
Let N be any RX -module. We set N〈λ2∂λ〉 :=
⊕∞
j=0 ∂
j
λ ⊗ λ2jN . We have the isomorphism of sheaves
Φ : R˜X ⊗RX N −→
(N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽) given by ∑(∂jλλ2j) ⊗mj 7−→ ∑ ∂jλ ⊗ (λ2jmj). The natural R˜X -action on
R˜X ⊗RX N is transferred onto N〈λ2∂λ〉. We denote it by ▽ which is explicitly described as follows.
• Let P andm denote local sections ofRX andN , respectively. For any j ≥ 0, we have local sections Pij (i =
0, . . . , j) of RX such that P∂jλλ2j =
∑j
i=0 ∂
i
λPijλ
2i in R˜X . Then, P▽(∂jλ⊗λ2jm) =
∑j
i=0 ∂
i
λ⊗ (Pijλ2im).
• We also have (∂λλ2)▽(∂jλ ⊗ λ2jm) = ∂j+1λ ⊗ (λ2j+2m)− 2j∂jλ ⊗ λ2j+1m+ j(j − 1)∂j−1λ ⊗ λ2jm.
We have the inclusion ι : N −→ N〈λ2∂λ〉 given by ι(m) = 1 ⊗m. It is an RX -homomorphism. We have the
decomposition:
N〈λ2∂λ〉 =
∞⊕
j=0
(∂λλ
2)j▽ι(N ) (172)
We also have the RX -action H on N〈λ2∂λ〉 given as follows.
• For any P and m as above, we set PH(∂jλ ⊗ λ2jm) = ∂jλ ⊗ P (λ2jm).
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If moreover N is an R˜X -module, the RX -action H is extended to the R˜X -action H on N〈λ2∂λ〉 given as follows:
∂λλ
2
H(∂jλ ⊗ λ2jm) = ∂jλ ⊗ ∂λλ2+2jm− ∂j+1λ ⊗ λ2j+2m.
It is easy to check that (N〈λ2∂λ〉,H) is an R˜X -module. (See also Lemma C.1 below.) We have the decomposition:
N〈λ2∂λ〉 =
∞⊕
j=0
(∂λλ
2)jHι(N ). (173)
For any ℓ ∈ Z, we set λℓN〈λ2∂λ〉 :=
⊕∞
j=0 ∂
j
λ ⊗ λ2j+ℓN . It is equipped with the natural R˜-actions ▽ and
H, obtained as above. We naturally have λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉 = λ2▽N〈λ2∂λ〉 = λ2HN〈λ2∂λ〉. We have the well defined
morphisms of sheaves ∂λ▽ : λ
2N〈λ2∂λ〉 −→ N〈λ2∂λ〉 and ∂λH : λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉 −→ N〈λ2∂λ〉.
It is easy to check the following lemma.
Lemma C.1 Let N be an R˜X-module.
• For any local section m of N , we have the following relation
(∂λλ
2)▽ι(m) + (∂λλ
2)Hι(m) = ι(∂λλ
2m). (174)
• For the above isomorphism Φ : R˜X ⊗RX N ≃ N〈λ2∂λ〉, we have
∂λλ
2
HΦ
(
∂jλλ
2j ⊗m) = Φ(∂jλλ2j+2(−∂λ)⊗m)+Φ(∂jλλ2j+2 ⊗ ∂λm).
For any P ∈ RX , we have the following:
PHΦ(∂jλλ
2j ⊗m) = Φ(∂jλλ2j ⊗ Pm).
• ∂λ▽ gives a morphism
(
λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉,H
) −→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,H), and ∂λH gives a morphism (λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽) −→(N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽).
By the lemma, for any R˜X -module N , we obtain the following exact sequence:
0 −−−−→ (λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉,H) ∂λ▽−−−−→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,H) a1−−−−→ N −−−−→ 0
Here, a1 is the projection onto the 0-th component with respect to the decomposition (172). We also have the
following exact sequence:
0 −−−−→ (λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽) ∂λH−−−−→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽) a2−−−−→ N −−−−→ 0
Here, a2 is the projection onto the 0-th component with respect to the decomposition (173). We obtain the
following R˜X -resolutions of N :
SHλ (N ) :=
((
λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉,H
) ∂λ▽−→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,H))
S▽λ (N ) :=
((
λ2N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽
) ∂λH−→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽))
Example C.2 Let us consider the case N = RX . We consider the RX-action given by the left multiplication.
We have the isomorphism RX〈λ2∂λ〉 ≃ R˜X given by
∑
∂jλ ⊗ λ2jmj 7−→
∑
∂jλλ
2jmj. Under the isomorphism,
(∂λλ
2)▽ is the left multiplication of ∂λλ
2, and (∂λλ
2)H is the right multiplication of −λ2∂λ. Hence, we naturally
have R˜X ⊗ Θ˜•X ≃ S▽λ
(RX ⊗Θ•X).
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C.1.3 Exchange
We define Ψ : N〈λ2∂λ〉 −→ N〈λ2∂λ〉 by Ψ
(
(∂λλ
2)j▽ι(m)
)
:= (∂λλ
2)jHι(m). By the construction, Ψ gives an
isomorphism
(N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽) −→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,H).
Lemma C.3 Ψ also gives an isomorphism Ψ :
(N〈λ2∂λ〉,H) −→ (N〈λ2∂λ〉,▽).
Proof It is enough to check that Ψ
(
(∂λλ
2)H(∂λλ
2)j▽ι(m)
)
= (∂λλ
2)▽Ψ
(
(∂λλ
2)j▽ι(m)
)
due to the decom-
position (172). By the commutativity of (∂λλ
2)H and (∂λλ
2)▽, we have only to check Ψ
(
(∂λλ
2)Hι(m)
)
=
(∂λλ
2)▽ι(m). It follows from (174).
We have the induced isomorphisms Ψ : S▽λ (N ) −→ SHλ (N ) and Ψ : SHλ (N ) −→ S▽λ (N ).
Example C.4 If N = RX , under the isomorphism R˜X ≃ RX〈λ2∂λ〉, the isomorphism Ψ : R˜X −→ R˜X is
given by Ψ
(∑
∂jλmj
)
=
∑
mj(−∂λ)j.
C.1.4 Bi-modules
Let OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉 denote the sheaf of subalgebras in R˜X generated by λ2∂λ over OCλ . Let B be an OCλ -module.
An action of λ2∂λ on B means a morphism of sheaves ρ(λ2∂λ) : B −→ B such that ρ(λ2∂λ)(fP ) = fρ(λ2∂λ)(P )+
(λ2∂λf)P for any local sections f ∈ OCλ and P ∈ B. If B is a sheaf of algebras over OCλ , we moreover impose
the Leibniz rule ρ(λ2∂λ)(PQ) = ρ(λ
2∂λ)(P )Q + Pρ(λ
2∂λ)(Q). If we are given a sheaf of algebras B over OC
equipped with an action of λ2∂λ, the sheaf B⊗OCλ O〈λ2∂λ〉 is naturally a sheaf of algebras. The multiplication
is given by (P ⊗ (λ2∂λ)k) · (Q⊗ (λ2∂λ)ℓ) =
∑k
j=0(k : j)P · ρ(λ2∂λ)j(Q)⊗ (λ2∂λ)k+ℓ−j , where (k : j) denote the
binomial coefficients.
We can naturally regard RX as a left OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉. The action of λ2∂λ on RX is given by ρ(λ2∂λ)(P ) =
[λ2∂λ, P ] in R˜X which satisfies the Leibniz rule ρ(λ2∂λ)(PQ) = ρ(λ2∂λ)(P ) · Q + P · ρ(λ2∂λ)(Q). The sheaf
RX ⊗OCλ OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉 is naturally a sheaf of algebras. We have the isomorphism RX ⊗OCλ OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉 ≃ R˜X
given by
∑
Pj ⊗ (λ2∂λ)j 7−→
∑
Pj(λ
2∂λ)
j .
Because OCλ is the center of RX , we have the naturally defined sheaf of algebras RX ⊗OCλ RX on X . It
is naturally an OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉-module. The action of λ2∂λ is given by ρ1(λ2∂λ)(P ⊗Q) = ρ(λ2∂λ)(P ) ⊗Q + P ⊗
ρ(λ2∂λ)(Q). It satisfies the Leibniz rule. We set AX := RX ⊗OCλ RX ⊗OCλ OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉. It is naturally a sheaf
of algebras. Let ki : RX −→ AX (i = 1, 2) be the morphism of algebras given by the inclusion to the i-th
component. They are extended to the morphism of algebras ki : R˜X −→ AX .
Let N be an AX -module. Let ℓ (resp. r) denote the RX -action or R˜X -action on N induced by k1 (resp.
k2). We set N〈λ2∂λ〉 :=
⊕∞
j=0 ∂
j
λ⊗λ2jN . The R˜X -action ℓ on N and the construction H give an R˜X -action ℓH
on N〈λ2∂λ〉. The induced multiplication of g ∈ R˜X and c ∈ N〈λ2∂λ〉 is denoted by g(ℓH)c. We obtain an RX -
action by taking the restriction, which is also denoted by ℓH. For a ∈ R˜X , let ℓH(a) denote the endomorphism
of the sheaves N〈λ2∂λ〉 given by m 7−→ a(ℓH)m. We use the notation ℓ▽, r▽ and rH similarly.
Lemma C.5 We have r▽(a1) ◦ ℓH(a2) = ℓH(a2) ◦ r▽(a1) for any a1, a2 ∈ R˜X .
Proof By using the explicit construction of ▽ and H, we can observe that r▽(a1) ◦ ℓH(a2) = ℓH(a2) ◦ r▽(a1)
if a1, a2 ∈ RX . By the assumption, we have r(λ2∂λ) = ℓ(λ2∂λ). Hence, we have r▽(∂λλ2) = ℓ▽(∂λλ2) and
rH(∂λλ
2) = ℓH(∂λλ
2). By using Lemma C.1, we obtain r▽(a1) ◦ ℓH(a2) = ℓH(a2) ◦ r▽(a1) if either one of a1 or
a2 is ∂λλ
2.
The following lemma is clear by construction.
Lemma C.6 We have r▽(a1) ◦ ℓ▽(a2) = ℓ▽(a2) ◦ r▽(a1) and rH(a1) ◦ ℓH(a2) = ℓH(a2) ◦ rH(a1) for any
a1, a2 ∈ RX .
As mentioned in the proof of Lemma C.5, we have r▽(∂λλ
2) = ℓ▽(∂λλ
2) and rH(∂λλ
2) = ℓH(∂λλ
2), the
morphism Ψ in §C.1.3 is independent of the choices of ℓ and r. It exchanges (r▽, ℓH) and (rH, ℓ▽).
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Example C.7 We consider N := RX ⊗ Ω−1X as an AX-module. Here, the RX-actions ℓ and r are induced by
the left and the right multiplications. The action of λ2∂λ is given by λ
2∂λ(P ) = [λ
2∂λ, P ] in R˜X .
We have the isomorphism
(N〈λ2∂λ〉, ℓ▽) ≃ R˜X ⊗RX (N , ℓ) = R˜X ⊗ Ω−1X ≃ R˜X ⊗ Ω−1X (dλ)−1. Under
the isomorphism, ℓ▽ is equal to the left multiplication, and rH is equal to the R˜X -action induced by the right
multiplication.
We have the isomorphism
(N〈λ2∂λ〉, r▽) ≃ R˜X ⊗RX (N , r) = R˜X ⊗ Ω−1X ≃ R˜X ⊗ Ω−1X (dλ)−1. Under
the isomorphism, r▽ is equal to the R˜X -action induced by the right multiplication, and ℓH is equal to the left
multiplication.
C.1.5 Functoriality for inner homomorphisms
Let N1 be an R˜X -module. Let N2 be an AX -module. Let HomRX (N1,N ℓ2 ) be the sheaf of RX -homomorphisms
from N1 to (N2, ℓ). It is equipped with the RX -action induced by r. It is naturally extended to an R˜X -action,
where the action of λ2∂λ is given by λ
2∂λ(f)(m) = λ
2∂λ(f(m)) − f
(
λ2∂λm
)
. We have the R˜X -actions ▽ and
H on HomRX (N1,N ℓ2 )〈λ2∂λ〉.
Let HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) denote the sheaf of RX -homomorphisms N1 −→ (N2〈λ2∂λ〉, ℓH). By Lemma
C.5, we have the R˜X -action on HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) induced by r▽ on N2〈λ2∂λ〉. The induced R˜X -action
is also denoted by r▽. By Lemma C.6, we have the RX -action on HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) induced by rH on
N2〈λ2∂λ〉. It is extended to an R˜X -action. The action of λ2∂λ is given by (λ2∂λg)(m) = λ2∂λ(ℓH)(g(m)) −
g(λ2∂λm). The induced R˜X -action is denoted by rH.
We define a morphism of sheaves F : HomRX
(N1,N ℓ2)〈λ2∂λ〉 −→ HomRX (N1,N ℓH2 〈λ2∂λ〉) given as follows.
For any local section
∑
∂jλ ⊗ λ2jgj of HomRX
(N1,N ℓ2)〈λ2∂λ〉 and any local section m of N1, we set
F
(∑
∂jλ ⊗ λ2jgj
)
(m) :=
∑
∂jλ ⊗ λ2jgj(m).
If N1 is RX -coherent, then F is an isomorphism. We can check the following lemma by a direct computation.
Lemma C.8 For local sections a ∈ R˜X and b ∈ HomRX (N1,N ℓ2 )〈λ2∂λ〉, we have F (a▽b) = a(r▽)F (b) and
F (aHb) = a(rH)F (b).
We have the following natural isomorphism by the decomposition (172):
HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) ≃ HomR˜X(N1〈λ2∂λ〉H,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) (175)
Lemma C.9 We have the following commutative diagram:
HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) b−−−−→ HomR˜X (N1〈λ2∂λ〉H,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH)
a1
y a2y
HomRX
(
λ2N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH
) b−−−−→ HomR˜X (λ2N1〈λ2∂λ〉H,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH)
The horizontal arrows b are (175). The morphism a2 is given by ∂λ▽ on N1〈λ2∂λ〉. The morphism a1 is
determined by a1(g)(m) = −∂λ(ℓH)
(
g(m)
)
+ g(∂λm) for any g ∈ HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) and m ∈ λ2N1.
Proof For any g ∈ HomRX
(N1,N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH) and m = λ2m1 ∈ λ2N1, we have
(a2 ◦ b)(g)
(
ι(λ2m1)
)
= b(g)
(
(∂λλ
2)▽ι(m1)
))
= b(g)
(
−(∂λλ2)Hι(m1) + ι(∂λλ2m1)
)
= (−∂λλ2)(ℓH)
(
g(m1)
)
+ g
(
∂λλ
2m1
)
= −∂λ(ℓH)
(
g(m)
)
+ g(∂λm) (176)
Thus, we obtain the claim of the lemma.
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Corollary C.10 We have the following natural isomorphism of R˜X-complexes:
S▽λHomRX
(N1,N ℓ2) ≃ HomR˜X(SHλN1, λ2N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH)[1] (177)
SHλHomRX
(N1,N ℓ2) ≃ HomR˜X(S▽λN1, λ2N2〈λ2∂λ〉ℓ▽)[1] (178)
Proof We obtain (177) from Lemma C.8 and Lemma C.9. We obtain (178) by exchanging ▽ and H.
C.2 Push-forward
C.2.1 Push-forward of R-modules and R˜-modules
We recall the push-forward of R-modules and R˜-modules. See [47] for more details. Let X be any complex
manifold. Let C∞X/Cλ denote the sheaf of C∞-functions F on X such that ∂λF = 0. Let Ω
0,q
X denote the sheaf
of C∞ (0, q)-forms on X . Let C∞X denote the sheaf of C∞-functions on X . We define
C∞,jX :=
⊕
p+q=j
p−1λ Ω
0,q
X ⊗p−1
λ
C∞
X
(
Ω
p
X ⊗OX C∞X/Cλ
)
.
With the exterior derivative in the X-direction, we obtain the complexes
(
Ω
•
X , d
)
and
(C∞,•X , d). The natural
inclusion gives a quasi-isomorphism
(
Ω
•
X , d
) −→ (C∞,•X , d).
Let f : X −→ Y be any morphism of complex manifolds. The induced morphism X −→ Y is also denoted
by f . We set RX,Y,f := RX ⊗OCλ f−1RY . It is naturally a sheaf of algebras. It is also naturally an OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉-
module, and the action of λ2∂λ satisfies the Leibniz rule. Hence, we obtain the sheaf of algebras AX,Y,f :=
RX,Y,f ⊗OCλ OCλ〈λ2∂λ〉 as in the case of AX . We have a natural inclusion R˜X −→ AX,Y,f and f−1R˜Y −→
AX,Y,f . We set RY←X := ΩX ⊗OX f−1(RY ⊗Ω−1Y ). It is naturally a left RX,Y,f -module. We have the natural
action of λ2∂λ on f
−1(RY ) given by λ2∂λ(Q) := [λ2∂λ, Q] in f−1(R˜Y ). It induces an action of λ2∂λ on RY←X ,
with which RY←X is an AX,Y,f -module. We have a canonical locally free RX,Y,f -resolution
(
Ω
•
X [dX ] ⊗OX
RX
) ⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ) of RY←X . It is also an AX,Y,f -resolution. We have the following natural quasi-
isomorphism of AX,Y,f -complexes:(
Ω
•
X [dX ]⊗OX RX
)⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ) −→ (C∞•X [dX ]⊗OX RX)⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )
Let M• be any RX -complex. We obtain the following RY -complex:
f†M• := f!
(((C∞,•X [dX ]⊗OX RX)⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))⊗RX M•)
= f!
((
C∞,•X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))⊗OX M•) (179)
It induces a functor Db(RX) −→ Db(RY ). We denote the right hand side of (179) by Rf!
(RY←X ⊗LRX M•). IfM• is cohomologically RX -coherent and good relative to f , then f†M• is also cohomologically RX -coherent. If
M• is an R˜X -complex, f†M• is naturally an R˜Y -complex. Hence, (179) gives a functor Db(R˜X) −→ Db(R˜Y ).
C.2.2 Another expression of the push-forward of R˜-modules
We put
C˜∞,jX :=
⊕
p+q=j
p−1λ Ω
0,q
X ⊗p−1
λ
C∞X
(
Ω˜pX ⊗OX C∞X/Cλ
)
.
With the exterior derivative d, we obtain the complexes
(
Ω˜•X , d
)
and
(C˜∞,•X , d), and we have the natural quasi-
isomorphism
(
Ω˜•X , d
) −→ (C˜∞,•X , d).
Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of complex manifolds. We set R˜X,Y,f := R˜X ⊗C f−1R˜Y . We set
R˜Y←X := Ω˜X ⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ). It is naturally an R˜X,Y,f -module. We have a canonical locally free
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R˜X,Y,f -resolution
(
Ω˜•X [dX + 1] ⊗OX R˜X
) ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ) of R˜Y←X . We have the following natural
quasi-isomorphism of R˜X ⊗ f−1R˜Y -complexes:(
Ω˜•X [dX + 1]⊗OX R˜X
)⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ) −→ (C˜∞,•X [dX + 1]⊗OX R˜X)⊗f−1OX f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
Let M• be any R˜X -complex. We obtain the following R˜Y -complex:
f˜†M• := f!
(((C˜∞,•X [dX + 1]⊗OX R˜X)⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))⊗R˜X M•)
= f!
((
C˜∞,•X [dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))⊗OX M•) (180)
It induces a functor Db(R˜X) −→ Db(R˜Y ). We denote the right hand side of (180) by Rf!
(R˜Y←X ⊗LR˜X M).
Lemma C.11 We have the following natural isomorphism:(
C˜∞,•X [dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))⊗OX M• ≃
S▽λ
((
C∞•X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))⊗OX M•) (181)
Proof Let ℓ and r denote the RY -action (resp. R˜Y -action) on RY ⊗Ω−1Y (resp. R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ) induced by the left
and right multiplications. Let ℓH (resp. r▽) denote the R˜Y -action on
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )〈λ2∂λ〉 induced by ℓ and H
(resp. r and ▽). We have the isomorphism Ω
−1
Y ≃ λ−2Ω˜−1Y given by τ 7−→ τ(dλ)−1. As mentioned in Example
C.7, they induce the following isomorphism:(
R˜Y ⊗ (λ−2Ω˜−1Y ), ℓ, r
)
≃
((RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )〈λ2∂λ〉, ℓH, r▽). (182)
We obtain (181) from (182).
Corollary C.12 We have the natural isomorphism f˜†M• ≃ S▽λ f†M• of R˜Y -complexes. In particular, we have
a natural isomorphism f˜†M• −→ f†M• in the derived category of R˜Y -modules.
C.2.3 Trace morphisms
Let DbX/Cλ be the sheaf of distributions F on X such that ∂λF = 0. We set
Db
j
X :=
⊕
p+q=j
p−1λ Ω
0,q
X ⊗p−1
λ
C∞X
(
Ω
p
X ⊗OX DbX/Cλ
)
.
With the exterior derivative d in the X-direction, we obtain the complex
(
Db
•
X , d
)
. We have the natural
quasi-isomorphism (Ω
•
X , d) −→ (Db
•
X , d). We also set
D˜b
j
X :=
⊕
p+q=j
p−1λ Ω
0,q
X ⊗p−1
λ
C∞
X
(
Ω˜pX ⊗OX D˜bX/Cλ
)
.
With the exterior derivative, we obtain the complex
(
D˜b
•
X , d
)
. The natural inclusion (Ω˜•X , d) −→ (D˜b
•
X , d) is a
quasi-isomorphism.
Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism. Recall that we have the trace morphism trf : λdXf†OX [dX ] −→
λdYOY [dY ] in the derived category of R˜Y -modules:
λdXf†OX [dX ] ≃ f!
(
λdXDb
•
X [2dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )) ≃ f!(λdXDb•X [2dX ])⊗OY (RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )
a−→ λdY Db•Y [2dY ]⊗OY
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ) ≃ λdYOY [dY ]. (183)
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Here, a is given by the integration of currents along f multiplied by (2π
√−1)−dX+dY . We also have the trace
morphism t˜rf : λ
dX f˜†OX [dX ] −→ λdYOY [dY ]:
λdX f˜†OX [dX ] ≃ f!
(
λdX D˜b
•
X [2dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )) ≃ f!(λdX D˜b•X [2dX + 1])⊗OY (R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
b−→ λdY D˜b•Y [2dY + 1]⊗OY
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ) ≃ λdYOY [dY ] (184)
Here, b is given by the integration of currents along f multiplied by (2π
√−1)−dX+dY . The following is clear by
the construction of the morphisms.
Lemma C.13 t˜rf is equal to the composite of λ
dX f˜†OX [dX ] −→ λdXf†OX [dX ] and trf .
Proof As in Lemma C.11, we can identify the morphism (184) with that obtained from (183) by the functor
S▽λ . Hence, the claim is clear.
C.2.4 Complement
Let N be any R˜X -module. We have the morphism of sheaves(
C∞•X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
⊗OX
(N〈λ2∂λ〉,H) −→((C∞•X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))⊗OX N)〈λ2∂λ〉 (185)
by g ⊗ (∂jλ ⊗ λ2jm) 7−→ ∂jλ ⊗ (g ⊗ λ2jm). By construction, the following holds.
Lemma C.14 The morphism (185) is an R˜X -homomorphism with respect to the natural f−1R˜Y -action on the
left hand side, and the f−1R˜Y -action H on the right hand side. The morphism (185) is compatible with the
actions (∂λλ
2)▽ on the both sides.
Corollary C.15 The morphism (185) induces an isomorphism f†
(M•〈λ2∂λ〉,H) −→ (f†(M•)〈λ2∂λ〉,H). It
also induces an isomorphism f†S
H
λ (M) ≃ SHλ f†(M).
C.3 Duality
C.3.1 Duality of R-modules and R˜-modules
Let X be a complex manifold with a hypersurface H . Set dX := dimX . We naturally regard λ
dXRX(∗H)⊗Ω−1X
as anAX(∗H)-module. We take anAX(∗H)-injective resolution G•0 of λdXRX(∗H)⊗Ω
−1
X [dX ]. For anyRX(∗H)-
module N , let HomRX(∗H)(N ,Gp,ℓ0 ) denote the sheaf of RX(∗H)-homomorphisms N −→ (Gp0 , ℓ). It is naturally
an RX(∗H)-module by r. If N is an R˜X(∗H)-module, it is naturally an R˜X(∗H)-module. The action of λ2∂λ
is given by (λ2∂λf)(m) = λ
2∂λ(f(m))− f(λ2∂λm).
For any RX(∗H)-complex M•, we obtain the following RX(∗H)-complex:
DX(∗H)M• := HomRX(∗H)
(M•,G• ℓ0 ) (186)
If M• is an R˜X(∗H)-complex, then DX(∗H)M• is naturally an R˜X(∗H)-complex. We shall often denote the
right hand side of (186) by RHomRX (∗H)
(M•, λdXRX(∗H)⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ] if there is no risk of confusion.
C.3.2 Another expression of the duality of R˜-modules
We give another expression of the duality functor for R˜-modules. We naturally regard R˜X(∗H) ⊗ Ω˜−1X as
R˜X(∗H) ⊗C R˜X(∗H)-module. Let ℓ (resp. r) denote the R˜X(∗H)-actions induced by the left multiplication
(resp. the right multiplication). We take an injective R˜X(∗H) ⊗C R˜X(∗H)-resolution G•1 of λdX R˜X(∗H) ⊗
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Ω˜−1X [dX+1]. For any R˜X(∗H)-moduleN , letHomR˜X(∗H)(N ,G
p,ℓ
1 ) denote the sheaf of R˜X(∗H)-homomorphisms
N −→ (Gp1 , ℓ). It is naturally an R˜X(∗H)-module induced by the R˜X(∗H)-action r.
For any R˜X(∗H)-complex M•, we obtain the following R˜X(∗H)-complex:
D˜X(∗H)(M•) := HomR˜X (∗H)
(M•,G• ℓ1 ) (187)
We shall denote the right hand side of (187) by RHomR˜X(∗H)
(M•, R˜X ⊗ Ω˜−1X )[dX + 1] if there is no risk of
confusion.
We have the R˜X(∗H)-action ℓH on (RX(∗H) ⊗ Ω−1X )〈λ2∂λ〉 induced by the R˜X(∗H)-action ℓ and the
construction H. We also have the R˜X(∗H)-action r▽ on (RX(∗H)⊗Ω−1X )〈λ2∂λ〉 induced by the R(∗H)-action
r and the construction ▽. Similarly, we have the R˜X(∗H)-actions ℓH and r▽ on G•0 〈λ2∂λ〉. As in (182), we have
the isomorphism ((RX(∗H)⊗ Ω−1X )〈λ2∂λ〉, ℓH, r▽) ≃ (R˜X(∗H)⊗ (λ−2Ω˜−1X ), ℓ, r). (188)
Hence, we may assume to have a quasi-isomorphism of R˜X(∗H)⊗C R˜X(∗H)-complexes
λ2G•0 〈λ2∂λ〉[1] −→ G•1 . (189)
From Corollary C.10 and (189), we have the following morphisms of R˜X(∗H)-complexes:
S▽λHomRX (∗H)
(M•,G• ℓ0 ) ≃ HomR˜X(∗H)(SHλM•, λ2G•0 〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH[1]) −→ HomR˜X (∗H)(SHλM•,G• ℓ1 ) (190)
We also have the following natural quasi-isomorphisms:
S▽λHomRX (∗H)
(M•,G• ℓ0 ) −→ HomRX(∗H)(M•,G•,ℓ0 ) (191)
HomR˜X(∗H)
(M•,G• ℓ1 ) −→ HomR˜X (∗H)(SHλM•,G• ℓ1 ) (192)
Proposition C.16 If M• is cohomologically RX(∗H)-coherent, then (190) is a quasi-isomorphism. Together
with (191) and (192), we obtain the following isomorphisms in the derived category of cohomologically R˜X(∗H)-
coherent complexes:
D˜XM• ≃−−−−→ D˜XSHλM• ≃−−−−→ S▽λDXM• ≃−−−−→ DXM•
Proof For simplicity of the description, we omit to denote (∗H) in the proof. It is enough to prove the claim
for an R˜X -module M which is coherent over RX . We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma C.17 Let 0 −→ N1 −→ N2 −→ N3 −→ 0 be an exact sequence of coherent RX -modules. Let I be any
injective RX-module. Then, the following is exact.
0 −→ HomR˜X
(N3〈λ2∂λ〉, I〈λ2∂λ〉) −→ HomR˜X (N2〈λ2∂λ〉, I〈λ2∂λ〉)
−→ HomR˜X
(N1〈λ2∂λ〉, I〈λ2∂λ〉) −→ 0 (193)
Proof The sequence (193) is rewritten as follows:
0 −→ HomRX
(N3, I〈λ2∂λ〉) −→ HomRX(N2, I〈λ2∂λ〉) β−→ HomRX (N1, I〈λ2∂λ〉) −→ 0 (194)
It is enough to prove that β is an epimorphism. For any non-negative integer L, we set FLI〈λ2∂λ〉 :=⊕L
j=0 ∂
j
λ⊗λ2jI. They are naturally an RX -submodules of I〈λ2∂λ〉. Let FLHomRX
(Ni, I〈λ2∂λ〉) be the image
ofHomRX
(Ni, FLI〈λ2∂λ〉). BecauseNi isRX -coherent, the filtration F is exhaustive onHomRX (Ni, I〈λ2∂λ〉).
By construction, we have GrLj HomRX
(Ni, I〈λ2∂λ〉) ≃ HomRX (Ni, λ2jI). Because I is R-injective, we have
the surjectivity of GrLj HomRX
(N2, I〈λ2∂λ〉) −→ GrLj HomRX (N1, I〈λ2∂λ〉). Then, we obtain the desired
surjectivity.
The claim of Proposition C.16 is reduced to the following lemma.
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Lemma C.18 For any coherent RX-module N , the natural morphism
HomR˜X
(N〈λ2∂λ〉, λ2G•0 〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH[1]) −→ HomR˜X (N〈λ2∂λ〉,G• ℓ1 ) (195)
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof The morphism (195) is a quasi-isomorphism if N = RX . It is enough to prove that (195) is a quasi-
isomorphism locally around any point of X . We may assume to have an RX -free resolution P• of N . We have
the following commutative diagram:
HomR˜X
(N〈λ2∂λ〉, λ2G•0 〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH[1]) α1−−−−→ HomR˜X (N〈λ2∂λ〉,G• ℓ1 )
α2
y α3y
TotHomR˜X
(P•〈λ2∂λ〉, λ2G•0 〈λ2∂λ〉ℓH[1]) α4−−−−→ TotHomR˜X (P•〈λ2∂λ〉,G• ℓ1 )
Here, Tot C•• denote the total complex of a double complex C••. As remarked above, α4 is a quasi-isomorphism.
Because (G•1 , ℓ) is R˜X -injective, α3 is a quasi-isomorphism. As for α2, note that (λ2G•0 , ℓ) is RX -injective. We
have the isomorphism exchanging ▽ and H as in §C.1.3. Hence, α2 is a quasi-isomorphism by Lemma C.17.
Then, we obtain that α1 is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus we obtain Lemma C.18, and hence Proposition C.16.
C.3.3 Smooth case
LetM be a smooth R˜X(∗H)-module. LetM∨ be the smooth R˜X(∗H)-module HomOX (∗H)
(M,OX (∗H)) with
the induced meromorphic connection. As remarked in [40], we have a natural isomorphismDX(∗H)M≃ λdXM∨
in the derived category. Together with Proposition C.16, we obtain D˜X(∗H)M≃ λdXM∨.
We also have the isomorphism D˜X(∗H)M≃ λdXM∨ given in a more direct and standard way, by using the
Spencer resolution R˜X(∗H)⊗ Θ˜•X of OX (∗H):
RHomR˜X(∗H)
(M, λdX R˜X(∗H)⊗ Ω˜−1X )[dX + 1] ≃
HomR˜X (∗H)
(R˜X(∗H)⊗ Θ˜•X ⊗M, λdX R˜X(∗H)⊗ Ω˜−1X )[dX + 1] ≃
R˜X(∗H)⊗ Θ˜•X ⊗ λdXM∨ ≃ λdXM∨ (196)
Lemma C.19 The isomorphisms D˜X(∗H)M≃ λdXM∨ are equal.
Proof We have the natural quasi-isomorphisms SHλ
(
(RX(∗H) ⊗OX Θ
•
X) ⊗OX M
) −→ SHλ (M) −→ M. We
have the following natural isomorphisms:
SHλ
(
(RX(∗H)⊗OX Θ•X )⊗OX M
) ≃ S▽λ ((RX(∗H)⊗OX Θ•X )⊗OX M) ≃ (R˜X(∗H)⊗OX Θ˜•X )⊗OX M
The isomorphism in Proposition C.16 is expressed as follows:
HomR˜X (∗H)
(R˜X(∗H)⊗ Θ˜•X ⊗M, R˜X(∗H)⊗ Ω˜−1X )[dX + 1] ≃
HomR˜X(∗H)
(
SHλ
(RX(∗H)⊗Θ•X ⊗M), R˜X(∗H)⊗ Ω˜−1X )[dX + 1] ≃
S▽λHomRX (∗H)
(RX(∗H)⊗Θ•X ⊗M,RX(∗H)⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ] ≃
HomRX (∗H)
(RX(∗H)⊗Θ•X ⊗M,RX(∗H)⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ] (197)
Then, the claim is clear by the constructions of the isomorphisms D˜X(∗H)M≃ λdXM∨.
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C.4 Compatibility of push-forward and duality
C.4.1 Compatibility for R-modules
Let us recall the compatibility of the push-forward and the duality for R-modules studied in [40]. Let Y be a
complex manifold.
We setMY 0 := (RY ⊗Ω−1Y )ℓ⊗ℓOY (RY ⊗Ω
−1
Y ), where
ℓ⊗ℓ means that we consider the actions ℓ for the tensor
product over OY . It is equipped with the RY -actions ri (i = 1, 2) induced by the action r on the i-th factor.
We also have the RY -action ℓ ⊗ ℓ induced by the actions ℓ. We have the action of λ2∂λ on MY 0 induced by
the actions on RY ⊗ Ω−1Y with the Leibniz rule. Each RY -action with the action of λ2∂λ gives an R˜Y -action.
We set MY 1 := (RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )r⊗ℓOY (RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y ), where
r⊗ℓ means that we consider the action r on the first
factor and the action ℓ on the second factor for the tensor product over OY . It is equipped with the RY -action
ℓ1 induced by the action ℓ on the first factor, and the RY -action r2 induced by the action r on the second factor.
We also have the RY -action r ⊗ ℓ induced by the action r on the first factor and the action ℓ on the second
factor. As in the case of MY 0, we have the action of λ2∂λ on MY 1 with which each RY -action is extended to
an R˜Y -action.
Recall that we have a unique isomorphism of sheaves Ψ1 : MY 1 −→MY 0 such that (i) Ψ1 ◦ r2 = r2 ◦ Ψ1,
Ψ1 ◦ ℓ1 = (ℓ ⊗ ℓ) ◦ Ψ1 and Ψ1 ◦ (r ⊗ ℓ) = r1 ◦ Ψ1, (ii) Ψ1 induces the identity on Ω−1Y ⊗ Ω
−1
Y . Here, Ψ1 ◦ r2 =
r2 ◦ Ψ1 means Ψ1(r2(P )m) = r2(P )Ψ1(m) for any local sections P ∈ RX and m ∈ MY 1, and the meaning of
Ψ1 ◦ ℓ1 = (ℓ⊗ ℓ)◦Ψ1 and Ψ1 ◦ (r⊗ ℓ) = r1 ◦Ψ1 are similar. The uniqueness is clear by the conditions (i) and (ii).
Locally, Ψ is given as follows. For any local frame τ of Ω
−1
X , we have Ψ1
(
(Q⊗ τ)⊗m) = (ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((1⊗ τ)⊗m)
for Q ∈ RX and m ∈ RX ⊗ Ω−1X . It is compatible with the actions of λ2∂λ.
Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism. We obtain the morphism
λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))[dX ] −→ λdYRY ⊗ Ω−1Y [dY ] (198)
in the derived category of AY -modules as the composite of the following morphisms (see §C.1.4 for AY ):
λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))[dX ]
≃ λdXf!
(((
Db
•
X [2dX ]⊗RX
)⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))⊗RX (OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )))
≃ λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1MY 0
)
a1≃ λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1MY 1
)
≃ λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
⊗OY
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )
≃ λdXf†(OX [dX ])⊗OY
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ) a2−→ λdY (RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )[dY ] (199)
Here, a1 is induced by Ψ
−1
1 , and a2 is induced by the trace morphism (see §C.2.3).
Let M be a coherent RX -module which is good relative to f . Then, we have the natural morphism
f†DXM−→ DY f†M (200)
obtained as the composite of the following morphisms:
f†DXM≃ Rf!RHomRX
(
M, λdXOX ⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )[dX ]
)
−→ Rf!RHomf−1RY
(
RY←X ⊗LRX M,RY←X ⊗LRX
(
λdXOX ⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
[dX ]
)
−→ RHomRY
(
f†M, λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
[dX ]
)
−→ RHomRY
(
f†M, λdYRY ⊗ Ω−1Y [dY ]
)
≃ DY f†M (201)
If M is also an R˜X -module, then (200) is a morphism in the derived category of R˜Y -modules.
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C.4.2 Compatibility for R˜-modules
We set M˜Y 0 := (R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )ℓ⊗ℓOY (R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ). The tensor product is taken as in the case ofMY 0. We have the
R˜X -actions ri (i = 1, 2) and ℓ⊗ℓ on M˜Y 0 as in the case ofMY 0. We set M˜Y 1 := (R˜Y ⊗Ω˜−1Y )r⊗ℓOY (R˜Y ⊗Ω˜−1Y ),
where the tensor product is taken as in the case of MY 1. We have the R˜X -actions r2, ℓ1 and r⊗ ℓ on M˜Y 1 as
in the case of MY 1.
We have a unique isomorphism of sheaves Ψ˜1 : M˜Y 1 −→ M˜Y 0 such that (i) Ψ˜1 ◦ r2 = r2 ◦ Ψ˜1, Ψ˜1 ◦ ℓ1 =
(ℓ⊗ℓ)◦Ψ˜1, (ii) Ψ˜1 induces the identity on Ω˜−1X ⊗ Ω˜−1X . For any local frame τ of Ω˜−1Y , we have Ψ˜1
(
(Q⊗τ)⊗m) =
(ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((1 ⊗ τ)⊗m).
Lemma C.20 We have Ψ˜1 ◦ (r ⊗ ℓ) = r1 ◦ Ψ˜1.
Proof It is enough to prove the equality locally around any point of X \ X 0. We may assume to have a frame
τ of Ω˜−1Y such that r(v)(τ
−1) = 0 for any v ∈ Θ˜X . Let Q ∈ R˜Y and m ∈ R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y . For any g ∈ OY , we have
r1(g)Ψ˜1
(
(Q⊗ τ)⊗m) = r1(g)(ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((1 ⊗ τ)⊗m) = (ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((g ⊗ τ)⊗m)
= (ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((1 ⊗ τ)⊗ gm) = Ψ˜1((Q⊗ τ) ⊗ gm) = Ψ˜1((r ⊗ ℓ)(g)((Q⊗ τ)⊗m)). (202)
For any v ∈ Θ˜X , we have
Ψ˜1
(
(r ⊗ ℓ)(v)((Q⊗ τ)⊗m)) = Ψ˜1((−Qv ⊗ τ)⊗m)+ Ψ˜(Q⊗ vm)
= −(ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Qv)((1⊗ τ) ⊗m)+ (ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((1⊗ τ)⊗ vm) = (ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)((−v ⊗ τ) ⊗m)
= (ℓ⊗ ℓ)(Q)r1(v)
(
(1⊗ τ) ⊗m) = r1(v)Ψ˜1((Q⊗ τ) ⊗m) (203)
Thus, we are done.
Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism as in §C.4.1. We obtain the morphism
λdX f˜†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))[dX + 1] −→ λdY R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y [dY + 1] (204)
in the derived category of R˜Y ⊗C R˜Y -modules as the composite of the following morphisms:
λdX f˜†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))[dX + 1]
≃ λdXf!
[((
D˜b
•
X/Cλ
[2dX + 2]⊗ R˜X
)⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )) ⊗R˜X (OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))]
≃ λdXf!
(
D˜b
•
X/Cλ [2dX + 2]⊗f−1OY f−1M˜Y 0
)
a˜1≃ λdXf!
(
D˜b
•
X/Cλ [2dX + 2]⊗f−1OY f−1M˜Y 1
)
≃ λdXf!
(
D˜b
•
X/Cλ [2dX + 2]⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
⊗OY
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
≃ λdX f˜†(OX [dX + 1])⊗OY
(R˜X ⊗ Ω˜−1X ) a˜2−→ λdY (R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )[dY + 1] (205)
Here, a˜1 is induced by Ψ˜
−1
1 , and a˜2 is induced by the trace morphism (see §C.2.3).
Let M be a coherent R˜X -module which is good relative to f . Then, we have the natural isomorphism
f˜†D˜XM−→ D˜Y f˜†M (206)
in the derived category of R˜Y -modules, obtained as the composite of the following morphisms:
f˜†D˜XM≃ Rf!RHomR˜X
(
M, λdXOX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )[dX + 1]
)
−→ Rf!RHomf−1R˜Y
(
R˜Y←X ⊗LR˜X M, R˜Y←X ⊗
L
R˜X
(
λdXOX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
[dX + 1]
)
−→ RHomR˜Y
(
f˜†M, λdX f˜†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
[dX + 1]
)
−→ RHomR˜Y
(
f˜†M, λdY R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y [dY + 1]
)
≃ D˜Y f˜†M. (207)
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C.4.3 Comparison
Let f : X −→ Y be a proper morphism of complex manifolds as above. We shall prove the following proposition
in §C.4.4–C.4.5.
Proposition C.21 Let M be a coherent R˜X-module which is good relative to f . The following diagram is
commutative:
f˜†D˜XM ≃−−−−→ D˜Y f˜†M
≃
y ≃y
f†DXM ≃−−−−→ DY f†M
(208)
Here, the horizontal arrows are given in §C.4.1 and §C.4.2, and the vertical arrows are given by the isomorphisms
in Corollary C.12 and Proposition C.16.
C.4.4 Step 1
We construct a natural transform f˜†D˜X −→ D˜Y f† modifying the constructions in §C.4.1 and §C.4.2.
We set M′Y 0 := (RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
ℓ⊗ℓOY
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ). The tensor product is taken as in the case of MY 0. It
is equipped with the R˜X -action r2 induced by the R˜X -action r on the second factor. It is equipped with the
R˜X -action ℓ⊗ ℓ induced by the R˜X -actions ℓ on the first and second factors. It is equipped with the RX -action
r1 induced by the RX -action r on the first factor. Together with the action of λ2∂λ by ℓ⊗ ℓ, it is extended to
an R˜X -action which is also denoted by r1.
We set M′Y 1 := (RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
r⊗ℓOY
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ). The tensor product is taken as in the case of MY 1. It
is equipped with the R˜X -action r2 induced by the R˜X -action r on the second factor. It is equipped with the
R˜X -action r⊗ ℓ induced by the R˜X -actions r and ℓ on the first and second factors, respectively. It is equipped
with the RX -action ℓ1 induced by the RX -action ℓ on the first factor. Together with the action of λ2∂λ by
r ⊗ ℓ, it is extended to an R˜X -action which is also denoted by ℓ1.
We have the isomorphism Ψ′1 : M′1Y ≃ M′0Y determined by the conditions (i) Ψ′1 ◦ ℓ1 = (ℓ ⊗ ℓ) ◦ Ψ1 and
Ψ′1 ◦ r2 = r2 ◦Ψ1, (ii) Ψ′1 induces the identity on Ω
−1
Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y . It also satisfies the condition Ψ′1 ◦ (r⊗ ℓ) = r1 ◦Ψ′1,
which can be checked by the argument in Lemma C.20.
Then, we obtain the morphism
λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))[dX + 1] −→ λdY R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y [dY + 1] (209)
in the derived category of R˜Y ⊗ R˜Y -complexes, obtained as the composite of the following:
λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
[dX + 1]
≃ λdXf!
(((
Db
•
X [2dX + 1]⊗RX
)⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y )) ⊗RX (OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )))
≃ λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1M′Y 0
) a′1≃ λdXf!(Db•X [2dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1M′Y 1)
≃ λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
⊗OY
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
≃ λdXf†(OX [dX + 1])⊗OY
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ) a′2−→ λdY (R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )[dY + 1] (210)
Here a′1 is induced by Ψ
′
1, and a
′
2 is induced by the trace morphism in §C.2.3. Then, for any R˜X -module M
which is good relative to f and coherent over RX , we obtain the morphism
f˜†D˜XM−→ D˜Y f†M (211)
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as the composite of the following morphisms:
f˜†D˜XM≃ Rf!RHomR˜X
(
M, λdXOX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )[dX + 1]
)
−→ Rf!RHomf−1R˜Y
(
RY←X ⊗LRX M,RY←X ⊗LRX
(
λdXOX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
[dX + 1]
)
−→ RHomR˜Y
(
f†M, λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
[dX + 1]
)
−→ RHomR˜Y
(
f†M, λdY R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y [dY + 1]
)
≃ D˜Y f†M (212)
Lemma C.22 The following diagram is commutative:
λdX f˜†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))[dX + 1] c1−−−−→ λdY R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y [dY + 1]y =y
λdXf†
(
OX ⊗f−1OY f−1
(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y ))[dX + 1] c2−−−−→ λdY R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y [dY + 1]
(213)
Here, c1 and c2 are given by (204) and (209), and the left vertical arrow is given in Proposition C.16.
Proof We can regard M′Y 0 as an AY -module by ℓ ⊗ ℓ and r1 with the action of λ2∂λ. We can also regard
M′Y 1 as an AY -module by r ⊗ ℓ and ℓ1 with the action of λ2∂λ. As mentioned in Example C.7, we have the
following isomorphisms: (RY ⊗ Ω−1Y 〈λ2∂λ〉, ℓH, r▽) ≃ (R˜Y ⊗ λ−2Ω˜−1Y , ℓ, r)
It induces the following isomorphisms:(
M′Y 0〈λ2∂λ〉, (ℓ ⊗ ℓ)H, r1▽
)
≃
(
λ−2M˜Y 0, ℓ⊗ ℓ, r1
)
(214)(
M′Y 1〈λ2∂λ〉, (r ⊗ ℓ)▽, ℓ1H
)
≃
(
λ−2M˜Y 1, r ⊗ ℓ, ℓ1
)
(215)
The isomorphisms are compatible with the R˜X -actions r2. We have the following commutative diagram:
M′Y 1〈λ2∂λ〉 −−−−→ λ−2M˜Y 1y y
M′Y 0〈λ2∂λ〉 −−−−→ λ−2M˜Y 0
Here, the vertical arrows are induced by Ψ′1 and Ψ˜1, and the horizontal arrows are as in (214) and (215). Hence,
the following diagram is commutative:
λdXf!
(
D˜b
•
X/Cλ [2dX + 2]⊗f−1OY f−1M˜Y 0
)
a˜1−−−−→
≃
λdXf!
(
D˜b
•
X/Cλ [2dX + 2]⊗f−1OY f−1M˜Y 1
)
y y
λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1M′Y 0
)
a′1−−−−→
≃
λdXf!
(
Db
•
X [2dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1M′Y 1
)
We also have the compatibility of the trace morphism in Lemma C.13. Then, we obtain the claim of Lemma
C.22 by construction of the morphisms.
The natural transform f˜† −→ f† in Corollary C.12 induces D˜Y f† −→ D˜Y f˜†.
Lemma C.23 The composite of (211) and D˜Y f† −→ D˜Y f˜† is equal to (206).
Proof We obtain the claim by comparing the constructions (207) and (212) and by using Lemma C.22.
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C.4.5 Step 2
We consider the following diagram:
f˜†D˜X
α1−−−−→ f˜†D˜XSHλ α2−−−−→ f†DX
β1
y β2y β3y
D˜Y f†
γ1−−−−→ D˜Y f†SHλ
γ2−−−−→ DY f†
(216)
The morphisms α1 and γ1 are the natural ones. The morphisms βi (i = 1, 2) are given in §C.4.4. The morphism
β3 is given in §C.2.4. The morphism α2 is induced by f˜† −→ f† in Corollary C.12, and D˜XSHλ ≃ S▽λDX −→DX
in §C.3.2. The morphism γ2 is induced by f†SHλ ≃ SHλ f† in §C.2.4, and D˜Y SHλ ≃ S▽λDY −→DY in §C.3.2. The
morphism β3 is given in §C.4.1. Clearly, the left square is commutative. For the proof of Proposition C.21, it
is enough to prove the commutativity of the right square.
We have the following expression:
f˜†D˜S
H
λM≃ λdXRf!
[(
Ω˜•X [dX +1]⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
⊗OX RHomR˜X
(
SHλM, R˜X ⊗ Ω˜−1X
)
[dX +1]
]
(217)
It is rewritten as follows:
λdXRf!
[(
Ω˜•X [dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
⊗OX S▽λRHomRX
(
M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X
)
[dX ]
]
(218)
We have the natural morphism from (218) to the following:
λdXRf!
[(
Ω
•
X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)⊗OX RHomRX(M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ]] ≃
λdXRf!RHomRX
(
M,OX ⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
[dX ] (219)
Indeed, we have
λdXRf!
[(
Ω˜•X [dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
⊗OX S▽λRHomRX
(
M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X
)
[dX ]
]
−→
λdXRf!
[(
Ω˜•X [dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
⊗OX RHomRX
(
M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X
)
[dX ]
]
λdXRf!
[(
Ω
•
X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)⊗OX RHomRX(M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ]] (220)
We also have
λdXRf!
[(
Ω˜•X [dX + 1]⊗f−1OY f−1(R˜Y ⊗ Ω˜−1Y )
)
⊗OX S▽λRHomRX
(
M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X
)
[dX ]
]
−→
λdXRf!
[(
Ω
•
X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)⊗OX S▽λRHomRX(M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ]]
λdXRf!
[(
Ω
•
X [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)⊗OX RHomRX(M,RX ⊗ Ω−1X )[dX ]] (221)
The composite of the morphisms (220) and (221) are equal. We have the following morphisms:
Rf!RHomRX
(
M, λdXOX [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
)
−→
RHomRY
(
f†M, f†
(
λdXOX [dX ]⊗f−1OY f−1(RY ⊗ Ω
−1
Y )
))
≃ RHomRY
(
f†M, λdXf†(OX )[dX ]⊗OY
(RY ⊗ Ω−1Y ))
−→ RHomRY
(
f†M, λdYRY ⊗ Ω−1Y [dY ]
)
−→Df†M (222)
As the composite of the above morphisms, we obtain a morphism G : f˜†D˜S
H
λM−→ Df†M. By construction,
we can check that both β3 ◦ α2 and γ2 ◦ β2 are equal to G. Indeed, β3 ◦ α2 is induced by (220), and γ2 ◦ β2 is
induced by (221). Thus, we obtain the commutativity of the right square of (216), and the proof of Proposition
C.21 is finished.
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D Comparison of some R˜-modules
D.1 Preliminary
D.1.1 A construction
Let Wt = C[t]〈∂t〉 be the Weyl algebra in the variable t. We set W loct := Wt ⊗C[t] C[t, t−1]. Let X be any
smooth algebraic variety. Let p : Ct×X −→ X be the projection. In the algebraic setting, we naturally identify
p∗DCt×X with DX ⊗Wt. We naturally identify algebraic DCt×X -modules and algebraic DX ⊗Wt-modules. We
also naturally identify algebraic DC∗t×X -modules and algebraic DX ⊗W loct -modules.
We regard Cτ as the dual space of Ct by the pairing (τ, t) 7−→ τt. Let M be an algebraic DCt×X -module.
We have its partial Fourier-Laplace transform FLX(M) on Cτ ×X . As a transform from DX ⊗Wt-modules to
DX ⊗Wτ -modules, it is described as the quotient of ∂t − τ : M [τ ] −→ M [τ ]. Here, the action of DX ⊗Wτ on
M [τ ] is given as follows. We have v(mτ j) = (vm)τ j for a vector field v on X , and ∂τ (mτ
j) = jmτ j−1 − tmτ j .
By taking the restriction, we have the localized partial Fourier transform FLlocX (M) on C
∗
τ × X . We set
λ := τ−1. We may naturally regard FLlocX (M) as a DX ⊗W locλ -module. Let us explicit it more explicitly. We
have the action of DC∗
λ
×X on M [λ, λ
−1] given as follows. We have v(mλj) = (vm)λj for a vector field v on X ,
and ∂λ(mλ
j) = tmλj−2 + jmλj−1. Then, the DC∗
λ
×X -module FL
loc
X (M) is described as the quotient of
M [λ, λ−1]
∂t−λ
−1
−→ M [λ, λ−1].
The natural inclusion M −→M [λ, λ−1] induces a DX -homomorphism loc : M −→ FLlocX (M).
Let (M,F ) be an algebraic filtered DCt×X -module, i.e., M is an algebraic DX -module, and F is a good
filtration of M . Following [49], we set
G0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) :=
∑
j∈Z
λj loc(FjM) ⊂ FLlocX (M)
on X . It is naturally an algebraic RX -module. It is also equipped with the action of λ2∂λ. Thus, we ob-
tain an algebraic R˜X -module. Because ∂tFj(M) ⊂ Fj+1(M), we have loc(FjM) ⊂ λ loc(Fj+1M), and hence
G0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) =
∑
j≥N λ
j loc(FjM) for any N .
We have the Rees module R(M,F ) =
∑
FjMλ
j . We have the RX -homomorphism R(M,F )→ FLlocX (M,F ),
and the image is G0 FL
loc
X (M,F ).
The quotient of the following is denoted by G′0 FL
loc
X (M,F ):
λR(M,F )
∂t−λ
−1
−→ R(M,F )
It is naturally an algebraic R˜X -module.
Lemma D.1 The image of the induced morphism G′0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) −→ FLlocX (M) is G0 FLlocX (M,F ). If the
multiplication of λ on G′0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) is injective, the natural morphism G
′
0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) −→ G0 FLlocX (M,F )
is an isomorphism of R˜X -modules.
Proof The first claim is clear by the construction. The morphism G′0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) −→ G0 FLlocX (M,F ) is an
isomorphism after the localization with respect to λ. Then, the second claim follows.
We may interpret the construction G′0 FL
loc
X in terms of R-modules. Let p denote the projection of Ct ×X
ontoX , as above. We have the algebraicRCt×X -module L(−t) =
(OCλ×Ct×X , d−d(λ−1t)). Then, by definition,
G′0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) is isomorphic to
λ · p0†
(
R(M,F )⊗ L(−t)) ≃ λ · R1p∗(R(M,F )⊗ L(−t) b−→ R(M,F )⊗ L(−t)⊗ (λ−1Ω1Cλ×X×Ct/Cλ×X))
Here, b is induced by the meromorphic flat connection of R(M,F )⊗ L(−t). (See §3.2.4 for example.)
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Proposition D.2 Suppose that (M,F ) is a filtered DCt×X-module underlying an algebraic mixed Hodge module.
Then, the natural morphism G′0 FL
loc
X (M,F ) −→ G0 FLlocX (M,F ) is an isomorphism.
Proof By the assumption, we have a mixed Hodge module on P1t × X whose underlying filtered D-module
(M ′, F ′) on P1t×X satisfies (M ′, F ′)|Ct×X = (M,F ). As explained in [40, §13.5], the analytification of R(M ′, F ′)
underlies an integrable mixed twistor D-module (T ,W ) on P1t ×X . Let V(−t) =
(L(−t),L(−t), C(−t)) denote
the RP1t×X -triple as in §3.2.1. As explained in [40, §11.3.2], we have a mixed twistor D-module
(
(T ,W ) ⊗
V(−t))[∗(t)∞] on P1t ×X .
Lemma D.3 The underlying RP1t×X-module of
(
(T ,W ) ⊗ V(−t))[∗(t)∞] is the analytification of R(M,F ) ⊗
L(−t).
Proof The claim is clear on Ct ×X . Let Q be any point of X . It is enough to check the claim locally around
(∞, Q). Let M and M˜ be the RP1t×X -modules underlying T and
(
(T ,W ) ⊗ V(−t))[∗(t)∞], respectively. We
have M˜(∗(t)∞) =M⊗L(−t).
Let κ := t−1. We consider VRCκ×X ⊂ RCκ×X which is generated by λΘCκ×X(log κ) over OCλ×Cκ×X . We
have the V -filtration V (M) ofM along κ. Then, Vc(M) is VRCκ×X -coherent for any c ∈ R. Let q : Cκ×X −→
X be the projection. Note that Vc(M) are q∗RX -coherent because M is regular. We take sections s1, . . . , sm
of Vc(M) which generates Vc(M) over q∗RX . Let υ be the generator of L(−t) such that ∇υ = υd(−λ−1t).
Let M1 be the RCκ×X -submodule of M ⊗ L(−t) generated by si ⊗ υ (i = 1, . . . ,m). Let us observe
M1 = M⊗ L(−t). It is enough to prove that κ−n(VcM⊗ υ) ⊂ M1 for any n. We have VcM⊗ υ ⊂ M1
because Vc(M) is generated by s1, . . . , sm over q∗RX . Suppose κ−n(VcM⊗ υ) ⊂M1. Let f be any section of
VcM. We have
κ∂κ
(
κ−nf ⊗ υ) = −nκ−nf ⊗ υ + κ−n(κ∂κf)⊗ υ − κ−n−1f ⊗ υ.
Hence, we obtain κ−n−1f ⊗ υ ∈M1.
Suppose c < 0. For a sufficiently large N , tNsi⊗ υ (i = 1, . . . ,m) are sections of M˜. We also have that tNsi
generates Vc−NM. Hence, we obtain that tNsi ⊗ υ (i = 1, . . . ,m) generates M⊗L(−t) over RX . It implies
that M˜ =M⊗L(−t).
Hence, the analytification of p0†
(
R(M,F )⊗L(−t)) underlies a mixed twistor D-module. It implies that the
multiplication of λ on p0†
(
R(M,F )⊗ L(−t)) is injective. Then, the claim follows from the Lemma D.1.
D.1.2 Comparison
Let Y be a smooth projective variety. Let X be any smooth algebraic variety. Let π1 : Y ×Ct ×X −→ Ct ×X
and π2 : Y × Ct ×X −→ X be the projections.
Let (M,F ) be a filtered D-module on Y ×Ct×X which underlies a mixed Hodge module. We obtain filtered
D-modules πj1†(M,F ) on Ct ×X , which underlie mixed Hodge modules. Applying the construction in §D.1.1,
we obtain RX -modules G0 FLlocX πj1†(M,F ).
Let R(M,F ) be the Rees module of (M,F ). It is naturally an algebraic R˜Y×Ct×X -module. We have the
RY×Ct×X -module L(−t). We obtain an algebraic R˜Y×Ct×X -module R(M,F ) ⊗ L(−t). It underlies a mixed
twistor D-module (Lemma D.3). We obtain RX -modules πj2†
(
R(M,F )⊗ L(−t)).
Proposition D.4 We have natural isomorphisms λ · πj2†
(
R(M,F )⊗ L(−t)) ≃ G0 FLlocX πj1†(M,F ).
Proof Note that we have πj1†
(
R(M,F )
) ≃ R(πj1†(M,F )) by the theory of mixed Hodge modules. Let pX :
Ct ×X −→ X denote the projection. We have pX ◦ π1 = π2. Let L(−t) denote the D-module associated to −t
on P1t ×X as in §2.1.1. Let us recall the following lemma.
Lemma D.5 For regular holonomic D-modules M on Ct ×X, we have pjX†M ⊗ L(−t) = 0 for j 6= 0.
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Proof It is enough to consider the case j = −1. Let s be any section of M such that ∂ts− s = 0, and let us
check that s = 0. We have the V -filtration of V•M along u = t
−1. Suppose s 6= 0 around (∞, P ) ∈ P1 ×X .
Because M is regular along u, we have a0 := min{a | s ∈ VaM}. Because ∂ts ∈ V<a0 , we also have s ∈ V<a0
which contradicts with the choice of a0. Hence, we have s = 0 around (∞, P ). LetM1 ⊂M be the D-submodule
generated by s. We have Supp(M1) ∩ {∞} × X = ∅. Let P ∈ X . By shrinking X appropriately, we take an
algebraic function f on X such that f(P ) = 0 and df is nowhere vanishing. We have the V -filtrations Vf of M1
and M1 ⊗ L(−t) along f . It is easy to see that GrVf (M ⊗ L(−t)) ≃ GrVf (M)⊗ L(−t). If s is non-zero around
(t, P ), there exists b such that s gives a non-zero section [s] of Gr
Vf
b (M) satisfying ∂t[s] − [s] = 0. Hence, we
can reduce the claim to the case dimX = 0, where it can be checked easily. Thus, we obtain Lemma D.5.
By the lemma, we have p0X†π
j
1†
(
R(M,F )⊗L(−t)) ≃ πj2†(R(M,F )⊗L(−t)). Then, the claim of Proposition
D.4 follows from Proposition D.2.
D.2 R˜-modules associated to subvarieties of Pm
D.2.1 Setting
We fix a homogeneous coordinate system [z0 : · · · : zm] of Pm. We set V := H0
(
Pm,O(1)). We put V1 :=
{α0z0 |α0 ∈ C} ⊂ V and V2 :=
{∑m
i=1 αizi
∣∣αi ∈ C} ⊂ V . We may regard α0 and (α1, . . . , αm) as coordinate
systems of V1 and V2, respectively.
We set H0 := {z0 = 0}. Let U be a smooth quasi-projective variety with an immersion ιU : U −→ Pm \H0.
For simplicity, we assume that there exists a hypersurface H ⊂ Pm for which ιU (U) is a closed subset of
Pm \ (H0 ∪H). We do not assume that H is smooth.
We set V ∗2 := V2 \ {0}. We shall construct some R˜-modules on V ∗2 associated to U .
D.2.2 A construction
We take a smooth projective variety Y with an open immersion ι1 : U −→ Y and a morphism ι2 : Y −→ Pm such
that (i) DY := Y \U is normal crossing, (ii) ι2 ◦ ι1 = ιU . We have DY = ι∗2(H ∪H0). We set DY,V ∗2 := DY ×V ∗2 .
We set ι2,V ∗2 := ι2 × idV ∗2 : Y × V ∗2 −→ Pm × V ∗2 . We have the meromorphic function
FuY,V ∗2 := ι
∗
2,V ∗2
( m∑
i=1
αizi/z0
)
on (Y,DY )×V ∗2 . We obtain the integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) (⋆ = ∗, !) and the under-
lying R˜Y×V ∗2 -modules L⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ). Let πY,V ∗2 : Y ×V ∗2 −→ V ∗2 be the projection. We obtain the integrable
mixed twistor D-modules π0Y,V ∗2 †T⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) and the underlying R˜V ∗2 -modules π0Y,V ∗2 †L⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ).
If Y ′ and ι′i be another choice, then we take Y
′′ with morphisms ι′′1 : U −→ Y ′′, a : Y ′′ −→ Y ′ and
b : Y ′′ −→ Y such that a ◦ ι′′1 = ι′1, b ◦ ι′′1 = ι1, ι′2 ◦ a = ι2 ◦ b =: ι′′2 . Then, we have natural commutative diagram
of isomorphisms:
π0Y,V ∗2 †
T!(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) ≃ π0Y ′′,V ∗2 †T!(FuY ′′,V ∗2 , DY ′′,V ∗2 ) ≃ π0Y ′,V ∗2 †T!(FuY ′,V ∗2 , DY ′,V ∗2 )↓ ↓ ↓
π0Y,V ∗2 †
T∗(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) ≃ π0Y ′′,V ∗2 †T∗(FuY ′′,V ∗2 , DY ′′,V ∗2 ) ≃ π0Y ′,V ∗2 †T∗(FuY ′,V ∗2 , DY ′,V ∗2 )
In this sense, π0Y,V ∗2 †
T⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) and the underlying R˜V ∗2 -modules π0Y,V ∗2 †L⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) are independent
of the choice of Y .
We shall observe that π0Y,V ∗2 †L⋆(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) are isomorphic to the R˜V ∗2 -modules given in [45].
D.2.3 Comparison with a construction of Reichelt-Sevenheck
Let Z ⊂ Pm × V be the 0-set of the universal section ∑αizi of OPm(1) ⊠OV . The projections q1 : Z −→ Pm
and q2 : Z −→ V are smooth. We set ZU := Z ×Pm U . Let ιZU : ZU −→ Pm × V denote the natural inclusion.
Let πV : P
m × V −→ V be the projection.
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We have the variation of pure Hodge structure (OZU ,F ) with the canonical real structure, where the Hodge
filtration F is given by F0 = OZU and F−1 = 0. We have the associated pure Hodge module which is also
denoted by (OZU , F ). We obtain the mixed Hodge modules ιZU⋆(OZU , F ) (⋆ = ∗, !) on Pm × V , and then
π0V †ιZU⋆(OZU , F ) on V = V1 × V2. By applying the procedure in §D.1.1, and by taking the restriction to
V ∗2 ⊂ V2, we obtain the following R˜V ∗2 -modules:
G0 FL
loc
V2 π
0
V †ιZU⋆(OZU , F )|V ∗2
Proposition D.6 We have isomorphisms of R˜X -modules:
λ · π0Y,V ∗2 †L⋆(F
u
Y , DY,V ∗2 ) ≃ G0 FLlocV2 π0V †ιZU⋆(OZU , F )|V ∗2
We also have the following commutative diagram:
λ · π0Y,V ∗2 †L!(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 )
≃−−−−→ G0 FLlocV2 π0V †ιZU !(OZU , F )|V ∗2y y
λ · π0Y,V ∗2 †L∗(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 )
≃−−−−→ G0 FLlocV2 π0V †ιZU∗(OZU , F )|V ∗2
Proof We set Z0 := Z∩
(
Pm×V1×V ∗2
)
. Let PV1 denote the projective completion of V1, i.e., PV1 = P(V
∨
1 ⊕C).
Let Z0 be the closure of Z0 in P
m × PV1 × V ∗2 . Let ιZ0 : Z0 −→ Pm × PV1 × V ∗2 denote the natural inclusion.
By the construction of Z0, we have the following equality of meromorphic functions on Z0:
ι∗
Z0
α0 = −ι∗Z0
( m∑
i=1
αizi/z0
)
Let Z0U := ZU ∩ Z0, and let Z0U denote the closure of Z0U in Z0. Let q : Z0U −→ Pm × V ∗2 denote the
naturally induced morphism. Note that Z0U is naturally isomorphic to U ×V ∗2 , and that the restriction q|Z0U is
an immersion. We can take a smooth complex algebraic variety B with projective morphisms ϕ1 : B −→ Z0U
and ϕ2 : B −→ Y × V ∗2 , and an open immersion j : U × V ∗2 ⊂ B such that (i) q ◦ ϕ1 = ιY,V ∗2 ◦ ϕ2, (ii) ϕa ◦ j
(a = 1, 2) are the identity of U × V ∗2 , (iii) DB := B \ j(U × V ∗2 ) is a normal crossing hypersurface. We set
G := −ϕ∗1α0 = ϕ∗2FuY . We have the integrable mixed twistor D-modules T⋆(G,DB) on B. Let L⋆(G,DB)
denote the underlying R˜B-modules. Then, we have the following natural isomorphisms and the commutative
diagrams:
ϕ2†L!(G,DB) ≃−−−−→ L!(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 )y y
ϕ2†L∗(G,DB) ≃−−−−→ L∗(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 )
We also have the following:
ϕ1†L!(G,DB) ≃−−−−→ R
(
ιZU !(OZU , F )
)⊗ L(−α0)y y
ϕ1†L∗(G,DB) ≃−−−−→ R
(
ιZU∗(OZU , F )
)⊗ L(−α0)
Then, the claim of the theorem follows from Proposition D.4.
Reichelt and Sevenheck considered the image (M,F ) of ιZU !(OZU , F ) −→ ιZU∗(OZU , F ), that is the minimal
extension of ZU in P
m×V . They proved that G0 FLlocV2
(
π0V †(M,F )
)
|V ∗2
is isomorphic to the image of the natural
morphism G0 FL
loc
V2 π
0
V †ιZU !
(OZU , F )|V ∗2 −→ G0 FLlocV2 π0V †ιZU∗(OZU , F )|V ∗2 .
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Corollary D.7 G0 FL
loc
V2
(
πV †(M,F )
)
|V ∗2
is isomorphic to the image of the natural morphism
λ · π0Y,V ∗2 †L!(F
u
Y,V ∗2
, DY,V ∗2 ) −→ λ · π0Y,V ∗2 †L∗(F
u
Y,V ∗2
, DY,V ∗2 ).
In particular, G0 FL
loc
V2
(
πV †(M,F )
)
|V ∗2
underlies a polarizable integrable pure twistor D-module.
Proof The first claim follows from Proposition D.6 and the result of Reichelt and Sevenheck mentioned above.
Because the morphism of the mixed twistor D-modules π0Y,V ∗2 †T!(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) −→ π0Y,V ∗2 †T∗(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 )
factors through the morphism of the pure twistor D-modules
GrWdimU+m π
0
Y,V ∗2 †
T!(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ) −→ Gr
W
dimU+m π
0
Y,V ∗2 †
T∗(FuY,V ∗2 , DY,V ∗2 ),
the second claim follows.
E Better behaved GKZ-systems and de Rham complexes
E.1 D-modules
E.1.1 The D-modules associated to some better behaved GKZ-systems
We recall a special version of better behaved GKZ-systems introduced by L. Borisov and P. Horja [5]. Let A =
{a1, . . . ,am} ⊂ Zn be a finite subset generating Zn. LetKR(A) ⊂ Rn denote the cone
{∑m
j=1 rjaj
∣∣ rj ≥ 0} gen-
erated by A. We setK(A) := KR(A)∩Zn. The semigroupK(A) is the saturation of Z≥0A =
{∑m
j=1 njaj
∣∣nj ∈
Z≥0
}
. We denote aj = (aj1, . . . , ajn).
Let Γ ⊂ K(A) be any subset such that Γ + a ⊂ Γ for any a ∈ A. Let β ∈ Cn. The following system of
differential equations GKZ(A,Γ,β) for tuples of holomorphic functions (Φc | c ∈ Γ) on any open subset Cm is
called the better behaved GKZ-hypergeometric system associated to (A,Γ,β):
∂xjΦc = Φc+aj (∀c ∈ Γ, ∀j = 1, . . . ,m)(∑
j
ajixj∂xj + ci − βi
)
Φc = 0 (∀c ∈ Γ, ∀i = 1, . . . , n)
Here, (x1, . . . , xm) denotes the standard coordinate system of C
m.
Let us describe the DCm -module MGKZ(A,Γ,β) corresponding to the system GKZ(A,Γ,β). We introduce
a free OCm-module Q(A,Γ) generated by Γ. Let e(c) denote the element corresponding to c ∈ Γ. So, we have
Q(A,Γ) =⊕c∈ΓOCm · e(c). We introduce the action of DCm on Q(A,Γ) by ∂xje(c) = e(c+aj). Let J(A,Γ,β)
denote the DCm -submodule of Q(A,Γ) generated by
(∑
j ajixj∂xj + ci− βi
)
e(c) for c ∈ Γ and i = 1, . . . , n. We
set MGKZ(A,Γ,β) := Q(A,Γ)/J(A,Γ,β).
Let U ⊂ Cm be any open subset. An O-homomorphism Φ :MGKZ(A,Γ,β)|U −→ OU is uniquely determined
by Φc := Φ(e(c)) (c ∈ Γ). Conversely, any tuple of holomorphic functions (Φc | c ∈ Γ) determines an O-
morphism MGKZ(A,Γ,β)|U −→ OU . Then, the following lemma is clear by the construction.
Lemma E.1 Let U ⊂ Cm be any open subset. The above correspondence induces a bijective correspondence
between morphisms of D-modules MGKZ(A,Γ,β)|U −→ OU and solutions of GKZ(A,Γ,β).
Remark E.2 In [5], Borisov and Horja considered an m-tuple of a finitely generated abelian group, instead of
a finite subset of Zn. In that sense, we consider the only special case. However, we do not impose the existence
of an element α ∈ (Zn)∨ such that α(aj) = 1 (j = 1, . . . ,m).
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E.1.2 Twisted de Rham complexes
We recall some notation used in §6. Let T n := (C∗)n. We consider the morphism ψaffA : T n −→ Cm given
by ψaffA (t1, . . . , tn) = (t
a1 , . . . , tam), where taj =
∏n
i=1 t
aji
i . Let X
aff
A denote the closure of the image of ψ
aff
A .
Let XˇaffA −→ XaffA be the normalization. Let DˇaffA denote the complement of T n in XˇaffA . Note that XˇaffA =
SpecC[K(A)] and XaffA = SpecC[Z≥0A].
The family of Laurent polynomials
∑m
j=1 xjt
aj induces a meromorphic function FA on (Xˇ
aff
A , Dˇ
aff
A ) × Cm.
We also have the logarithmic closed one form κ(β) =
∑n
i=1 βidti/ti. We obtain the relative algebraic de Rham
complexes:
C•(A,β)• :=
(
Ω•
(XˇaffA ×C
m)/Cm
(log DˇaffA × Cm), d+ dFA − κ(β)
)
C•(A,β)◦ :=
(
Ω•
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )×C
m/Cm
, d+ dFA − κ(β)
)
Let πˇA : Xˇ
aff
A × Cm −→ Cm denote the projection. Each πˇA∗Ck(A,β)⋆ is naturally a DCm-module by
∂xj • (g) = ∂xjg + ∂xjFA · g. The differential d+ dFA − κ(β) of the complexes are compatible with the actions
of DCm . So, we obtain the following DCm-modules
MA,β,⋆ := R
nπˇA∗C•(A,β)⋆ (⋆ = •, ◦).
Remark E.3 In the notation of §6.1.6 (see also Example 6.13), we have the following commutative diagram:
MA,0,• −−−−→ MA,0,◦
≃
y ≃y
π†L∗(A,Cm, id) −−−−→ π†L!(A,Cm, id)
E.1.3 Comparison
Let K(A)◦ denote the intersection of Zn and the interior part of KR(A).
Proposition E.4 We have the following natural isomorphisms of DCm -modules:
MGKZ(A,K(A),β) ≃MA,β,•, MGKZ(A,K(A)◦,β) ≃MA,β,◦.
Proof Although the claim is rather obvious by definition, we give some more details. Let ψΣ1 : XΣ1 −→ XˇaffA
be any toric projective resolution. Set DΣ1 := XΣ1 \ T . According to [3], we have RψΣ1∗ΩpXΣ1 (logDΣ1) ≃
Ωp
XˇaffA
(log DˇaffA ). Let I(p) denote the set of tuples of integers I = (i1, . . . , ip) with 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ip ≤ n. For
any I ∈ I(p), we set τI :=
∏p
j=1 t
−1
ij
dti1 ∧ · · · ∧ dtip . Hence, we have ΩpXˇaffA (log Dˇ
aff
A ) is a free sheaf over OXˇaffA
with a basis τI (I ∈ S(p)). Hence, we have
πˇA∗Cp(A)∗ ≃
⊕
I∈S(p)
⊕
c∈K(A)
OCmtcτI .
We set ω := τ{1,...,n}. We have ∂xj (t
cω) = tc+ajω. Hence, we have the isomorphism of DCm-modules
Q(A,K(A)) ≃ πˇA∗Cn(A)• given by e(c) 7−→ tcω.
Let ωi denote the inner product of ω and ti∂/∂ti. We have ω = (dti/ti)ωi. We have
(
d+ dFA − κ(β)
)
(tcωi) =
(
ci − βi +
n∑
j=1
ajixjt
aj
)
(tcω) =
(
ci − βi +
∑
ajixj∂xj
)
(tcω).
Hence, the image of πˇA∗Cn−1(A)• −→ πˇA∗Cn(A)• is identified with J(A,K(A),β). Hence, we obtain the
desired isomorphism MGKZ(A,K(A),β) ≃MA,β,•.
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According to [8], the space of global sections of Ωp
(XˇaffA ,Dˇ
aff
A )
is
⊕
I∈S(p)
⊕
c∈K(A)◦ C · tcτI . Hence, we have
πˇA∗Cp(A)◦ =
⊕
I∈S(p)
⊕
c∈K(A)◦
OCmtcτI .
Then, as in the case of •, we obtain the desired isomorphism MGKZ(A,K(A)◦,β) ≃MA,β,◦.
E.1.4 Special cases
For any p = (p1, . . . , pm) ∈ Zm, we put s+(p) := {j | pj ≥ 0} and s−(p) := {j | pj ≤ 0}. We set
p =
∏
j∈s+(p)
∂pjxj −
∏
j∈s−(p)
∂−pjxj .
We have the morphism Zm −→ Zn given by p = (p1, . . . , pm) 7−→
∑m
j=1 pjaj . Let LA denote the kernel.
Suppose that Γ = Z≥0A+c0 for an element c0 ∈ K(A). Then, as remarked in [5], GKZ(A,Γ,β) is equivalent
to the following ordinary GKZ-hypergeometric system GKZord(A,β−c0) for holomorphic functions Φc0 on any
open subset of Cm:
pΦc0 = 0 (∀p ∈ LA)(
c0i − βi +
m∑
j=1
ajixj∂xj
)
Φc0 = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n)
For any γ ∈ Cn, let I(A,γ) denote the left ideal of DCm generated by p (p ∈ LA) and −γi +
∑m
j=1 ajixj∂xj
(i = 1, . . . , n). Then, we have a natural isomorphism MGKZ(A,Γ,β) ≃ DCm/I(A,β − c0).
Suppose that we are given Γ1 ⊂ Γ2 ⊂ K(A) such that Γi = ci + Z≥0A. We have the natural morphism
MGKZ(A,Γ1,β) −→MGKZ(A,Γ2,β) induced by the inclusion Q(A,Γ1) ⊂ Q(A,Γ2). The above isomorphisms
induce gc2,c1 : DCm/I(A, c1,β) −→ DCm/I(A, c2,β).
We have an expression c1 = c2 +
∑m
j=1 bjaj (bj ∈ Z≥0). We have the morphism of DCm-modules h˜c2,c1 :
DCm −→ DCm induced by the right multiplication of Bc2,c1 =
∏m
j=1 ∂
bj
j . We have p ·Bc2,c1 = Bc2,c1 ·p. We
also have (
c1i − βi +
m∑
j=1
ajixj∂xj
)
·
m∏
j=1
∂
bj
j =
m∏
j=1
∂
bj
j ·
(
c2i − βi +
m∑
j=1
ajixj∂xj
)
.
Hence, we have the induced morphism hc2,c1 : DCm/I(A, c1,β) −→ DCm/I(A, c2,β). It is easy to check
gc2,c1 = hc2,c1 .
Let us consider some more special cases. Suppose that K(A) = Z≥0A, i.e., XaffA = XˇaffA . Then, the system
GKZ(A,K(A), 0) is equivalent to GKZord(A, 0), and we have MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) ≃ DCm/I(A, 0).
Suppose moreover that K(A)◦ = K(A) + c1 for some c1 ∈ K(A). Then, GKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) is equivalent to
GKZord(A,−c1), and we have MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) ≃ DCm/I(A,−c1).
The morphism MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) −→ MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) induces DCm/I(A,−c1) −→ DCm/I(A, 0). If
c1 =
∑ℓ
i=1 ai for some ℓ, it is equal to the morphism induced by the multiplication of
∏ℓ
j=1 ∂xj .
E.2 R˜-modules
E.2.1 Systems of differential equations and the associated R˜-modules
We continue to use the notation in §E.1. Let Γ ⊂ K(A) be any subset satisfying Γ + a ⊂ Γ for any a ∈ A.
We consider the following system of differential equations GKZR˜(A,Γ,β) for a tuple ΦΓ = (Φc | c ∈ Γ) of
holomorphic functions on any open subset of C× Cm = {(λ, x1, . . . , xm)}:
λ∂xjΦc = Φc+aj , (∀c ∈ Γ, j = 1, . . . ,m)
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(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
λxj∂xj
)
Φc = 0, (∀c ∈ Γ)
(
λ(ci − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajiλxj∂xj
)
Φc = 0, (∀c ∈ Γ, i = 1, . . . , n)
We describe the corresponding R˜Cm -module. We introduce a free OC×Cm -module Q(A,Γ) generated by
Γ. Let e(c) denote the section corresponding to c ∈ Γ. So, we have Q(A,Γ) = ⊕c∈ΓOC×Cme(c). It is an
R˜Cm -module by the actions λ∂xje(c) = e(c+ aj) and
λ2∂λe(c) = −nλe(c)−
m∑
j=1
xjλ∂xje(c).
Let J (A,Γ,β) denote the R˜-submodule of Q(A,Γ) generated by (λ(ci − βi) +∑mj=1 ajiλxj∂xj)e(c) for c ∈ Γ
and i = 1, . . . , n. We set MGKZ(A,Γ,β) := Q(A,Γ)/J (A,Γ,β).
As in §E.1.1, we have the following.
Lemma E.5 Let U be any open subset in C × Cm. We have the natural bijective correspondence between the
R˜-homomorphisms MGKZ(A,Γ,β)|U −→ OU and the solutions of GKZR˜(A,Γ,β) on U .
E.2.2 Comparison with the twisted de Rham complexes
We use the notation in §E.1.2. Let q : C× XˇaffA × Cm −→ XˇaffA denote the projection. We set
Ck(A,β)• := λ−kq∗ΩkXˇaffA (log Dˇ
aff
A ), C
k
(A,β)◦ := λ−kq∗Ωk(XˇaffA ,DˇaffA ).
With the differential induced by d+ d(λ−1FA)− κ(β), we obtain the complexes of sheaves C•(A,β)⋆ (⋆ = •, ◦).
Let πˇA : C × XˇaffA × Cm −→ C × Cm denote the projection. Each πˇA∗C
k
(A,β)⋆ is naturally an R˜Cm -
module by λ∂xj • (g) = λ∂xjg + ∂xjFA · g (j = 1, . . . ,m) and λ2∂λ • (g) = λ2∂λg − FA · g. The differentials
d + d(λ−1FA) − κ(β) of the complexes are compatible with the actions of R˜Cm . So, we obtain the following
R˜-modules
MA,β,⋆ := RnπˇA∗C•(A,β)⋆ (⋆ = •, ◦).
Proposition E.6 We have the following natural isomorphisms of R˜Cm -modules:
MGKZ(A,K(A),β) ≃MA,β,•, MGKZ(A,K(A)◦,β) ≃MA,β,◦.
Proof The argument is similar to that in the proof of Proposition E.4. We give just an indication. We have
πˇA∗Cp(A,β)• =
⊕
I∈S(p)
⊕
c∈K(A)
OC×Cmtcλ−pτI .
We have the following equalities.
λ∂xj (t
cλ−nω) = tc+ajλ−nω(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
λxj∂xj
)
tcλ−nω = 0
We also have the following:(
λ(ci − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajiλxj∂xj
)
(tcλ−nω) =
(
d+ d(λ−1FA)− κ(β)
)
(tcλ−n+1ωi)
Then, we obtain the claim in the case for • as in the case of Proposition E.4. The claim for ◦ is obtained in a
similar way.
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Remark E.7 As studied in §6.2.3, we have the following commutative diagram:
π0†L!(A,Cm, id) −−−−→ π0†L∗(A,Cm, id)
≃
y ≃y
πˇ∗C•(A, 0)◦ −−−−→ πˇ∗C•(A, 0)•
Hence, Proposition E.6 gives expressions of π0†L⋆(A,Cm, id) (⋆ = ∗, !) as systems of differential equations.
E.2.3 Special case
We use the notation in §E.1.4. For any p ∈ Zm, we set
p :=
∏
j∈s+(p)
(λ∂j)
pj −
∏
i∈s−(p)
(λ∂j)
−pj .
Suppose that Γ = Z≥0A+c0 for an element c0 ∈ K(A). Then, GKZR˜(A,Γ,β) is equivalent to the following
system GKZord
R˜
(A,β − c0) for Φc0 :
pΦc0 = 0 (∀p ∈ LA)(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
xjλ∂xj
)
Φc0 = 0
(
λ(c0i − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajixjλ∂xj
)
Φc0 = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n)
For any γ ∈ Zm, let I(A,γ) denote the left ideal of R˜Cm generated by p (p ∈ LA), λ2∂λ+nλ+
∑m
j=1 λxj∂xj ,
and −λγi +
∑m
j=1 ajiλxj∂xj (i = 1, . . . , n). Then, we have a natural isomorphism
MGKZ(A,Γ,β) ≃ R˜Cm/I(A,β − c0).
Suppose that we are given Γ1 ⊂ Γ2 ⊂ K(A) such that Γi = ci + Z≥0A. We have the natural morphism
MGKZ(A,Γ1, β) −→MGKZ(A,Γ2, β) induced by the inclusion Q(A,Γ1) ⊂ Q(A,Γ2). The above isomorphisms
induce gc2,c1 : R˜Cm/I(A, c1, β) −→ R˜Cm/I(A, c2, β).
We have an expression c1 = c2 +
∑m
i=1 biai (bi ∈ Z≥0). We have the morphism of R˜Cm -modules h˜c2,c1 :
R˜Cm −→ R˜Cm induced by the right multiplication of Bc2,c1 :=
∏m
j=1(λ∂xj )
bj . We have p ·Bc2,c1 = Bc2,c1 ·p.
We have (
λ(c2i − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajixjλ∂xj
) m∏
k=1
(λ∂xk)
bk =
m∏
k=1
(λ∂xk)
bk
(
λ(c1i − βi) +
m∑
j=1
ajixjλ∂xj
)
We have
(
λ2∂λ + xjλ∂xj
)
λ∂xj = λ∂xj
(
λ2∂λ + xjλ∂xj
)
. Hence,(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
xjλ∂xj
)
·
m∏
k=1
(λ∂k)
bk =
m∏
k=1
(λ∂k)
bk ·
(
λ2∂λ + nλ+
m∑
j=1
xjλ∂xj
)
Hence, we have the induced morphism hc2,c1 : R˜Cm/I(A, c1,β) −→ R˜Cm/I(A, c2,β). It is easy to see that
gc2,c1 = hc2,c1 .
Let us consider some more special cases. Suppose that K(A) = Z≥0A, i.e., XaffA = XˇaffA . Then, the system
GKZR˜
(A,K(A), 0) is equivalent to GKZord
R˜
(A, 0), and we have MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) ≃ R˜Cm/I(A, 0).
Suppose moreover that K(A)◦ = K(A) + c1 for some c1 ∈ K(A). Then, GKZR˜(A,K(A)◦, 0) is equivalent
to GKZord
R˜
(A,−c1), and we have MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) ≃ R˜Cm/I(A,−c1).
The morphism MGKZ(A,K(A)◦, 0) −→ MGKZ(A,K(A), 0) induces R˜Cm/I(A,−c1) −→ R˜Cm/I(A, 0). If
c1 =
∑ℓ
j=1 aj for some ℓ, it is equal to the morphism induced by the multiplication of
∏ℓ
j=1(λ∂xj ).
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